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From the Editorial Desk
Electronics and Telecommunication Engineering has always played a major role in the advancement of the latest in
the technology arena. As technology progresses rapidly, it has become essential for engineers and technologists to
keep up with the changes in their respective areas of expertise. The IETE- Student Forum (IETE-SF) was formed in
the year 2005 under the Department of Electronics and Telecommunication of D.J. Sanghvi College of Engineering,
to not only facilitate the flow of ideas and information but also to encourage the advancement in the field of
electronics and telecommunication engineering. To keep up with new technologies, IETE-SF conducts technical
workshops and seminars to encourage them to work on their technical skills. This forum paves a way for students to
gain knowledge apart from their academic curriculum. In addition to conducting workshops and seminars, IETE-SF
runs the book-bank facility where students can avail a wide range of technical books. Two years a new initiative was
taken by the student forum to run a component-bank facility, which enables students to avail themselves of various
electronic components, which can be used for building technical projects. ‘DJ Strike’, a project mentorship program,
which encourages students from the second, third, and fourth years to team up together to build technical projects
was continued this year as well by the IETE-SF. Over the last eight years, the EXTC Department has organized
various technical events like STTP on Microwave and Antenna, Image Processing, and Wireless Networks. The
department also organized, National conferences like NCCT-2011 in the year 2011 and International Conferences
like ICCT-2013 and ICCT-2015 in the year 2013 and 2015. Since 2017 the department has been organizing the
International Conference on Wireless Communication (ICWiCOM 2017, January 2018, and October 2019) where
the conference addresses only narrow topics in the domain of Wireless Communication. Proceedings of the
conferences are available on the Springer digital library. In continuation, ICWiCOM 2021 is scheduled to take place
in October 2021, and proceedings for the same shall be available on Springer digital library.
For the last three years, IETE-SF has been organizing ‘DJ Strike’, a project competition. This competition aims to
provide a platform for students to showcase technical skills as well as technical paper writing skills. After a vigorous
review process, the research papers of the best projects are published in the ‘DJ Strike’ Journal, which has a
recognized ISBN Number. Due to the overwhelming response received for DJ Strike, IETE- SF has been motivated
to organize ‘DJ Strike 2021’. The best technical projects, in coherence with the field of Electronics and
Telecommunication, built by undergraduate and postgraduate students, will be displayed during the competition.
We hereby appreciate the efforts taken by all the faculty members of the department of EXTC and the IETE-SF student
committee members for organizing ‘DJ Strike 2021’.
Congratulations to all the participants of DJ Strike 2021!
Best wishes.
Dr. Amit A. Deshmukh
Professor & Head, EXTC, DJSCE

i.

About DJ STRIKE
DJ STRIKE is a novel initiative of the Electronics and Telecommunication Engineering Department organized by
the students’ committee of IETE-SF. It is collaborative learning where students from various departments are
working together, sharing their knowledge to develop a product. Product development is an essential and integral
part of the competition. DJ Antariksh is a key outcome of the DJ Strike Mentorship Programme. It is the official
rover challenge team of DJSCE and it was pioneered by the students of the Department of EXTC and aims to build
next-generation Martian Rover. Students are encouraged to continue the development of the project to an industry
level product by allowing them to continue it as the final year project as well as a project for the subsequent year of
the competition, to ensure sufficient time for students to work upon it and develop it into an industry level product.
DJ strike starts with floating projects in various domains, followed by forming groups of Second and Third-year
students mentored by a final-year student and guided by a faculty member. Certain groups have also sought the
guidance of the esteemed alumni; this has provided them a perspective of the current industry level demand for
products. Each group gives three project topic preferences, exploring topics across a range of subject boundaries;
this motivates students to pursue further knowledge in different subject areas that are part of the curriculum, thus
motivating curriculum-based learning with practical exposure. One topic is allotted after discussion with faculty
coordinators. After finalizing the topic, each group goes through various stages of the review process at regular
intervals displaying their progress, and are evaluated based on different criteria by faculty coordinators. Each
review consists of 50 marks. This review is executed over a span of eight to nine months. The structure of the
review and guidance given by reviewers; helps in the timely submission and systematic approach in completing the
project in all aspects. The first review which is a documentation review primarily focuses on the ability of the
student to apply basic knowledge, analyze the problem and propose a model tool to execute the project. In the
second and third reviews which are progressive reviews, each group is required to complete about 30% and 70% of
the project respectively, and write the first draft of the technical paper based on the work done. Students are guided
on how to write a technical paper; a video has also been shared for the same. In the fourth review which is a final
review, each group is required to demonstrate the full product and submit the final draft of a technical paper. Each
technical paper undergoes plagiarism check by Turnitin software and based on the report, the paper with minimum
plagiarism is accepted for publication. Based on the marks after the final review, the top 5 groups are promoted to
DJ Spark is a state-level competition and their technical papers are published in DJ spark magazine carrying ISBN
number. The rest of the projects are presented during the DJ strike competition and their technical papers are
published in DJ strike magazine with ISBN number.
DJ Strike is a yearlong academic activity where students share and apply their knowledge of engineering
fundamentals and an engineering specialization to achieve success in product development. Strike provides an
opportunity to further enhance the project in the subsequent academic year, which enables the prototype to turn
into a product. Each student learns how to function effectively as a team member as well as a team leader. This
project-based learning holds great weightage in any resume and can help boost the career of the student. It reflects
their practical knowledge and enhances the prospect of the student not only to get a job or admission for higher
studies but also benefits them while securing better internships of their choice having worked on projects of that
calibre. It allows more in-depth exploration of topics, issues, and problems within and across subject areas and
disciplines. It helps students to nurture themselves as an engineer, giving them a chance of finding the solution to a
similar problem that they might carry out in their future profession. The projects made a great impact in the form of
Industrial as well as from a Social perspective.

Prof. Anuja Odhekar, Prof. Yukti Bandi, Prof. Tushar Sawant, Prof. Venkataramanan V. Strike Coordinators,
Department of Electronics &Telecommunication Engineering, DJSCE
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Abstract—Robotics has been on the rise since a long time
nowand its applications are overwhelming. Automation has
increased the ease in which the majority of the chores occur and
along with that it has also boosted the efficiency for the same.
This paper intends to exploit this particular advantage given by
robots in order to make a universally applicable machine that
would be able to perform its destined chores with ease. We
propose a bot that follows a line using computer vision and
avoids obstacles using ultrasonic sensors. Using a camera
module and an efficient wheel structure mounted on a
raspberry pi, the bot has major applications in hospitals,
restaurants, and airports. In a controlled environment using the
line, the bot can replace nurses by delivering medicines to
hospital rooms and perform basic diagnosis on the patients.
Similarly, it can also reduce the need of waiters in restaurants.
Hence, with the help of this advancement we plan to include
automation in the daily life of people in order to improve and
enhance it.
Keywords—Computer Vision, Raspberry Pi, Pi Camera, Obstacle
Avoidance robot, Bluetooth module, Ultrasonic sensor,
OpenCV,ROS

I.

INTRODUCTION

A robot is an electromechanical machine that can perform
certain tasks automatically if fed a set of rules for guidance
in the form of a program. Robotics is a combination of
computational intelligence, which involves programmed
software instructions amalgamated with physical hardware
components. Initially robots were made in order to do tasks
that were repetitive and monotonous in nature. However,
today along with that there is a need for the robot to be
intelligent and hence much more complex [1]. Therefore, we
try to make a robot that uses cutting edge technology like
computer vision and odometry analysis and has applications
in plethora of scenarios.
The expectation from any complex robot is mobility and
freedom of movement. Hence, we suggest a controlled
environment of a line as a base for the robot's manoeuvrability.
A line follower bot simply follows a clearly distinguishable line
on the floor. The basic function of a line following robot is to
detect the line using various sensors and move along it using a
programmatically controlled feedback mechanism [5]. The
advantage of using a line follower is that it is much more
efficient than a robot that would have complete freedom of
movement. Imagine automating a warehouse management
system without a line following bot!
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Even with obstacle avoidance, the machine would take far more
time to reach from one end of the warehouse to another
In addition to this, the implementation ease for it is why a
line follower robot is a much better option to choose.
Traditionally a line follower robot is implemented using two
pairs of light dependant resistors and light emitting diodes. A
black coloured line absorbs light from a white LED and hence
the light dependent resistor gets hardly any light, whereas a
white coloured line reflects light, shining light on the light
dependent resistor. This effect can be taken advantage of and the
robot can be programmed to move using a feedback mechanism
to follow a black line on a white surface or a white line on a
black surface. Some applications need colour coding of paths;
This can easily be achieved using a multi-coloured light emitting
diode and coloured paths [4].

However, distancing from this conventional approach, we
plan to use computer vision to detect the line. We will use the
open-source machine learning library called OpenCV for the
same. This will give us a lot more advantages than the LEDLDR pair method. Firstly, there will not be a need to fix the
colour of the line as the only criteria would be a
distinguishable line that can easily be detected by a camera
module. Secondly, there would be a possibility of detecting a
lot more colours than only red, blue, or green that were
offered by the previous approach. And finally, it would be
possible to detect symbols on the ground, which would
enable the bot could carry out special functions.
After having covered the aspect of mobility, we tackle
obstacle avoidance to avoid unnecessary damage to the bot
or the surroundings. This is necessary especially since no
remote control is used to navigate the robot. Obstacle
avoidance is carried out by strategically placing ultrasonic
sensors on the bot, which will detect objects in the bot’s way
and will help the bot manoeuvre around it or will make it stop
momentarily [7].
Finally, deploying a complex robot needs a minicomputer
that can enable efficient communication between the
hardware components and the software program. Such
minicomputers are called microcontrollers which control
specific operations embedded systems. Like computers, they
have access to their own random-access memory (RAM) and
use Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory (EPROM)
or Electrically Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory
(EEPROM) as secondary memory [3].
A common deployment platform for this bot would be an
Arduino but considering the computational cost of the image
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processing needed for line detection, we go with the
raspberry pi which is a micro-computer. It provides a Linux
operating system and hence also enables the usage of ROS
(Robotic Operating System) for better and more efficient
development of the robot [8].
II.

OBJECTIVE

The project aims to automate the delivery of items like
medicines in a hospital or food in a restaurant, where time is
a constraint or manpower is limited.
Over the past years, there has been a huge rise in the
Restaurant industry like never. From local fast-food chains to
mega fine dining restaurants, the rise in the Restaurant
industry and the craze for food has only skyrocketed! A point
that a lot are missing out is that labour is one of the largest
areas where most of the restaurant’s budget gets sucked in,
especially for kiosks or casual dining restaurants where
margins are marginal. Thus, if the staff, even if partially
automized, can give huge margins and boost local
restaurants! Robots can easily cover the low-skill labour of
taking short orders and save staff-expenses, also preventing
disguised employment.
The demand for nurses has increased exponentially as the
pandemic hit us in the beginning of 2020. Nurses having to take
care, providing assistance to the patients, and taking their
samples has become a great threat to the nurses themselves.
Hence an idea comes to mind, why not use robots in hospitals to
make all of this contactless! Many of these tasks can be made
contactless using robots and contribute the slowing down the
pandemic greatly. This way doctors and nurses can interact with
the patients indirectly and stay safe. Thus, simple robots capable
of self-navigating to destinations and perform small tasks can
help in making our lives much easier.

III. PROPOSED DESIGN
As described earlier, the robot needs to have its own
minicomputer that can perform independent operations that
enable efficient communication between the hardware
components and the software program. Moreover, it also
needs storage to store the data and program for the robot. To
allow this, we use the raspberry pi 4-B (4GB RAM) as our
micro-computer that consists of 40 GPIO (General input
output) pins for communication with the hardware connected
to it, variable storage in terms of a micro-SD card and a Linux
based operating system. In this bot, we use a 16 GB microSD card on which we etch the Raspbian operating system
image file. There is an easier version to directly copy paste
NOOBS (New Out-Of-Box-Software) which we have not
chosen. Upon inserting the micro-SD card in the raspberry pi,
we see a Linux based GUI on a screen connected to the pi
using an HDMI cable. Using this GUI, we can write code in
Java, C++ or Python in order to interface the raspberry pi
with the motors, camera and other hardware components. For
this bot, we use python due to its simplicity and availability
of large number of packages.
The bot uses computer vision to follow a line. To allow
usage of computer vision, we use the open-source library
called OpenCV which is a very powerful framework
consisting of very robust algorithms for image-based
machine learning models. Over and above this, it is a very
•Proceedings for DJ STRIKE 2021

impressive tool for image pre-processing which plays an
equally important part in computer vision-based machine
learning models. Open CV will be used to detect the line
that the robot will follow. After trivial image processing,
the line will be estimated using line detecting algorithms.
Computations on the received line can help us predict the
average angle the bot will have to turn as well.
To apply computer vision, we need a camera module that
mounts on the raspberry pi board. For this we use a
Raspberry Pi Camera v2 which is an 8 MP camera that
captures 3280 x 2464 pixels and supports 1080p30 video
format. The camera interfaces very well with the pi board
and hence allows capturing of image frames on which
image processing and computation is done to predict the
position of line.

Fig.1 Raspberry pi interfacing with camera module

Finally, for obstacle avoidance, we use the HCSR04
ultrasonic sensor which allows detecting objects in the
range of 2-400 cm while being extremely cost effective
and light weighted. Needing a power supply of 5V DC,
the ultrasonic sensor sends bursts of sound waves above
the hearing range of humans. These waves reflect off
objects and are received by a receiver mounted on the
sensor itself. The received signal is analysed considering
the time taken for it to come back and using this the
approximate distance between the obstacle and the sensor
can be found out. The GPIO pins can only allow around
3.3 volts of input and hence a 5 V input can damage the
board. Therefore, a voltage regulator is required to
prevent this from happening.

Fig.2 Hardware pin diagram of the proposed design
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IV.

IMPLEMENTATION

Fig.2 Block diagram of the proposed design

The line tracing robot was designed to follow a line that is
present on the floor. The four-wheeled bot was mounted with
a camera, which does the job of communicating with the
microcontroller by sensing the line. The car robot was
interfaced with a Raspberry Pi microcontroller. An algorithm
was constructed using OpenCV to quantify the amount of
curvature of the line.
The process starts by the camera capturing images of the line
in front of the bot. The captured image is then forwarded to
the Raspberry Pi microcontroller. The microcontroller then
analyses the image.
The pipeline looks like:
1. Reading the image using OpenCV
2. Convert the image from BGR to RGB
3. Convert the image from RGB to Grayscale
4. Apply Gaussian Blur
5. Apply thresholding
6. Find the contours from the thresholded image
7. Apply erosion
8. Apply dilation
9. Apply Hough Line Transform
10. From each straight line detected, we calculate the
exact direction the bot must turn
The pipeline starts with converting the image from BGR to RGB
because OpenCV by default reads the image in BGR. Then the
RGB image is converted to grayscale. This is done because the
grayscale image is far less complex than the color image, and it
still retains all the important information neededfor processing
the image. This is followed by applying Gaussian Blur to the
image, which is basically a way to apply a low-pass filter. It used
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to remove Gaussian or random noise from the image. The
blurred image is then thresholded, which basically is a way to
create a binary image from a grayscale or full-color image.
This is done to distinguish between the "object" or
foreground pixels and the background pixels to aid in image
processing. Then, contours are extracted from the image.
Contours are the line joining all the points along the boundary
of an image that have the same intensity. They are useful in
shape analysis, object detection, etc. This is followed by the
morphological processing operations: erosion and dilation.
Erosion, in easy words, makes the bright areas of the image
get thinner, and the dark zones bigger.

Dilation causes bright regions within an image to “grow” or
“dilate”. These together remove noise from the image, as well
as join disparate element and find intensity bumps or holes in
an image. Hough Line Transform is then applied to the preprocessed image. This is used to detect straight lines. We use
the probabilistic Hough Transform, which is a more efficient
implementation of the Hough Line Transform. It gives as
output the extremes of the detected lines (x0, y0, x1, y1).
Then, we iterate through each straight line detected and use
the concepts of coordinate geometry to calculate it is
gradient. If the gradient is positive, the line is tilted to the
right and if it is negative, it is tilted towards the left.
Calculating the overall direction of the line, we can calculate
the exact angle the bot has to turn.
To back the open cv system and to add the feature of obstacle
avoidance an ultrasonic sensor is used with the Raspberry Pi.
Ultrasonic sensors, in a nutshell, give the distance between
the bot and a possible obstacle. Monitoring this distance can
be very useful in controlling the bot and prevent collisions.
The Raspberry Pi comes with a built in Wi-Fi module. This
is used to our advantage in locating the end nodes that the bot
is expected to reach. Using a simple MQTT connection, a
remote communication between the end nodes and the bot
can be established.
All of this is implemented using ROS (Robotic Operating
System). ROS perception, nodes, manipulation, navigation,
and control algorithms are used. Perception helps maneuver
the bot in response to external sensors. Navigation and
control algorithms help achieve controlled movement of the
bot.
V. RESULTS
As discussed, our model successfully identifies coloured lines
from the pictures taken from Raspberry PI's camera module and
performs the navigation. Once the picture is taken, it is compared
with the dataset and the lines are detected if any, using YOLO.
The colour of a line is determined with the help of OpenCV
library, depending on which the robot produces the navigational
instructions. Upon detecting turns, the image is well processed
to calculate the average angle at which the robot must orient
itself to continue further navigation. Parallelly, the ultrasonic
sensors keep a look on obstacles in the path. Once it detects one
and is in anappropriate proximity, algorithms are performed
that produce navigational instructions for the robot to
manoeuvre around the obstacle. In this way, lines and
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obstacles are identified and navigation of bot is successfully
executed.
VI. SOCIAL IMPACT
There is a large number of applications of such a robot as
discussed above, consequently entrance of this robot in the
market might have little to huge social impacts. One of the
applications we mentioned was the application of such robots in
the aviation industry. In mega busy airports, it is often
challenging to the unfamiliar to navigate from one gate to
another, many barely managing to switch flights in short
layovers across multiple countries. In such crowded and busy
airports and in a time scramble it is not difficult to imagine many
people getting anxious and panicking to make it in time. In such
situations there is mostly a lack of human interaction to help
such people out since everybody is in a haste. This is an area that
can be taken up by these robots, which can greet and guide the
people throughout the correct routes. This hence, can overall
decrease anxiety and panicking in not only airports but in any of
the busy public places. Another application we discussed was
the use of these robots in health industry. Nurses have to come
into contact with patients with dangerous communicable
diseases many times throughout the day even for basic tasks such
as providing medicine doses, syringes, towels, etc. to patients,
increasing the nurses’ chances of getting infected. So, using
robots to make healthcare contactless in hospitals can directly
overall contribute a healthier society. Hence using such robots
in different industries little by little can indirectly improve the
overall mental and physical health of society and make our
lifestyle easier and more convenient.
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Abstract—Blind and visually impaired people often have
greatdifficulties while commuting. Often, they have to be
dependent on others for help. Getting hit by objects, travelling
in crowded areas, puddles on way, traffic etc. are the major
challenges standing tall before such people. Commuting during
rainy season is quite difficult, as we see potholes and uncovered
drainage pits everywhere. There may be chances of Blind
person falling due such irregular road conditions. Also boarding
and alighting any public transport proves to be challenging
under such circumstances a stick that guides them and reduces
their challenges would prove to be very beneficial. We propose
a intelligent cane with a face recognition system to assist the
blind in recognizing human faces. this method detects and
acknowledges faces around them. The results of the detection is
knowing to the visually handicapped person through a vibration
pattern. The Smart Cane also detects objects and notifies the
person about barrier in front by blaring a buzzer and guides
them accordingly. Also, it has many additional features like
moisture detection and light sensing. This would overall be very
helpful in smoothing the commuting experience of blind making
them independent.
Keywords—Real-time system; Human assistance system; Face
detection; Face recognition; Arduino Uno, Ultrasonic sensor,
LDR, Moisture sensor, Laser Sensor module, Bluetooth Module,
Object Detection, Web Development

I.

INTRODUCTION

Human Visual impairment is an exceptionally normal
handicap among individuals all through the world. As per the
World Health Organization (WHO) 285 million individuals
are visually disabled around the world, 39 million are visually
impaired and 246 have low vision. About 90% of the world's
blind live in non-industrial nations. For the indigents visual
impairment is a revile. They need assistance to stroll outside
and any remaining everyday fundamental works. The core
concept of this project is providing the blind with an aid that
helps them to travel independently using the features that this
project possesses. The project includes designing of Stick that
can guide the blind about the obstacles, water puddles,
darkness and the directions to reach a particular place [1].
Arduino is used as the brain of this project that performs
interfacing of various components. Ultrasonic sensors are
attached to the stick that detects the obstacles and alerts the
user by buzzer. Similarly, the presence of water puddle is
detected by the moisture sensor, LDR notifies about the
darkness in the surrounding area. The stick itself is covered
with a LED strip that alerts the person walking around about
the presence of a blind person [5]. All the sensor’s activity is
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linked with a different frequency of buzzer. Hence the
sensoralert can be distinguished and identified uniquely based
upon the type of buzzer tone. The Project also includes
interfacing of the GPS module with Arduino that guides the
blind about the path to a particular location. Text to speech
feature is added that gives audio-based directions. GPS
module is used for the same. A SOS button is mounted onto
the stick that sends the emergency text message along with
live location of the blind to the specified number as stored in
the microprocessor. This system is implemented with GSM
module [2]. Overall, on a broader aspect this Stick does all the
work which practically proves to be an eye for the blind.
Hence the name Eye Stick is selected for this project. Working
as an Electronic Travel Aid this stick can assist the blind in
their travel as stated earlier and can be also be worked upon
as a part of future scopes for more functionalities. Moreover,
we propose this keen stick with a face recognition framework
to help the visually impaired in perceiving human
countenances [3]. This framework identifies and perceives
faces around them. The consequence of the identification is
educated to the visually impaired individual through a
vibration design. The proposed framework was intended to be
utilized in genuine time and is outfitted with a camera
mounted on the glasses, a vibration engine joined to the stick
and a versatile PC. The camera connected to the glasses sends
picture to versatile PC. The portable PC extricates highlights
from the picture and afterward identifies the face utilizing
Adaboost [4].
II.

LITERATURE SURVEY

To understand the depth of this subject, the analysis of few
sticks available presently is done. The stick based on the
similar concept has buzzers indicating them about the
obstacles. Many proposed technologies include use of IR
sensors as obstacle detection tool. Many research groups
developed the stick with ultrasonic sensors and few with
moisture sensor as well. The interfacing technologies differ
broadly based upon the microprocessor used. Most of the
projects are build up using Raspberry-Pie and Arduino UNO
as their primary on-board chip processor acting as the brain
for all the entire project working [8]. A device that is already
available as an Electronic Travel Aid was introduced in 1973
by Benjamin. Three laser diodes and three photo diodes are
used as receivers. It is based on the optimal triangular
reception. Hindrances at head-tallness, drop-offs before the
client, and deterrents up to a scope of 1.5 m or 3.5 m in front
of the client can be recognized. Sonic Torch is the readily
available hand-held device that works on the principal of
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ultrasonic sensors. The device basically operated on the
principle of reflection and detection of ultrasonic beams inthe
forward direction[4]. A research paper published in
International Conference on Information Communication &
Embedded Systems journal depicted a fantastic mechanism to
detect not only the obstacles but also measure the distance of
the obstacles from the blind [6]. Based upon the calculated
distance the microcontroller is so programmed that it gives
commands to buzzers to make beeps of different frequencies
along with vibrating the stick. Arduino-UNO, Buzzers,
Vibrators etc. An algorithm was devised to calculate the
distance of the objects in the way. Thus, algorithm is
presented in a tabular format called Output Distance
Calculation. We also propose Smart Glasses for face
recognition to help the blind in recognizing human faces. The
WiFi camera attached to the glasses sends image to mobile
computer through WiFi and thus recognizes faces around
them. The versatile PC removes highlights from the picture
and afterward identifies the face utilizing Adaboost. We will
utilize the adjusted enumeration change (MCT) descriptor for
include extraction [15]. After face location, the data with
respect to recognized face picture will be assembled. We will
utilize packed detecting with L2-standard as a classifier. The
stick is furnished with a Bluetooth module which gets a
individual's data in type of a sign from the portable PC. The
stick creates vibration designs special to every individual as
to advise a visually impaired individual about the personality
of the recognized individual utilizing the camera [7].

Fig 1: Regulated Power Supply

C. Arduino Uno
The Arduino Uno is an open-source microcontroller board
dependent on the Microchip ATmega328P microcontroller
and created by Arduino. The board is furnished with sets of
advanced and simple input/yield (I/O) sticks that might be
interfaced to different extension sheets (safeguards) and other
circuits. The board has 14 advanced I/O pins (six it for PWM
yield), 6 simple I/O sticks, and is programmable with the
Arduino IDE (Integrated Advancement Environment),
through a sort B USB link. It tends to be fuelled by the USB
link or by an outside 9-volt battery, however it acknowledges
voltages somewhere in the range of 7 and 20 volts.

III. COMPONENTS
A. Hardware
1. Regulated Power Supply
2.

Arduino Uno

3.

LED

4.

WIFI Camera

5.

Bluetooth Module

6.

Sensor

7.

Button

8.

GPS & GSM Module

9.

Vibration Motor

Fig 2 : Arduino Uno

D. LED
LED are semiconductors gadgets. Like semiconductors, also,
different diodes, LED are made out of silicon. What Makes
and LED emit light there are little measures of compound
Impurities that are added to the Silicon, like gallium, arsenide
Indium and Nitride.

B. Regulated Power Supply
1.

Transformer - Steps down high voltage AC mains to
low voltage AC.

2.

Rectifier - Converts AC to DC however DC yield is
differing.

3.

Smoothing - Smoothens the DC from changing
significantly to a little Ripple

E. WiFi Camera

4.

Regulator - Eliminates swell by setting DC yield to
a fixed voltage.

The ESP32 CAM WiFi Module Bluetooth with OV2640
Camera Module 2MP For Face Recognition has a serious
little size camera module that can work autonomously as a
least framework with an impression of just 40 x 27 mm; a
profound rest current of up to 6mA and is broadly utilized
indifferent IoT applications. It is appropriate for home
brilliant gadgets, mechanical remote control, remote
checking, and other IoT applications. This module embraces
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Fig. 3: LED
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a DIP bundle and can be straightforwardly embedded into the
backplane to acknowledge quick creation of items, giving
clients high-dependability association mode, which is
advantageous for application in different IoT equipment
terminals. ESP incorporates WiFi, customary Bluetooth, and
BLE Beacon, with 2 high performance 32-bit LX6 CPUs, 7stage pipeline design. It has the fundamental recurrence
change scope of 80MHz to 240MHz, on-chip sensor, Hall
sensor, temperature sensor, and so on.

H. Button
A press button or just catch is a straightforward switch system
for controlling some part of a machine or an interaction. Catches
are ordinarily made out of hard material, typically plastic or
metal. Catches are frequently one-sided switches, through
indeed, even numerous un-one-sided catches (due to their
physical nature) require a spring to get back to their un-pushed
state. Various individuals utilize various terms for the "pushing"
of the button, like PRESS, DEPRESS, MASH, HIT, PUNCH.

Fig 7: Button

I. GPS and GSM Module
Fig 4: WIFI Camera

F. Bluetooth Module
This rendition of the mainstream Bluetooth utilizes the HC05
module. These modems function as a sequential ( RX/TX )
pipe. Any sequential stream from 9600 to 115200 bps can be
passed flawlessly from the PC to the target. The far off unit
can be controlled from 3.3 V up to 6 V for simple battery
connection. Every sign pin on the far off unit are 3 V lenient.

SIM808 Bluetooth Compatible GSM/GPS is a Advancement
Board With GPS Antenna (Arduino, Raspberry Pi
Compatible) is a turn of events board; with SIM808 module
which makes you capable to utilize GSM correspondence and
GPS highlights with your Arduino or Raspberry Pi. With this
module, you can send and get SMS; follow an area and you
can even form your own cell phone. SIM808 module on-card
works as GSM communicator also, GPS recipient. The
module is 5 – 26V force supply when the force supply is
under 2A the need for 9V.

Fig 5: Bluetooth Module

G. Sensor
The TSOP17 arrangement are scaled down collectors for
infrared controller frameworks. PIN diode and preamplifier
are gathered on lead outline, the epoxy bundle is planned as
IR channel. The demodulated yield sign can
straightforwardly be decoded by a microprocessor. TSOP17
is the standard IR far off control collector arrangement,
supporting all major transmission codes.

Fig 8: GPS & GSM Module

J. Vibration Motor
1.

Operating Voltage: 2.2 ~ 3.6V DC

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Rated Voltage: 3.0V DC
Rated Speed: 12,000 @ 2,500rpm
Rated Current: 90mA max
Stall Current: 120mA max
Starting Voltage: 2.0V DC max
Mechanical Noise: 50db(A) max
Weight: 2g approx.
Dimension: 12 x 6 x 3.6mm

Fig. 6 : Sensor
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Fig 9: Vibration Motor

IV. PROPOSED DESIGN
Blind.ai is intended to remodel visual face info into tactile
info to assist the blind in recognizing human faces. we tend
to used face detection and recognition algorithms, camera
and vibration motor so as to remodel visual information into
tactile info. Our project consists of a glass-type WIFI camera,
mobile laptop and cane that equip Microcontroller, Bluetooth
module and vibration motor [5]. The glass-type wireless
fidelity camera is aligned to the direction of the user’s read.
The wireless fidelity camera is connected to mobile computer
via wireless network. The camera sends the frontal view to
the mobile laptop. The mobile laptop detects and
acknowledges faces of the person. Recognized result's sent to
microcontroller of the cane exploitation Bluetooth
communication. The results of face recognition is given
during a form of variety. The cane consists of a
microcontroller, vibration motor and Bluetooth module.
Microcontroller generates vibration pattern exploitation
vibration motor according to results of face recognition [8].

information are taken by the microcontroller and it produces
the output of the sensors. We will be employing a optical
device to the stick that are wont to detect obstacle in 3
directions that are right, left and front. we'll conjointly use a
wet device which will discover the puddles and potholes on
the road for the benefit of the user exploitation. In addition to
the good Glasses and a sensible Cane we've got also designed
an internet Page for the Blind. the online Page can be
designed exploitation Django Rest Framework, React and
Figma. This community page contains 3 main aspects.
Firstly, the house Page within which we'll be giving a brief
introduction regarding our Product [11]. we'll even be listing
down few NGO’s at the side of their details. Secondly, the
Login Page within which the caretaker or loved one of blind
can fill out his personal details within the dashboard.
Through this the dashboard the caretaker would be ready to
view this location of the blind man and can conjointly consist
of the History of S.O.S messages sent exploitation the good
cane by the blind. Lastly, the Donation Page can comprise a
full list of NGO’s and can even have the Donation Tab
wherein the donators will be Associate in Nursing choice to
gift money exploitation Cryptocurrency by exploitation
Blockchain resolution such as Solidity [14].

Fig 11: Overall Structure of Proposed Smart Cane
Fig.10 Block Diagram of Proposed Facial Recognition System

We have conjointly projected a walking stick, ordinarily
utilized by the blinds. however it's totally machine-driven,
simple to keep up, cheap and it is terribly snug to use. the
ability consumption is low and can be operated simply. in
particular the stick is incredibly economic over the traditional
one. The walking stick mentioned higher than could be a stick
that consists of a board that contains Associate in Nursing
Arduino UNO, completely different sensors, and buzzer. It
also encompasses a glowing system that tries to get rid of the
curse of blindness and build them self-dependent to try to to
their daily chores. The cane is intended exploitation Arduino
UNO primarily based upon its dependability [10]. All sensors
•Proceedings for DJ STRIKE 2021

V. IMPLEMENTATION
The mobile pc gets the front of read from camera through
wireless local area network link. The mobile pc detects face
of the person exploitation the Adaboost algorithmic program
that is one amongst the foremost productive approach during
this field we are going to use the changed census rework
(MCT) descriptor as a feature extraction. we are going to use
compressed sensing with L2-norm as a classifier for face
recognition [12]. L1 distributed illustration will classify
robustly in noising condition like ever-changing
illumination, occlusion, and transportation, since it will
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effectively trot out corrupted information inside a similar
distributed illustration framework. L1 distributed illustration
is difficult to adapt in period system as a result of getting best
answer of distributed illustration takes terribly giant process
load. to scale back the process quality and improve the speed
of classification, prompt compressed sensing with L2-norm
to adapt in period. The mobile pc then sends the result to the
cane exploitation Bluetooth communication. The cane
informs visually handicapped person of the results of
recognition through distinctive vibration patterns variable in
duty cycle and amount of vibration. The visually
handicapped person will acknowledge the person World
Health Organization is standing ahead of himself/herself by
exploitation the cane [9].
Fig.15 Website

Fig.12 Face Recognition

Smart Cane is associate degree innovative stick designed for
visually disabled individuals for improved navigation. we
have a tendency to here propose a sophisticated blind stick
that permits dim-sighted individuals to navigate with ease.
The blind stick is integrated with ultrasonic/laser device
alongside light-weight and water sensing [14]. Our project
initially uses supersonic sensors to find obstacles by
supersonic waves. On sensing obstacles, the device passes
this knowledge to the microcontroller (Arduino UNO). The
microcontroller then processes this knowledge and calculates
if the obstacle is shut enough. If the obstacle isn't that shut
the circuit will nothing. If the obstacle is shut the
microcontroller sends a sign to sound a buzzer. It additionally
detects and sounds a special buzzer if it detects water and
alerts the blind. light-weight device (LDR), amendments its
resistances thanks to change of the sunshine intensity [12].
throughout night, LDR can have high resistance and no
current experience it however through a junction rectifier
connected parallel thereto that illuminates and acts as a torch,
which may be simply noticed by others. It alerts individuals
concerning the presence of visually handicapped person to let
him to pass the means. The GPS & GSM Module on the stick
provides this location of the person that is displayed on the
web site and therefore the Caretaker of the visually
handicapped person will keep a track of the blind person’s
current location [13]. we are going to even be adding varied
options like of Donation and that includes Brave Stories. it'll
be additionally a platform for varied NGO’s yet as alternative
communities or individuals to attach with these blind
individuals and supply facilitate once required.

Fig.13 Sign Up Page

VI. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

Fig.14 Log In Page
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In this paper, we tend to planned face recognition application
system in sort of cane and glasses, this technique is meant to
assist blind folks. The experimental results show that our
system will facilitate blind folks after they acknowledge one
who is around themselves. For future works, we'll solve
limitation of vibration motor. Vibration patterns by created
vibration motor simply will categorical few folks. to resolve
this downside, we'll implement Braille generator to precise
many of us. Thus, this paper shows that there's a growth
within the skilfulness and accuracy of the savvy stick for the
externally obstructed people, the first purpose of the venture
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is to spot queries before the visually impaired people and
build them to walk effortlessly and additional trust in some
new ways that and what is more guarantee their security. The
most important aim behind this stick was to prove a watch for
the blind and so by numerous options of stick noncommissioned higher than we've got achieved the target and
therefore the project is open for more additional
modifications to create the stick smarter in terms of helping
the blind.

[9]

VII. SOCIAL IMPACT

[13]

Visual impairment is an extremely regular inability among
individuals all through the world. As indicated by the World
Wellbeing Association (WHO) 285 million individuals are
outwardly weakened around the world, 39 million are
visually impaired and 246 have low vision. About 90% of the
world's outwardly hindered live in agricultural nations. For
the indigents, visual impairment is a curse. They need
assistance to stroll outside and any remaining day by day
fundamental works. Along these lines, we have attempted to
gleam a framework that attempts to eliminate the scourge of
visual deficiency and make them self-ward to finish their
everyday errands. It is a mobile stick, typically utilized by the
blinds. Yet, it is completely computerized, simple to keep up,
modest and it is entirely agreeable to utilize. The force
utilization is low what's more, can be worked without any
problem. Over all the stick is extremely monetary over the
regular one. Along these lines, a large number of visually
impaired, around the planet can use this stick as their
Counterfeit Vision and control a considerable lot of their
issues.
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Abstract—There exists a growing need for stringent
social distancing in a COVID-19 post-pandemic world,
where researchers predict another one on the way. The
importance of specialized equipment for the same is being
recognized throughout the globe. This paper demonstrates a
prototype of an IOT based contactless delivery system in the
world's new normal based. Constructed using unique features,
this project proposes the following: a container whose opening
is controlled by a ZHO-0420L locking mechanism and a SG90
9G Micro Motor Servo. Personnel responsible for delivery
would receive an expirable link accessing a webpage made
using HTML and CSS to control the container, place their
goods and conduct conveyance without touching anything while
also making sure the product is safe. The core of the project is
NodeMCU-based; utilizing its ESP8266-01 WiFi module for the
creation of the web server.
Keywords— COVID-19,
IOT,
ZHO-0420L
Locking
mechanism, SG90 9G Micro Motor Servo, ESP8266-01
NodeMCU.

II. METHODOLOGY
The Project would contain NodeMCU as the
primary foundation upon which everything else is built;
which would act as a small web server and would host a
webpage. The ESP 8266 built-in-wifi module which would
come with the NodeMCU Board will act as the core of the
project. The webpage would contain two buttons. One to
open the door of the box and the second to close the door of
the box. The ESP 8266 module once connected will provide
an IP address which when entered in the browser will show
the webpage. On other hand there will be a locking
mechanism lock/unlock the door. The locking mechanism
would comprise of a solenoid which would lock/unlock the
door using a latch. The door will be opened using a servo
motor which will turn 90 degrees to open and close the door.
The door will be opened when the button is clicked on
the Webpage. Then when a particular object is placed inside
the box the door will get closed once the button is clicked on
the webpage.

I. INTRODUCTION
With the COVID-19 global pandemic bringing the world
to an alarming halt, all countries around are now preparing
for technology that will help its spread become slower.
This includes active methods like vaccinations, medication
and sanitation and passive methods like reducing social
contact.
The passive technology that can be implemented includes
our contactless delivery system which is safe and
very convenient. This system has a NodeMCU with a
WiFi module which allows the user to unlock the system
using his/her smartphone or tablet. A link can be sent to the
person delivering the item. After the delivery person enters
the OTP that is provided, the box will automatically open.
Following this the customer can close the box again with
his/her personal keycode. This makes this system truly
contactless and reduces the risk of spreading of the virus
through such transactions. It can be used for the delivery of
various items from essential groceries or foodstuffs to
products purchased online. This can be beneficial for people
who are living in areas which are Covid-19 hotspots which
prevents them from going out to buy the essentials. Also, this
will be very helpful for local businesses and prevent them
from being shut down because of lack of customers. So, this
is how this project is very relevant, cost effective and
convenient.

III. BLOCK DIAGRAM

Fig1. System Layout Contactless bot

IV. DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT

Fig.2 NodeMCU circuit
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NodeMCU ESP8266 Module: The primary foundation is
laid by the NodeMCU ESP8266 which uses a Tensilica 32bit RISC CPU Xtensa LX106 microcontroller and operates
at 3.3V. The input voltage for the circuit lies between the
range of 7 and 12 volts. The module has 16 digital I/O pins
and one analog input pin(ADC). The module has a flash
memory of 4 megabytes, a PCB antenna, SRAM of 64kB, a
clock speed of 80MHz, a USB-TTL based on CP2102 is
included onboard, enabling plug and play. Lastly the number
of UARTs, SPIs, 12Cs is 1 respectively. The module will be
the main link for the users to control the system via a
webpage on the internet. A RESET button is also added to
reset
the
module
to
generate an
IPaddress.
SG90 9G MICROMOTOR SERVO: Tiny and
lightweight with high output power. Servo can rotate
approximately 180 degrees (90 in each direction) and works
just like the standard kinds but smaller. You can use any
servo code, hardware or library to control these servos. It has
3 pins. One is the Vcc which will be supplied with 5V DC,
second is the ground. The speed and rotation of the servo
will be controlled with the third pin which will be provided
a PWM signal whose duty cycle will determine the angle of
rotation.The servos will be used to open and close the door
of the box when the Wi-Fi Module receives the respective
signal.

the Wi Fi module receives a signal to open the door, after
which the servo will be activated.

Fig4 Locking mechanism latch

V. IMPLEMANTATION
We have implemented the above part which is a
basic webpage with dummy button. The webpage consist of
two button(One to open the door and other to close the
door). For the time being we will control LEDs using
the NodeMCU to test the model.This is the CAD
representation of the box we are going to make. Its
dimensions are 30cm*20cm*20cm. SOCIAL IMPACT. The
recent COVID-19 pandemic has greatly changed the way
we live. There is now a necessity to have contact-less
technologies. By means of this project we are promoting the
same as our project is fully contact less. In India, we are now
witnessing a major shift towards a contactless economy.

Fig.5Off switch webpage Picture
Fig.3 Servo Motor

ZHO-0420L LATCH LOCKING MECHANISM: ZHO
420L is a solenoid latch that will provide 5V which
will activate it to retract the latch and unlock the door.
When deactivated, the spring will force the latch back into
the slot on the frame of the door.The latch will activate when
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Fig.7 CAD Image of the box

VI.
CONCLUSION
Our aim is to make a fruit detection and tracking system
which provides a significant amount of accuracy to the user.
We have tried to make the system simple yet robust such that
it finds application in many other real-life applications. The
above system works satisfactorily for the intended
application of tracking and detecting fruits. The above system
can be improved further to detect good quality ripened fruits
and also distinguish them from artificially ripened fruits.
Further analysis in the image processing sector method can
be carried out to understand and reduce time lag caused by
morphological operations. The project is made so that it also
stays affordable for the farmers and is a relevant to their
application. Furthermore, we aim to improve the project by
improving the accuracy with the solutions discussed above.
The entire software was implemented on a robotic arm and
the fruit was successfully detected and plucked. The robot
was driven with the help of Arduino microcontroller and the
suitable variables were passed to it from the Raspberry Pi 3
upon detection of the desired fruit. Such a system can also be
realized on robots for picking other fruit and vegetables from
the farm.

Fig 8. Flowchart of Method 1B

VII.

SOCIAL IMPACT

Today there has been innovation to mechanize most of the
human work however it is least in the field of Agriculture.
The agribusiness area in India endures most considering its
out-of-date strategies for reaping which require heaps of
labour and results in helpless yields. At the core of this
wonder is the requirement for essentially expanded creation
yields. The UN gauges the total populace will ascend from
7.3 billion today to 9.7 billion of every 2050. The world will
require significantly more food, and ranchers will confront
genuine strain to stay aware of interest. Indeed, even in the
current situation at the point when the Lockdown was forced
in India vegetables like onions were fit to be collected
however because of deficiency of labour, the yields could not
be reaped at the opportune time which brought about a cross
country lack of onions and made their costs rise
fundamentally. Taking a gander at the circumstance we were
roused to fabricate an automated arm with a productive PC
vision component to specifically cull ready organic products
accordingly diminishing labour. In this manner, building up
a computer vision calculation which can be utilized with an
automated arm can expand exactness, lessen work and time.

Block Diagram:
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ABSTRACT--3D modelling techniques for interacting with 3D
objects that have up till now been constrained to only 2D
representations, have become attractive with recent advances in
computer vision. The scope of the presented work is the design
and performance of a system to effectively visualize a 2D
physical map by transforming it into an interactive 3D model.

Recent advances in Computer Vision and Object Recognition
have shown great promise in providing alternative methods
to model geographic data, from predicting suitable paths for
autonomous navigation to Computer Image Processing to
produce interactive VR based renderings for architects.

The 3D digital elevation model is generated such that the height
of a particular point is proportional to its whiteness on a special
grayscale 2D map called a height map. The paramount task is
to derive a suitable 2D height map from the physical map based
on its colour conventions which are different for terrains of
different heights.

B. MOTIVATIONS FOR FORMULATING A 3D MAP
GENERATOR

This system extracts the individual terrains using the centroidbased K-Means Algorithm to cluster map colours, adaptive
thresholding, edge detection, terrain contour mask creation,
contour inscribing, discrete time Fourier transform and several
other techniques. It is implemented through the OpenCV
Python library. Suitable textures, materials and custom shades
are applied to the 3D model. An online engine and Android app
for easy interaction is developed. Subsequent implementations
are to have the ability to view the 3D model through AR and
travel inside it using VR.

Keywords— 3D Digital Elevation Models, Heightmap
Generation, Machine Learning, K-Means Algorithm, Mask
Extraction, Image Processing, Python, Computer Vision,
OpenCV
I. INTRODUCTION
A. BACKGROUND
Over the past few millennia, methods of navigation and
educational aids to teach the same have largely remained the
same. Maps, quite similar to the colour coded maps which
were used by the merchants travelling on the Silk Road from
India to the Mediterranean, are still being used today. Yet,
greater accuracy and more distance measurements can never
dispel the need for visualization methods which provide more
information about the terrain and that too in a natural way.
Education too urgently needs better tools to capture the
interest of students and facilitate the transfer of knowledge.

Inspired by the quote ‘Once a new technology rolls over
you, if you're not part of the steamroller, you're part of the
road.’, we have sought to apply cutting edge innovations
and emerging technologies to mapping and navigation. Easy
and quick access to 3D maps has tremendous applications
amongst which are:
1)From being used in data acquisition systems by vehicle
manufacturers to determine vehicle performance on specific
slopes, to military usage for simulating the performance of
vehicles and tanks on real-life locations in the event of a war.
2)3D maps are soon to become mainstream in flow
simulations before building dams to determine the possible
areas for flooding due to overflow and excessive rain. [1]
3) Usage by amateur hikers and mountain climbers for
planning the best possible routes is expected to grow in the
next few years. [2]
4) Topography and Map Reading taught in schools all over
the world can be made much more accurate, interactive and
interesting through 3D modelling techniques. [3]
5) Video games can soon include custom real-life
surroundings, added by users, such as their very own
neighbourhood.
The possibilities for growth in this sector are thus limitless.
II. APPROACH
The objective of the system designed was to be able to take a
photograph of a physical map, and convert it into a 3D model
with the height of each point of the 3D structure, being
proportional to the whiteness of the grayscale Height Map[4].
This was to be produced from a Physical Map, sourced from
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widely available textbooks, and so, the most commonly
accepted colour convention requirements were used to
categorize the terrains so that the algorithms would have the
highest probability of functioning on any given map. [5]
The ideal source map is primarily composed of the colours,
brown (representing mountains), green (representing grassy
fields and forests), yellow or ochre (representing plateaus or
barren lands) and blue (representing water). The presence of
any other colour such as white or black was to indicate the
end of the map. [6]
The next objective was to be able to extract each separate
terrain of the map, since they were to be given different
heights in the 3D Model. Images are typically stored on a
computer in the RGB Format. However, this model requires
3 separate channels or values for us to be able to classify a
particular colour as reddish, bluish or greenish.
Moreover, colours perceived distinctly by humans may not
be separated by as great a value in the RGB colourspace.
On the other hand, images in the HSV format require only
one number to determine whether a particular colour is
brownish, yellowish, bluish or greenish.
A colour is represented in the HSV Format by 3 values:
H (Hue): This represents the broad colour (brownish,
yellowish, bluish or greenish)
S (Saturation): This represents how strong the shade is, such
as fluorescent yellow vs ochre
V (Value): This represents the value of brightness
To extract each terrain, each pixel of the image was compared
and categorized into one of the colour categories. Thus,
suitable bounding ranges for the colours present in the map
were required. To obtain this range, the maximum and
minimum values for the H, S and V of each of the 4 colours
were noted for over 200 images of each shade using a colour
picker. The H values of Brown and Yellow/Ochre one hand
and Blue and Green on the other were quite distinct.
However, the H values for Brown and Yellow/Ochre greatly
overlapped but the V value or brightness of the shades of
Yellow were much higher and gave us a way to divide them
on that basis. The H values of Blue and Green were also
intersecting and so statistical methods were used to obtain the
ideal range for separating them with the highest accuracy.
Similar statistical methods were used to determine the ideal
upper bound and lower bounds for each of the colours, in
order to be able to classify maximum colours possible while
yielding minimum false positives.
The classification of each pixel was greatly simplified by the
K-Means Clustering Algorithm Machine Learning
Algorithm. [7]

A. THE K-MEANS CLUSTERING ALGORITHM

K-Means Clustering Algorithm is one of the fastest
unsupervised Machine Learning techniques. As K-Means is
an unsupervised machine learning algorithm, the data doesn’t
require any labels. The objective of K-Means Clustering
Algorithm is to group similar data points. In the K-Means
Clustering Algorithm, data is divided into numerous Clusters.
All data points are Clustered according to some similarity
criteria. The users can specify the number of Clusters
depending on their requirements. These Clusters can then be
used to find some underlying pattern amongst the data points.

Algorithm 1: K-MEANS CLUSTERING ALGORITHM
The K-Means algorithm performs the Clustering Algorithm
of various data points through the following process:
1) The required number of Clusters (k) is selected.
2) The algorithm randomly assumes some points as centroids.
3) After the centroids are chosen, the similarity of each data
point from all k centroids is calculated.
4) After calculating the similarity, each point is assigned to a
Cluster.
5) Then the centroid of all the points in a single Cluster is
again calculated.
6) The K-Means algorithm continues to repeat this process
until the Clusters have become largely constant and there is
no change in the coordinates of the centroid of any Cluster
for a minimum of 2 iterations. The process may stop if the
algorithm has run for the required number of iterations
determined by the user.
The K-Means Clustering Algorithm can also be used for
colour detection. As the images captured by cameras are
affected by various factors like different lighting conditions,
camera quality, and so on, colour identification can be a
tedious task. However, since in terrain extraction the primary
aim is to identify only the type of colour and the exact shades
of various colours is not a binding criterion, the K-Means
Clustering Algorithm can be used.
That is since the colour of each pixel is replaced by the colour
of its centroid, the value of each shade of green needn’t be
compared to classify a pixel as red. Merely, the value of the
pixel of the k centroids need to be compared to classify every
pixel into k regions or terrains. Thereby, RGB value of the
pixel colours of these k centroids is thus very useful and KMeans is used to identify the prominent colours of the map.
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Subsequently, the RGB values of these Clusters are
compared with the RGB value of the colours used in physical
maps.

Fig 1: K-Means algorithm used by this system to remove city names and
other undesirable noise

This determines the colour category for a pixel. Then these
RGB values are converted into their corresponding HSV
values to avail the aforementioned advantages, and each of
the colours obtained using K-Means are compared to the
preset range of colours that were obtained using the colour
picker.
B. CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHM

at the same coordinates in the canvas as the coordinates
having that particular colour (say brown or blue) in the
original image. This will also serve as the masking image for
subsequent masking operations.
The white border to the region will serve as a contour, which
refers to the bounding coordinates of the region of interest of
the image. Image Processing Operations will only be
performed within this region of interest. Thresholding was
performed to increase the contrast between the bordering
regions, introducing a certain amount of noise. The
Morphological operations of erosion and dilation were
performed using a convolution kernel that was
experimentally optimized. This removed noise without losing
image quality.
Algorithm 2: CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHM
1) Take the (H,S,V) of the first of the k cluster colours.
Proceed to step 2.
2) Compare its H value with the upper and lower bounds Hi
and Hf value of Blue. If it lies between them, it’s identified
as Blue and the relevant operations for the water terrain are
performed on it. If not, then proceed to step 3.

An algorithm was designed to avoid the need to compare
every pixel value with every value in the bounding range, in
order to classify it. A standard deviation of (4,4,4) for
(H,S,V) was introduced to accommodate for slight changes
in colour of the pixels while interconverting them between
different image formats. Each H value was iteratively
compared to identify the region as belonging to one of 3
categories: Blue, Green and (Brown+Yellow/Ochre) since
only these 3 regions had distinct H values.

3) Compare its H value with the upper and lower bounds Hi
and Hf value of Blue. If it lies between them, it’s identified
as Green and the relevant operations for the grassy terrain are
performed on it. If not, then proceed to step 4

Thus, the Blue and Green terrains were classified. Since
Brown and Yellow/Ochre have overlapping H values they are
distinguished on the basis of the statistical study performed,
from which it was inferred that assigning the colour having
the higher V value as Yellow/Ochre and the colour having
the lower V value as Brown would give the maximum
accuracy and minimum false positives.

5) Compare the V value of the cluster centroid pixel with the
upper and lower bounds Vi and Vf value of Yellow/Ochre
which has a higher V value. If it lies between them, it’s
identified as Yellow/Ochre and the relevant operations for
the plateau terrain are performed on it. If not then proceed to
step 6

C. MASKING ALGORITHM
A blank ‘black’ coloured canvas of the same size as our
image was created in the grayscale format. This was done to
conserve memory and computing time since a predetermined
set of operations are to be performed on each terrain
according to its colour which has already been identified.
Hence the extra information given by its HSV values are
redundant. The colour ‘white’ was then assigned to the pixels

4) Compare its H value with the upper and lower bounds Hi
and Hf value of Brown and Yellow/Ochre. If it lies between
them, it’s identified as Brown/Yellow/Ochre and the relevant
operations for the grassy terrain are performed on it. If yes,
then proceed to step 5. If not then jump to step 5

6) Compare the V value of the cluster centroid pixel with the
upper and lower bounds Vi and Vf value of Brown which has
a higher V value. If it lies between them, it’s identified as
Yellow/Ochre and the relevant operations for the plateau
terrain are performed on it. If not then proceed to step 6
7) Since it doesn’t match any of the 4 preset bounding ranges,
it is classified as unsorted and the relevant operations for the
unsorted terrain are performed on it.
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Algorithm 3: MASKING ALGORITHM
1) Take all pixels with (H,S,V) ± Δ value of the colour
classified as C where Δ is the Standard Deviation in (H,S,V)
value of the pixels. Assign them colour white and the rest of
the image as colour black through thresholding. A
Grayscale Mask is obtained.
2) Take the Mask and perform Morphological Operations to
smooth the image.
3)Proceed to perform the Contouring Algorithm.

Algorithm 4: CONTOURING ALGORITHM
1) Obtain image moments for each contour. Calculate
Centroid.
2) For Brown terrain, obtain concentric smaller contours, by
performing for every point:
point = point - centroid
point = point * k
point = point + centroid
Here k is an increasing constant, k ∈ (0,1)

D. CONTOURING ALGORITHM
To create the peaks for mountainous regions, the concept of
contours was used, which are as explained, curves joining all
the contiguous points (along the boundary), having the same
colour or intensity. Image moments were used to compute the
centroid of the contours. For the brown region, a
mountainous terrain was needed. Consequently, using a loop,
the distance of the coordinates of the contours from the
centroid were reduced and simultaneously, their whiteness
was increased, leading to a corresponding increase in their
heights in the 3D Model. This was observed to generate a
mountain with a peak at the centroid, in the 3D Model. [8]
The range of whiteness for the Yellow region was lesser in
magnitude and slower in frequency, yielding a plateau like
structure in the 3D Model. The contouring algorithm was
performed for brown to get mountains and yellow/ochre to
get plateaus. Brown had whiter contours drawn, giving it a
greater height and gradient in the 3D Model while
Yellow/Ochre had less whiter contours drawn, giving it a
lesser height and gradient.
The grassy terrain was assigned a constant grayish tone [pixel
value of 20] since fields tend to be at a greater slope than
water. Gaussian noise with an optimized standard deviation
was used to introduce a specific pattern which was observed
to give a ‘grass like effect’ in the 3D model. The mask for
Blue was not extracted since its canvas was already assigned
black colour which would yield the lowest depth, such as that
of a river valley or lake, in the 3D model.
The terrain having an unclassified colour was given a
constant grayish tone, lower than that of grass, to denote it as
a distinct region, not part of the map. The option to add a
‘grassy/gaussian’, ‘poisson-like’ or ‘salt-and-pepper’ texture
was also given.

As the constant decreases assign lower values of colour to it:
Colour_pt=colour-colour*k
3) For Yellow/Ochre do the same except decrease k more
slowly.
4) For Green, assign a constant value c1 to give it a certain
elevation and add Gaussian Noise for a Grassy effect
5) For Blue do nothing
6) For Unsorted Colours, assign a constant value c2 and give
it a desired texture/noise.

E. ERROR
ANALYSIS
AND CORRECTION
E. ERROR
ANALYSIS
AND CORRECTION
ALGORITHM
ALGORITHM
For use in surveying, commercial and simulation
applications, an absolute accuracy analysis of the system is
mandatory. Preliminary results from initial approaches,
yielded a detailed understanding on which techniques worked
as expected and which needed to be replaced.
It was noticed that while performing the contouring, if the
contour is concave in shape and has a reflex angle in it,
subsequent iterations of our contouring algorithm will result
in the contours being drawn to extend beyond the periphery
of the reflex angle. This is because the coordinates of the
centroids of concave figures can be outside its boundary.
The pixels which will be shifted beyond the contour
boundary will distort the final image and need to be removed.
This is where we used the mask to fix this. Bitwise AND
operations were performed on the pixels outside the mask,
which were black and those incorrectly drawn outside, which
were white. The result was that these unwanted pixels were
turned black and thereby, ‘erased’ from the image. The
masking operation resulted in jagged edges which had to be
removed using upscaling, Fourier Transform and
downscaling. The scimage library was used for this.
Contouring resulted in striped noise due to distinct contours
being visible. To reduce them, a combined wavelet and
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Fourier Transform approach was used and was implemented
through the pystripe library. To give a smooth slope and
hence, reduce sharp changes in gradient, the Gaussian
Filtering Algorithm and Median Filtering Algorithm was
used to blur the image.
Algorithm 5: ERROR ANALYSIS AND CORRECTION
ALGORITHM
1) Bitwise AND output of Masking Algorithm to the
corresponding output of the Contouring Algorithm
2) Apply Gaussian smoothing operations, Low Pass Filtering
Operations and Fourier Transform to remove noise.

F. COMBINED 2D HEIGHT MAP GENERATION
ALGORITHM
A 2D height map was created by performing a bitwise OR
operation on all the individual masks which produced a
superposition of the contour regions of all the different
terrains. This was further used to generate the 3D model.
Algorithm 6: COMBINED 2D HEIGHT MAP
GENERATION ALGORITHM
1) Bitwise AND the output of the Error Analysis and
Correction Algorithm

G. 3D MODEL GENERATION ALGORITHM
The three.js library was used, which facilitates working with
3 D structures in Javascript. First the image was loaded onto
an HTML canvas. The canvas function was then used to
access the image's width and height. Geometry defines the
geometry of the object to be drawn. A plane geometry was
selected for the 3D model

A texture for the same was selected by supplying a suitable
material to it. Material defines the attributes of the material
which the object is made of. Phong material was used to give
some luster to the model. Then each point in this geometry
was assigned a height, directly proportional to its whiteness
in the Height Map, using a Height Amplifier. This geometry
and material were then converted to a mesh which was added
to the scene. [9] A perspective camera was also used for
visualization of the 3d model. Perlin and Diamond-Square
noise were added to give a more natural texture to the terrain
surface. [10]
Algorithm 7: 3D MODEL GENERATION ALGORITHM
1) Load output of Combined 2D Height Map Generation
Algorithm into the canvas
2) Define the geometry, texture and material attributes for the
model
3) Raise each point to a specific height using:
plane_ geometry_height = heightmap * height_amplifier
4) Add Perlin and Diamond-Square Noise.

III. OPTIMIZATION PERFORMED
The Big-O analysis was performed to determine the time
complexity of computation for iterations and convolutions.
Upon timing each module separately, operations consuming
significant memory and computational resources were
isolated and then replaced with less computationally
intensive ones. Bilateral Filtering Operation was replaced
with the Gaussian Filtering Algorithm due to the extensive
resources it took. The number of comparisons needed for
colour classification was also reduced using the ‘K-Means
Algorithm’ and the ‘Classification Algorithm’ that was
designed specifically keeping this in mind.
External dependencies were minimized by replacing
functions called from external libraries with blocks of code
calling inbuilt functions so that memory overheads caused by
external libraries are freed up. This also enabled the
algorithms to be more platform-independent. Use of
smoothing functions were closely monitored and the use of
those having lesser impact in improving the 3D model were
eliminated.
While testing the algorithms on a large dataset of maps,
inaccurate renderings were analyzed and new algorithms
were added to ensure that a significant number of maps were
able to have their terrains separately identified and modelled.

Fig 2: Contours drawn beyond original region, corrected and removed
using bitwise ANDing operations and Gaussian Filtering.
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IV. Implementation and Results
A. Backend Implementation

Inputted Physical Map

Final Frontend Output

3D Grass, Peaks, Plateaus and
Valleys are observed
Applying the K-MEANS
CLUSTERING ALGORITHM

Applying 3D MODEL GENERATION
ALGORITHM

Applying COMBINED 2D HEIGHT MAP
GENERATION ALGORITHM

Applying the CLASSIFICATION
and MASKING ALGORITHM

Green Terrain Mask

Blue Terrain Mask

Green Terrain Mask

Blue Terrain Mask

Yellow/Ochre Terrain

Brown Terrain Mask

Yellow/Ochre Terrain

Brown Terrain Mask

Applying the CONTOURING and
ERROR ANALYSIS AND
CORRECTION ALGORITHM
Fig 3: The Backend process for 3D Map generation.
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B. Frontend Implementation
Upload the map directly to the webpage

IV. IMPROVEMENTS BEING WORKED UPON
Computer vision is a rapidly developing field and new
techniques keep being invented. This makes contributing to
it very exciting.
At times, images having colours higher than 4 or images
having terrains split into small contours produce radial lines
and distortion. This can be rectified by performing radial and
circular blurring operations. [11]

The interactive 3D model generates
and opens almost instantaneously

An app is being worked on to enable rapid scanning and 3D
modelling of bulk images. However, the libraries that the
algorithm was augmented with were not compatible with it.
Consequently, replacement libraries are being sought.
Images need to be cropped before running the algorithm. This
can be handled by the algorithm itself, by training it using
Warp Affine Transform and Perspective Transforms. The 3D
model can be given individual shades to represent each
terrain. TensorFlow and Keras are to be used to train the
algorithm using appropriate datasets to give greater accuracy
in 3D Map Generation.
VI. CONCLUSION
A reliable approach to the design and performance of a system
generating an interactive 3D model was presented. The paper
explained the approach and logical reasoning employed in the
algorithms used to extract the terrains from the 2D Physical
Map.
The methodology on how a change of colour space from RGB
to HSV facilitated the extraction of pixels belonging to one
terrain was justified. The error analysis and the steps
employed to resolve them were also stated.
The operations behind the generation of the 3D Digital
Elevation Model from the Height Map were also explained.
Results of the tests conducted on the final system
demonstrated clear improvements compared to previous
versions. However, some technical limitations of the current
design such as those mentioned above may need resolution
and are being worked upon.
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Abstract—Agriculture has conventionally been a labourintensive occupation in India. However, in order to provide for
the rapidly increasing population, in the face of rising labour
costs, there is a need to explore autonomous alternatives in place
of traditional methods. This paper proposes an autonomous
fruit harvesting robot consisting of a robot arm erected on a
mobile chassis. The robot shall be capable of identifying
ripefruits from unripe ones with the help of a camera module
and object detection using open CV (Computer Vision), while
taking into account the shape and colour of the fruits. Post
detection, the robot will move towards the tree, pick the fruits
one by one and place them in a container attached to the kart
itself. To eliminate the requirement of human time and energy
in an extremely mechanical task is the objective of our project.
Keywords—Automation, roboticarm, motordriver,
Automatic fruit-harvesting, Servo, Sensor

Arduino,

I. INTRODUCTION
Agriculture is referred to as “the backbone of the Indian
economy.” Approximately 60% of India’s population is
employed in this profession and a similar proportion of
Indian land is classified as agricultural land. A majority of
this population consists of small farmers with small tracts of
land for whom the process of harvesting fruits is very time
consuming and labour intensive. The task of harvesting fruits
manually requires the right number of workers at the right
time. Thus, to reduce dependence on seasonal labour there is
a need to mechanize and automate the agriculture sector by
replacing manpower by robots. Numerous attempts have
already been made in this direction.

for controlling the numerous DC motors used in the wheels
and servo motors used in the arm. Thus, the robot as a whole
is analogous to a human body; the robot arm-end effector
arrangement functions as arms and hands, while the camera
module serves as an eye. The wheels act as legs. Most
important of all, the Arduino is the brain which controls
everything. The entire robot is designed so as to reduce the
time and labour requirements and thereby increase
productivity while maintaining quality.
II. METHODOLOGY
The project comprises of an Arduino based robotic arm for
plucking up the fruits. The board consists of Arduino Mega,
motor drivers, optocouplers, servos, power supply. Arduino
IDE is used to program the Arduino microcontroller. The
Arduino is the heart of the robot which controls the motion
of the robot and movement of the arm & gripper with the help
of servos. The wheels of the robot are attached to the DC
motors. The motors are driven using motor drivers which
controls the speed and direction of the motors. Optocouplers
are used to isolate the motor driver from the Arduino
microcontroller to save it from back emf induced due to
mechanical movement of the shaft. The robotic arm has 4-6
degree of freedom with the help of servos. The servo is a
rotary actuator that allows the precise control of angular
position (0 to 180). The camera module is placed just above
the claw as shown in Fig.1. The gripper has 3-4 fingers to
grab the fruits.

Our robot consists of a robotic arm with a claw-like end
effector which is used to hold and pluck the fruits from the
plant. A camera module, placed above the arm does the job
of not only detecting the fruits, but also identifying their
shapes and colour, which helps in deciding whether they are
ripe for picking or not. This also minimizes the number of
fruits going rotten. In order to facilitate the traversal of the
arm on land, the arm is mounted on a travelling platform.
The entire mechanical aspect of the robot, including the
movement of the arm, end-effector and the wheels of the cart
is controlled by Arduino Due Microcontroller. This
Microcontroller board has 54 digital input/output pins
(including 12 PWM pins) and hence fulfils our requirements
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Fig.1 The motion of the base and claw of the robot
*X direction into the screen. Z direction up and down. Y
direction along left and right.
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Fig.2. Flowchart depicting the working mechanism
The robot is moving along y-direction while camera
continuously searching for fruits. As soon as a fruit is
detected, the robot stops moving in y-direction & camera
module is adjusted such that the fruit is in front of camera.
This will fix the camera and claw in along y-axis. After this
the arm moves z’ distance in z direction so that the claw is in
front of the fruit. This fixes the position of claw in y-z plane.
The arm then starts moving in x direction until it touches the
fruit. The contact sensor detects that the claw is touching the
fruit & it sends the appropriate signal which closes the claw
& plucks the fruit by twisting it. After that the arm puts the
fruit into the basket and comes back to its original position.
Firstly, the base of the robot starts to move along the row of
plants in a plantation. The whole system is powered by LiPo
5500mAh and 3300mAh batteries. Owing to lower weight,
increased capacity and power delivery, LiPo batteries are best
fit for the robot systems. We have used Arduino Mega 2560
REV3 as the microcontroller pertaining to its varied I/O pins
and System interface. The voltage and current is supplied to
the input of the L293D motor Driver. Motor Drivers are
necessary to drive the dc motors which demand high current
requirements for its operation. The motor driver circuit is
separated from the Arduino Mega by the use of optocoupler,
we have used PC817 IC for isolation purpose. Here the input
circuit is the Arduino and the output circuit is the motor
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driver driving the dc motors. The isolation of the input from
output is must as we do not want the input to be affected by
the back EMF generated by the motors on the output side. In
general, isolation methods are adopted to prevent any circuit
from getting affected due to surge in electronic factors. The
dc motors are attached to the omni wheels The dc motors take
12V as the input from the motor driver. As a result, the robot
moves along the plant row. For this task, we have used four
dc motors attached to the four omni wheels. On encountering
a fruit in its path the camera module captures the image and
compares with the algorithm built in the raspberry pi to carry
out object detection. After, recognizing the desired fruit, the
dc motors stop .Hence, the robot stops. Now, the command
from Arduino Mega prompts the servo motors to activate.
Five to six servo motors were used. Out of which, one was at
the base of the arm, other two for shoulder and elbow.
Moreover, some others for the fingers and the wrist. The
servo motors provide precise angular motion. Servo motors
typically take input voltage as 7.4V. Since, the position of the
robot is fixed in the linear plane (X axis). The arm extends in
the YZ plane perpendicular to the linear plane. The range of
angles of the servo motors are programmed for each part of
the arm. On grabbing the fruit, the servo motor at the wrist
rotates 180ͦ, the claw closes and the fruit is plucked by the
gripper. The gripper then drops the fruit in the basket behind
it.
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Fig.3 Motion of DC motors and servo motor

A. Aim
To simulate the circuits depicting working of dc and servo
motors.
B. Problem Statement
To run a DC motor for a certain distance/time till it reaches
the plant and then stops. Then servos run at different angle
range

long delay is added to demarcate between the start and stop
motion of servos in sequence. Similarly, we run different
for lops for different servos that range from: 25to 90 ,ͦ 45
to130ͦand 20 to100ͦ for servos 2, 3 and 4 respectively. By
adjusting the delay in the code, change in relative speeds
can be shown.
III. RESULT
A. Current Status of Robot

C. Working of Code
The radius of the wheel and distance to the plant have been
assumed as 2cm and 5m. Based on these assumptions, the
number of revolutions that the wheel has to undergo has
been calculated. Then the time for which the motors run in
milliseconds has been calculated for a motor speed of 190
rpm.The motor is made to run for this time period by
making one of the inputs HIGH and the other LOW (this is
done by adding a delay time after turning the motor on).
Thereafter, the motor reaches the plant and hence the motor
is turned off by making both the input pins LOW and speed
0.
If need be, direction of the motor(s) can be reversed by
making LOW the input which was previously HIGH, and
vice-versa. Servo objects servo1, servo2, servo3 and
servo4 have been declared. Respective Servo pins have
been attached using attach () from Servo-h library. Now, a
for loop is implemented by varying the angle of rotation
from
20 to 160ͦ, with an addition of delay to vary the speed with
relative servo motors used. Another for loop is executed to
bring back servo to its original position. Then a relatively
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As per our predicted timeline we started with our
manufacturing process during the end of January. Wehave
completed 90- 95% of our harvester bot including
successful preliminary testing and debugging.
B. Manufacturing Process
1. First on paper we marked out dimensions of the size
of board we want based on no. of components
(arduino, motor driver, power supply etc.) and cut out
a wooden plank of those specs using a hacksaw. It
came out to be 55 x 30 cm.
2.

Once the wooden plank was cut out we divided it into
3 equal sections of 18cm each. The front section for
the base of the arm, the center section for the Arduinouno, motor drivers, etc. and the last section for basket
to drop the fruit in.
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Fig.4 Markings of components

3.

6.

After a successful run of the motors using the code we
uploaded via arduino-uno. We started with the
building of the arm.

7.

We took multiple pieces from here and there and a few
from mechanics set kit to make the base, the arm and
the claw. We have used regular motors and gears for
the opening and closing of the claw and the up and
down motion of the arm. We plan to use MG995 servo
motor for our base and at the mouth of the claw for 4
DOF.

8.

We retested the motion of the robot with arm
temporarily fixed on it to make sure it can take the
weight of the arm. It was a successful test.

Once we did that we also marked out the holes to be
drilled in the board for connections to the motors
below and the base servo for the arm.

Fig.7 Front view of fully assembled arm

Fig.5 Drilling through holes

4.

9.

Working of Robotic Arm as Fruit Harvester

Once drilling was completed, we placed our motor
driver, Arduino-uno, and motors on the respective
positions as marked on the board. We used two 200
rpm motors on the front section and two at the back.
We passed the wires from the motors to the motor
driver through the drilled holes.

Fig.8 Side view of fully assembled arm

10. We have completed the connections of motors on the
arm to the motor drivers and arduino-uno. In addition,
we have used breadboard to save the wiring.
Logic for the motion of the base and arm was
programmed in arduino IDE. Multiple test runs were
executed and we could successfully obtain the desired
results.
Fig.6 Arduino-uno and Motor Interface

IV. CONCLUSION
5.

We finally fixed the motor drivers and the arduino-uno
at their positions once wiring was comfortably fixed.
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Our project aims to increase the efficiency of the
harvesting process by reducing the time taken for the
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process and the labour cost. We have completed 90% of
the project.
After definitive testing as shown for each Degree of
freedom of the arm, we can successfully say that we have
tested the arm for grabbing, plucking and dropping of fruit
into the basket. Further using camera module and rpi we
will incorporate the fruit detection aspect as well.
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Abstract—A chatbot (chat robot) as the term itself suggests a
robot used for simulating human conversations. It artificially
replicates the patterns of human interactions. Chatbots work as
a digital subordinate and help in the areas where chatbots excel
so humans can focus on what they do best. Fundamentally a
chatbot allows a form of interaction between a human and a
machine. The interaction happens via written messages or voice.
A chatbot comes up with its answers through a combination of
predefined scripts and machine learning. Mental health chatbot
is designed to be more of a “friend” rather than a typical
machine interface. Its personality includes being friendly and
helping with recommendations, and the other being empathetic.
Mental health chatbot will simply provide a friendly ear. To aid
people facing mental affliction this mental health chatbot will
execute using Cognitive Behaviour Therapy (CBT) methods. It
will help users to challenge the negative thoughts using
modelling tactics and keep asking them daily events which led
to the rise of these emotions and thus use it as a reflex remedy
on them. The basic emotion of users is determined by natural
language input using Natural language Processing and
dictionary-based approach. Conversational agents appear to be
a feasible, engaging, and effective way to deliver CBT.
Depending on the emotion, it will provide various techniques of
mind engaging activities and exercises.
Keywords—Chatbot Evaluation, Information Systems, Natural
Language Processing; Natural Language Understanding,
cognitive behavioural therapy, deep learning, recurrent neural
networks, web development

I.

feature that can be embedded and used through any major
messaging applications. Chatbots are used in dialogue
systems for various purposes for e.g., information gathering,
customer services, product suggestions, weather and more.
Some chatbot applications use sophisticated and complex AI,
natural language processors and substantial wordclassification processes, others chatbots simply scan for basic
and general keywords and generate responses using common
phrases obtained from a database or an associated library.
Chatbots are mostly accessed online via website popups or
through virtual assistants. They can be assorted into usage
categories for e.g., entertainment, health, finances, new,
weather and e-commerce via chat.
Mental health Chatbots are likely to be useful for every
individual facing mental illness or disorders, and to a large
extent for the crowd which is ignorant to seek mental health
advice due to the stigma prevailing. Several studies have
been conducted regarding the usage of chatbots for mental
health. There is a need to systematically bring this
documentation together in order to inform mental health
providers and potential users about the main aspect of
chatbots and to inform future research about the main gaps of
the antecedent literature.
II.

LITERATURE SURVEY

INTRODUCTION

One pertinent field of AI research is natural language
processing. Natural language processing (NLP) is broadly
interpreted as the automatic manipulation of natural
language, like speech and text, by software. It is inclusive of
fields like linguistics, computer science, and artificial
intelligence dealing with the interactions between computers
and human language. It is a collective term attributing to
automatic computational processing of human languages.
This includes both algorithms that take human-produced text
as input, and algorithms that produce natural looking text as
outputs. In particular NLP programs the computers to operate
and analyze large amounts of natural language data. The
result is a computer capable of "understanding" the contents
of documents, including the contextual gradation of the
language within them. The technology can accurately extract
information and insights present in the documents and also
categorize and organize the documents themselves.
A chatbot is a computer program that simulates human
conversation through voice commands or text chats or both.
Chatbot, short for chatterbot, is an artificial intelligence (AI)
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Cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) refers to a popular
therapeutic approach that has been applied to a variety of
problems. The foremost and most important goal of treatment
is reduction of symptoms, functionality improvement and
remission of the disorder keeping the medical model of
psychiatry consistent. For this, our patient will actively
participate in collaborative problem-solving processes for
testing and challenging validity of maladaptive cognitions
and for modifying maladaptive behavioral patterns. From a
cognitive-behavioural perspective, cognitions can be viewed
as the intermediary link between an external stimulus and a
subjective feeling, taking the form of internalized statements
a person tells themselves. Cognitive distortions denote such
self-statements that are either mildly misinterpreted or
entirely inaccurate, often reflected by logical fallacies in
internal thinking. AI Chatbots has the potential to detect such
distortions and aim to improve mental health. We can clearly
expect that in the coming years, natural treatment of mental
health without human connection and intervention, and
giving the correct diagnosis with the help of bots would be
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impossible. So, this can be affirmed that these mental health
apps are not a trend that is just hyped up, but rather they are
a tool that can aid the traditional therapy when performed in
the correct manner.

user questions. Chatbots powered by AI are designed to
recognize the general intent of what a candidate is.

III. OBJECTIVE
In this era of competition, in which our minds get no or little
rest, the mental health of all of us humans, who are tirelessly
working our mind in one way or another, has been
deteriorating and the rates of suicides have surged up
drastically. In 2016, Suicide was the most common cause of
death in both the age groups of 15–29 years and 15–39 years.
Moreover, with this emergence of COVID-19, it is observed
that apart from physical health, mental health is a crucial
concern faced by mankind. Mental health is often ignored
despite being a tender subject matter. A large number of
people experience mental illness along with depression,
schizophrenia, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder
(ADHD), autism, and obsessive-compulsive disorder. This
illness alters a person's thoughts, feelings, and/or behaviors
in many ways. Few prevalent observations include
experience of emotional breakdown, feeling of nervousness,
stress which leads to panic attack followed by anxiety and
depression and primarily loss of sleep(insomnia). This
COVID-19 situation has caused a rise in fear of losing
livelihood, life,freedom to go out, worry about the health of
oneself and loved ones. Also, in the early phase of quarantine
a stigma has been created towards people who have tested
COVID-19 positive or are rather suffering harmless cold or
flu. Moreover, the world is facing a shortage of human
resources which deliver mental health services. The main
purpose of this project is to improve the declining mental
health of all the people who would usethis chatbot. This will
become a very strong tool to empower us to feel positive.

Fig 1. Complete Flow of Methodology

IV.PROPOSED DESIGN
A. Context Identification:

Fig 2. Context Identification

Input is taken from the user in the form of text or speech. If
input is in the form of speech, first a transcript of the speech
is created. Pre-processing is applied to the input text/
transcript to clean and standardize the input as per the
system’s requirement. Based on the keywords used in the
text, appropriate context is recognized.
B. Personal query response system:
Upon receiving personal queries about today’s mood, current
emotion etc., the authenticity of the user is checked through
user-id and password. If the user detail is invalid, an
appropriate response is sent. If the user authenticates
successfully, the input text is processed to extract keywords.
Based on the keywords, information required by the user is
understood and the informationis provided from the
knowledgebase. Predefined knowledge base helps develop a
response to the query. A knowledge base provides your
chatbot with the information it needs to accurately respond to
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Fig 3 General Methodology

C. AIML response system:
If the user is making a normal conversation with the bot, the
input is mapped to an appropriate pattern in Artificial
Intelligence Modelling Language (AIML) files. The response
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is sent to the user if it’s available. Other personal information
provided to the chat bot such as, gender, etc. is also saved. If
the pattern is not available in the AIML files, an arbitrary
response is sent suggesting “Sorry, I’m not sure I understand”
D. Query analysis and response system:
When a user wants some information related to medical
issues, the response will be given through this module. If the
input matches a pattern in the AIML files, the appropriate
response will be sent to the user. If the files have no entry for
that particular query, keywords areretrieved from the input.
An algorithm to check similarity of the sentences (NLP) is
applied to the modified input to check its similarity with the
questions of a predefined question-set, whose answers are
available. The question is mapped to the respective intents by
the use of probabilistic model which gives an output of the
question’s probability being that intent as an array. The
maximum probability intent is chosen and a random response
from that intent is returned.
V.

Fig. 5 Model Summary

IMPLEMENTATION

A. Dataset
The dataset is in the form of intents json file. Each intent has
a tag, response and pattern. Patterns are different ways a user
can give and input which a which will be categorised into its
tag. A response is randomly selected from list of responses for
a tag. The categories used are of two types - primary and
secondary. Primary categories are those directly related to
mental health and represent the cognitive distortions - all or
nothing,catastrophizing, fallacies, overgeneralization and
discounting the positive. The patterns for each category have
been scraped from the internet from different psychology and
CBT awareness websites. Secondary categories are those
which are used to maintain conversation flow these include greeting, thank you, name, options.

Fig. 6 Model Layers

The model is trained for 250 epochs but early stopping
brought that down to 173.Input data is in the form of bag of
words of the user input sentence and the expected output is in
the form of probabilities of the sentence belonging to that
category. The conversation flow appears in a GUI created in
python(fig 5.4) and analysis after conversation is as shown in
fig 8.

Fig. 7 Conversation Flow

Fig.4 Dataset
B. Model Hyperparameters and Training
The model is a sequential model having 5 layers in total - 3
Dense and 2 Dropout Layers. (fig 5 and 6)Activation
functions used for the Dense layers are 'relu' and 'sigmoid' for
the output layer. Stochastic gradient descent SGD optimizer
is used. In order to prevent over fitting, we have implemented
early stopping while the model trains. Call-back’s function is
called if the accuracy exceeds 98.9% and training is stopped.
Fig. 8 Final Analysis by Kayra
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VI. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION
As seen our chatbot-‘Kayra’ has successfully carried out
diagnosis on a user exhibiting Cognitive Distortions after
classifying their conversation pattern into its respective
Cognitive Distortion. The input from the user’s side
undergoes pre-processing and conversion into bag of words.
Prediction for the classification of the sentence is made using
pretrained weights of the sequential model for high accuracy.
The output received is in the form of a list of probabilities of
the input sentence for a specific tag. The highest probability
is chosen and the corresponding tag is used to get a random
response from the list of responses for the tag in the dataset.
The response is then shown on the graphical user interface
created. The tags of each user input are stored. A threshold of
5 detected Distortions tags is set, after which ‘Kayra’ provides
its analysis.

relatively small dataset and can be improved by gathering
more examples of Cognitive Distortions to improve its
vocabulary. Also, instead of using bag of words, TFIDF
cosine similarity can be used to represent sentences that go
into the model.
VII. SOCIAL IMPACT
From past research it is concluded that social exclusion has
harmful consequences for mental health. In order to deal with
these adverse effects, socially excluded individuals turn to
other humans for emotional support. While chatbot can
manage to give social information and emotional responses on
the part of the human conversation, their effectiveness with
respect to social exclusion has not been investigated. In recent
study, we examined whether an emphatic chatbot can serve as
a buffer against the harmful effects of social ostracism.
Participants were randomly assigned to either talk with an
empathetic chatbot about it. Their responses were merely
acknowledged . On performing similar researchand going
through the results, it was revealed that the participant’s mood
lowered considerably when they experienced social
exclusion. On the other hand, the same participant
experienced a mitigating impact when they interacted with an
empathetic chatbot. So particularly, the ones undergoing the
chatbot intervention condition positively reported better
moods than the ones in control condition. Furthermore,
methodological, theoretical and practical implications along
with the directions for future research are discussed.
VIII. FUTURE SCOPE

Fig. 9 Accuracy trend

Fig. 10 Loss trend

When the model was trained to 250 epochs, it showed signs
of overfitting – showing 100% accuracy. To prevent the same,
we implemented Early Stopping at 98.9% accuracy, therefore,
stopping training after 173 epochs. So, the overall model
accuracy is 98.11% (fig 11)

In this world of digitization our work, economy and science
are using intelligent machines and making our everyday life
easier. AI systems are used for technical learning that can
process problems and adapt to changing conditions. AI is
replacing manpower and can be seen at its peak glory in
countries like Japan. In medical/ clinical context, AI is being
used majorly. User data can be linked with research data,
which improves medical diagnoses and treatments.
Digitization also affects clinical psychology and
psychotherapy, such as chatbots. Research interest in chatbots
for clinical psychology and psychotherapy is growing at a
large scale. The importance of chatbots is increasing because
they offer information, suggestive, or be an AI listener
without any inconveniences. While online mental health
consultation services take high charges, seem intimidating,
chatbots are mainly free of cost, with 24/7 user service and
also provide privacy to the users. According to a recent
survey, Researchers have discovered that people are more
comfortable in talking to avatars than friends or family
members or a therapist or online service providers due to the
taboo surrounding mental health . AI helps us in the areas
where physical accessibility is not possible. Experts have
predicted that chatbots may be handy for patients with other
extreme mental disorders and people trying to recover from
drug addiction. Due to the proliferation of smartphones and
high-speed internet, chatbots are becoming a viable and
effective method for overcoming mental health services while
also overcoming the barriers of mental health stigmas,
especially in the “new normal” period.
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Abstract— In recent years, the demand for IoT platforms
has increased due to the rising requirement of internetenabled devices and rising need for internet connectivity. In
this paper, we propose an IoT-based Smart Mirror. The
mirror can be transformed into completely digital device that
can be further used for home applications that provide basic
functionalities such as weather, the latest news, and local
time. Further, with the help of speech processing techniques,
we can also control the equipment or devices of the home
such as light, fan, bulb and we have also integrated live
cryptocurrency tracker and Spotify for as well. The Smart
Mirror interacts with help of verbal commands to user and
can with the help of android integration can provide an
extraordinary experience to the user. This Smart Mirror
which is not currently too much popular can be game
changing in the future with use in various fields. Our paper
presents this implementation and applications of the smart
mirror in a delineate form. The aim of this paper is to save
user’s time and enhance their productivity. It provides a
nearly effortless experience since it is completely dynamic,
and information gets updated automatically.

Keywords—Smart mirror, 2-way mirror, Raspberry Pi 4,
Home automation, PIR sensor, AI & ML, IoT

I.

INTRODUCTION

The world around us is inconsistent. With the
advancement in both science and technology, people are
moving towards a more automated lifestyle. Some of the
recent automation like smart cities, smart cars,
smartphones, and smart homes have become a necessity to
survive in this automated world, we can make many home
automation systems using the Internet of Things (IoT)
devices. IoT is an integrated system used for the running
of tasks autonomously. It is the connection of Wireless
Sensor Network devices. The main goal of this project is
to develop a smart mirror device that has the ability to
perform home automation and display information on it
that we want. We are very well aware of what a mirror is
and it serves its purpose perfectly. But what if mirrors can
do some extra job? Instead of just reflecting our images,
what if it starts to show some important news or weather
forecast for the day or turns ON/OFF the lights for you on
your voice commands? Yes, our smart mirror is a new
gadget that
looks just like a mirror or a little smarter than our
traditional mirror that has news on it and can also have the
ability to perform home automation. With this smart
mirror, we can see the latest news, current weather and
also set reminders for our important works. With the world
growing in technology faster than ever the most important
•Proceedings for DJ STRIKE 2021

thing we lack is time. In our busy morning we barely read
any news, hardly ever try to know how the weather will be
today. Smart mirror shrinks all this work into the time you
spend in front of a mirror. At the same place, you can get
the news and weather forecast. Not only this, but home
automation saves even larger amounts of time. Everything
just works on your voice commands. The device was to
look like a regular mirror but would have a screen inside
and you would be able to interact with it using voice
commands, a keyboard, and a mouse. The
operating system would support running apps and allow
developers to create their own apps for the Smart Mirror.
The main features the Smart Mirror would have would be
showing basic weather and time information, being able to
add alarms, reminders, or notes in a similar way we stick
post-it notes on a fridge. The software needs to be
designed to be modular and responsive in order to fit
different hardware. Smart mirror saves a lot of time that
we spend on our mobile screen for news, music and other
updates. A smart mirror just brings it on a single screen. In
short, it just brings all your required information on the
screen which you can see while getting ready to leave for
your office. For this project, we use Raspberry Pi, a
display, a simple two-way mirror, and a voice recognition
system. For display, we use a normal monitor. Raspberry
Pi is the microcontroller that runs the entire system and
works as the brain of the system. The voice recognition
system will be the google assistant that recognizes voice
and shows the corresponding result on the screen. All the
information is represented as a web page that displays
using JavaScript. The display will include weather
forecast, reminders and calendar, latest news, and also
recent updates about cryptocurrencies because crypto
is the latest hot topic. There will be a small integrated
window of Spotify which can play music on voice
command or using your mobile phone. Smart mirror saves
a lot of time that we spend on our mobile screen for news,
music and other updates. A smart mirror just brings it on
a single screen. In short, it just brings all your required
information on the screen which you can see while getting
ready to leave for your office.
II.

SMART MIRROR WORK

The work on intelligent mirrors is the work done in the
field of the Internet of Things (IoT) which has long
imagined humanity and has been gaining in the last decade
for technological developments. The Smart Mirror is
gaining more and more importance in this technologydriven world. It is getting advanced daily with a lot of new
functionalities getting added in different types of modules.
Also, we can create our own Machine Learning or Deep
Learning models which can be deployed on the Smart
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Mirror. For instance, for a gym, Smart Mirror can be a very
powerful business
driven to attract gym-freaks. It could deploy Deep
Learning based models to calculate Body Mass Index just
on a click of the persons’ photo through the mirror. This
way people can track their loss in weight, or their changes
in body structure and can plan their weight accordingly.
Similarly, it has many more astounding applications in
various different fields.
III.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Python and JavaScript (Node.js) programming tools
were used. JavaScript is a script language developed by
Netscape. Almost every user is getting bored with the
existing system, they want something new system which
can fulfil their needs and can also work as basic
applications. It looks great if the home mirror which we
use can display more than just a human reflecting face i.e.,
smart mirror. The main point for building the system is to
make a mirror that can be used in home conditions as well
as in business space. The additional features we have
added are news feed, time, calendar, weather,
cryptocurrency live market price, Spotify for music, and
many more for future reference. The proposed system
supports additional flexibility and comfortability. The
main components which have been used in this system:

Raspbian is a Debian-based Linux OS which is the
main operating system for Raspberry Pi. It consists of
35,000 packages for every installation on the board. It
compromises a modified LXDE desktop environment.
2.CSS
CSS is the web-based language used for describing
the presentation of a document written in a mark-up
language such as HTML. Positioning and size of the
contents is done using this programming language.
3. Node.js
Node.js is an open-source, cross-platform, backend JavaScript runtime environment that runs of the V8
engine. It uses a non-blocking I/O model which is eventdriven.

A. Hardware Design
1. Raspberry Pi 4
The Raspberry Pi is a small-sized computer. It can
be stacked with Raspbian OS or Windows 10 IOT center.
All the needs for the mirror’s functionality are coded in
the model. It acts as the brain of the architecture and is
the interface between the user and the rest of the
architecture. The board has several ports,40 GPIO pins, a
micro-SD card and it needs a power supply of 5V with 2
amps to work efficiently. It also has HDMI, VGA port
through which the result can be displayed on a TV/LED
Monitor. Connection of Keyboard and Mouse is possible
through a provided USB port.
2. TV/Monitor Display
The most important outcome of the model is the
display of the output.TV/Monitor acts as a source
for displaying the details. LEDs are the best as
they consume less power.
3. 2-way Mirror
It is the mirror that is both transitive from one side and
reflective from another side. It is connected in front of the
TV/LED screen. The information that is displayed can
be viewed through a one-way mirror.

Fig 1. Schematic / Block Diagram

IV.

DESIGN

In this proposed study, the main components which are
used are the Raspberry pi, TV/Monitor, Wooden Board,
the 2-way Mirror in the hardware design and Node.JS
programming and CSS in the software part. The Raspbian
OS based on Linux Programming acts as an essential for
building a project. TV screen is used for displaying the
information that displays weather data, news feed,
upcoming events in the calendar, live market price of
cryptocurrency and many more, coded through Node.js.
Mirror will be kept in front of TV screen for the dual
purpose-user can see the data clearly and accurately and
can see themselves also. It will be attached to the TV
Screen by using 4 wooden boards. Raspberry Pi has
several USB ports through which mouse; keyboard can be
connected so that we can easily activate our screen. It also
has HDMI, VGA ports through which we can connect our
model to the Screen. Various modules are required for
displaying the live information which are coded in Node.js
and CSS. We can also use microphone assembly to speak
to our mirror using voice commands to make our mirror
more interactive.

B. Software Design:
1. Raspbian
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Users can install different modules and run them as per
their choice and it gets displayed on the screen as per our
setting condition.
For instance, if the user wants the mirror to display a
live rotating image of Earth instead of the weather data,
then the module can be modified accordingly, and we can
get the desired outcome.

Fig 2. Smart Mirror Model

V.

SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

D.
Easy to Communicate:
The mirror allows users to communicate effectively
using Google Assistant with a simple microphone. It will
listen to every activity that the user wants to perform like
Playing themusic, performing home automation, or adding
modules to perform different tasks. For adding different
software, we can simply attach a keyboard and a mouse to
the Raspberry Pi and control the system.
E.
Low Power Consumption
We have used a PIR sensor which is a motion sensor,
almost always used to detect whether a person is in the
range or not. If the sensor detects any proximity, then it
will turn on the mirror automatically while the rest time it
remains switched off, thus saving electricity as well.

Fig 3. Block Diagram of Smart Mirror Interface

In the system implementation, we display a page on
the monitor which gets reflected through the two-way
mirror and as a result of which the processing done by
the Raspberry Pi is displayed on monitor. This work can
be done both manually by hosting web pages relative
to suitable display or using Open Source Software
Projects which may have different modules and depends on
us which one we may choose according to our
convenience.
VI.

APPLICATIONS

A.
Access to various features:
Apart from seeing himself/herself, the mirror will provide
a range of different functionalities that includes viewing
of live cryptocurrency market price, weather data,
upcoming events, time, Spotify, news feeds, etc. A menu
in the bottom left of our mirror allows user-friendly
interface to quickly reboot the mirror, shut it down, etc.
B.
Home Automation:
A home automation system will monitor and/or
control home attributes such as lighting, climate,
entertainment systems, and appliances. This task is
achieved by integrating Google Assistant in the Smart
Mirror and using different communication modules to
reach the appliances. The signal is sent through the
Raspberry Pi while communicating through Google
Assistant and boom, the Smart Mirror executed this task
as well.
C.

F.
Adjustable/Flexible Display:
We can choose the mode of display i.e. portrait or
landscape. There is also an option to boot the magic
mirror automatically on switching on the monitor.
There is flexibility in selecting the position image
according to the user requirement. Some of the positions
that users can access are top_bar, bottom_bar, top_left,
bottom_left, middle_center, etc.
VII.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The principal objective of this undertaking is to build up
a shrewd mirror gadget. Smart Mirror is designed keeping
in mind the importance of time for our users. As in our
daily life, each one of us wants things to be done easily,
quickly, and efficiently. So this Smart Mirror will help you
to save your time in doing small things and efficiently
doing multitasking i.e, you have Spotify, your schedule,
stock updates, and many more in your single screen which
is the best efficient way to do important things. In this
Smart Mirror, PIR sensors ensure activeness when the user
is near the mirror. Smart Mirror can be a small example of
how IoT technology can be used to make our work more
efficient. It can be placed anywhere users desires to so that
user can do the work. As every other house has a basic
mirror so why can’t be Smart. The world is moving
towards and accepting new technology, every other
application is made to do things easily so does Smart
disabled who can really experience the technology. Home
Automation can also be done using Smart Mirror. There
can be endless possibilities for Smart Mirror in the future.
As IoT itself has a wide range spectrum. It can have a
security system where the user can keep some information
confidential. As of now, Smart Mirror can be used to check
date, time, news, stock updates, etc.

User-friendly:
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Abstract—A precise and timely data of energy consumption is
an important demand for implementing any energy saving
strategy. Energy management is today an issue of nice
importance and quality. Energy Management System is one
amongst the rising technology that collects real time data on
energy use. this is often done through observance, assessing and
visualizing energy consumption. This enhances enterprise level
operations and money call. the most principle is to scale back
power consumption of gift systems and instrumentality by
centralized observance and management of energy use across
such building systems. The paper discusses primarily, the
situation of the Energy Management Systems in Asian nation.
the issues facing the event of such systems in our country revolve
around economic issues and lack of awareness and ability. the
appliance keeps the info of person departure and coming into.
The project is intended to observe the quantity of persons
coming into also as exiting a space. The management of energy
consumption in buildings indirectly provides data regarding the
user habits, reasonably activities carried on by the inhabitants,
prediction the long run energy consumption in building and
plenty of alternative proposes.
Keywords—Smart Home, Energy Efficiency, Building Energy
Management System, Arduino, Energy activity Consumption.

I.INTRODUCTION
Energy crisis and therefore the international impetus to “go
green” have inspired the mixing of renewable energy
resources, plug‐in electrical vehicles, and energy storage
systems to the grid. The presence of over one energy supply
within the grid necessitates the necessity for associate degree
economical energy management system to guide the flow of
energy. Moreover, the variability and volatile nature of
renewable energy sources, uncertainties related to related to
vehicles, the electricity worth, and therefore the and therefore
the bring new challenges to the facility engineers to realize to
realize for stable operation of the facility system. Today’s
world has become an entire energy dependent world within
which electricity is of prime importance. Electricity has
created life terribly straightforward and therefore its
consumption is increasing day-by-day. so as to come up with
this electricity in its original kind, heaps of natural resources
area unit being employed. historically electricity was
generated solely from non-renewable energy resources
however currently renewables have acquire image. though
renewables area unit used for generation of electricity, the
system and instrumentality required to provide electricity
from them area unit expensive and therefore can’t be afforded
by each common person. thus this has light-emitting diode to
the depletion of the natural resources. so it's essential to
change to new and higher choices like good grid, good
metering, and nil energy buildings which will facilitate to
scale back dependency on these reserves by reducing energy
consumption and rising use of renewable energies. And so as
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to extend the potency of our grid Energy Management
Systems (EMS) area unit essential. The energy management
system will effectively coordinate the energy sharing/trading
among all obtainable energy resources, and provide hundreds
economically all told the conditions for the reliable, secure,
and economical operation of the facility system. Managing
energy consumption has currently become a vital mouth the
city as a result of it relates to the value to run a system as a
result of technological advancements new product and
services that but lead to intensive resource (eg energy)
consumption. Therefore, what's the definition of energy?
Energy is outlined, because the ability to try and do work
utilitarian perspective of energy but, it's a helpful definition
for engineering wherever the aim of machines is to convert
energy to work? As a additional general description, we'd say
that energy may be a basic entity whose convenience and
flow area unit needed for all phenomena natural or artificial.
The excessive consumption of energy result in substantial
harm to the setting heat and emissions of greenhouse
emission and growth of the ozonosphere and as a result,
associate degree increasing variety of governments area unit
encouraging policies for property development and clever
use of worldwide energy resources. Their final object may be
a important reduction of the polluting emissions and
therefore the adoption of appropriate ways for reducing. Here
comes the role and importance of managing energy
consumption the understanding of however energy is
generated and measured is central to our selections regarding
the utilization and conservation of energy. we'll show during
this report the ways for activity energy and consequently
managing it with our settled project. A system for energy
observance is classified in keeping with totally different
criteria, as an example, the sort of sensors they use, or the
spatial coarseness used for grouping information. With
regard to sensors, it's potential to tell apart between direct,
indirect, and hybrid observance systems. Direct observance
systems use electricity sensors for directly activity energy
consumption, whereas indirect systems infer energy
consumption by activity alternative quantities like
temperature and/or noise. Finally, hybrid systems trust each
approaches.
II.OBJECTIVE
The main aim of this paper is to use the ideas of energy
management and apply the logic to our project. The goal of
this paper is to gift a system able to self-regulate a
heterogeneous set of power sources and masses organized as
a coherent cluster of entities that is known as micro-grid, so
as to optimize many criteria such as: value and potency. the
most important hindrance to AN undeveloped country is that
the lack of advancement, which is able to be increased by
OPTIMUM ENERGY MAMANGMENT SYSTEM. Energy
management systems (EMS) square measure automation
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systems that collect energy measure knowledge from the
sphere and creating it accessible to users through graphics,
on-line watching tools, and energy quality analyzers, so
enabling the management of energy resources. This
mechanism assists North American country with loads of
energy saving and to observe the changes likewise, that
energy is maintained and used later throughout the time of
crisis. the remainder of this paper is structured as follows: the
subsequent section reviews however we'd be going
concerning planning our project. Section four presents the
implementation of the energy management system with the
assistance of the flowcharts and block diagrams. within the
section five the ultimate results of the project is explained.
the benefits of EMS along side the barriers featured and
therefore the solutions to modify these barriers so EMS is
brought into operation within the existing industries likewise
as residential and industrial organizations also are mentioned.

Fig1.

Fig2.

Seven section Display: The LED’S in a very seven-segment
show don't seem to be isolated from one another. Rather,
either all of the cathodes or all of the anodes, connected along
into a typical lead, whereas the opposite finish of every lightemitting diode is severally on the market. this implies fewer
electrical connections to the package, and permits U.S.A. to
simply alter or disable a selected digit by dominant the
common lead.

III.PROPOSED DESIGN
In this project, we have a tendency to mix hardware and
computer code along to make a mechanism for oversight the
energy of close or a specific space. The project is meant to
observe the quantity of person getting into yet as effort an
area. There are electrical masses, that are start because the
person enters and switches OFF as before long as last person
leaves. Automatic masses management mistreatment IR
sensors with combination of microcontroller to save lots of
energy. dominant candidates from a pc (phone or pc) is
relating the operating of the project confined to at least one
person and not be operating over an oversized region. IR
sensors employed in combination with microcontroller to
observe all the operation. There are 2 try sensors, every
unpaired at specific length from the opposite. One try of
sensing element consists of a transmitter and a receiver,
unbroken precisely opposite to every alternative. The
channeling semi emits modulated IR light weight received at
the recipient finish and fed to a microcontroller of 8051
family. once an individual enters the area then
microcontroller senses it and increments the count and show
it on seven phase displays and switches ON the load. within
the same approach once an individual exits the area, the count
gets decrement. once the last person exits from the area, the
lamp is flip. Further, the project may be increased by
mistreatment timer arrangement within the project so if the
load change doesn't turn up for a few reason as desired, then
timer would complete the task when prefixed time.

Fig.3Seven Segment Display

BC547: The BC547 semiconductor device is associate degree
NPN Epitaxial chemical element semiconductor device. The
BC547{transistor|junctionsemiconductor device|electronic
transistor|semiconductor
device|semiconductor
unit|semiconductor} could be a general purpose transistor in
little plastic packages. it's use in all-purpose change and
amplification BC847/BC547 series forty five V, a hundred
mA NPN all-purpose transistors. Whenever base is high, then
current starts flowing through base and electrode and
afterward solely current can pass from collector to electrode.

IV. COMPONENTS
ATMEGA328P: this can be associate degree 8-bit
microcontroller that is employed in ARDUINO boards.
There are total twenty eight pin during this chip and every pin
has several operate and options.
Fig.4BC547

Relay: it's associate degree magnetic attraction switch.
accustomed management the electrical devices. The most
important role is played by the copper magnetic flux Relays
ar switches that open and shut circuits electromechanically or
electronically. Relays management one electrical device by
gap and shutting contacts in another circuit. As relay
diagrams show, once a relay contact is often open (NO),
there's associate degree open contact once the relay not
energized. once a relay contact is often Closed (NC), there's
•Proceedings for DJ STRIKE 2021
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a closed contact once the relay not energized. In either case,
applying electrical current to the contacts can amendment
their state.

V.IMPLEMENTATION

Fig 5. Relay

IR LED: IR light-emitting diode: associate degree IR LED,
conjointly referred to as IR transmitter, could be a special
purpose light-emitting diode that transmits infrared rays
within the vary of 760 nm wavelength. Such LEDs are
typically made from atomic number 31 chemical compound
or metal atomic number 31 chemical compound. They,along
with IR receivers, ordinarily used as sensors. the looks is
same as a typical light-emitting diode. Since the human eye
cannot see the infrared radiations, it's unattainable for an
individual to spot whether or not the IR light-emitting diode
is functioning or not, not like a typical light-emitting diode.
to beat this downside, the camera on a mobile phone are used.
The camera will show U.S.A. the IR rays emanated from the
IR light-emitting diode in a very circuit.

Fig 7. Flowchart of the proposed design

Fig.6 IR LED

Fig 8. Schematic/Block Diagram
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VII.SOCIAL IMPACT

Fig. 9 When the load is OFF

A lot of analysis has been in tired understanding the
management of varied energy sources. it's been found that
energy management is wide acknowledged because the best
answer for direct and immediate reduction of energy
consumption. We square measure all cognizant regarding the
issues moon-faced by the agricultural areas, the village and
tiny underdevelopment cities relating to energy. This project
is evidenced to be helpful in urban and rural areas at places
wherever electricity looks to be a dream with a really low
offer of power. Saving & storing the energy are often useful
for emergency cases in such places. This project can facilitate
to contribute in automation business moreover. The energy
management system are often put in at faculties, hospitals &
faculties wherever electricity consumption is at its peak and
by doing therefore the energy consumption are going to be
reduced and can be properly monitored by the system which
can result in a higher atmosphere reducing the result of
worldwide warming. This is the main reasons we tend to
selected increase the system to come back with a brand new
approach and place a leap forward in impacting the
encompassing in such the simplest way to assist our mother
nature nurture in a fruitful manner. Our approach doesn't
involve making one thing new; rather we tend to aim to create
a value effective, therefore a helpful system in energy
consumption control.
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VI.RESULTS AND CONCLUSION
This project will additional be increased to be used with the
assistance
of
associate
IOTdevice,
management|remote|device} or the other application which
might control {for example|for instance|as associate
example} the temperature of acooling system or even the
speed of the fan if there exists only 1 person within the same
space instead of a crowd which might even facilitate the
system add a higher manner and therefore save heaps of
energy.
This work is a start for a big project to develop energy
building management system. We will benefit from artificial
intelligence approaches to treat the energy measuring data to
produce helpful information and decisions for saving energy
in a building.
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Abstract— This paper presents prototype design of a cost
effective disaster management robot. Disaster management is a
very risky and high pressure job, our robot can help to ease out
this process and decrease the overall rescue time too.
Additionally, the idea of a robot intervention will improve the
detection of certain unusual conditions remotely, which can be
useful for the personnel entering the area to take some
precautions. The fundamental control system uses a bluetooth
device which gives a wireless access to the robot. The system
design does not completely remove the existing human efforts
but gives a safer control over an emergency situation.
Keywords- Arduino UNO, HC-05, Camera Module OV2640,
Telemetry System, ESP32Cam, HTTP communication

I.

INTRODUCTION

Disaster management is management of resources reducing
the after effects of any disaster with a well defined plan of
action , preparedness and response time are very crucial
factors of disaster management. Its main motive is to curb the
hazard and not allow it to take the shape of a disaster.
Preventing a natural disaster cannot be done but its harmful
effects can be reduced through proper disaster management.
Thus the loss of property and life is minimized. Disasters can
be classified as natural or human made. Major threat the
world faces is from human made disasters. Therefore,
through disaster management, we can prevent hazards from
being turned into disasters. Disaster management broadly
encompasses the management before, during and after a
disaster. It not just includes quick response time and reducing
the after effects but also planning the rehabilitation of
human/animal population affected. By studying the causes
and effects of a disaster many preventive measures can be
taken for the future and situations can be analysed
Disaster management can be categorized into three steps:
1. Pre disaster management: It is the study of a situation and
rescuing or emptying the population of the particular area
which will be hit by the disaster. Most important purpose
of this is to mitigate human loss. This also includes the
development of robust technology driven forecasting and
analytical systems; which can issue warnings depending
on the type and extent of disaster, guide the mobilization
of resources(human personnel and tools) for necessary
action, assessment of disaster .
2. Management during disasters: The most important phase
which has a direct correlation with the pre disaster
management phase. Optimizing the response time and
efficiently helping the victims of the disaster prone areas,
shifting them to a safe shelter are the base of this. The
basic facilities that need to be provided to the victims are
food, water, clothing and medical support.
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3. Post disaster management: This phase is mainly the
responsibility of the government. It includes
redevelopment and reconstruction of the affected areas,
helping the victims get their lives back on track by
providing
them
employment
and
necessary
compensation.
India has been historically susceptible to natural disasters on
account of its distinctive geo-climatic conditions. Floods,
droughts, cyclones, earthquakes and landslides are a
perennial development. concerning hr of the solid ground is
vulnerable to earthquakes of assorted intensities; over forty
million hectares is vulnerable to floods; concerning V-day of
the whole space is vulnerable to cyclones and sixty eight of
the realm is liable to drought. Within the decade 1990-2000,
a mean of about 4344 folks lost their lives and about thirty
million folks were plagued by disasters once a year. The loss
in terms of personal, community and public assets has been
astronomical.[6]
At the world level, there has been good concern over natural
disasters. as substantial scientific and material progress is
created, the loss of lives and property because of disasters has
not diminished. In fact, the human toll and economic losses
have mounted. it absolutely was during this background that
the international organisation General Assembly, in 1989,
declared the last decade 1990-2000 because the International
Decade for Natural Disaster Reduction with the target to cut
back loss of lives and property and prohibit socio-economic
injury through combined international action, especially in
developing countries.[6]
Over the past few years, the governments of Asian nations
have caused a paradigm shift within the approach to disaster
management. The new approach returns from the conviction
that development can not be property unless disaster
mitigation is constructed into the event method. Another
cornerstone of the approach is that mitigation has got to be
multi-disciplinary spanning across all sectors of
development. The new policy additionally emanates from the
idea that investments in mitigation area unit way more price
effective than expenditure on relief and rehabilitation.[6]
The approach has been translated into a National Disaster
Framework [a roadmap] covering institutional mechanisms,
disaster interference strategy, early warning system, disaster
mitigation, state and response and human resource
development. The expected inputs, areas of intervention and
agencies to be concerned at the National, State and district
levels are known and listed within the roadmap. This
roadmap has been shared with all the State Governments and
Union Territory Administrations.
Ministries and
Departments of state of Asian nations, and therefore the State
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Governments/UT Administrations are suggested to develop
their various roadmaps taking the national roadmap as a
broad guideline. There is, therefore, currently a typical
strategy underpinning the action being taken by all the taking
part organizations/stakeholders.[6]
II.

Fig 1. Arduino motor control circuit diagram

OBJECTIVE

Our objective of the proposed project is to develop a disaster
management robot. Using this robot the aim is to provide
assistance to rescue professionals like the State Disaster
Response Force(SDRF),National Disaster Response
Force(NDRF) or National Disaster Management Authority,
the apex body of disaster management in India. The system
would comprise of live video surveillance and will also have
sensors integrated using the Arduino UNO microcontroller,
which would complement the in-situ scientific analysis of the
disaster situation and it’s proper handling. Data acquisition
will be done using a telemetry system, which can be used for
visualizations and as a first step towards making the robot
autonomous. The aim is to build a prototype which would
lead to a product solving the common need in disaster
management of remote pre-analysis of the situation before
engaging any human force. Nowadays every field is working
towards automation and increasing it’s reliability on robotics,
decreasing the human efforts and making our lives easy.
III.
PROPOSED DESIGN
The project will use a rocker bogie mechanism. The robot
chassis will consist of mounts for various sensors and
communication modules that will be integrated using
Arduino UNO. The whole chassis will be manufactured using
PVC pipes, cardboard and metal plates. It will be supported
by 6 wheels which will in turn be run using 4 different DC
motors. The motors will be controlled through a L293D
motor driver, integrated using Arduino UNO and ESP32cam
module. The robot will be Wi-fi controlled using the buttons
present in the website. The modules that will be included are
HC-05 Bluetooth module, for low to medium range sensor
detection, ESP32 camera module for live video transmission
on a website for surveying purpose of the affected area,
,which requires immediate attention. The sensors included
will be Smoke/Flame sensor, Temperature and Humidity
sensor and gas sensor. All the modules and sensors will be
programmed using Arduino IDE. For telemetry and data
logging purposes. Java programming language will be used
to develop a GUI, for analytics and visualization purposes.
Data logging will also be done in the form of csv files.
Lithium Ion Phosphate (LiPo) batteries will be used to power
the whole setup and the supplied voltage will be divided or
enhanced using Resistors and Capacitors as per the need for
the individual components.
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Fig 2.Sensors circuit Diagram

Fig 3. Rocker Bogie design

Fig 4. Project Block Diagram
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IV. IMPLEMENTATION
Now, we have to be compelled to acquire the gap between
initial and second wheel through CAD package (190 mm).
Considering the proper angular triangle ABC,
Using philosopher in ∆ABC
assume lengths AB and B.C. is x.
AC² = AB² + BC²
190² = x² + x²
190² = 2x²
x = 134 mm
Hence, AB = B.C. =134 metric linear unit
Similarly, to seek out dimensions for rocker linkages
initial 2 wheel pairs ought to be placed at horizontal
position. Third wheel combines ought to nearly complete
its rising before the beginning of rising of the initial
combine of the wheel. By inserting wheels in such a
manner we have a tendency to obtain dimension of link
B.C. (311mm).
Now think about think about ,
BE² = BD² + DE²
311² = 2y²
y = 221 mm
Hence,BD=DE=221mm[1]
By considering these lengths and angles we've drawn the
whole mechanism. Fig. 4 below, shows all dimensions of
automaton.

Fig 5. Flowchart of the proposed design

A.

Chassis

The necessary consideration for producing a rocker bogie
mechanism is to work out the scale of rocker and bogie
linkages and angles between them. The lengths and angles of
this mechanism is modified as per demand. Within the work
the aim is to manufacture the rocker bogie mechanism which
may overcome the obstacles of a hundred and fifty metric
linear unit height (like stones, picket blocks) and might climb
over stairs of height a hundred and fifty metric linear unit.
conjointly Associate in Nursingother target is to climb any
surface at an angle of 45 .̊ To attain the higher than targets
we have a tendency to style the rocker-bogie model by
presumptuous step height a hundred and fifty metric linear
unit and length 370 metric linear unit. exploitation
philosopher theorems, notice the scale of the model. It has
each angle of linkages area unit area unit. [1]
To achieve correct step ascension the scale of linkages ought
to be correct. Assume the step height and length of a hundred
and fifty metric linear unit and 370 metric linear unit
severally. To climb stairs with higher stability, it's needed
that only 1 combination of wheels ought to be in a rising
position at a time. Thus to seek out dimension of bogie
linkages, initial combines of wheels ought to be placed at
horizontal position suggests that at the top of the rising as
shown in Fig. And the second combine ought to be placed
simply before the beginning of rising. There ought to be far
between vertical fringe of step and second combination of
wheel to putting of wheels.
•Proceedings for DJ STRIKE 2021

Design of wheel is needed at speed up to zero.5 m/s.
Assume speed is sixty - a hundred rate motor. exploitation
speed relation speed is calculated for assumed speed.
exploitation calculated speed worth has to be compelled
to determine the diameter of the wheel is ninety five.35
mm. Thus we have a tendency to choose the wheel of a
hundred metric linear unit diameter (standard wheel). The
choice of rubber thread secure to the wheel makes it lightweight and sturdy, providing glorious traction, friction.
To calculate diameter of wheel,
Required speed (v) = zero.5m/s.
Motor rate (n) = a hundred rate
We know that,
ω = (2πn)÷60
= (2×π×100)÷60
ω = 10.471 rad/sec
For circular motion,
v=ω×r
So, r = v / ω
= 0.5 / 10.471
r = 0.04775 m = forty seven.75 mm
So, our diameter are,
d = 2×r = ninety five.5 mm.
For a typical automaton on flat piece of land, it’s required
to require acceleration concerning 1/2 most speed. The
speed of the automaton is zero.5 m/s. thus the acceleration
of the automaton is zero.5/2 suggests that zero.25 m/s2.
This suggests it'd take a pair of seconds to achieve most
speed. If the automaton goes up inclines or through rough
pieces of land, you may want a better acceleration
because of countering gravity. we would have liked to
climb the angle up to 45˚. Hence,
Acceleration of inclines
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= (9.81 × sin(angle of inclination) × π) / one hundred
eighty
= (9.81 × sin(45°) × π) / one hundred eighty
= 0.121 m/s2
Total Acceleration
= 0.25+0.121 = 0.371 m/s2[1]

Fig 8. Telemetry Viewer

C. Live video and motor control
AI-Thinker ESP32-CAM module was used which comes
with an ESP32-S chip and a very small size OV2640 cam.
If the images captured by the camera are to be stored then
the MicroSD card can be used,a slot has been provided
for the same on the module. HTTP communication is
done between the web browser and the ESP32Cam. As
shown in the image below, the web page has buttons to
move the robot forward, reverse, left and right.

Fig 7. Rocker Bogie Assembly

Fig 9. Live video and motor control website

B. Telemetry Viewer
V. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

Telemetry viewer interface has been developed using
Java Programming Language. Main external libraries
being used are jSerialComm and JFreeChart. Arduino can
be connected to the interface using HC05 bluetooth
module. System connection range is 100m.
Various graphs like line charts, histograms can be plotted
in time and frequency domain. A timeline can be
associated with the graphs so that previously plotted data
can be viewed later for analytical purposes. The rate at
which samples are plotted can be varied. Layout of the
interface can be saved and changed every time, thus
giving the flexibility of having a new GUI when the
sensors of the system are changed.

We have successfully developed an Arduino based
disaster management robot with all the essential systems
which will help safety and rescue management forces.
This robot can be handy in situations where human
intervention is not possible or a bit dangerous before
getting the insights on a situation.

[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
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Abstract—As the human race gets more and more intelligent and
efficient, we require machines to do things for us in a precise and
efficient way. In this technical paper, we look at a humanoid
arm more commonly known as a robotic arm. This particular
device not only looks and works as a human arm, but is also
controlled autonomously. Our project consists of an arm which
efficiently does pick and place operations on a small scale.
Keywords—Degree of freedom, Forward Kinematics, Inverse
Kinematics, Accuracy, Repeatability, Servo Motors, Arduino,
Gripper, Payload, Joint Speed

I.

INTRODUCTION

Robotic arm is a mechanical product. Figure 1 shows a robotic
arm with labels. Thousands type of arm are available in the
market and developed by different companies. Industrial use of
the robotic arm is more than the domestic because at this time
robot are not used for normal purpose; it’s always used for
specific purpose(s) and in the industry some condition
where
humans are not able to work i.e. high
temperature, polluted air zone, heavy weight lifting etc.
Robotic arm also uses for high accuracy places where error not
allowed. Robotic arm is set a task and perform it accurately in the
various environment.
A robotic arm is meant a set of rigid jointed bodies able to take
different configuration, and to move between these
configurations with prescribed limits on velocity and
acceleration. Industrial robotic arm differs by the size of the
fixed bodies, the type of joint, the sequence in which the joints
are connected and the range of motion acceptable at each
joint. The individual fixed bodies are called links. Robotic arms
are manufactured by using different parameters like number of
axis, degree of freedom, working envelope and working space
that arm cover,
kinematics, payload, speed and
acceleration, accuracy and repeatability, motion control and
drive of an arm etc.
Robotic arm is again classified roughly into the payload or the
weights lifted by the arm. Industry standards require thorough
analysis of the materials selected. For smaller payloads
however, material analysis is not required. More focus is given
to the type of motor and its torque value considering a factor of
safety (FOS).
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Fig.1 Robotic Arm

We would now look at the various parameters related to the
structure of a robotic arm:
Axis are used for movement indication, one use for a line,
two for a plane and three for a point at anywhere in space.
Roll pitch and yaw control are the main factors of a robotic
arm axis, use for full control. Rotating axis arm must
be positively interactive for good stability. Mass of arm
should be less for less force of inertia at different joints,
lighter arm performs more dynamically than bulky arms at
same stability level. Industrial robotic arms use bulky tool
and weight of arm also very high and are used for big
construction purposes. Robots may become flexible and less
in weight by using multiple axis arms.
Degrees of Freedom Robotic arm control all points
(directionally) using their degrees of freedom. A human arm
is controlled by seven degrees of freedom, articulated arms
typically have up to six degree of freedom. A robotic arm is
made by using different solid part, join by n number of joint
connected, each joint having one degree of freedom if there
are n number of the joint then arm have n degree of freedom
(DOFs). Figure 2 shows a seven joint robotic arm.
Kinematics Robotic arm have a different joint including
Cartesian, articulated, spherical and parallel etc., we arrange
them for controlling a motion of a robotic arm. Robot
kinematics is used for finding the movement of multi-axis
and multi-degree of freedom. A chain of kinematic is used for
making structure of a robot. Different structural parts (rigid
bodies) are properly connected at joint to provide excellent
rotation, robotic kinematics use for know about
velocity, acceleration and position of all rigid body part in the
robotic system and decided all control movement. It also
calculates exact force, torque, decides the role of motion,
ISBN: 978-93-5437-776-1
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inertia and mass at every part of a robotic arm for making
an efficient arm. There are mainly 2 Kinematics we follow:
Forward and Inverse Kinematics.
Payload A payload is a simply the weight that arm can be able
to carry and movement possible with weight. It is important to
maintain payload at the time of arms implementation and
check how much weight arm can be lifted. It also includes
weight of the entire arm with tools and dependent on a use of
an arm in industries robotic arm use for heavy works so it
should be high in industry arm and for normal use payload is
closer to the 1 to 10 kg. range. Weight determining arms are
more sensitive but have less top range. We are making a light
payload robot arm.
Speed and Acceleration is defined by each part and total,
linear and angular movement. Flexible and active motion
obtain by using a visual result of present task due to this
perform real time highspeed catching, high-speed vision
camera system and generate fast result during an experiment.
Robotic arm can be reaches speed movement with a max
velocity of 8m/s. Robotic arm all joint can work at very high
joint speed of 360degree/s, they make arm and finger
high speeds.

Fig.2.2 General Block Diagram

III.

KINEMATIC STRUCTURE OF ROBOTIC ARM

We discussed about the Kinematics and the need for
Kinematic Analysis. The following figure shows the
reference and link coordinate systems
T=(M*g) *L…. (4)
The length L is the perpendicular length from a pivot point
to
the
force.
This
equation
can

Accuracy and repeatability Accuracy and repeatability are
important factors in complete robotics performance depend on
it, and accuracy of a task is needed for performing any task
in exact time and a single attempt and repeatability is when
we repeat the same task again and again and still get the same
result each time.

II.MECHANICAL STRUCTURE

Fig.2.1 Arduino Controlled Robot Arm

Fig.3 Kinematics

Figure2.1 shows a Bluetooth and camera controlled robotic
arm.This shows the various tasks and the level of autonomy
with which a humanoid arm performs.For this technical
paper, we are limited to making a robotic arm with Bluetooth
connectivity only as an autonomous system.

of 5- DOF arm using the first step of the robotic arm. Lu, ls
and lfare the link lengths of the shoulder, back arm and
forearm respectively.

Figure 2.2 generalises the block diagram with the use of
gears for generating more torque by mechanical advantage.
We have an AC to DC convertor at the start and all the
motors are equipped with gears. While dealing with
small loads, we do not use gears as sufficient torque
is available.
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Inverse kinematics is about calculating the angles of joints (i.e.
angles of the servo motors on a robotic arm) that will cause the
end effector of a robotic arm (e.g. robotics gripper, hand,
vacuum suction cup, etc.) to reach some desired position (x, y,
z) in 3D space.
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IV.

TORQUE

Torque means measure of how much force are acting on an
object reasons that object to rotate.Torque is denoted by T.
Torque (T) is defined as a moving “force” and is calculated
using the following equation: T=F*L…. (1)
Where T is torque F means calculated force and L is denoted
the length from a pivot point. The force is accelerating on an
object due to gravity (g = 9.81m/s2) multiplied by its mass.
F=M*g…. (2)
Mass (M) and gravity (g)
The force (F) is also considered of an object’s weight (W)
W =M*g…. (3)
The torque required to hold a mass at a given distance from a
pivot point is showing therefore
find by similar doing a torque balance about 3point.
∑T = 0 = F*L–T…. (5)
Therefore, replacing the force (F) with mass and gravity (m*g)
we can find out the same equation above. This is the more
accurate way to find out the torque by using the
torque balance.
M*g*L = TA…. (6)
In order to estimate the torque required at each
center of mass and the pivot point is zero. The torque
Fig. 6 calculation of applied torque
required at the 2nd joint must be re-calculated with the new
lengths, which is as shown in the following figure. (The
applied torque shown in green color like T1 andT2)
joint, we can must chose the worst-case scenario.
Fig. 5 required torque at each joint
T2 = L3*A1+ L1*W1+ L2*A2+L4*W2…. (8)

L1*A1+L1*W1 (“A” is weight of the actuator or the load.)….
(7)
We may consider that the actuator weight A2 which is as shown
in the diagram below is not included when calculating the torque
at that point. This is because by the length (L) between its
Knowing that the link weight (W2, W2) are located in the center
point of the lengths, and the distance between the actuators (L1
and L3 shown in the diagram above) we can re-write
the equation as follows:
T2 = (L1+L2) *A1+ (L1+L3) * W1+ (L2) *A2+ (L2)*W2…. (9)
Only for the tool requires that the user enter the lengths (L) of
each link, which would be L1 and L3 above so the equation is
showing accordingly. The torques at each subsequent of the
joint can be found similarly, by re-calculating the
lengths between each new pivot point and eachweight.
V. RESULT AND CONCLUSION:
The generation of the human-like manipulation motions has
been implemented and also tested successfully for the 5 degrees
of freedom (DOF) arm of the humanoid robot. The
presented approach does not consider the dynamics of the robot
arm. This would be necessary to generate realistic velocity
distribution for the manipulation motions. We have reviewed
the characteristics of the main mechanical structure and
construction of a humanoid robotic arm. From this arm the
exploration of afterwards will be a full body which is controlled
by body switch.

Fig. 5 result

Fig. 4 torque balance

From the above figure we can see a link of required length L
is rotate clockwise. Only for perpendicular component of the
length (L) between the pivot point and force (F) is taken
into account. We can observe that the distance of length (L)
is decreasing from length L3 to length L1. Since from the
torque equation the length(L)or distance multiplied by the
force(F)thegreatest value will be obtained by using L3,
The force(F) does not change. We can rotate the
link counterclockwise similarly and observe the same effect.
The weight of the object (load) being held as Indicated in the
Figure 4 by A1, which is multiplied by the distance its centre of
mass and the pivot point gives the torque required at the pivot.
The tool takes into the consideration that the links may have a
significant weight (W1, W2……) and its centre of mass is
located at roughly the centre of its length(L).
The torque caused by this difference masses must be added. The
torque required at the first joint is therefore. T1 =
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Discussed robotic arm and their different parameters.
Understand which factor affect the performance of a robotic arm
and how it changes a robotic arm in work efficient arm. Know
how multiple axis uses to change the mass of an arm, DOF
increased by simply by adding joints, working envelope and
space should decide according to the situation, kinematics
improved movement of the robot, speed and acceleration vary
in different works, accuracy and repeatability is the important
factor for any robotic arm. We also used diagrams for
making proper understanding of robotic arm. Then discussed
gaps in research and issues, its use as a guideline for future
research work, at last give suggestions how we try to improve a
robotic arm
by working on effective algorithms
and simulations
VI. APPLICATIONS
As discussed above, robotic arms have various shapes and sizes
and perform various operations. Our 5 DOF robotic arm is a small
model which has the below applications: Pick and place
operations of light objects, Turning Switches on or off, Typing on
a keyboard.
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Abstract- Road signs are important to ensure safe driving at
intersections. But the flow of the traffic is broken by delay due
to traffic jams. The concept of smart city has evolved since last
few years, in this project we use an array of cameras and
Raspberry PI to create an ingenious solution for smart traffic
control.
As we all have experienced the unbearable chore of waiting for
hours on a traffic signal it was high time, we use the sophisticated
technologies at our helm to create an efficient solution. We have
tried to create an extremely efficient algorithm which uses object
detection to automatically detect cars and calculate the traffic
density at traffic signals. The object detection is carried out by
using OpenCV and the algorithm is made on Python.
This traffic density is used by our ingenious algorithm to
efficiently and smartly control signals for fast movement of
traffic. Our objective as a team is not only to save time but also
to be cost effective. Finally, several benefits and features of the
algorithm are discussed in the successful use of an improved
system to reduce congestion in major cities and other cities and
in other areas of need.
Keywords - Raspberry Pi, OpenCV, Python, YOLO (You Only
Look Once) Traffic Management System, Camera Module.

I.

OBJECTIVE

Today’s traffic management system makes use of the
conventional “timing circuitry” that regulates traffic at a predefined time limit for each lane. As this system does not
consider, the density of traffic, it leads to congestion
especially in urban areas during the peak hours. Even though
an experienced traffic warden can be appointed to deal with
congestion, technology has always been about minimizing
manual effort. With the field of Computer vision being vast
and proficient nowadays a density-based system over the
conventional system will be a progressive opportunity. A
Vision based system will improve the controlling mechanism,
detection of events and organizational information in an
efficient and intelligent manner. Moreover, when
implemented on a large scale, these systems will be installed
on all the traffic signal point of a crossroad and traffic density
can be analyzed by a central server for possible cases of
emergencies such as accidents.
II.

DESCRIPTION

An embedded system is a special-purpose computer system
designed to perform one or a few dedicated functions, often
with real-time computing constraints. It is usually embedded
as part of a complete device including hardware and
mechanical parts. In contrast, a general-purpose computer,
such as a personal computer, can do many
•Proceedings for DJ STRIKE 2021

different tasks depending on programming. Embedded
systems control many of the common devices in use
today. Since the embedded system is dedicated to specific
tasks, design engineers can optimize it, reducing the size
and cost of the product or increasing the reliability and
performance.
Raspberry Pi:
The Raspberry Pi 4 Model B is the latest product in the popular
Raspberry Pi computer series. It offers an increase in global
degradation with processor speed, multimedia performance,
memory and connectivity compared to the previous generation
Raspberry Pi 3 Model B +, while maintaining backward
compatibility with the same power consumption. For the end
user, the Raspberry Pi 4 Model B offers desktop performance
compared to the entry-level systems of the x86 PC. These
product key features include high-performance 64-bit quadcore processor, dual support for up to 4K pairs.micro-HDMI
ports, up to 4Kp60 video decodes, up to 4GB of RAM, dualband 2.4 / 5.0 GHz wireless LAN, Bluetooth 5.0, Gigabit
Ethernet, USB 3.0, and PoE (with -add-on alternative PoE
HAT). Wireless LAN and Bluetooth have a tracking
certificate, which allows the board to eventually be designed
for products with significantly reduced mitigation tests, which
improves cost and marketing time.
We will use Raspberry Pi to process the image using OpenCV
and algorithm and sending signals to robots. Camera:
Raspberry Pi Camera Module v2 high-quality 8-megapixel
Sony IMX219 high-resolution image sensor
an additional board designed for the Raspberry Pi, with a fixed
focus lens. It is capable of 3280 x 2464-pix static images, and
supports 1080p30, 720p60 and 640x480p90 video.
It attaches to the Raspberry Pi with one of the smaller
foundations above the board and uses the
a dedicated CSI interface designed specifically for integration
with cameras. The project installs the cameras as installation
and sends the data to the Raspberry Pi for continuous
operation.
Features:
1) Fixed focus lens on-board
2) 8-megapixel native resolution sensor-capable of
3280 x 2464-pixel static images
3) Supports 1080p30, 720p60 and 640x480p90 video
4) Size 25mm x 23mm x 9mm
5) Weight just over 3g
6) Connects to the Raspberry Pi board via a short
ribbon cable (supplied)
7) Camera v2 is supported in the latest version of
Raspbian, Raspberry Pi's preferred operating system
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OpenCV in Python:
OpenCV was launched at Intel in 1999 by Gary Bradsky and
the first release was released in 2000.
Compared to other languages such as C / C ++, Python is
slower. Python code is extended backwards using C ++.
And NumPy support makes the job easier. NumPy is a highly
optimized library of numerical performance. All properties of
the same OpenCV members are converted to and from the
same NumPy members. Whatever performance you can do on
NumPy, you can integrate it with OpenCV, which increases
the number of weapons in your arsenal. Besides, many other
libraries such as SciPy, Matplotlib that supports NumPy can
also be used for this. OpenCV-Python is therefore an ideal
tool for a quick illustration of computer vision problems.
MicroSD card:
MicroSD is a type of memory card used to store data. The
Raspberry Pi should work with any compatible SD card,
although there are some guidelines that must be followed.
A microSD is a removable memory card used to store data.
SD is an acronym for Secure Digital, and microSD cards are
sometimes called µSD, using MicroSD card in Raspberry Pi,
formatted and bright
YOLOv3:
The real YOLO algorithm was used in Darknet. Darknet is a
framework for open source neural network written in C and
CUDA. YOLO stands for "You Only Look Once" real-time
object detection algorithm. YOLO appeared in the 2015
seminal paper by Joseph Redmon and soon received much
attention from other computer vision researchers. It can be
used to find a single image frame or multiple objects within a
single frame. Yolo has high accuracy while doing real-time
tests. It requires one forward movement of the neural network
and Performs predictions based on algorithm and objects are
highlighted / detected by binding boxes. It sees the whole
frame at once and predicts the number and category of all
objects in the image. YOLOv3, with research into in-depth
reading has made it much faster than other methods of
discovery.
III.

IMPLEMENTATION

The main aim of the system is to estimate the traffic density
and traffic surveillance. This is done by using
1) Computer Vision. -The Project comprises of a
system including cameras, Raspberry Pi, Traffic
Lights (LEDs) and connections. This circuit
consists of Video Cameras placed on a 4-way
junction in such a way that cameras are high
enough and facing the road. We can either use a
camera on each traffic signal totaling 4 cameras,
or for cost efficiency we can use 2 rotating
cameras on appropriate location. Either way it is
cost efficient because there already are cameras
on traffic signals and hence, no extra cost.
2) Cameras would be capturing images at
predetermined times and all the respective
images are sent as data to raspberry pi memory
where YOLO Object-detection Algorithm is
used for image processing, vehicle detection.
Using these techniques, the vehicle density on
every side of the road is calculated and an
algorithm is employed to switch the traffic lights
accordingly. The whole circuit will be mounted
on a PCB board and soldered.
3) YOLO is a state-of-the-art objectdetection
algorithm that is incredibly fast and accurate.
Computer Vision is the transformation of data
from a still or video camera either into a decision
or a new representation. Open CV is an opensource computer vision library. Raspberry Pi is
a mini-computer; it is installed with OpenCV
module. Camera is interfaced with the
Raspberry Pi through USB port.
4) We use OpenCV as backend of our YOLO
algorithm

Fig.1 Flowchart of the proposed design
Fig.2 Hardware Implementation SEQ
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5) The important parts of traffic management system
using YOLO (OpenCV) are discussed as:

A. Object Detection using YOLO:
The video camera is activated and the live video is sent as an input to
the YOLO object detection algorithm.YOLO divides the image into a
grid of X*X cells, where the cells are responsible for predicting
bounding boxes.YOLO also gives us a confidence score that denotes
how much it is sure the bounding boxes represent an object.YOLO
uses Convolutional Neural Network (CNN).The main feature of
YOLO is it uses a single Neural Network on the whole image.To run
YOLO on our system we need configuration and weights file. They
consist of:

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.

2. Hardware
Implementation
SEQ
CNN Figure
Architectures
(layers
and activations)
\*
AnchorFigure_2._Hardware_Implementation
Boxes
Number of classes ARABIC 1
Learning Rate
Optimization Technique
input size
probability score threshold
batch size

B. Density Estimation:
In YOLO, we obtain bounding boxes on each detected object.
Using a custom function SORT (Simple Online and Real-time
Tracking), we count the number of vehicles from our input.
It tracks the image from start to end of our frame so that the
YOLO Algorithm does not count it twice.
Now from the ‘coco.names’ file (available on official YOLO
website), we create different named classes.
To count the number of vehicles from the live video, we need
to specify the index of it from the classes file in our code.
The final count in a given time frame is then sent to the next
Algorithm to send instruction to lights.

C. Algorithm

IV.

SOCIAL IMPACT
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In cities, where the number of vehicles continues to rise faster
than the existing road infrastructure to support them, traffic
congestion is difficult to deal with and worsens in the event of
car accidents. The problem affects many aspects of modern
society, including economic development, road accidents,
increased greenhouse gas emissions, time spent, and health
damage. In this scenario, today's societies can rely on a traffic
management system to reduce traffic congestion and its
negative consequences. Our system is made up of a set of
operational and management tools to improve the efficiency
of traffic and traffic systems. In addition, to overcome such
issues, the traffic-based traffic control system collects data
from a variety of sources, uses that information to identify
potential hazards, and provides self-regulatory services. With
this question in mind, this article presents the fragmentation,
reviews, challenges, and ideas for the future of implementing
a traffic management system.
In today's world, traveling is a necessity. Thus, people are able
to use a variety of means of transportation, such as
automobiles, subway trains, and bicycles. However, among all
these vehicles, motor vehicles are widely accepted for their
comfort and performance. In this way, with the continuous
increase in population, the number of vehicles in major cities
will also increase, but much faster than transport
infrastructure; as a result, traffic congestion will be a major
problem. It creates a number of negative environmental and
social concerns such as an increase in the number of road
accidents, economic impacts, and high levels of greenhouse
gas emissions.
The problem with the car system is that every minute the cars
at the junctions will be high and the robots have to be turned
on each side for a set period of time. Even if there are no cars
on one side, the road signs will be on for a while. Because it
has a waste of time. Because of this, cars on the other hand
have to wait for the time to complete the process. Therefore,
to reduce wasted time, we have implemented a traffic control
system based on the speed of traffic on either side. In this
system, we can calculate the number of vehicles on each lane
at a crossroads and provide a route to a particular side with
heavy vehicles and maintain the remaining parking space due
to time consuming.
Improving the efficiency of transport remains an effective and
challenging research area due to the importance of transport
infrastructure employed by such programs. This document
provides an in-depth study of the Density Based Traffic
Control System, emphasizing the major challenges and
shortcomings of existing systems and suggests specific
guidelines for improving the efficiency of the Traffic
Management System. We have proposed a comprehensive
fragmentation and review of the services of the planned traffic
management system in terms of its design and objectives. In
addition, quality analysis was performed based on the defined
TMS. Finally, we have presented our vision to improve TMS
efficiency and robustness to achieve the required level of
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accuracy and traffic control, where these improvements
depend on addressing open challenges. In addition, we have
identified and discussed possible efforts to resolve it.
V.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

Fig.3. Object Detection using YOLO 1

There is a great need for an effective vehicle management
system in our country, as India faces 384 road accidents daily.
To reduce these unnecessary congestion and time delays in
traffic, an improved system has been developed for this project.
The system also allows pedestrians to cross the streets and is
available 24x7.
The system is designed to be inexpensive and provide low-cost
efficiency, and can maintain its calculation as long as it is
connected to electricity. With the application of the field of this
technology, complex traffic disturbances can be effectively
controlled by distributing time spaces depending on the amount
of vehicle load on specific crossing routes.
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Abstract—The aim of this technical paper is to provide an effective
and proficient solution for surveillance and for other purposes
where a human's intervention may not be possible or would not
prove as the most optimal option for use. This will not only help
the mankind but also serve for better purposes to adhere to
humans in the near future.
It demonstrates the construction of a UAV (drone) with additional
components of a thermal imaging camera and implying
computational algorithms for tracking and filtering data for the
purpose. There are locations and sectors where in a human cannot
intervene these sectors require a small automated transitional use
so as for these purposes the use of UAV's take place. These
Unmanned Aerial vehicles not only provide mobility but also
provide efficiency in the tasks carried out thus helping humans
out in tough situations. This Drone will be made with a Raspberry
Pi module controlling the drone provided with a thermal camera
and 4 Motors that will run on LiPo batteries. This Project will help
humans for the purposes of surveillance, firefighting, tracking
thermal images in tough spots, using thermal imaging in the
industrial sector.
Keywords—Thermal Imaging, Computer Vision, FLIR Lepton
3.5, Raspberry Pi 4, Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning,
LiPo Battery, UAV Drone, Surveillance

I.

INTRODUCTION

Surveillance is the observation of someone's behaviour,
actions, or information with the goal of gathering
information, influencing, controlling, or directing them. This
would include remote observation using electronic
equipment such as closed-circuit television (CCTV), as well
as interception of electronically transmitted data such as
Internet traffic. Simple technical methods can also be
included, such as human intelligence gathering and postal
interception.
Thermal imaging is a way to increase object visibility in a
dark area by detecting the infrared radiation of objects and
generating an image based on that detail. The three most
widely used night vision systems are thermal imaging, nearinfrared illumination and low-light imaging.
The latest advancements in thermal imaging can reveal
anything from a person hiding in the shadows to an electrical
hotspot. You have the spectrum of tools needed to help
protect your organization and your stakeholders with
managed security and surveillance services equipped with
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thermal imaging cameras. Thermal imaging enables your
security team to be more proactive thus eliminating
dangerous situations if any. There can be a significant cost
involved with false alarms, particularly in a security setting.
When you add thermal imaging to your surveillance strategy,
you're layering in an option that allows you to quickly
identify false positives and reduces the all-hands-on-deck
alert that could otherwise result from an innocent activity.
Computer vision is a multidisciplinary area that can be
commonly referred to as a sub-field of artificial intelligence
and machine learning, which can include the use of advanced
methods and the use of algorithms for general learning.
Computer vision is a relatively developing section of
computer science that attempts to obtain as much as possible
information from the various sort of images or sequences of
images. Being a subject of growing interest and precise
research for decades that is broadly deployed in scene
restoration, object modelling, visualization, navigation,
recognition, surveillance, virtual reality, or similar tasks.
Computer Vision is a sub-field of Artificial Intelligence that
allows computers to understand and analyse the real world.
Systems can now carefully identify and assign objects from
digital images using Deep Learning models, and then respond
in accordance with what the images represent. Furthermore,
since it is simulating a human visual system, rigorous study
necessitates desirability which may imply cognitive learning.
Due to a huge amount of multi-dimensional data that requires
scrutiny, the process of deciphering image become too
complex in comparison to a separate form of binary
information. The practice of deep learning and neural
networks have made computer vision capable enough of
emulating human vision. Moreover, computer vision is
adapting to identifying patterns from images in comparison
to the human visual cognitive system.
With more advanced technology, computer vision is powered
by the deep learning algorithms that are designed by neural
networks, called convolutional neural networks (CNN) to
understand the sense of images. These neural networks are
trained by deploying an enormous sample of images that aid
down the algorithm to acquire and determine everything that
is present in the images. After that these neural networks
examine images pixel by pixel to finger out patterns
andrecollect(memorize) them along with the optimal output
that should be afforded for each input image as in the case
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of supervised learning, also to categorize image elements via
checking contours and colours.
How Computer Vision is Redefining Surveillance?
It can recognize and transform a great number of faces with
enhanced efficiency, the technology is primarily focused on
automating and emulating the cognitive processes of the
human vision systems. After getting clues and info from
videos and images, the computer vision systems implement
various methods of machine learning in order to train
computers for transforming and evaluating patterns over
multiple faces.
For example, retailers can now be able to spot fishy
behaviour or unusual activities in their stores regardless of if
customers are not glancing directly at security cameras, or
wearing glasses, growing beards or changing hairstyles.
Also, in the eyes of the current crisis marked with terrorist
attacks, the prevention of transportation systems has one of
the major issues across the world, that can be addressed with
computer vision. Basically, surveillance components are
pictorial that is handled by us at a huge scale, even the
diagnosing and cross-examination of these components are
time-consuming and maintenance is quite expensive,
computer vision helps us to overcome these issue.
II.

of the UAV is robust and strong enough for surveillance and
other desired purposes.
III.

DESIGN

The entire UAV will be amassed on a F-450 Drone frame
made up of Polyamide materials which are strong enough to
hold the entire UAV in a stable axis of control. The major
component of this drone will be the Raspberry pi 4 module
which will carry out all the operations. With the raspberry pi4
attached to it will be the Thermal camera, the GPS module ,
the R pi camera, the WiFi module. The flight controller will
be a major part in the design to which the 4 ESC(Electronic
speed control) units will be attached. These ESC's will power
the 4 Brushless DC motors of 2200KV in the housing which
will help the drone take flight with the help of attached
propellers. This whole system will be powered with a 11.1V
(5200 mAh) LiPo Battery housed on top of the frame
strapped securely. The Design's block diagram is shown
below. The thermal imaging camera will be a FLIR Lepton
3.5 imaging used for low to high level thermal sensing. The
thermal imaging camera will be powered by and equipped
with

OBJECTIVE

The project revolves primarily around the concept of building
a UAV drone used mainly for surveillance purposes. It is
built using the fundamentals of thermal imaging along with
Computer Vision algorithms which helps carry out detection
and surveillance successfully
This project in turn can have multiple beneficial applications
and aid in minimalizing challenges faced by humans on a
regular basis.
This drone proves superior when compared to normal
surveillance drones. Thermal imaging technology makes it
possible to see areas of heat through smoke, darkness or heatpermeable barriers by rendering infrared radiations such as
that given off by warm objects or flames, into a visible light
representation in real time. The camera display shows
infrared output differentials, so two objects with same
temperature will appear to be of the same color. Some
thermal cameras use grayscale to represent normal
temperature objects, but highlight dangerously hot surfaces
in different colors. This is not possible in a normal digital
camera used in normal surveillance drones. Due to its ability
of detection and surveillance even in extreme conditions, this
drone proves extremely beneficial in various fields such as
defence, whether forecasting, agriculture, disaster relief, etc.
The UAV uses 'Thermal Imaging' technique equipped with
CV(Computer Vision) algorithms to determine the clusters or
the heat signatures in areas spotted by the camera, which in
turn sends data back to predict the depth of the ongoing
problem. This is carried and powered by the Raspberry Pi4
module which acts as the heart of this Machine. This Module
being the heart also acts the driver to the ESC's and Motors
and this whole setup is powered by a 11.15 V LiPo battery
setting at the top of the UAV for providing power. This setup
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FIG .1 FLIR LEPTON 3.5 Thermal Imaging Camera

The FLIR Lepton® is a radiometric-capable LWIR camera
that is less than a dime in size, fits inside a smartphone, and
costs a tenth of the price of traditional IR cameras. Lepton
readily integrates as an IR sensor or thermal imager into
native mobile devices and other electronics using focal plane
arrays of either 160x120 or 80x60 active pixels.

FIG. 2Raspberry Pi 4B

Raspberry Pi is a small computer the size of a credit card that
can be connected to a monitor or screen and used for a variety
of tasks. It charges with a small USB cord and downloads
operating systems from an SD Card. A mouse, an HDMI
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cable, and a keyboard are all you'll need to get started. Its
options are endless once it's plugged into your chosen
monitor.

FIG.3 Receiver

A receiver is a device that receives signals, such as radio
waves, and converts them into usable form (often with
amplification). Telephone receivers, for example, convert
electrical impulses into audio signals, while radio and
television receivers accept electromagnetic waves and
convert them to sound or television images.

to its excellence in GPS way point, return to launch and
Telemetry functionality.

FIG.6 Radio Transmitter

A radio transmitter is an electronic device which, when
connected to an antenna, produces an electromagnetic signal
such as in radio and television broadcasting, two way
communications or radar.

FIG.7 11.1V LiPo battery

FIG.4 GPS

GPS sensors are receivers with antennas that use a satellitebased navigationsystem with a network of 24 satellites in
orbit around the earth to provide position, velocity, and
timing information.

A lithium polymer battery, or more precisely a lithium-ion
polymer battery (abbreviated as LiPo, LIP, Li-poly, lithiumpoly, and others), is a lithium-ion rechargeable battery with a
polymer electrolyte rather than a liquid electrolyte. This
electrolyte is made up of semisolid (gel) polymers with high
conductivity. These batteries have a higher specific energy
than other lithium battery types and are more
environmentally friendly and so are used in automotive
sectors, machine industries, drones etc.
On assembly of the above mentioned components, the final
product developed is as shown below

FIG.5 Ardupilot APM2.8

The APM flight controller can be used to control RC cars,
fixed wing planes and multi copters. It is popular mainly due
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IV.

IMPLEMENTATION

Fig.1 Flowchart of the proposed design

V.

METHODOLOGY

It is important to pick an appropriate learning dataset to learn
a model. To be of high quality and reliability, a learning
dataset must contain a large number of images in which
objects are presented in various ways, under different lighting
conditions, recording angles, camera distances, etc.
If a dataset meets these criteria, it is more likely that for
different scenarios that might arise in real life or, in our case,
in the surveillance field, a learned model would generalize
better.
By using and merging images from existing data sets,
capturing new images according to the specified scenarios
that best match the needs and research objectives, and
merging images from existing data sets and own recordings,
a data set can be generated.
The electromagnetic spectrum includes radiation from
gamma rays, x-rays, ultra violet, a thin area of visible light,
infrared, terahertz waves, microwaves, and radio waves,
among other things. These are all related and distinct in terms
of wave length (wavelength). As a function of their
temperatures, all objects emit a certain amount of blackbody
radiation. More infrared radiation is emitted when a black
body has greater temperature.A special camera can detect this
radiation in a way similar to the way an ordinary camera
detects visible light. This works even in total darkness
because ambient light level does not matter.
Such cameras are useful for rescue operations like when
buildings are filled with smokes and the visibility factor is
low.
Following is the image obtained from the thermal imaging
camera.

VI.

APPLICATION

Computer vision plays a significant role in a wide range of
“Homeland
Security Applications”. The
Homeland
Security Applications include Port security – cargo
inspection; Facility security – Embassy, Power plant, Bank;
and Surveillance – military or civilian, etc.; Video
surveillance cameras are placed in offices, hospitals, banks,
ports, parking lots, parks, stadiums, malls, train stations,
airports, etc. The challenge is not for acquiring surveillance
data from these video cameras, but for identifying what are
valuable, what can be ignored, and what demands immediate
attention. Computer vision systems attempt to construct
meaningful and explicit descriptions of the environment or
scene captured in an image. Few Computer Vision based
security applications are presented here for securing building
facility, rail road (Objects on rail road, and red signal
detection) and road
Surveillance video analysis: relevance in present world
The main objectives identified which illustrate the relevance
of the topic are listed out below.
1. Continuous monitoring of videos is difficult and
tiresome for humans.
2. Intelligent surveillance video analysis is a solution
to laborious human task.
3. Intelligence should be visible in all real world
scenarios.
4. Maximum accuracy is needed in object
identification and action recognition.
A. FIREFIGHTING:
Most fire fighters use thermal imaging technology on a daily
basis; the camera's main strength is its ability to detect heat
signatures, which allows fighters to identify people
inextremely low visibility conditions (darkness and smoke)
and provides vital information for search and rescue of
civilians and potentially trapped team members. Thermal
imaging cameras have a range of capabilities.
B. DISASTER RELIEF:
To help monitor forest fires and help in controlling them,
surveillance drones modified with thermal imaging cameras
are used to detect any unusual spikes in forest temperatures.
By doing this, firefighting squads are able to detect the most
prone areas and identify fires just minutes after they begin.
Demand for this kind of technology is growing. These type
of drones are also used during a natural disaster to distribute
food and water to affected areas.
C. ENERGY:
In this era of modern industrialisation and use of modern
processes of fuels, the fossil fuels still remain the most ideal
option Inspection of the technology used to extract, refine,
and transport oil and gas is an important part of the Energy
industry And it requires maintaining certain standards.
Inspection of the technology used to extract, refine, and
transport oil and gas is an important part of the Energy
industry With the use of drones, this inspection work can be
done remotely and safely. Using specialized thermal sensors,
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some drones can find leaks faster than a human , while
onboard high‐resolution cameras enable some issues to be
diagnosed remotely.
D. DISEASE CONTROL:
Tracking animals also allows researchers to track disease.
Drones with thermal imaging cameras have been used by the
London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine to track
macaque movements in the province of Palawan in the
Philippines where malaria is an active threat. The ability to
follow these animals provides further insight into the possible
movement of infectious disease and its jumps from animals
to humans. In a similar way, Microsoft is leveraging drone
technology to capture and test mosquitoes for infectious
disease. This technology will help humans and prevent a
number of diseases to spread amongst humans.
E. SURVEILLANCE:
Thermal imaging is a excellent tool of gathering information
from highly sensitive areas. This can be of help with respect
to the current Covid pandemic as it would enable us to detect
the number of people gathered in a group along with ensuring
that proper social distancing is maintained at all points in time.
Whether or not people are wearing masks can also be kept in
check. Thus, UAV drones built using thermal imaging
cameras have a strong impact in various fields, thus increasing
efficiency.
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Abstract— Self-driving cars are self-governing vehicles which
can be deemed as technological revolution of the next decade.
The project aims to create a vehicle prototype using the
Raspberry-Pi as a processing chip. The pi-camera module is
used to provide required data to the vehicle which would pass
the data on to the raspberry-pi. The vehicle is capable of
reaching the given destination safely and intelligently thus
reducing the risk of human errors by responding to the real time
traffic and hindrances. Algorithms like lane detection, obstacle
detection and traffic light recognition are used together to
provide the necessary control to the car. This would prove out
to be a blessing in the automobile industry as it would help in
reducing the concentration required and tension put up on
brain while driving also minimizing the possibility of accidents
due to incautious driving. These self-driving vehicles are
proposed as accident-free and has military applications. Due to
increase in number of processing techniques, it becomes easier
to generate technologies which can easily detect objects. The
number of object detectors obtainable today convincingly show
that detection can be done with simpler methods which are
feasible for most of the users. Object locators have found an
application in medical and defense. Computer vision opens up
the possibility of enhancing the current object detectors and
makes it affordable.
Keywords—Obstacle detection, lane detection, traffic signal,
hardware and software, Arduino, python-open-CV, Raspberry pi,
image processing.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Road accidents are one of the biggest cause of death
worldwide as reported by World Health Organization (WHO)
where nearly 1.25 million people pass away and every year
20-50 million people get disabled. India has staggering
number of road deaths and is ranked first while accounting
for 10% of global road accidents as reported by International
Road Federation (IRF) Geneva. It is found that 78% of road
accidents are due to human error and it is engrossing to
address this human issue with deployment of technology in
the form of Driverless vehicle.
Due to fleeting advancements in automation, scientists are
putting forward new ideas to build self-driving vehicles in
order to secure accident-free transportation. Companies like
Tesla and Uber are leading the global enterprise in the design
and manufacture of self-driving vehicle.
This project presents the establishment of a low-cost
prototype of a mini self-driving vehicle using uncomplicated
and easily available technologies. The objective of the project
•Proceedings for DJ STRIKE 2021

is to keep away accidents caused by human error. Raspberry
Pi controller and H-bridge operates two DC motors to realize
vehicle automation. GPS for accessing location, sonar
sensors for obstacle detection and image processing for
pedestrian detection and computer vision for processing
images are deployed. A prototype of driverless vehicle is
developed which senses the ever-changing traffic conditions
on road and takes suitable decisions for navigation
dynamically, without any human input.
The system would spot the obstacle using image processing
and would be able to act as per their position. GPS systems,
radars and sensors help the vehicle get an explicit picture of
the road. Self-driving cars use technologies to create a virtual
map of their surroundings. GPS systems, sensors, and radars
help the car get a clear and live picture of the road.
The self-driving car can detect when to take a turn and to
change the lane. The self-driving car is also able to avoid the
obstacle by changing its path and also react upon seeing the
traffic light colors. The self-driving car can predict and cruise
its path and traffic signs as like as pedestrians. You must be
thinking isthe car cost-effective? The answer is YES, the car
is super cost-effective and easy to handle for the user.
The Raspberry Pi 3 boasts a Broadcom BCM2711 chip which
is a 1.5Ghz 64-bit quad-core ARM Cortex A72 processor.
Raspbian Operating system is applied on the Raspberry Pi 3
which assists software equipped with libraries for image
processing like OpenCV, NumPy, etc. The Raspberry Pi
camera module with a resolution of 5 MP and framerate of
30 frames per second is used. The HCSR04 ultrasonic
distance sensor provides a precise measurement of the
interval in the range of 4 cm to 4 m.
Human perception and Computer Vision are two mirroring
perspectives of the fundamental process of seeing. One could
argue that Computer Vision is a primitive replication of
eyesight with significant constraints, another argument can
be made that human eyesight in itself suffers from
innumerable constraints. And so, we believe that computer
vision is the future. Computer Vision is the overall
identification of information from images. The information
could be related to 3D models, object detection, compiling
and processing information and much more. It is the process
of making use of an image sensor to detect images and then
using a computer processor to evaluate these images to
extract the necessary information. Object detection consists
oftwo parts, the first being image classification and the
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second image localization. Image classification detects what
the objects in the image are, like a car or a person, while
image localization provides the specific location of these
objects.
II.

OBJECTIVE

The main aim of this project is to create a vehicle which is
able to operate without a driver. The system would be smart
enough to make decisions automatically and move by
maintaining a safe distance from vehicles and obstacles
around. The obstacle detection would be done using image
processing and would be able to react according to their
position. The methodology of this cars works on the basis of
creating a virtual map of the surroundings.
The main objectives of the self-driving car are:
• Laneetection
• Traffic light detection
• Stop sign detection
• Object detection
• Object classification
• Speed limit
The whole system works on the core of Raspberry Pi 3 b+,
which is interfaced with camera which streams the video to
the monitor of local host. When detection commands like
vehicle, pedestrian or road sign and signals are sent to the
Arduino, these commands serially help to operate the car.
Since Raspberry Pi is doing a process like a video streaming
to the computer. So, to operate the car, control commands are
sent to the Arduino from the Raspberry Pi. So, while running,
the camera interfaced with the car, notices any of the
detection parameters, if it notices any parameter like road
sign it is reported in display and then the car moves
accordingly to the parameter. Thus, this system ensures
proper safety with all the parameters covered for a proper
self-driving car.
III. PROPOSED DESIGN
For the implementation of the project, we have used the OpenCV which is an open-source platform. It has powerful
algorithms and techniques for identification and classification
of images. It helps in pre-processing the data and is much
faster in comparison to other libraries. It has very less glitches
and high operational speed. The in-built trained models
reduce out setup time for training models for comparison.
Raspberry-PI and python platforms are conveniently used to
make the recognition task easier. It is widely used for real time
applications which have a high accuracy requirement. It has
defined functions which help in detecting an object in variable
lighting conditions, of different sizes and different look
angles. The convolutional neural network helps in defining
surfaces and boundaries for the correct allocation of objects
and thus their identification. The ImageAI python library
helps us integrate various functions for user-specific
applications. It also helps in image tracking and video
detection. We have mentioned a threshold probability value
of 60% only above which the object will be detected and
recognized.
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Fig.1 Flowchart of the designed project

We have used a Raspberry Pi 3 Model B + with a 1.2 GHz
64-bit quad core ARM Cortex-A53 processor, on-board
802.11n Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and USB boot capabilities.It has a
faster 1.4 GHz processor and a three-times faster gigabit
Ethernet (throughput limited to ca. 300 Mbit/s by the internal
USB 2.0 connection) or 2.4 / 5 GHz dual-band 802.11ac WiFi (100 Mbit/s).This is why we have used this model over the
other models . We have used the Raspbian stretch operating
system as it is the most compatible with openCv4 .Raspberry
pi is the master device , it identifies object making use of deep
learning algorithms and then sends commands to our slave
device i.e the Arduino uno which controls the electronics of
our car and gives the appropriate command .

Fig.2 Conceptual design

The background of our project is as follows:
F. Raspberry pi 3B+ interfaced with pi camera:
We have also made use of the Raspberry-PI interfacing
camera. This camera module has to be carefully attached to
the Raspberry-PI module so that we can capture various
images on it. This camera is installed with the module on the
self driving car. As the person moves with the car, the camera
captures image frames and using the pre-defined logic,
identifies the lane ,object. We have used the Raspberry-PI
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Camera v2 which is a 8 megapixel Sony IMX219 image
sensor which can capture 3280x2464 pixels and supports the
1080p30 video formats. It is connected to the Camera Serial
Interface (CSI) of the module using a 15 pin ribbon cable.

Fig.6 L298H motor driver [15]

V.

Fig.3 Raspberry-PI interfacing with its camera

BLOCK DIAGRAM

B. Dual Shaft motors
An electric motor coupled with gear train is called as a gear
motor. Used in AC as well as DC power. The function of the
gear box is to control the velocity vector of the motor’s shaft
and provide a gain to the motor’s ability to output torque.
Efficiency losses are minimum and the output torque is
observed to be ideal.

Fig.4 Dual shaft motors [15]

C.Arduino Uno:
Arduino being one of the highly used microcontrollers for
electronic projects, it is used in this project as well. Due to its
compact design and high current sourcing capacity with 13
Digital output pins, it is mounted on the chassis. The Arduino
is coded in such a way that is capable of performing the
required tasks. The code is written using C and C++
languages.

Fig.7Block diagram of the proposed design [4]

VI.

Fig.5 Arduino Uno board [15]

D.L298N motor driver:
The L298N is a dual H-Bridge motor driver which allows the
speed and the direction control of two DC motors at the same
time. We can also use this motor driver to control one stepper
motor.
•Proceedings for DJ STRIKE 2021

FEATURES OF THE CAR

A. Lane detection
We continuously read the provided images and process each
frame to detect the lane markings,using a Raspberry Pi
Camera. Input image is first converted to grayscale and two
regions of interest in the areas of the image are selected
where we know that it will be most likely to encounter a line
marking. A birds-eye projectionof the points is then
performed and we obtain an image in which both lane
markings are parallel. After performing sone basic image
processing functions like thresholding, we apply the Canny
edge detection algorithm. And lastly, we perform histogram
equalization and join the points of high intensity in order to
detect the lanes. The car is capable of detecting lane ends,
dead ends and it takes a U-turn from there.
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Inception V2 model in cascade trainer GUI for transfer
learning. The model is trained on dataset containing a
whole lot of positive and negative images of traffic signals
in accordance with Indian Traffic Signals which are
distinguished in two sorts of classes. The model
accomplishes its objective by detecting the traffic signal
with its correct class type.
D. Obstacle detection and classification
Firstly, the classifier is trained with a ton of positive and
negative images if car, bus, bike and pedestrian through
cascade trainer GUI. The car is not capable of detecting
objects but also classifying them into different classes. For
This we have trained a number of neural networks for each
class. It is designed in such a way that if it counters a
pedestrian in its way then the car will stop and if a car, bus or
a bike is in its way then the car changes its lane and continues
to move further.
Fig.8 Flow chart for lane detection

Fig.9 Lane detection
Fig.11Obstacle detection

B. Stop sign detection
The stop sign is employed in our training data then
recognized by the system. The system uses the Raspberry
Pi and OpenCV as the processing & software engine. Haar
cascade based on haar features the stop sign is used in the
detection stage. It's a machine learning based approach
where a cascade function is trained from tons of positive
and negative images to coach the classifier. Hence as a
result the car stops whenever it counters a stop sign.

E. Slow down sign
We have trained a neural network using the Cascade Trainer
GUI such that whenever the car comes across this slow
down sign it reduces its speed. We have controlled the speed
of the motor from the PWM pin of the Arduino.

Fig.12 Slow sign[15]

Fig.10Stop sign detection

C.
Traffic light detection:The method incorporates use
of faster region based convolutional network (R-CNN)
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VII. RESULTS
We have successfully built an autonomous four wheeled
robotic car which when a 11v voltage is applied it starts
moving. We have assembled the robot car chassis making use
of l298n motor driver modules, dc gear motors, Arduino and
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battery. We further coded the Arduino and created different
functions such as left, extreme left, right, extreme right,
forward, backward making use of Pulse Width Modulation.
These different functions are for our different applications.
Furthermore, Raspberry Pi 3 B+ is configured and then
connected to personal computer through Wi-Fi. Once we
installed OpenCV, the camera was set up and initialized and
then the codes for capturing image and video were run on
C++. Our self-driving car is capable of detection lanes using
the Canny edge detection method andexecuting the
respective function. Our car makes use of machine learning
and we have trained a number of neural networks for the
autonomous working of our car. The self-driving car is
capable of detecting a stop sign, traffic sign, speed limit sign,
obstacle and also classifying the into the following classesCar, Bus, Bike, pedestrian. Wheneverour car detects an
obstacle it changes its lane. For that we have created an
additional direction indicator circuit making use of LED’s.
Hence, we have successfully made a fully autonomous selfdriving car using machine learning.

because Self driving vehicles are more considerate and
reasonable than wrathful human drivers. Nowadays cars are
not user-friendly for the elderly people or disabled, or anyone
else who may have difficulty in traveling. Working public
can increase productivity by working while traveling to work.
In a Self-driving vehicle, all tenants could safely pursue more
productive or entertaining activities, like answering to emails
or watching a movie.
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Abstract- Advances in technology have revolutionized the
medical field and changed the way healthcare is delivered.
Unmanned aerial vehicles are the next wave of technological
advancements that have the potential to make a huge splash in
clinical medicine. UAVs, originally developed for military use,
are making their way into the public and private sectors.
Because they can be flown autonomously and can reach almost
any geographical location, the significance of UAVs is becoming
increasingly apparent in the medical field. In these immensely
difficult times, when a global pandemic has endangered the
world and all the people living in it, delivering food and medical
supplies to the quarantine centers has been excruciating and
extremely dangerous. It involves doctors risking their lives and
their family’s safety, to treat sick patients. To tackle this
situation efficiently with minimal human contact which in turn
would minimize the spread of the Coronavirus, our unmanned
autonomous vehicle would be of immense use. Over the past
decade, enormous improvements have been made in the
capabilities, performance, and applications of unmanned
autonomous vehicle (UAV) systems (airborne, marine, and
terrestrial). Although unmanned underwater vehicle systems
are used extensively in the oil and gas industry and have been
around for decades, the advent of unmanned aircraft systems
(UAS), popularly referred to as drones, is relatively new.
Previously the exclusive purview of military and high-tech
civilian agencies, small unmanned aircraft systems (sUAS) are
widely available today and are used increasingly in the public
and commercial sectors. The price tag for a capable UAS system
now ranges from less than USD 5000 to more than USD 1
million, with sustained flight times (endurance) ranging from
about 20 minutes to five hours.
Keywords- Arduino UNO, OpenCV, Rpi Cam - Raspberry pi
camera,Rpi - Raspberry pi.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Unmanned vehicles have turned into a boon for humanity in
the recent years. The advancement in technology has a huge
impact on human lifestyle in many ways and one of the most
important ones is the development of disaster robotics or the
use of UAVs for safe and convenient disaster management.
The main scope for this project is to deploy the unmanned
vehicle to areas that can otherwise be inaccessible or risky
for humans.
One such issue is the current global pandemic, which is the
COVID-19 crisis the world is going through. Doctors and all
the medical staff are prone to this virus and have to put their
life at risk even for the smallest of tasks like delivering the
medicines to the COVID-19 patients or giving them their
daily meals. The UAV can be put to efficient use in such a
case, as it can provide the medications or food to each patient
in the hospital which prevents the medical staff from coming
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in contact with these patients. Hence, the main purpose of this
entire project is to provide mankind with a delivery agent so
they can keep themselves safe and perform their daily duties
without worrying about the delivery of equipment and
resources needed by the patients.
II.

OBJECTIVE

The main objective of the project proposed by us is to
develop an unmanned autonomous grounded vehicle. Using
this vehicle, we hope to improve the disaster management
system of our country. This vehicle could be used as a
delivery agent which could provide food and medicines from
time to time to the numerous quarantine centres, thereby
reducing the risk of the doctors getting infected with this
contagious disease. Another issue that our vehicle could help
to resolve is disaster management. In the case of a natural
calamity or an accident, like a plane crash or a building
collapsing, several community workers have to risk their
lives in order to inspect the damage and to find and rescue the
people trapped inside the tower or under debris. This results
in the loss of many lives which can be avoided with the help
of our vehicle.
This vehicle will be able to transmit all kinds of data that
would be required like GPS position with the help of sensors,
and it would also provide a live feed to the person in charge
with the help of an integrated camera. The vehicle will make
use of the concepts of computer vision to capture an image,
analyse the conditions using some pre-defined logic and give
a relatable output using dedicated hardware.
The detailed goals would be to evaluate the Raspberry-PI
module can be programmed using Python programming, to
capture images with the help of the integrated camera, to use
an image processing technique, and to read and recognize the
images. For example, if a person on bed number 24 needs to
be given his medications, the vehicle will move around and
capture the images of each bed number and will map it to the
image that would be pre-fed. If the images match, the
medicine or food would be delivered to that patient. If not,
the vehicle will keep movinguntil it has found the right bed
number. Matching the number on the image with the dataset
results in ensuring that the food/medicine has been provided
to the respective patient. This system would be convenient to
use and would be easily programmable so that it can be used
for many other things too. For example, in case of a disaster,
it would move around and assess the damage that has been
done, thus helping in saving and protecting human lives.
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III.

PROPOSED DESIGN

The ideal design will comprise of a GPU which would be the
brain of the UAV. All Machine Learning and Image
processing algorithms will get processed and executed by the
GPU. Further, the LiDAR and the IMU would be interfaced
with the system. The Lidar will be used for recording the
surroundings. Along with the Lidar which will be used for
mapping and localization, a stereo camera module will be
used recognize the people and objects in the surrounding
(patients and medicines). Thus, the program for the
autonomous vehicle and its secondary features will be fed to
the GPU. The Lidar will be used for obstacle detection and
path planning. A Neo-6 M-based GPS module will be
interfaced to record precisely where the UAV is. All the data
while the UAV is running such as the vehicle speed, obstacle
distance, GPS readings, etc will be recorded in an SD card
using a microSD card SPI-based Module. GUI using
JavaScript framework, Electron.js is used to read data for the
Human-Machine co-operation.
The complete simulation of the system is simulated on
Gazebo software. The software essentially simulates obstacle
detection, perception and path planning of the vehicle in real
time using ROS.
The UAV is basically designed to help control the supply and
distribution of medications and other essential commodities
which fit under the defined payload, during these challenging
times. It can also be used during the time of crisis, to scan any
affected region for stranded/injured humans. Amidst the
pandemic, where minimum human locomotion (especially of
the aged) is highly advised and recommended, the main aim
is to get them the medical help they need, without them
having to step out of their homes. This can be made possible
with an unmanned vehicle used as a delivery agent, thereby
reducing the risk of not only the people who receive the
package but also the people who deliver it, getting infected.
For this objective to be completed, various components will
be used.
Arduino UNO - The Arduino Uno is a microcontroller board
which is based on the ATmega328. There are 14 digital
input/output pins (out of which 6 can be used as PWM
outputs), 6 analog inputs, a 16 MHz ceramic resonator, a
USB connection, a power jack, an ICSP header, and a reset
button
HC SR04 - Ultrasonic ranging module HC - SR04 which
gives a 2cm - 400cm non-contact measurement function, the
ranging accuracy can reach 3mm.
L298D - It is a low voltage; a high current dual full-bridge
driver which is designed in such a way so as to accept
standard TTL logic levels and drive inductive loads.
Rpi - The Raspberry Pi 3 (model B), which showcases an
HDMI port, audio/video port, Micro USB power input, and
two ribbon connectors. Raspberry Pi Foundation is designed
to be an easy and accessible platform to promote computer
science.
Rpi camera - The Raspberry Pi Camera Module v2 is a highquality 8-megapixel Sony IMX219 image sensor customdesigned add-on board for the Raspberry Pi, featuring a fixed
focus lens.
Ublox NEO 6M - GPS sensors are receivers with antennas
that use a satellite-based navigation system with a network of
24 satellites in orbit around the earth. We will be using it to
monitor the position of the UAV.
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XBee Module - The XBee radios can all be used with the
minimum number of connections — power (3.3 V), ground,
data in, and data out (UART), with other recommended lines
being Reset and Sleep. Additionally, most XBee families
have some other flow control, input/output (I/O), analog-todigital converter (A/D), and indicator lines built-in.
SG90 - Servo can rotate approximately 180 degrees (90 in
each direction)and works just like the standard kinds but
smaller. You can use any servo code, hardware, or library to
control these servos.
LiDAR - LiDAR, typically used as an acronym for “’ light
detection and ranging’”, is essentially a sonar that uses pulsed
laser waves to map the distance to surrounding objects. It is
used by many autonomous vehicles to navigate environments
in real-time. Its advantages include impressively accurate
depth perception, which allows LiDAR to know the distance
to an object to within a few centimetres, up to 60 meters
away.
IMU - The IMU is a key dynamic sensor to steer the vehicle
dynamically, maintaining better than 30-cm accuracy for
short periods when other sensors go offline. The IMU is also
used in algorithms that can cross-compare position/location
and then assign a certainty to the overall localization
estimate.
IV.

IMPLEMENTATION

Fig.1 Flowchart of the proposed design

We came up with multiple approaches for the
implementation of this project, one hardware and other
software. In the software approach we simulated the UAV in
gazebo software which is a Linux based simulation software.
Robot Operating System (ROS) is a widely accepted meta
operating system to develop and control a wide variety of
robots. Also, ROS supports Gazebo, a robotic physics-based
simulator essential to prototype, debug and develop the
control, planning, and AI algorithms. In the simulation, ROS
navigation is used to generate the trajectory for the UAV, and
it follows a local goal. The trajectory is then tracked using the
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pure pursuit controller. To map the surrounding, the Hector
SLAM package is used. Hector SLAM uses a probabilistic
grid-based approach towards mapping the environment.
Packages for various sensors like the IMU and LiDAR were
installed. An environment was created in the Gazebo
simulator and various obstacles were placed in form of walls
to test the path planning and obstacle detection of the UAV.
A GUI was setup which stored and assessed the various
sensors.
Fig. 2 Gazebo environment of UAV
Fig. 3 Perception by UAV in Gazebo environment

Fig. 4GUI sensor data

For the hardware implementation the main microcontroller
used for Machine learning and computer vision is the
Raspberry Pi in the UAV. The Rpi cam is interfaced with the
microcontroller and is used for computer vision. The python
library OpenCV is used for computer vision. Obstacles are
detected using computer vision which accordingly varies the
motor speed. The secondary microcontroller used is the
Arduino UNO, which is interfaced with the GPS module
(Adafruit ultimate GPS), Xbee RF Transmission module,
Ultrasonic Sensor (HCSR-05), and SD Card. The Ultrasonic
Sensor is also used for close-range obstacle detection. The
GPS module is used to navigate the UAV to the desired GPS
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coordinates. The data collected is sent by the RF transmission
module to a custom build JavaScript-based GUI. The data is
also stored in an SD card.
V.

SOCIAL IMPACT

UAVs are one of the most anticipated technologies which
open various doors of development with a wide range of
social applications. Our goal with this project was mainly
eliminating human labour during a time of crisis and to
provide assistance for the ones in need. UAVs can reach out
at the required locations and provide the necessary medical
assistance or food-related aidwhich can result in minimizing
the risk involved not only for the people at the delivering end
by at the receiving end as well.
UAV is equipped with some advanced technologies
including GPS, R pi camera which is of immense help during
natural calamities, an accident report containing the cause of
an accident, people injured can be generated using the same.
Unmanned vehicles have become a blessing for humans in
these years. Technology advancement has had a huge impact
on human life in numerous ways and one of the most
important ones is the development of disaster robotics or the
use of UAVs for safe and convenient disaster management.
Every disaster puts forth a different issue, but the experience
of using UAVs for the COVID-19 pandemic gives an
opportunity to finally learn important and much awaited
lessons documented over the past 20 years. One of them is
that during a disaster UAVs do not replace people. They
either perform tasks that a person could not do or do safely
or take on tasks that free up responders to handle the
increased workload.
Most UAVs which are used in hospitals treating COVID-19
patients have not replaced health care professionals. These
robots are operated by professionals, making it possible for
the health care workers to apply their expertise and
compassion to sick and isolated patients solely. The UAVs
will greatly help the existing hospital staff cope with the rise
in infectious patients. The carts would reduce the amount of
time and personal protective equipment nurses and aides
must spend on ancillary tasks. Specially equipped UAVs
can disinfect rooms and deliver meals or prescriptions, and
can handle the hidden extra work associated with a surge in
patients. Delivery vehicles can transport infectious samples
to laboratories for testing.
UAVs outfitted with sensors would allow doctors and nurses
to take temperatures, measure respiration, and even monitor
blood oxygen levels without being in the same room as a
patient.
Everyone is not entirelyconvinced that a new robot era is
dawning. People point out that "autonomous" vehicles will
often need a human supervisor to jump in when the machine
is faced by the obstacles of navigating streets, hospitals,
warehouses, or homes. For now, most of the work COVID19 created—inpatient care, delivery, enforcement, and other
areas—is still performed by people. A different concern is
that bots may proveto be too good at what they do—that they
will permit massive surveillance and privacy violation, or
that they'll make it too easy to do harm to the environment in
the name of pandemic response.
Then, as always with robots, there are fears for people's jobs.
In the spring, as the pandemic was ramping up, employers
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adopting robots were focused on protecting their employees,
not replacing them. That may be changing soon though. Still,
people around the world appear more willing than ever to let
UAVs do work once done by humans. The COVID-19
pandemic has launched a global experiment in how, where,
and why to insert UAVs into daily life.
VI.

RESULT

Applications of UAVs in the field of medicine & beyond are
broad and we have just begun to explore their immense
potential. The above-shown simulations prove that the
various systems installed on the UAV will work together to
provide the desired output. We have employed various
components & sensors efficiently keeping in mind the
minimum needs we want the module to fulfill UAV and
budget constraints. As with any emerging technology and
due to the highly regulated healthcare environment, the safety
and effectiveness of this technology need to be thoroughly
discussed. Despite the many questions that need to be
answered, the application of drones in medicine appears to be
promising and can both increase the quality and accessibility
of healthcare.
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Abstract— A known fact in today's world is that developing
countries like India have been on the peak of the curve of heart
related diseases, and much likely may be the capital of such
deterioration of health. At times like these, a very important
step is to research and develop a cost effective and a smarter
approach for health care, as it is very urgent to meet the needs
of an exponentially increasing growth of human population and
cut down the additional medical expenses. An effective health
monitoring system, that can detect anomalies in the health
condition, in time and make diagnosis according to the gleaned
data is utmost required. ECG monitoring is used to diagnose
heart diseases. Unfortunately, in the existing situation the ECG
systems can monitor portably and wirelessly, but the issue in
these devices are that they cannot work without the use of a
mobile application, that is responsible for collecting the data
and send the message to the doctors or the closest relative in case
of an emergency. Within the cloud system, medical data can be
accessed by medical professionals from anywhere. In our
technical paper, we have provided a detailed method for
implementing an ECG monitoring system. The data received
from the ECG monitoring system, which is gathered using a
wearable node, is directly transmitted to the Ubidots cloud.
Keywords—Internet of things (IOT), wearable monitoring node,
wireless sensor networks, medical body area networks, NodeMCU.

I.

INTRODUCTION

By 2021, Health Condition can be monitored using a lot of
devices, but one of the most important devices are the ones
which can be worn on the body. The development in
technology has given an increase of interest in wearable
sensors in recent years and a newer product for activity
monitoring, personal health and fitness have been in the news
for their use by the mass. For monitoring the patients in a long
run, monitoring and management has also been considered.
The two driving factors of this technology which we have
implemented are cloud-based services and IOT-based data
collection.
The birth of ECG monitoring systems is the result of an
increased amount of development in mobile Internet and the
wearable sensor networks (WSN).

avoidable incidents. The data on the cloud is analysed and
can be easily sent to healthcare providers to aid their efforts.
II.

OBJECTIVE

The aim of this project is, to build a working model of a
functional and cost-effective device that can detect different
heart diseases, thus allowing the users to diagnose
preliminarily. The device can be further improved on a
significant level, by the opinions and suggestions of the
doctors. This device can be the efficient solution, because of
its utilization time in low-income countries, where every
minute counts due to the high number of patients per doctor.
This device aims at providing quick results while also
focusing on the accuracy. It will also provide doctors with a
recorded history of these vitals of the patient as well as a
diagnosis based on the same

III. METHODOLOGY
The main implementation of the project is to collect and
analyze real time ECG Signals with the help of the present
sensors and to analyze the data to find the heart rate. The
main components of the system are a Node-MCU and ECG
Sensor. The ECG signal recorded by the sensor is transmitted
to a microcontroller. From here, the parameters are saved on
the cloud, to enable instantaneous and easy availability for
healthcare providers. Depending on the design of the system,
it may send a message to the patient containing results and/or
remedies as sent by the system in the cloud.
Node-MCU: It is powerful micro-controller which has onboard processing capabilities and sufficient storage, allowing
it to be integrated with the sensors' specific devices with
minimal development up front and minimal loading during
runtime via its GPIOs (General Purpose input/output). It is
low in cost and has a high feature set, making it an ideal
module for the Internet of Things (IoT).

Internet-of Things driven health and wellness systems enable
remote monitoring of individuals from any part of the world,
with wide spectrum applications in chronic conditions such
as obesity, hypertension, diabetes etc. This technology can
cut down the cost while also not compromising on the health
care analysis. It can monitor continuously, and the data can
be transferred from anywhere to any place over the internet
thus, it will reduce the frequent visits for health check-ups.
This is an IOT system designed to assist with healthcare. It
does so by gathering and storing multiple biological
parameters. These parameters are then transmitted to a cloud
server. Doing so helps to bring down many barriers, creating
a cost-effective, time saving and robust solution to many
•Proceedings for DJ STRIKE 2021

Fig. 1 Nodemcu
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ECG sensor: The AD8232 Heart Rate Monitor is used for
measuring heart electrical activity. This can be recorded as
an ECG (Electrocardiogram) and displayed as analogue
reading. Because of the noise of the ECGs, the AD8232
functions as an op amp to assist in obtaining a clear signal. It
is intended to amplify and filter small signals in the presence
of noisy conditions, such as those caused by motion or distant
electrode placement. The AD8232 has nine connections on
the IC that can be soldered with pins, wires, or other
connectors. The pins SDN, LO+, LO-, OUTPUT, 3.3V, and
GND are required to operate this monitor with an Arduino or
other development board. It also consists of a LED indicator
light. To use the heart monitor, you must have Biomedical
Sensor Pads and a Sensor Cable.

for placement on the chest. With the help of this device, we
can track the ECG signals which are then collected and the
sent to the IOT Cloud where the data is visualized and can be
later utilized by specialists.
With the help of the above sensors and the code we use, we
can implement the ECG and plot real-time data that can be
seen on the Serial monitor and then accessed in the Ubidot
cloud. The project's hardware setup, as well as a snippet of
the implemented code, are attached below.
Hardware-Setup on breadboard:

Fig 4. Hardware-Setup on breadboard

Fig.2 ECG Sensor with leads

Power supply: 5v power supply is used.
Web server: Cloud computing is quite an important feature
in today’s market as well as it is in high demand because of
it’s compute power and database storage. Cloud computing
enables easy access to server storage, data bases, and a
diverse set of application services via the internet. The
hardware required for these application services is owned and
maintained by a cloud service platform, such as Amazon
Web Services. This web server stores the recommendations
made by specialized doctors. The Cloud service used for the
project is Ubidots.

Code:

Fig. 5 Code snippet

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 3Data sent on udibots cloud

IV. IMPLEMENTATION
The sensor pads on the leads for optimum results should be
removed before being applied to the body. The closer the
placement of the pads to the heart, the more precise
measurement. The cables will be color-coded to aid in the
proper placement of the three cables that are recommended
•Proceedings for DJ STRIKE 2021

Once the code has been uploaded, the serial monitor is
opened and it’s baud rate is set to 9600. On the serial monitor
the ECG waveform is. The data received from the patient was
visualized on the serial monitor. On the serial monitor, the
data received from the patient was visualized. The data is
then sent to the Internet of Things cloud, which can be
accessed remotely from anywhere in the world, and the
patients' health can be monitored on a regular basis.
The waveform data obtained will provide doctors with a
recorded history of the patient's vitals, allowing them to make
more accurate diagnostic predictions.
The following is a snippet of the serial monitor:
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analysis is implemented based on three servers, i.e., the
HTTP server, MQTT server, and storage server. The project
can be further improved on basis of further studies on ECG
monitoring. AWS IoT is a new managed service that enables
Internet-connected THINGS (apps, sensors, devices,
actuators) to interact with each other easily and securely and
the cloud.
VII.
Fig. 6 Plot on Arduino Serial Plotter

The snippets from the serial monitor and cloud server are
attached below:

SOCIAL IMPACT

This device would be useful to allow people to get a
preliminary diagnosis. It encourages visiting the doctor in
case of any anomaly detected, preventing avoidable deaths.
In developing nations like India, the medical infrastructure is
yet to progress enough to sustain examination of various
lifestyle diseases, especially for those who cannot afford
expensive medical bills. The infrastructure is scarce and often
inaccessible in rural India which leads to lack of timely
testing and eventually fatal outcomes of various diseases.
According to WHO, 23·8 million (95% UI 22·6–25·0)
prevalent cases of ischaemic heart disease were estimated in
India in 2016, and 6·5 million (6·3–6·8) prevalent cases of
stroke were present in India. Hence this device will provide
a cost-effective way to detect different heart pathologies. We
hope it can not only save lives during an emergency, but even
help recognize other chronic patterns.
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Fig. 8 Plot on cloud

VI. CONCLUSION
In this project we have created a working demonstration of
an ECG monitoring system based on IoT. The physical layout
of the ECG system was presented at the initial phase. For the
project various ECG sensing networks were studied which
comprised of Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and XBee were introduced
and compared. On basis of the technicalities, we created an
ECG monitoring system which works on IOT. Real-time
ECG signals are with the set-up collected with satisfactory
accuracy. The obtained information (from the ECG Signal)
was transmitted to the Ubidot cloud with the help of Wi-Fi.
The visualization of the ECG data is done with the help of
IoT cloud which can store the data for further analysis. This
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Abstract - In 2017, Bill Gates wrote an open letter to college
graduates worldwide. He noted that if he had to start over again
and look for an opportunity to make a difference in today's
world, he would have to look at three areas: “One is Artificial
Intelligence. We have just embarked on a journey that will
make people's lives productive and creative. Secondly, energy
because making it clean, affordable and reliable will be
important in the fight against poverty and climate change.” The
third field was bio-sciences. The aim of this project is to measure
the structure on the basis of energy efficiency and to create an
Energy Star Score based on the amount and quality of energy
used. It involves creating a statistical model that combines
energy data with the performance characteristics of each
building to identify key drivers for energy use with the help of
Learning Machines and data analysis. In this project, we will
compare several machine learning models, perform hyper
parameter tuning to the best model, evaluate the best model in
the testing set, interpret the model results and finally reach
conclusions and do the required documentation.

Keywords - Machine Learning, Data Analysis, Data
Cleaning, Feature Engineering, Energy efficiency, Energy
Star Score, Hyper parameter Tuning, Scikit- Learn.

I. INTRODUCTION
Ever growing population and progressive municipal business
demands for constructing new buildings are known as the
foremost contributor to greenhouse gasses. Therefore,
improvement of energy efficiency of the building sector has
become an essential target to reduce the amount of gas
emission as well as fossil fuel consumption. One most
effective approach to reducing CO2 emission and energy
consumption with regards to new buildings is to consider
energy efficiency at a very early design stage. On the other
hand, efficient energy management and smart refurbishments
can enhance the energy performance of the existing stock.
All these solutions entail accurate energy prediction for
optimal decision making. In recent years, artificial
intelligence (AI) in general and machine learning (ML)
techniques in specific terms have been proposed for
forecasting of building energy consumption and
performance. In the last decade, the Zero Energy Building
(ZEB) has received huge attention and recognized as the
primary design concept for future buildings in most
countries. On the other hand, building energy efficiency
retrofit (BEER) of existing stock is considered as the chief
energy reduction factor. In the UK and some European
•Proceedings for DJ STRIKE 2021

countries, the rate of demolition of existing buildings and
constructing new ones is very low as 0.1 per cent, whilst
having new buildings rate of over 1 percent. It is estimated
that at least 70 percent of existing buildings will be still
occupied in 2050. It has been discussed that finding a
sustainable Building Energy Efficiency Retrofit (BEER) is
very challenging and a decision-making tool is essential to
propose appropriate retrofit technologies for a specific case
II. OBJECTIVE
The aim of this project is to use regulated supervised
algorithms to create a model that can predict the Energy Star
Score of a particular building or property and use these
deduced outcomes to determine the impacts of the Energy
Star Score. The model provided is constructed by developing
a machine learning solution mainly consisting of data
cleaning, data analysis, feature engineering, comparing
several
machine
learning
models,
performing
hyperparameter tuning on the best model, using the most
effective model on the training set and then interpreting the
model results.
III. IMPLEMENTATION
The machine-learning methods and the workflow in this
project are:
A. Data Preprocessing:
The data collected is a real-world record of the energy usage
of different buildings in New York City. Hence, the data is
messy with various unrequired columns and ambiguous
rows. The dataset is loaded using pandas library functions
into python. Then each column is studied to understand the
information it conveys. The Energy Star Score, which is the
dependent variable, is a score given by the Energy Star
enterprise on how well the building performs in regard to
energy utilization. This helps buildings re-evaluate their
activities and implement better conservative practices.
Columns with numeric data set as object type are first
converted to float type so numerical analysis can be
performed on them. Any columns with more than 50% of its
data missing (i.e., null type) is dropped from the table.
Outliers were then removed on the bases of the Site EUI
attribute using the lower and upper limit as:
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Lower Limit = 1st Quartile - 3 x IQR
Upper Limit = 3rd Quartile + 3 x IQR
where IQR stands for Inter-Quartile Range. This will
improve the accuracy of the prediction model.

Fig 3. Density Plot of Energy Star Score by Borough

C. Feature Engineering and Selection:
Fig 1. Site EUI Distribution

Finally, we were left with 11,000 rows in our dataset with 49
attributes as columns.

B. Exploratory Data Analysis:
To find the trends, anomalies and patterns within the data, we
use the open-ended process of Exploratory Data Analysis.
Using the matplotlib library functions, we first plot the
histogram for the Energy Star Score attribute. The plot shows
the clear presence of outliers in the data. Our aim is to
accurately predict the Energy Star Score of a building, and
not to create a better scoring process. Then, using the sea born
library function, we show the density plot (smoothed
histogram). This shows us the plot for the Energy Star Score
for different property types. This plot varied a lot with
property type, so the attribute clearly influenced the score.
Next, the same plot was done for different Boroughs. This
showed very little variance and hence, Borough did not
influence the score much. Pandas was then used to find the
Pearson’s coefficient between the different columns and
understand their relationship. The EUI (Energy Usage
Intensity) plays the highest impact towards the Energy Star
Score. Since they are both continuous variables, we use the
scatter plot to visualize Energy Star Score Vs Site EUI.

Feature Engineering is the process of taking raw data and
applying various transformations on it like natural log, square
root etc. and for categorical variables, it performs one-hot
encoding. It has the best return on investment on Machine
Learning models. The number of variables in the data frame
increases after this step. Feature Selection is the process of
selecting only the best-fit variables out of all the available
variables to make the model more generalized. It reduces the
variables present. For this project, we are performing one-hot
encoding to transform the categorical variables into
numerical variables using natural log transformation. After
Feature Engineering, 110 total features are formed. Now, the
problem of multicollinearity is formed as many of the
independent variables are linked with each other. Finally, the
process of solving this problem leaves us with 65 features.

Fig. 4: Pairs Plot of Energy Data

D. Machine Learning Model Comparison:

Fig 2. Density Plot of Energy Star Score by Building Type
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The goal is to develop a Machine Learning model that has
high accuracy and interpretability. Using the sklearn library,
we divide the data into 70:30 ratio for training and testing
respectively. The SimpleImputer function is used to the NaN
(Not a Number) values in the datasets. This is done to avoid
the error of test data leaks. Standardisation of the data is
performed next to make a more consistent model using the
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minmax function from sklearn. Doing this brings all the
values in the dataset into the range of 0 to 1. The Machine
Learning algorithms considered are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

that we can observe, and has minor error between the
predicted and actual values as shown in the density plot. The
distribution of the residues is bell-shaped, proving that it’s a
binomial distribution.

Linear Regression
Random Forest Regression
Gradient Boosted Regression
SVM Regression

The MAE (Mean Absolute Error) is used as the accuracy
metric.
MAE (Net) =∑ (y - y)/n
Where y = Predicted Value
y = True Value
n = Total Number of Data Points
Out of the above stated models, Gradient Boosted Regression
outperforms all the other models with its parameters set to
default.

Fig. 6: Feature Importances from Random Forest

G. Results and Discussion:
The model built and deployed is very complex in nature, its
interpretability is explained by feature importance and LIME
(Local Interpretable Model-Agnostic Explanations). Feature
Engineering shows how relevant each parameter is in the
model and its contribution to the accuracy. Site EUI and
Weather Normalized Site EUI are the most important
towards accuracy having a 66% impact. LIME aims to
explain any single predictions from the various Machine
Learning parameters.
IV. CONCLUSION

Fig. 5: Model Comparison on Test MAE

E. Hyper Parameter Tuning for Model Optimization:
Hyperparameters are features for a Machine Learning
algorithm that helps train the entire dataset and its features to
gain much more accuracy. Changes made to them can overfit
or underfit a model very easily. Underfitting has high biases
while overfitting has high variance. For our purposes we will
be using Randomized Search CV which defines a grid and
then randomly samples different combinations. As found
above, Gradient Boosting was the best Machine Learning
algorithm for our dataset, so hyperparameter tuning will be
performed on it. Using Randomized Grid Search CV we will
be performing 25 cross-validations to get the perfect
accuracy, and take the number of estimations as 800 to reduce
overfitting.
F. Evaluation on the Test Set:
Evaluation of the model in new conditions has to be done,
using the testing dataset. After Hyperparameter Tuning, the
problem of overfitting greatly diminishes and increases
model accuracy by 10%. But the bias-variance is a key factor
•Proceedings for DJ STRIKE 2021

In the result of the above methodology, we gather that the
Site EUI (Energy Use Intensity) and the Weather Normalized
Site Electricity Intensity are the most important features
which account to about 66% of the total significance in
determining the Energy Star Score of a building. Since it is
difficult to study all the trees in the entire gradient boosting
regressor, we visualize only one decision tree with the help
of Graphviz visualization software. Each node in the tree
includes the mse (measure of the error of the node), the
samples or the number of data points in the node, the estimate
of the target (value) for all samples in the node, and the
question about the value of one feature of the datapoint which
determines whether to go right or left out of the node. Using
decision trees helps make our model more accurate with less
variance. Hence, in conclusion, we were able to build a model
that predicts the Energy Star Score of buildings to within 9.1
points using machine learning and data analysis.
V. SOCIAL IMPACT
An average building wastes about one-third of the energy it
uses, which is why good energy management especially now
is crucial. By calculating the Energy Star Score, we get to
know the inefficiencies and how exactly the energy supplied
is being utilised. Effectively, we can reduce the amount of
energy being used, thus reducing the emission of greenhouse
gases considerably as well as saving energy costs. This would
be the first step in using energy more efficiently while
reducing carbon footprints and wastage.
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Abstract -- In today's high-tech world, computer vision has
revolutionized our day to day to lives enhancing ease of access
and data security to a large extent. Ranging Tesla’s automatic
driving cars all the way to face recognition in our phones,
computer vision has proven to be an absolute game changer.
Data hosting platforms such as AWS, Microsoft Azure,
Google’s Firebase etc. have made data handling, organization,
and storage efficient and secure. In this paper we present an Ecommerce solution for an Automotive store equipped with live
surveillance feed, security breach parameters, and a network
of sensors triggering annunciator circuits. The system
harnesses the power of computer vision using python
dependencies namely, OpenCv, PyTesseract and CNN (A pre
trained Tensorflow model). Subsequently the data is pushed
into Firebase (Google’s Cloud Storage) and is accessed over a
webpage using a python library (Pyrebase4). Store catalogues
and inventory is updated by webscraping supplier sites. Data
will be parallelly displayed on both the webpage and an app to
implement security and surveillance features. All in all, a set of
hardware consisting temperature sensors, ultrasonic sensors,
speed sensor (grove coupler) and a light dependent resistor
mounted on an ESP8266 NodeMCU board will integrate the
software to the annunciation systems and handle a simulationbased GUI (Graphical User Interface). Absorbing this
technology within could promote smaller unorganized roadside
garages by proving to be more reliable and accessible in the
eyes of vehicle owners and in turn favour their economy and
cut down manpower.

convenience and comfort offered by the virtue of computer
vision and cloud computing resolves this perennial issue to
a great extent. Video streaming onto a server simplifies
surveillance.

KEYWORDS: Google Firebase, OpenCv, PyTesseract, CNN
(Convolutional Neural Networks), Tensorflow, Pyrebase4,
Security and surveillance, Annunciator systems, Simulation
based GUI, ESP8266 NodeMCU

In recent years there has been an exponential growth in the
automotive production industry. Much of the society owns
vehicles and completely relies on the automotive industry
for commuting. In today's world, considering the endless
logistics and the dependency on wheels it is just as important
to ensure the maintenance and service dues. Garages and
automotive stores hold an important role in sustaining the
automobile industry. By this project, our aim is on
improvising and promoting the small roadside garages in
various aspects mainly on productivity, efficiency,
reliability, security, and accessibility using deep learning,
web development, web scraping and an array of sensors
using IoT. Specific objectives would be to affiliate the
Python framework to the web app and interface a mesh of
sensors through Google’s firebase by realizing the real-time
data obtained. Through Python using CNN we seek to create
a binary classifier which will determine the characteristics
of the vehicle (e.g., the color, type of vehicle and license
plate number). Further this data will be pushed into a
database unique to that customer. Parallelly the customer
would browse through the web app that displays the services
and features of the store. Proximity sensors would be laid
out to rule out trespassing around the vehicle. After being
implemented successfully, this system can correctly detect
unauthorized access and trigger an annunciator. Apart from
motion sensors, we aim to complete the security system by
programming a camera module mounted on servos that
provide pan and tilt controls. We will make use of

I. INTRODUCTION
Car owners generally prefer to pay a visit to the local
roadside garages instead of taking their vehicles to larger
dealerships for minor repairs and maintenance. This is
mostly because of convenience and cost cutting. However,
the smaller garages generally tend to lack proper electronic
information systems which the dealerships and larger shops
use. People are generally ambiguous about the quality or
authenticity of the spares parts that they use, and the quote
of services catered by these garages. This project mainly
focuses on enhancement of a garage’s business by making
customers cognizant and alluring them toward the wide array
of amenities provided. The need for automobiles is ceaseless
but along with-it maintenance and care does lead to disrupt
in the daily busy routine and further arises complications in
the automobile and threatens one’s safety. This project being
highly sustained by AI, offers no margin for error making
data organization, classification, and authentication easier
than ever before. In the contemporary world car mugging has
been a grave issue for garage customers and owners as well
our web page provides a real time surveillance stream of the
car so that maximum security can be promised. Not always
the best place to go and sit while your vehicle is being
serviced. Smaller garages generally have smaller, somewhat
uncomfortable customer waiting areas. Thus, the
•Proceedings for DJ STRIKE 2021

By this project garage manager will be facilitated by a local
database which accumulates all data (along with
timestamps) of their customers and their queries and the
same is in this way kept confidential to the public. Data
logging and processing is vital for any system or
organization. Realtime data is processed and transmitted
through a wireless medium over a server and this telemetry.
Seeing the revolution and development in the automotive
industry it is safe to say that vehicle dynamics, data
acquisition systems and telemetry over ethernet could be a
game changer in automation, safety, and reliability in newer
automobiles. Simply understanding data obtained from a
dyno test could help engineers improvise on vehicle
performance. In this project we have linked a custom-made
GUI to a set of hardware that registers kinematics like speed,
RPM (Revolutions per minute), temperature and gear status.
A plot of these physical parameters enables engineers to
understand certain characteristics and deficits in a vehicle
(mostly race cars) and further realize as to how the
performance can be boosted in certain sections by studying
the plot relative to time instants.
II. OBJECTIVE
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Processing 3 IDE (which is a Java based GUI) that parses
co-ordinates for the servos through serial UART
communication. A user can access a web-based GUI to
simulate automotive conditions like throttle control,
braking, rotations per minute and temperature levels that
will be placed on motors and modules in an elaborate setup
in periphery of the ESP8266 NodeMCU. Using the Plotly
graphing library for JavaScript we look to plot the real-time
data on the GUI such that the user can analyze the trends in
vehicle attributes.
III. LITERATURE SURVEY
As per [1], in today’s world, communication systems are
extremely vital when it comes to Data Acquisition and
Telemetry systems. Data logging and analysis of real-time
data is a prominent attribute when it comes to the automotive
sector and motorsports. Performance and data engineers
perform various simulations to log data and further post
process it to understand the liabilities of the car or race cars
in certain sections. Google’s firebase is one such very
helpful open-source platform which we will use to store,
monitor, and assess real-time data and control a model
vehicle using a GUI. Firebase is a framework which is useful
for building portable and web applications for businesses
which require real-time database which implies when one
user updates a record in the database, the update should be
conveyed to every single user instantly.
According to [2], as the result of growing dependencies on
the internet and remote accessibility, security systems and
user verification techniques play a vital role in reducing
vulnerability and identity theft. OTP systems have prevailed
as the best viable solution for security over sensitive
information and pose an interesting field for research.
However, propagation of an OTP to an active user, and
maintaining a database along with a timestamp proves to be
the difference in a successful security system. Proximal
access to a car in our garage is controlled by an OTP
verification over Firebase. Similarly, remote access of the
surveillance systems is only granted to authorized users who
have enrolled within the system.
In this research paper [3], security of vehicles is of utmost
importance in today’s world. But however, when it comes to
vehicles, we are almost helpless as security is always at
stake. Thus, to tackle this we could introduce a surveillance
system in the automotive store that can be remotely
supervised by the vehicle owner. Fraudulent mechanics,
irresponsible treatment to cars and theft are common
mishaps when it comes to unorganized garages. Hence this
system can reduce susceptibility to such crimes and further
reduce apprehensiveness among vehicle owners.
According to the analysis in [4], automation using machine
vision and minimal human interference is the new upcoming
trend in this modern digital revolution. The outputs
harnessed by the virtue of machine vision and artificial
intelligence have produced groundbreaking results. In our
project, we have designed a 4-layer CNN model and have
used optimizer as RMSprop (an optimizer to decrease errors
D. PIR Sensor:
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in prediction) to predict the vehicle type and other details
which auto fills a form for the owner of the car with all his
car parameters and thus reduces human involvement in the
process.
IV. BACKGROUND
A. ESP32-CAM Module:
ESP32-CAM is a development board with Wi-Fi camera. It
allows creating IP camera projects for video streaming with
different resolutions. ESP32-CAM has a built in PCB
antenna. The ESP32-CAM starts a dedicated web server to
display the video feed. The ESP32-CAM has a very
competitive small-size camera module (OV2640) that can
operate independently as a minimum system.

Fig 1: ESP-32 CAM Module

B. NodeMCU ESP8266:
NodeMCU is an open-source Lua based firmware
and development board specially targeted for IoT based
Applications. It includes firmware that runs on the ESP8266
Wi-Fi SoC from Espressif Systems, and hardware which is
based on the ESP-12 module. NodeMCU has two UART
interfaces, UART0 (RXD0 & TXD0) and UART1 (RXD1
& TXD1). UART1 is used to upload the firmware/program.
NodeMCU has 16 general purpose input-output pins on its
board. NodeMCU has four pins available for SPI
communication.

Fig 2: NodeMCU ESP8266

C. Pan and Tilt Servo Assembly:
The assembly provides dual axis freedom of motion i.e., yaw
and azimuthal angle. The ESP32-CAM mounted on this
assembly provides the user complete vision and is controlled
using the mouse pointer on a GUI or in automated mode with
face tracking feature.

Fig 4: Pan and Tilt Servo Assembly

Passive Infra-Red sensors can detect movement of objects
that radiate IR light (like human bodies). Therefore, using
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these sensors to detect human movement or occupancy in
security systems is very common. Initial setup and
calibration of these sensors takes about 10 to 60 seconds.
PIR modules have a passive infrared sensor that detects the
occupancy and movement from the infrared radiated from
human body.

a USB connection, a power jack, an ICSP header, and a reset
button.

Fig 6: Arduino Mega

G. LDR Sensor

Fig 5: PIR Sensor

E. DHT11 Temperature Sensor:
DHT11 sensor consists of a capacitive humidity sensing
element and a thermistor for sensing temperature. The
humidity sensing capacitor has two electrodes with a
moisture holding substrate as a dielectric between them.
Change in the capacitance value occurs with the change in
humidity levels. The temperature range of DHT11 is from 0
to 50 degree Celsius with a 2-degree accuracy. Humidity
range of this sensor is from 20 to 80% with 5% accuracy.
The sampling rate of this sensor is 1Hz.i.e., it gives one
reading for every second.

The LDR Sensor Module is used to detect the presence of
light / measuring the intensity of light. The output of the
module goes high in the presence of light and it becomes low
in the absence of light. The sensitivity of the signal detection
can be adjusted using potentiometer. The module returns a
Boolean value based on the preset threshold and level of
ambient lighting in the environment.

Fig 7: LDR Sensor

H. Speed Measuring Sensor Groove Coupler Module
This module is used to compute the revolutions of a rotating
body. The DO output interface can be directly connected to
a micro-controller IO port if there is a block detection
sensor, such as the speed of the motor encoder can detect.
This module is used to interact with the GUI on the webbased-app to return the rpm of the car motor.
Fig 6: DHT 11 Temperature and Humidity Senso

F. Arduino Mega:

The Arduino Mega 2560 is a microcontroller board based on
the ATmega2560. It has 54 digital input/output pins (of
which 15 can be used as PWM outputs), 16 analog inputs, 4
UARTs (hardware serial ports), a 16 MHz crystal oscillator,
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Fig 8: Speed Sensor Groove Coupler
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V. FLOWCHART

Fig 9: Flow of the entire project

Fig 10: Block Diagram of the projecthardware

VII. BLOCK DIAGRAM
The workstation is the main control unit for the automotive
store. The sensors are interfaced over the NodeMCU
ESP8266 connected to the Firebase Database. The GUI
harnesses a two-way connection that interfaces between the
app and the vehicle. The proximity sensor and the buzzer
function independently based on the validation returned
from the database. ESP32-CAM is mounted on the pan and
tilt servo that receives mouse coordinates from the
workstation through a serial communication over the COM
ports.
VIII.

WORKING

The user before entering the garage, enters his credentials
and vehicle details in the webpage provided. The tensorflow
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model recognizes and verifies the parameters to maintain
authenticity and saves an image of the vehicle in local
storage. PyTesseract library identifies the license plate of the
vehicle (using multi-layer image processing and edgedetection) and adds the same to the database. Next the user
is offered privilege to access the Advanced Auto webpage
after logging in using his username and password. On this
page, the user can refer to various product catalogues that
are kept updated by webscraping inventories of
distributors/suppliers. Once the vehicle has entered the
store, the security systems are enabled ensuring restrictions
on unauthorized personnel in proximity of the vehicle. To
grant access to the mechanics, the user must generate and
authenticate an OTP received on their email (via SMTP),
and on correct validation of which the annunciation system
is disabled. While the repairs are in progress, the user can
remotely stream a live footage of the garage and their
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vehicle to invigilate and mitigate any risk of malpractices.
Further, by virtue of a web-based GUI, the mechanics can
analyze vehicle aspects such as engine thermodynamics,
kinematics, lights, and throttle response.
A real-time plot of these parameters is generated for post
testing analysis and fault corrections. With the GUI a twoway communication is established between the software and
the sensor mesh remotely.

IX.

RESULTS

This is the system in free space displaying all the sensors
mounted, the vehicle (model used for simulation), the
security systems in the vicinity and the control hub i.e., the
NodeMCU. The vehicle parameters can be entirely
controlled remotely through a GUI (fig. 11, fig. 12).

Fig 14: Advanced Auto Mobile app

This is the app-based GUI that is custom designed in Adobe
Illustrator, fully functional and can be accessed over the
desktop or mobile. The sensor values and other parameters
are displayed in the display screen on the dashboard. The
dynamic parameters are plotted in real-time as shown in fig.
14.
Fig 11: Garage Setup

Fig 12: Sensor Interfacing

This is the output of the CNN model used for predicting the
vehicle type.

Fig 15: Functional Steering Wheel GUI

The parameters such as temperature, speed, RPM and gear
are plotted in real-time during the simulation mode through
the GUI as shown below in fig. 15.

Fig 13: CNN Model for vehicle prediction

Below is the screenshot of the mobile application designed
to support user interface, product catalogue display and
simulation GUI.
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Fig 16: Realtime plot
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X. FUTURE SCOPE
Looking at the current scenario, in the future almost every
household will be having their own vehicle. However, to
support these exponential sales of automobiles, a robust
network of garages is needed as well.
This project, Advanced Auto, can be a game-changer and
boost the businesses of local automotive stores by appealing
to the clientele on basis of salient security features and
extensive automation over the internet and cloud databases.
Minimal human intervention promises error free working
and maintaining a database enhances credibility of the store.
In India, in the year 2018, statistically the total number of
motor vehicle theft cases reported stood at 44,158, as
compared to 39,084 in 2017 – which accounted for about
19% of the total crimes reported. However, only 19.6%
cases were solved, the police data also stated. This clearly
shows that the auto thefts have risen, and chances of the
vehicle being retrieved are low. Vehicles left
unadministered around garages are the most vulnerable to
theft. Multi-layer security networks and live surveillance
have potential to bring the above-mentioned numbers down
to a good extent. Vehicle diagnostics through static
simulators paves way to ease in detecting faults and defects
in certain functionalities. Instead of taking a test drive post
repairs and repeating the same procedure multiple times,
implementing this product can simulate road like kinetics in
a static state within the same room and this reduces the
excess effort needed. An interactive application interface
defining all services and products offered, display service
records & generate invoices sent over email can fascinate
many customers to invest in this technology. In the future
we can also implement mobile applications and GPS
technology in this system, to facilitate road-side-assistance
to help customers stranded with a broken-down vehicle. This
adds to the extent and reach of the store and exposes the
product to a larger customer base.
XI. CONCLUSION

needs an apt maintenance and repair infrastructure that can
be relied upon by vehicle owners. Stringent security features
rule out possibly of malpractices and theft. Machine vision
is dominating in the present scenario as human intervention
is kept at its minimum. Geo-positioning and location
tracking can simplify the logistics and reach between two
entities and can be included in the project. Significantly, the
business architecture of the local roadside garages is
revamped to a much more sophisticated interface and
customer data is kept safe. Data acquisition systems for
vehicle diagnostics are taking over the traditional trial-anderror process. Contemporary developments in the
automotive world will reflect the vivid future that machine
vision, cloud-based security, and vehicle diagnostics hold.
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This project is developed by integrating software with an
array of sensors remotely over Wi-Fi. This makes it very
practical in terms of usage as there are no hardwired
dependencies involved. The ever-dynamic world of vehicles
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Abstract—With old systems being replaced by new ones
and rapid growth in technology, an IOT based smart door
and anti-theft detection is the need of the hour. About 2.5
million burglaries take place every year, 66% of those
being home break-ins. Police solve only 13% of reported
burglary cases due to lack of a witness or physical
evidence. These statistics pertaining to the rise in
burglaries have demonstrated vividly the ineffectiveness
of the prevalent security systems. Keeping this in mind,
this project is dedicated towards avoiding any breach of
security by including optimal hardware as well as
software technologies. A mobile application will be used
to register new users and this will be in constant
communication with the development board installed in
the smart door system. All the functionality of this system
will be carried out over the internet. In case of any
security violation an alarm will go off as well as a
notification will be sent on the mobile application.
Keywords—Raspberry Pi, Face recognition, Security, Antitheft, RFID, App Development.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays,home security system has become a very crucial
issue. It ensures the safety of our houses as well as our family.
Many foreign countries have installed high tech security
systems in the houses for the same. Previously, people used
the traditional method for their home security system such as
keys but tampering it has now become very easy. We aim to
provide a high level security to home by using IoT. IoT is a
new technology which has made a very big impact on the
modern world. The IoT can be explained as the system of
interconnected electrical, mechanical and computing devices
and other objects like humans, animals which will be given a
different identifier. Moreover, this system can transfer data
over a wide network of such interrelated systems without
requiring
human-to-human
or
human-to-computer
interaction. Basically, IoT has an ability to make things
independent and self-interested. Hence it has made a
significant impact on modern security technologies.IoT will
make it easier to sense, actuate and communicate in the
system. Automation can be carried out simply. So, we can
develop a smart home by inculcating this security system. For
this, we will be using a Raspberry Pi micro-controller board
for system development and a pi camera module for the face.
We will be installing the required Raspberry pi operating
system on raspberry pi micro-controller board. We will also
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be using image processing technology to verify the person
entering home. For image processing too, we will be using pi
camera module. Pi camera module is attached to Raspberry
pi, and it helps to store various faces and thereby create a
database. If someone wants to enter, he or she will be
standing in front of the door. The Camera fitted on the door
will detect the face and compare it with the faces stored in the
database. If the face matches to any person present in the
database, the door will unlock automatically, or else a
warning call will be sent to the owner of the house.
II.

OBJECTIVE

The world today is undergoing constant change, a change
which is concentrated at making our lives simpler. The most
advancement is seen predominantly in the world of
technology. The blend of hardware, software and internet
services work efficiently together to provide a great user
experience. Our future is now aimed at how to reduce human
involvement even further. Keeping all this in mind, our
project aims at developing an IoT based smart door and Antitheft system ensuring security through face recognition and
RFID authentication. Through this project, we aim to touch
multiple domains including App Development, database
management and sensor integration.
III.

PROPOSED DESIGN

We have used the Open-CV which is an open source platform
for the overall implementation of the project. It is a powerful
framework which has many algorithms and techniques for
identifying and classifying images. It helps to pre-process
data and is much faster than most of the other libraries with a
very high operational speed with minimum glitches. It has inbuilt trained models which reduce out setup time for training
models for comparison.Raspberry Pi 4 Model B is the latest
product in the popular Raspberry Pi range of computers. It
offers ground-breaking increases in processor speed,
multimedia performance, memory, and connectivity
compared to the prior-generation Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+,
while retaining backwards compatibility and similar power
consumption. For the end user, Raspberry Pi 4 Model B
provides desktop performance comparable to entry-level x86
PC systems. This product’s key features include a highperformance 64-bit quad-core processor, dual-display
support at resolutions up to 4K via a pair of micro-HDMI
ports, hardware video decodes at up to 4Kp60, up to 4GB of
RAM, dual-band 2.4/5.0 GHz wireless LAN, Bluetooth 5.0,
Gigabit Ethernet, USB 3.0, and PoE capability (via a separate
PoE HAT add-on). The charging of the module can be done
by a 2.5A USB cable and 2000 MAh battery backup can
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ensure uninterrupted working for at least 6-8 hours. It has a
high speed processer and a vast RAM capability with high
speed Ethernet which is why we have chosen this module
over the other versions.
The 8MP Raspberry Pi Camera Module v2 can be used to
take high-definition video, as well as stills photographs. It
uses high quality 8 megapixel Sony IMX219 image sensor
custom designed add-on board for Raspberry Pi, featuring a
fixed focus lens. It is capable of 3280 x 2464-pixel static
images, and also supports 1080p30, 720p60 and
640x480p60/90 video. It attaches to Pi by way of one of the
small sockets on the board upper surface and uses the
dedicated CSI interface, designed especially for interfacing
to cameras. It is suitable for mobile or other applications
where size and weight are important. It connects to Raspberry
Pi by way of a short ribbon cable. It’s easy to use for
beginners. RFID modules are a simple add-on you can
connect to a Raspberry Pi to read MIFARE tags and cards.
This is potentially a great feature to include in a security
system or any application where you need to identify an
object or person without them pressing buttons, operating
switches or other sensors. The contactless tags can be carried
on a key-ring and the cards fit nicely in a wallet. Both of them
can be hidden inside other objects to give them a unique ID
that can be read by the Pi.

Fig.1 Raspberry-PI interfacing with its camera

IV.

IMPLEMENTATION

The project is going to be built with the sole purpose of
increasing security. Thus having a smart and safe door
locking system is of prime importance to us. Along with this
we also aim at providing a great user experience with
reference to the locking and unlocking mechanism. Keeping
system can be broken down into simple steps.When a person
comes in the range of the Raspberry Pi Camera, his face will
be detected through this camera with the help of facial
recognition which will be implemented using OpenCV. these
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parameters in mind, our smart door and anti-theft

Fig.2 Flowchart of the proposed design

A mobile application equipped with a database updating
feature will be interfaced with Raspberry Pi over the internet
such that all the users who will be accessing the smart door,
will have their images captured and pre-stored. Now as soon
as the camera detects the face and if the face detected has
already been registered, the door will automatically unlock.In
case the person trying to access the door is an unverified user,
then the image of this person will be captured and stored in
the SD Card which will be in conjunction with Raspberry Pi.
After it is stored in the SD Card, a notification will be sent on
the mobile application present in the user’s phone to alert the
user about the unrecognized personnel who wanted to enter.
The user has the ability to verify this person through the app
and if he does, then the door will automatically open. In
scenarios where a burglary is about to take place, the robber
might try to break into the place through the door. In case
such a situation arises, then an emergency alert will be sent
to the user about the same and the owner/user can act
accordingly. A piezo-electric buzzer will also be installed in
the system to caution people in the surroundings as
well.Another way through which a user can unlock the door
is through the RFID tags. The RFID tags are mainly a pair of
transmitter and receiver. The RFID transmitter tag will be
present with the user and the receiver tag will be integrated
with Raspberry Pi. This is also a quick way to provide
automatic identification and authentication apart from facial
recognition.All the commands involved in the system,
whether it is sending a notification on the mobile application,
verification of the intruder, sending the image of the
unverified person on the application, everything is done over
the internet. These actions are also controlled and monitored
by Raspberry Pi. Thus Raspberry Pi serves as the heart of this
project. This microprocessor performs multiple functions.
The locking and unlocking mechanism is going to be carried
out using a servo mechanism and controlled by the
microprocessor.
V. RESULT
The face recognition part of the project was successfully
completed with the help of OpenCV and Raspberry Pi
Camera Module while interfacing it with an android
application in order to increase security. This system can be
installed at the entrance of any place to ensure that adequate
security is maintained and also in places where the breach of
security cannot be tolerated.
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VI.

SOCIAL IMPACT

Lately, a lot of research has been done in the fields of IoT,
Machine Learning, Artificial Intelligence, Neural Networks,
Big Data Analytics all with a common goal to have devices
that self-evaluate and report in real-time, improving
efficiency and bringing to notice important information
quickly. Thus, eliminating any human intervention.Recently
a need has been felt in the field of digitalization conventional
security tools. The industry is more focused on modelling
smart security systems with the help of RFID and ultrasonic
sensors.To make it available to the general population, all the
tasks involved in our system (whether it is sending a
notification on the mobile application, verification of the
intruder, sending the image of the unverified person on the
application) everything is done over the internet.In a COVID19 impacted world, our project proposes an automatic
unlocking system which provides perfect no touch.
Considering today’s heightened concerns about the germ
transmission prevention, touchless door activation and IoT
based anti-theft system will be in high demand. Our approach
does not involve creating something entirely new, our goal is
to make a smarter version of the existing aid.
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Abstract—With the world growing in technology faster than
ever managing or monitoring an inventory manually can be
very much time consuming and expensive as well as there can
be some human errors. Huge inventories have thousands of
products which are sold, removed, added and some are also
damaged. Even if there are frequent restocking schedules there
is a probability that the product assumed to be in stock could be
unavailable at the time when the customer needs the product
which reduces the sales as well as customers satisfaction.
Previous sales data can be used to roughly estimate the
availability of the product but using an AI based technology to
manage the inventory can be very beneficial for the owners.
Keywords—OpenCV, Computer Vision, MachineLearning,
Django, Python, Tkinter, YOLO, Neural Networks, Inventory
Management System .

I.
INTRODUCTION
In this era where the consumer's expectations are at an all-time
high and delivering their expectation is a must. Shopkeepers
cannot afford to lose customer base due to the unavailability
of products which will reduce their sales which in turn will
reduce their profit. Surviving in such a fiercely competitive
market segment the shopkeepers cannot just afford to lose
customer base because of the unavailability of the products,
misplaced products, damaged products, etc. They can easily
overcome such a situation through the digitalization of
inventory. Retail stores and warehouses have thousands of
products in their inventory, some of these products are sold,
replaced, or misplaced. Frequent restocking of the products
can lead to over availability or under availability of the
products and both cases bring loss to the store owners. Getting
the exact count of the products available in the
store/warehouse helps the shopkeepers to overcome all such
problems and make effective profits. Artificial Intelligence
(AI) is the solution for such kinds of issues faced in the
modern era. AI has opened various avenues for
retailers/shopkeepers to give them an edge in inventory
management. AI provides nearly real-time data of the
products available in the inventory. These AI systems can be
used to make crucial decisions for consumer satisfaction and
high product sales. To assist the shopkeepers, we have come
up with this project idea. This project can be an ideal solution
for the shopkeepers who want to increase their profits and also
reduce the man force required and also save time. Our project
is an AI-based system that is connected to camera installed in
the inventory, further, these camera can move through the
inventory and can give a near to real-time analysis about the
number of stocks present in the inventory and the owners.
II.AI BASED INVENTORY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Inventory management system is an AI based solution for
inventory management. Our aim is to create a system that
would require no human work for detecting and updating the
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inventory stock. Our objective is make the system simpler to
use, efficient, user friendly and also accurate to the maximum
level. In the system we use computer vision and machine
learning to detect the stock in inventory and then we update
this information for the user. Our objective is to design the
system in a way that it can be used in any inventory
irrespective of its size and other factors.We plan to create a
portal that would be intuitive to use and have all the
information and services for the user. Services such as
automatic ordering and providing other inventory related
analytics are also planned. Our motivation came when we saw
how group of people were required to manage an inventory
and thought of having an AI based solution for this.

Fig1.Project Flow

In order to generate a sagacious inventory management
system, few of these steps are necessary to accomplish the task
efficiently. Refer Fig1 for reference. The steps used in the
following process are:
A. Account Creation on our portal and populating the
Database
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B. Image Collection for Dataset
C. Object Detection
D. Calculating Object Count and Accuracy
E. Displaying the data on our portal
Account Creation on our portal and populating the Database :
In this step, the user’s data such as Company Name, Product
Name, Inventory Capacity is asked as shown in Fig2 and
stored into the database. The portal displays all the data of the
inventory related to a particular user. The authentication
system is so robust that we have integrated it for the portal as
well as the local machine.

to the full image, and then divides the image into regions and
predicts bounding boxes and probabilities for each region.
These bounding boxes are weighted by the predicted
probabilities. The image dataset created in the previous step is
used to train the model using YOLO ALGORITHM. Image
pre-processing is a technique which resolves issues such as
brightness of the picture, contrast problems, noise factor that
makes the picture unclear and makes sure that the facial
features are always in position. Hence, for higher efficacy, the
images are pre-processed for noise reduction.

Fig4. Login for Object detection and count

Fig2.Create account on portal

Image Collection for Dataset : In order to collect the images
of the particular product of the user, a GUI is created wherein
the photos of the product to be detected are first collected and
stored in a folder, locally. Using Computer Vision, the images
are pre-processed before saving according to the requirements
in the model. 500 images of the product are collected and the
bounding box annotations are also stored along with the
images for training purposes.
Fig5. Interface to start live count

Calculating Object Count and Accuracy : The objects
detected, using the profoundly precise YOLO ALGORITHM,
are counted according to the bounding boxes and that data is
stored into the database to use it on our portal. Also, the
timestamp of the live count is stored in the database which
helps in tracking the inventory more efficiently. After
pressing the live count button on the GUI, the above process
commences. Refer to the Fig5. For demonstration purposes,
we have trained the model to detect blue circles. The blue
circles in our prototype signify the product of the user.

Fig3.Detection and counting

Object Detection : Typical object detection is shown in Fig3.
For detecting the product in this prototype, we will be using
the YOLO object detection algorithm. So, why did we use
YOLO ALGORITHM? Conventional algorithms only detect
the object in the image but do not tell us where that object is
in the image frame. This is the prodigious advantage of YOLO
algorithm that along with the object it also predicts bounding
boxes around it. The algorithm applies a single neural network
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Displaying the data on our portal : After the above steps, the
user is required to login to our portal to see the reflected
changes. Our portal also consists of an ‘Add Order’
functionality shown in Fig8 which enables the user to place
the order of the product. The portal dashboard shown in Fig6
displays the data which was as detected by the camera since
we have used a decentralized database for the purpose. Also,
the history of the orders by the user is available for the
exhaustive information.
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Yolo: You only look once (YOLO) is a state-of-the-art, realtime object detection system. On a Titan X it processes images
at 40-90 FPS and has a mAP on VOC 2007 of 78.6% and a
mAP of 48.1% on COCO test-dev.
Hough Transform: The circle Hough Transform (CHT) is a
basic feature extraction technique used in digital image
processing for detecting circles in imperfect images. The
circle candidates are produced by “voting” in the Hough
parameter space and then selecting local maxima in an
accumulator matrix.

Fig6. Dashboard displaying count and other information

Fig7. Order History Page

XAMPP and Apache Server: XAMPP is local server and an
open source software developed by Apache friends which
works on desktop used to test website before uploading it to
the remote web server. Using HTTP server, one can serve
files, documents and images if they are requested by clients.
In this project, XAMPP is used for testing database entries and
Apache server is used for requesting and responding. The
details of user’s can be filled in Database automatically or
dynamically using XAMPP.
SQL: Structured Query Language is the standard language for
relational database management systems used for providing
communication with database. SQL can be used to insert,
search, update and delete database records and can be used to
accomplish nearly everything that one requirement to do with
a database. SQL can do lots of operations that involve
optimizing storing and retrieval time and the maintenance of
databases. In this project, created a database and few entities
is that database using SQL.
Web Development Technologies:
HTML: HyperText Mark-up Language is used to design
documents which aim to display on a web browser. Assisting
language of HTML is JavaScript and Cascading Style Sheets.
Javascript: Javascript is a stand-alone and client-side scripting
language used to make web pages responsive. In HTML,
Javascript is used for event handling.For different subjects,
different csv files will be there and it will be taken directly in
script. All the event handlers are included in JavaScript file
such as onclick, etc.

Fig8. Add new order objects.

III.SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS
OpenCV: OpenCV (Open Source Computer Vision Library)
is an open source computer vision and machine learning
software library. OpenCV was built to provide a common
infrastructure for computer vision applications and to
accelerate the use of machine perception in the commercial
products. Being a BSD-licensed product, OpenCV makes it
easy for businesses to utilize and modify the code.
Django: Django is a high-level Python Web framework that
encourages rapid development and clean, pragmatic design.
Built by experienced developers, it takes care of much of the
hassle of Web development, so you can focus on writing your
app without needing to reinvent the wheel. It's free and open
source. We have used this framework to create the portal part
of our project where all the interaction of the user with system
happens.
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CSS: Cascading Style Sheets is a style sheet language used to
style documents of HTML. CSS is used to make the
appearance of the document in stylish form and in a proper
manner. Using CSS, one can easily describe height, weight,
color, etc. of the elements of the document.
Tkinter: Tkinter is the standard GUI library for Python.
Python when combined with Tkinter provides a fast and easy
way to create GUI applications. Tkinter provides a powerful
object-oriented interface to the Tk GUI toolkit. Creating a
GUI application using Tkinter is an easy task.
IV.RESULTS AND CONCLUSION
Inventory management system is able to provide a system for
users to efficiently manage his/her inventory where the user
is constantly updated about the current stock quantity in the
inventory and the results are largely accurate and the
transparency regarding accuracy gives a peace of mind to the
user. Managing orders for the user helps him to avoid the
hassle of ordering the manufacturer. Auto ordering enables
the user to rely entirely on the system for stock fulfilment.
Even the past record of inventory is stored in the database for
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future use for the user. The ease of use and intuitive GUI help
users in easy and convenient use of the system.

V.FUTURE SCOPE
In future we plan to include a multi camera system and
integrate all those results for inventories larger in size. For
users having multiple inventories we can implement a multi
camera system and have an efficient management of stock
throughout the chain of inventories. The system could be
used for multiple products and auto ordering could be
implemented on all products. Also, the cameras can be
installed on a moving robot and the stock in remote areas of
inventory can be managed. We can implement an auto
ordering system to greater levels and automate the ordering
system wherein the right manufacturer receives the order to
manufacture product for a particular inventory.
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Abstract— Today, life in the city mainly depends on transport.
BEST is the second most used local mode of transport which
accommodates 30 lakh commuters on a daily basis. Irregular
bus timings and overcrowding are some of the major concerns
faced by populated cities in India. Our rationale in this project
is to ease such situations with our design and create an easy and
comfortable traveling space for the commuters. By our
proposed design, the daily commuters looking forward to
traveling using the bus will be aware of the timings, expected
time of arrival, and the number of passengers inside each bus.
Hence, travelers can plan their journey according to their
preferences.
Keywords— ESP32-cam, NEO-6M, OpenCV, OV2640 camera,
Firebase, UART, FTDI Programmer, Arduino IDE.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Public transportation plays a big role in the transportation
industry which provides mobility and creates better transport
planning, for example, electric trains and buses. Until now,
the important topic that researchers are seldom after is the
automatic passenger counting on public transport, like in bus
application. The most important parameter to allocate the
correct number of buses for each public transport service
connection line is the number of people entering and leaving
the busAs far as the safety and comfort of the passengers are
considered, the bus through which they are traveling should
not be overloaded. Even though bus timings are available,
they are not followed properly. This is majorly caused due to
traffic, which cannot be predicted every day. Most of the
time, travelers board the first bus to save time, and
consequently it gets packed up. Also due to the unsure timing
of the bus, passengers tend to overcrowd the initial rides. This
leads to congestion in the first bust even though there may be
a vacancy in the next one. Hence, overcrowding results in an
unsafe and uncomfortable journey for the passengers. We can
take an example of the current pandemic situation where each
employee uses public transportation while traveling to their
office. Maintaining social distance and making the best use
of the available resources will help ensure safety. All of this
leads to a rise in privately-owned vehicles which in turn
increases traffic. Hence there is a need for efficient
management of public transport. Our proposed design can
help solve these issues by providing the number of
passengers in the bus, as well as the real-time location of the
bus. The passengers can make use of this information to plan
their journey. At the same time, this information can be used
to allocate the busses according to the requirement. This
would ensure that no bus is overcrowded or empty.
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II.

OBJECTIVE

The main aim of this paper is to use the concepts of computer
vision to capture an image, analyze it using a pre-defined
logic and give a relatable output using dedicated hardware.
The specific objectives would be to analyze and evaluate how
to program the ESP32-cam module using Arduino IDE,
interface the module with its camera to take images, and
create an image processing technique to recognize images
correctly. After being implemented successfully, this system
will help the passengers to manage their working schedules
more efficiently and plan their travel accordingly. For
instance, the passenger could use this application to find out
the real-time location of that bus, the number of passengers
inside, as well as the estimated time of departure and arrival.
Thus the passenger can choose his desired mode of transport
ensuring his/her safety, comfort, and schedule.
III. LITERATURE SURVEY
In Many research papers, GPS has been used as there are
many advantages to it like real-time tracking of the bus,
remote information related to travel of public transportation
vehicles, and instant status observation.[1] "Smart Bus
Station-Passenger Information System" - This talks about
how information extracted from the GPS module was sent to
the main central server and was presented to the user in
digital monitor form. [2] "Smart Bus Tracking and
Management System Using IoT" - This journal mentions how
GPS technology has used Google API to convey information
to the user regarding public transport. GPS does not stop
working irrespective of the climatic conditions which is a
benefit when compared to other navigating devices. It also
has a 100% coverage of the planet and is very low in cost
compared to other devices. [3] "The smart bus for a smart
city - A real-time implementation"- talks about how Artificial
Neural Networks (ANN) and MQTT (Message Queuing
Telemetry Transport) protocols are used for accurate
estimation of time when the bus will arrive and is commuted
via an application. [4] "A Smart Bus Tracking System Based
on Location-Aware Services and QR Codes"- this research
studies how a statistical classifier algorithm is used for
estimation of arrival time, for navigation GPS and Google
maps. [5] "Smart Bus: An Automated Passenger Counting
System" - this research shows how Arduino Uno, pressure
pad, Bluetooth HC-05 module, potentiometer, and data
collection software module were used for counting the
number of passengers in the bus. Pressure sensors are placed
under the seat which counts the number of passengers with a
threshold of 20kg. [6] "Intelligent Bus Tracking System
based on GSM and GPS" - the design is made with the help
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of a GPS module, GSM module, and microcontroller where
the data about the location of the bus can be gained by the
user by calling the number of SIM present in the tracking
system.

IV.

45mA supply current. It has two supply pins, Vcc and
ground, and 2 pins for UART communication viz, Tx, and
Rx. These pins will be connected to the main microcontroller
to extract the GPS coordinates. It comes with an external
antenna that can snap-fit to the module using the U.FL
connector.

PROPOSED DESIGN

Our proposed design has the main objective of counting the
number of passengers in the bus as well as the real-time
location of the vehicle. This data will then be displayed on
the web application for the end-user. The OV2640 is used as
the camera sensor and to extract the coordinates, we have
used the NEO-6M GPS module. Both of them will be
connected to the ESP32-Cam module, which has built-in wifi
and bluetooth. The extracted image is then processed using
OpenCV to count the total no of passengers in the bus. This
data is sent to firebase for a fast and secure data transfer. The
data is updated every 15 seconds on the host application
which has an interactive user interface. This process is shown
in Fig.1.

Fig.1 Design flow

V. IMPLEMENTATION
[6] The system is divided into two parts; first is the hardware
which consists of the components used on the vehicle itself,
and second is the software which includes server and user
application. It is used to transfer data and help users interact
with the application.
The hardware consists of three main components, viz,
OV2640 camera sensor, NEO-6M GPS module, and ESP32CAM module.
A. OV2640 :
OV2640 is a high-quality 2-megapixel camera sensor by
OmniVision, capable of capturing 3280 x 2464-pixel static
images. It supports 1600×1200 at 15fps, SVGA at 30fps, CIF
at 60fps image transfer. This is an excellent camera sensor
and one of the best out there in the market. Its low power
consumption at an excellent price makes it one of the best
choices for our application.

Fig.2 Flowchart of the proposed design

C. ESP32-CAM:
We have used the ESP32-cam module to capture real-time
images as shown in Fig.1. The main purpose of this module
is to transfer image data to the python application. It also has
a built-in wifi module to transfer data over the internet. It has
a Low power 32-bit CPU with a clock speed of up to
160MHz. It has a Built-in 520 KB SRAM and supports an
external 4MB SRAM. It supports UART which is used to
communicate with the GPS module. It has built-in wifi,
bluetooth and also supports a micro SD card slot up to 4GB.
It is programmed using the FTDI programmer and arduino
IDE which is shown in Fig.3.

B. NEO-6M :
Ublox NEO-6M GPS module is used to track the real-time
location of the bus.[7] It can track up to 22 satellites on 50
channels and achieves the industry’s highest level of
sensitivity, that is, -161 dB tracking, while consuming only
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graphical way. The user can get the exact location, as well as
the expected time of arrival (ETA). This can be taken into
consideration the traffic conditions which makes the resulting
ETA even more accurate. The passenger count and the
maximum seat occupancy in the bus will give the user a good
estimate of the crowd inside the bus. The location and
passenger count will together provide a very accurate means
for the user to plan their journey.
Fig.3 ESP32-CAM programmed using the FTDI programmer.

We have used the Open-CV which is an open-source
platform for the overall implementation of the project. It is a
powerful framework that has many algorithms and
techniques for identifying and classifying images. It helps to
pre-process data and is much faster than most of the other
libraries with a very high operational speed with minimum
glitches. It has in-built trained models which reduce out setup
time for training models for comparison. It conveniently uses
ESP32-CAM to capture images and arduino IDE for highly
configurable platforms to make the recognition task easier. It
is widely used for real-time applications that have a high
accuracy requirement. It has defined functions that help in
detecting persons in variable lighting conditions.
The process as shown in Fig.2 will be started by the ESP32cam module which will capture the image inside the bus. This
image data will be stored in temporary variables to apply
image processing algorithms. The total number of faces will
be detected using OpenCV. This will give us the total number
of passengers inside the bus which will be stored in a
variable. The GPS module will help track the live location of
the bus. It consists of a particular memory location where the
latitude and longitude will be stored. The I2C protocol is used
to communicate between the microcontroller and the GPS
module to read the latitude and longitude. This data will be
again stored in variables and the microcontroller is now ready
to deploy this data onto the server.
We used firebase as our real-time database for a fast, secure
and reliable data transmission. Firebase is very smooth and
quick to use as it stores and retrieves data very efficiently in
real-time. As the count is getting updated after every 15
seconds, it will get updated on the firebase server instantly in
the real-time database. Further firebase will send this value
to the web application and the value will get displayed on the
web app.

VI. RESULT AND CONCLUSION
As shown in Fig.5 we have identified the number of
passengers on the bus using the ESP32-CAM. The count of
passengers is getting stored in firebase which gets updated
after an interval of every 15 seconds as displayed in Fig.6. In
the last step the value from the database is getting displayed
on the website. All people can directly access the website and
check the number of passengers currently boarded on the bus.
The count will be displayed on the web application as shown
in Fig.7. At the same time, the coordinates from the GPS
module will be used to display the real-time location of the
bus. This is shown in Fig.7.

Fig.5 detection of a passenger and count display.

Fig.6 count display of passenger on firebase server

Fig.4 Homepage of the web application.

We have developed a web application as shown in Fig.4
which will help users perceive information in a readable and
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Fig.7 Count display on web application

In this paper, we have presented an automated system for
passenger counting in buses along with it’s live location. The
proposed project provides an efficient and innovative way to
give complete access, flexibility and satisfaction to the
authority. This project will help during this Covid-19
pandemic to maintain social distancing among all passengers.
The use of the proposed detection system can be extended in
security applications.
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VII. FUTURE SCOPE
Public vehicle is at a defining moment in its set of
experiences, it assists with shipping masses of individuals
from one area to another. During the Coronavirus pandemic
one requirements to guarantee individual cleanliness and
social separation. Establishment of our public transport
management system in buses can assist individuals with
being protected and save time. Utilizing the data from our
website,people can choose which bus to board and the
government can keep up with COVID-19 protocols by
limiting the quantity of travelers in a single transport. The
public transport management framework can likewise be
utilized in local trains and other vehicle administrations to
help individuals travel easily and securely.
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Abstract— Healthcare, in today’s world, has become
more of a privilege than a necessity. The rich have
numerous healthcare devices all around them, but the
economically backward are yet to gain access to goodquality monitoring devicesin their day to day life. Lowincome groups spend a much higher fraction of their
income on healthcare, and as a result also slip into
poverty at times. Most of the pulmonary, cardiac and
other non-communicable diseases can be diagnosed at a
very early stage by monitoring the heart rate vales. The
temperature of a person is also a parameter on which a
lot of diseases start their slow and fatal journey. The
proposed device shows how the constant monitoring of
these parameters is an affordable prospect, rather than
being a first-world privilege. While a lot of devices exist
in the market which perform these operations, our device
provides bare minimum features, to make it accessible to
the low-income groups of the country, and the elderly
who haven’t much requirement for fancy features.
Keywords— Healthcare, Wi-Fi module, NodeMCU,
wearable, elderly, monitoring, temperature, pulse, low-cost
I. INTRODUCTION
The number of older persons is expected to double to 1.5
billion in 2050. Globally, the share of the population aged 65
years or over increased from 6 percent in 1990 to 9 percent
in 2019. The increasing health care costs as well as the elderly
population are adding to the burden of current health care
services. Due to the dearth of facilities in rural areas, people
living there cannot take advantage of the health services.
There are also several homes in the city where there are
elderly patients with chronic conditions, or with several
cognitive and functional limitations that require long-term
monitoring to observe changes in their condition at an early
stage. One of the most common causes leading to death in
senior citizens is heart attack. In this light, a promising
solution is offered by the low-cost wireless wearable device,
relieving the load of human caregiver effort and supporting
clinical decision making. This device constantly measures
the patient’s heart rate, pulse and in case of an abnormality,
notifies the patient’s family members and doctor by sending
them the information.
It is a new reality that completely transforms daily life
ensuring that the privilege of accessible and affordable health
care is something every home is entitled to.The main purpose
of the ElMo Watch (Elderly Monitoring watch) is to increase
• Proceedings for DJ STRIKE 2021

the chances of survival by providing medical assistance to the
patient within the first few hours in case of a possible heartattack.
II. MOTIVATION
The demand for healthcare services increases with the
increasing average life expectancy of the population.
However, the cost associated with present-day healthcare
services continues to rise due to the ever-rising prices of
prescription drugs, diagnostic tools and in-clinic care.
Provision, or the supply of healthcare facilities, can lead to
utilization, and finally attainment of good health. However
there currently exists a huge gap between these factors,
leading to a collapsed system with insufficient access to
healthcare.
The definition of access is the ability to receive services of a
certain quality at a specific cost and convenience. The
healthcare system of India is lacking in three factors related
to access to healthcare: provision, utilization, and attainment.
Access and entry into hospitals depends on gender,
socioeconomic status, education, wealth, and location of
residence (urban versus rural). Furthermore, inequalities in
financing healthcare and distance from healthcare facilities
have resulted in inequalities in healthcare access.
The elderly may require frequent, immediate medical
intervention, which may otherwise result in fatal
consequences. Such emergency situations can be avoided by
monitoring the physiological parameters and activities of the
elderly in a continuous fashion. In most emergency cases, the
elderly seek in-patient care, which is very expensive and can
be a serious financial burden on the patient if the hospital stay
is prolonged. Health monitoring in a smart home platform, on
the other hand, allows people to remain in their comfortable
home environment rather than in expensive and limited
nursing homes or hospitals, ensuring maximum
independence to the occupants. Our major goal was to ensure
that the patients are “watched over” not just at an occasional
doctor's visit, but also daily as outpatients via mobile devices
and real-time wireless data transmission and analysis
technologies. Since this would benefit older adults with
chronic health conditions, helping to proactively detect
symptom changes earlier and avoid the delay of becoming
seriously ill before seeking treatment. Improvement in
quality of life and reduced healthcare costs by key symptom
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tracking for chronic conditions was our primary motive to
design this model.
III. LITERATURE SURVEY

Seneviratne, S., Hu, Y., Nguyen, T., Lan, G., Khalifa, S.,
Thilakarathna, K., ... & Seneviratne, A’s paper titled ‘A
survey of wearable devices and challenges’ compares all the
various types of wearable devices available in the market and
discusses their pros and cons. They’ve taken actual
commercial products and have compared technical
specifications. The scope of the project was wide, and
they’ve covered hand mounted, head mounted, jewellery,
straps, smart garments, e-tattoos and e-skin. [1]R.Vinodhini,
R.Puviarasi’s paper titled ‘Heart Rate Monitoring System
using Pulse Sensor with Data Stored on Server’ used the
ESP8266 Wi-Fi module to wirelessly transmit the pulse of
the subject, detected by pulse sensor. The input voltage of the
pulse sensor was 3.3 volts. The Wi-Fi module was connected
to mobile like devices using IoT, from where the values could
be monitored. The coding was done in Arduino IDE and
xampp server was used. Xampp also detected the type of
program used and saved the data in the local host network.
The device proposed the making of an alert system on the
subject reaching an abnormal heart rate.[2]
Al-Khafajiy, M., Baker, T., Chalmers, C., Asim, M.,
Kolivand, H., Fahim, M., & Waraich, A.’s (2019) paper titled
‘Remote health monitoring of elderly through wearable
sensors’ suggested a system of wearable sensors for the
elderly to monitor their health remotely. Ambient Assistive
Living (AAL) generates a living space to combine social
environments with technology. There are three layers: the
patient’s layer consists of wearable sensors on the body of the
patient, the data layer is the place where the data is stored on
cloud, which is accessible to everyone, and the monitoring
platform is the doctor’s platform to monitor patient data. The
model informs the concerned doctor about any anomaly in
the patient’s health. SW-SHMS is used for monitoring.
Machine Learning is used to detect diseases and
abnormalities. [3]
Wu, Y. C., Hsu, W. H., Chang, C. S., Yu, W. C., Huang, W.
L., & Chen, M. J.’s paper titled ‘A Smart-Phone-Based
Health Management System Using a Wearable Ring-Type
Pulse Sensor’ presents a system which integrates a wearable
ring type pulse sensor with a smartphone and provides an
exercise mechanism. The wearable device measures pulse
and transmits it to the phone via bluetooth, and allows the
user to monitor their own pulse. The data is also transmitted
to remote medical stations. The pulse/temperature sensor is
an RFID type physiological sensor. A mobile health
monitoring system (MHMS) is used, and light modular
sensors are used for data collection. An “Exercise-333”
health management mechanism is implemented, which alerts
the user to exercise at least 3 times a week for 30 minutes
with pulse rates of 130 bpm each time. [4]
Meijer, G. C., Wang, G., & Heidary, A.’s paper titled ‘Smart
temperature sensors and temperature sensor systems’ shows
the usage of different technologies using which temperature
sensors can be made. Based on different parameters, it
•Proceedings for DJ STRIKE 2021

compares these technologies and suggests which to use as per
the scenario. Smart sensors and MEMS use transistors,
thermocouples and thermopiles. A reference temperature is
maintained in these devices. BJTs are used for temperature
ranges of -55 C to 150 C, because of their low cost, high
sensitivity, and good stability over time. BJTs can be
fabricated in standard BICMOS, CMOS and Bipolar
technology. BJTs calculate the temperature by finding the
difference between two base-emitter voltages. Sensor
characteristics are adjusted using single point trimming.
CMOS technology is suited to realise high precision
temperature sensors and bandgap voltage references.
Component matching is poor. DEM and chopping methods
are effective in reducing effects of component mismatch.[5]
Roy, J. K., Deb, B., Chakraborty, D., Mahanta, S., & Banik,
N.’s (2013) paper titled ‘The Wearable Electronic Rescue
System for Home Alone Elderly Labview & Arduino
Evaluation’ has fabricated system made focusing primarily
on detection of abnormal condition of heart of the elderly and
accidental fall and the rescue that should be provided
immediately. Mainly based on three important steps i.e.ECG
Signal acquisition and analysis, body vibration signal and
text message handling. Use of arduino Microcontroller and
GSM modem and successful development under LabView
platform. Measurement of parameters like R peak amplitude
voltage, valley voltage, RMS peak voltage, accelerometer
output and comparison with reference standards leads to
results. The results decide the need for a help. There is still
scope of improving on the miniaturisation and understanding
of sever heart abnormality by the device made.[6]
Pinto, S., Cabral, J., & Gomes, T. ‘s (2017, March) paper
titled ‘We-care: An IoT-based health care system for elderly
people’ focuses on the aim of building a Iot-based Health care
Wristband along with a services board and cloud services.
The working principle is to collect patients data such as body
temperature, pressure, humidity, light, received Signal
Strength Indicator values, accelerometer and push button
from available sensors. The available services run even in the
absence of internet connectivity. Multistandard MCU present
supports Bluetooth LE 4.0 and 6LoWPAN and is supported
by Contiki-OS. TI-RTOS, a real time operating system is
used for microcontrollers. Charging of the battery is
simplified since it only needs a base station to wirelessly
charge it with a battery life of 306.12h . The web-server is
designed for running on low power CC3200 MCU which
handles upto 8 Clients at a time. The wristband triggers a
sound alarm if not within the range of 60 m. The project
focuses on implementation of a low power requirement
system with maximum functionalities to give proper aid to
the elderly people.[7]
Çiçek, M. E. S. U. T.’s (2015) paper titled ‘Wearable
technologies and its future applications’ aims to classify the
wearable technologies based on their specifications and
applications as; wearable health technologies, wearable
textile technologies wearable consumer electronics and to
study how this wearable technologies will be a milestone. It
discusses the future development and present improvement
of wearable technologies in the fields of public and personal
safety, business, research, production, service, tourism,
people with impairment, health, entertainment. The five main
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functions of wearable technologies are interface,
communication, data management, integrated circuits,
energy management. Smart Glasses for navigation, Health
care wristband for treatment and diagnoses of patients, colour
changing clothes based on emotion, Smart watch with
amazing functions, Biosensors that directly warn the
authorities about the crime, virtual 3D tourism etc, may be
some of the potential outcomes of wearable technologies.
Risk of personal information getting stolen and availability
of the devices at an affordable price for the common people
are some of the disadvantages. Life would be easy, healthy,
quick and entertaining with wearable technology.[8]
Haghi, M., Thurow, K., & Stoll, R.’s (2017) paper titled
‘Wearable devices in medical internet of things: scientific
research and commercially available devices’ proposes that
wearable devices are at the heart of every discussion related
to internet of things. Self health monitoring and preventive
medicines are tremendously increasing due to increase in
number of elderly population. This paper reviews various
currently present wearable healthcare devices and provides a
comparison of the devices based on their functions,
dimensions ,accuracies. Motion trackers, vital signs and
smart clothing are the highlight of this review paper. It gives
an insight of the possibility of using these devices in the
practical world, performance, energy consumption, possible
efficiency. Various real life challenges regarding the devices
were discussed and various methodologies were put forth
after a brief observation of this devices. Wearability , location
of specific sensors and functionality of various devices were
also a part of the review. In Spite of having so many problem
solving abilities and functions an efficient solution still needs
to be found. Future scope of such devices are high.[9]
IV. BLOCK DIAGRAM

Figure 1: The network through which all the components are interconnected.

V. WORKING METHODOLOGY
The project was initially conceptualized keeping in mind the
COVID-19 scenario. While healthcare services took a toll
worldwide and people were dying, we felt that in some way,
our proposed drive will help ease the burden if implemented
correctly.

The functionality of the project lay in the fact that it be
wireless. While there are numerous wired devices already in
use which have been employed, and are seen on a regular
basis in hospitals, the need for a wireless device was high. To
make the device wireless, we planned to use a a Wi-Fi
module to pass the results wirelessly to the main device. We
could either use a microcontroller with an inbuilt Wi-Fi
module, or a microcontroller without one.
VI. COMPONENTS
The microcontroller used was NodeMCU. The NodeMCU is
compact and has an inbuilt Wi-Fi module and bluetooth. It is
a 3.3 V powered microcontroller, with an external power
supply. It has one analogue pin, and 16 general purpose inputoutput digital pins. The Wi-Fi module is small sized,
specifically designed to fit smartly inside of IoT projects.

Figure 1: The NodeMCU ESP8266 development board with Wi-Fi module.

Initially for prototyping, the SR011 heart rate pulse sensor
was used. Operating at a voltage of 3.3 volts, it required a
analogue pin for functioning. As we wanted to incorporate
more than one sensor in our wearable devices, we either had
to multiplex the analogue pin, or find another alternative.

Figure 2: SR011 heart rate sensor with amplification and noise
cancellation circuitry

The Max30100 was a feasible solution. It is an integrated
pulse oximeter and heart-rate monitor sensor solution. It
allows to measure oxygen levels and pulse rate, in one sensor.
It operates on a range of 1.8 to 3.3 volts and is connected to
a analogue pin of the NodeMCU. It can be powered by a
software while using negligible current.

While wearable devices can be of multiple types, ranging
from wristwatches and earbuds to e-skin and smart textiles,
Seneviratne et al.[1] observed that the most convenient (and
as a result, most popular) type was of the wrist watch.
•Proceedings for DJ STRIKE 2021
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Figure 3: MAX30100 integrated pulse oximeter and heart-rate monitor
sensor solution

The LM35 sensor was used to measure the temperature. It is
a popular sensor used for measuring temperature in hobbyprojects. At a larger scale, this sensor will be replaced by
something more accurate and commercially used in products.
It has a high temperature range of -55 to 150 degrees
centigrade, and has an operating voltage of 4 to 30 volts. The
accuracy it provides is +-0.25 Celsius accuracy at room
temperature and +-0.75 degrees Celsius over the full range.
It does not require any external calibration to provide
accurate temperature.

Figure 5: Blynk application showing the values of the user’s pulse rate and
oxygen level.

After the sensors were connected and the hardware was
ready, we used an IoT server called “Cayenne” to monitor the
values. This IoT cloud server has a very user-friendly
interface, and can provide analysis of values for the given
time duration, as specified by the user (for example, past 10
minutes, past 1 hour, etc). This would be useful in monitoring
vital signs of the user, and building a database of the same by
itself.

Figure 4: LM35 sensor rated for a −40°C to 110°C range.

VII. SOFTWARE INTEGRATION AND
PROGRAMMING
Programming of the NoduMCU was done on the Arduino
IDE, using the “additional board manager”. The Max30100
and LM35 sensors were connected to the hardware, and
programmed to display values as per the user. We have used
a delay value of 1000 milliseconds to show the temperature.
The values of the sensors were passed to remote monitoring
devices (for example, smartphones) through the Wi-Fi. The
“Blynk” application enables users to view real-time values on
their Wi-Fi connected devices. The values of pulse and
oxygen are displayed on the gauges.
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Figure 6: Cayenne, the IoT platform used to store the values of the
parameters.

A reliable dataset was downloaded from an open-source
online platform and implemented was used. The Turicreate
library was used in python to train a machine learning model,
to predict when a heart rate is abnormal, in order to trigger a
warning to the person monitoring the user.
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VII. FLOWCHART

Figure 9: The output obtained from the Max30100 sensor and LM35 sensor

VII. TROUBLESHOOTING
It was found that even minute movements in the wire of the
temperature sensor created large amount of error in the output
value.
A linear regression model was employed in python using the
dataset, but errors were very large.
On removing invalid datapoints, errors as large as 12.3 (RMS
value) and 27.2 (Maximum error value) were obtained for the
pulse. This would mainly be a concern, when an abnormal
pulse rate is shown to be lesser, and hence in the normal range
of values; this misleading information would not enable to
foresee a catastrophe. On normalization, we obtained RMS
value of 7.9 and maximum error value of 15.
After removing outliers, and employing a single layer neural
network, it was observed that the dataset was misread, and the
machine had interpreted a wrong formula to fit the data.
A survey was conducted and combined with the existing
dataset (as the sample data size of the survey was very small).
Error values dropped to RMS value of 6.7 for the pulse. This
model was finally adopted.

Figure 8: The methodology of how the device is going to function, with step
by step logic of interfacing hardware and software
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VIII. RESULTS
The ElMo Watch was able to successfully measure the pulse
rates, oxygen and temperature of the wearer. The machine
learning model adopted was able to successfully predict an
accurate value for what the heart rate of the person is
supposed to be. On reaching abnormal values, it will send an
alert to the person monitoring the wearer (in our scope, we
intend for the progeny to do the same)

IX. FUTURE SCOPE
The proposed model was initially designed for the purposes
of a low-cost health monitoring device for the elderly. One of
the base inspirations for this project was to provide a constant
feeling of security as the system would inform the needed
services as soon as there is a deviation from normal health
conditions. Keeping in mind the future, the model is designed
to be very modular which when provided the needed research
would prove useful in a wide array of situations.

[3] Al-Khafajiy, M., Baker, T., Chalmers, C., Asim, M., Kolivand, H.,
Fahim, M., & Waraich, A. (2019). Remote health monitoring of elderly
through wearable sensors. Multimedia Tools and Applications, 78(17),
24681-24706.
[4] Wu, Y. C., Hsu, W. H., Chang, C. S., Yu, W. C., Huang, W. L., & Chen,
M. J. (2010, December). A smart-phone-based health management system
using a wearable ring-type pulse sensor. In International Conference on
Mobile and Ubiquitous Systems: Computing, Networking, and Services (pp.
409-416). Springer, Berlin, Heidelberg.
[5] Meijer, G. C., Wang, G., & Heidary, A. (2018). Smart temperature
sensors and temperature sensor systems. In Smart Sensors and MEMs (pp.
57-85). Woodhead Publishing.
[6] Roy, J. K., Deb, B., Chakraborty, D., Mahanta, S., & Banik, N. (2013).
The wearable eletronic rescue system for home alone elderly-labview &
arduino evaluation. IOSR J. Electron. Commun. Eng, 8(6), 50-55.
[7] Pinto, S., Cabral, J., & Gomes, T. (2017, March). We-care: An IoT-based
health care system for elderly people. In 2017 IEEE International
Conference on Industrial Technology (ICIT) (pp. 1378-1383). IEEE.
[8] Çiçek, M. E. S. U. T. (2015). Wearable technologies and its future
applications. International Journal of Electrical, Electronics and Data
Communication, 3(4), 45-50.
[9] Haghi, M., Thurow, K., & Stoll, R. (2017). Wearable devices in medical
internet of things: scientific research and commercially available
devices. Healthcare informatics research, 23(1), 4.

Hospitals are a frequent sight for the elderly who are not in
the best of health. When they are patients at the hospital, they
are in constant care and it provides a certain degree of safety
to the individual but what about the cases when they are
discharged? We plan on issuing a standard ElMo watch to
every such patient that are at potential future risks. Not only
does this help the hospital to avoid the situation where the
person at risk might be alone but also gives the immediate
location and time of the person who might be in a life-or-death
situation.
Another such future application of the ElMo watch is to prove
useful for the safety of the soldiers on the frontlines in the
defence force of the country. In many such cases the soldiers
are wounded but there is a valid chance that they may be far
from a medic. The ElMo watch will provide constant
monitoring of the vital statistics and a live GPS location of
each soldier with a minimalistic model of the same.
A major shortcoming of this project was the lack of a reliable
wide-range database thus limiting the research. In the future,
the usage ofa more thorough and complete database would
enable the training of a better machine learning model and
more accurate predictions. They can also include from a
locality of a certain city’s hospitals to provide a much more
territorially accurate dataset. This can further be tied up with
UNESCO to provide a global reach such that the world will
never be in a situation where there won’t be any data to refer
to. A much more streamlined model with an even compact
design could be put in the works for an even higher
accessibility and capability for 24/7 monitoring.
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Abstract—This paper presents building up a web-based
framework named Vision-Based Inventory Management
System for dealing with the stock arrangement of any
association. The Vision Based Inventory Management System
(VBIMS) alludes to the framework and cycles to deal with a load
of association and the contribution of the Technology
framework. This system can be used to store inventory
information, perform stock maintenance, update inventory
based on sales data, produce sales reports, and view inventory
reports on a regular or weekly basis. A camera is included in the
device to capture shelf photos of the items on the shelf. A
product name, sort, image, and other inventory data are stored
in an inventory database. A picture count Correlational
database keeps track of historical product inventory
management and shelf counts for the product associated with
that historical product picture. A vision-based system can
segment the shelf images into product inventory images,
compare the inventory images to the historical images, and
update the shelf inventory data in the inventory database based
on the product shelf inventory counts associated with the
matched historical images in the image-count correlation
database. Automated inventory management system is aimed to
reduce errors while recording the stock. A good inventory
management system ensures quality control in business
transactions revolving around consumer goods
Keywords—Object
Learning

Detection,
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INTRODUCTION

Vision Based Inventory Management System (VBIMS) is
targeted towards industries and retail organisations of all
sizes. The objective is to solve the inventory issues in
consumer goods companies that suffer from insufficiency of
skilled labour and storage space facilities. An automated
system benefitsorganisation which have a single authority for
recording and maintaining the inventory. It increases the
security aspect in retail spaces and discards human errors for
updating the inventory. The system deals with the tracking
number of goods in real-time-like world, so the cost must be
stabilized. Since the established system is given to distinct
tracking items with a minor change, flexibility is a significant
challenge. The cost is considered because implementing the
framework for comprehensive user applications should not be
prohibitively expensive.

II. METHODOLOGY
To train our future model we need the information of Pictures
of items on the rack to acquaint with our calculation and train
it to identify them. There are a lot of such datasets freely
accessible for use through Kaggle/Coco Datasets. Another
alternative would be to make our own dataset. Moreover, we
could likewise create manufactured information from the
accessible dataset utilizing picture handling libraries like
OpenCV or PIL (rotate, change splendour, zoom, commotion,
and shading). This presents more variety like with video
outlines, they will in general recurrent themselves and makes
the model better.
For object detection models, we have jumping boxes around
objects of intrigue. For this, we will use labelling. It is written
in Python and utilizes Qt for the interface. This is a very handy
instrument and explanations are made in the Pascal
VOCdesign which makes it simple to makeTFRecord
documents.
To train the Tensorflow Object DetectionAPI on your custom
data set we will prefer models like Region convolutional
network (RCNN) Resnet or RCNN InceptionResnet to get a
direct trade-off between speed and accuracy. After the data is
trained on our model, we will look at various options to
increase the accuracy score and debug the errors.
We also plan on adding new data that is taken on a daily basis
(after refinement) into our object detection model. This makes
the model more robust for future usage.
The Vision Based Inventory Management System software
will be created, and all data pertaining to the association's
supply will be added. It is an intranet-based work area
programme with an administrator section to manage the stock
and the stock system. There is an arrangement of refreshing
the stock too. Each new stock is made and entitled with the
name and thesection date of that stock and it can likewise be
modified whenever needed according to the exchange or the
deal is finished. Here the login page is made so as to ensure
the administration of the supply of association to keep it from
the strings and abuse of the stock.

The vision based system is also applicable for conditions
dispensable of human contact that could be found in
healthcare sectors
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III.

BLOCK DIAGRAM

Fig.1 Block Diagram for Object Detection

IV.

DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT

Object Detection: It is the method of identifying real-world
object instances like vehicles, bikes, TV, flowers, and
humans in still images or Videos. It allows for the
identification, localization, and detection of multiple objects
within an image which provides us with a much better
understanding of an image as a whole. It is commonly used
in applications such as image retrieval, security, surveillance,
and advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS). The
TensorFlow object detection API is the framework for
creating a deep learning network that solves object detection
problems.
R-CNN: The R-CNN detector first produces area proposals
using an algorithm such as Edge Boxes. The idea regions are
cropped out of the picture and resized. Then, the CNN
classifies the cropped and resized areas. Finally, the area
proposal bounding boxes are refined by a support vector
machine (SVM) that is trained using CNN features. Use the
train R-CNN Object Detector feature to train an R-CNN
object detector. The function returns an R-CNN Object
Detector object which detects objects in an image.
Web Application: The web application is based with respect
to 3-level engineering of the Django framework. The 3-level
incorporates the three progressions of programming rationale
from client interface to the data set and again data set to UI
with the ideal data mentioned by the customers. The middle
of three includes the rationale layer for adequately and
accurately controlling the solicitation. The 3-level
incorporates the accompanying:
a) Client level: The visual part is actualized utilizing a wide
range of swing segments, which doesn't settle on information
base decisions. The primary capacity of this stage is to show
data to the client upon the client's solicitation created by the
client's information sources, for example, terminating button
occasions. For the model, stock rundown will appear when
the client clicks the "show" button in the event that the
individual wants to know the rundown of stock staying in the
association.
b) Business level: The centre stage, market rationale, is
named by the customer to make information-based inquiries.
It offers a centre ability of the system just like a network to
the knowledge level, which rearranges assignments that were
finished by the customers' level.
c) Data level: The information layer is additionally the class
that gets the information from the business level and sends it
to the information base or gets the information from the data
collection and sends it to the business level. This is the true
•Proceedings for DJ STRIKE 2021

DBMS entry layer or article layer likewise named the market
object. MySQL information base network is utilized to deal
with the communication between the centre level and the
backend information base by giving complex data set
inquiries.
Development Tools:
Microsoft Visual Studio:
Microsoft Visual Studio is an integrated development
environment (IDE) from Microsoft. It is used to build console
and graphical user interface applications along with
Windows Form applications, websites, web applications, and
web services in both native code along with controlled code
for all platforms supported by Microsoft Windows. We will
use Visual Studio Community for developing the Inventory
Management System Application.
Django Framework + React.js
The Django Framework is a development platform for web
based applications. Django is a Python-based free and opensource web framework that follows the model-templateviews architectural pattern.
React.js is a JavaScript library for building user interfaces. It
builds encapsulated components that manage their own state,
then composes them to make complex UIs.
MySQL
MySQL Database Service is a fully managed database
service to deploy cloud-native applications using the world's
most popular open source database.
Output:

Fig.2Detection of a Phone and a Person
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Fig.3Detection of Multiple objects
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VI.

in doing day by day deals
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used on new data.

Completion of the web
design.
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effective
and smooth working of
project.

CONCLUSION

A lot of research has been in done in understanding computer
vision. Hence, RCNN is implemented in association with
OpenCV to detect the object and apply it to it a vision based
inventory management system.
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1 U.

Abstract—This paper proposed the design of a
medicinedispenser that is powered by Nano Atmega
controller which will aid people to collect medicines on time
and in quantity prescribed by their doctor. Due to high cost
and lack of knowledge on this topic along with availability
only two out of fifty people are making use of assistive
technology. By 2050, every 10 out of 20 households will need
one assistive product with many elderly needing 2 or more, it
has been researched that humans are more concerned about
their physique rather than health, this device aims to address
this problem by reminding them to take medication on time
within the prescribed time, it’s a combination of physical and
digital reminder for a patient that is useful for people of any
age, but especially helpful for patients who forget taking their
medicines, one of the major perks of this device is the system
is easy to handle and make it cost-efficient, the device uses
Arduino, LCD display, a buzzer and Real clock (RTC)
module and RFID system that would alarm the patients and
lcd would remind them to take medicine and the proper
dosage of it at the prescribed time. Elderly patients as well as
economically backward people can benefit a lot from this
portable and economical system. Our medicine box can be a
boon to families with elder people as their responsibilities are
reduced by reminding them to take medicines on time.
Keywords—ArduinoNano, WIFI module, LCD screen, IOT
database, Real Time Clock (RTC) Module, Buzzer.

I.

INTRODUCTION

After analyzing mortality rates for 8 years John Hopkins
Patient safety experts estimate that more than 250,000
deaths occur due to lack of proper medication. In the
program in the medical field, innovation plays an important
role in sustainability health. Similarly, it seems that most of
the population in India is dying due to lack of access to
medications on time. The problem arises most of the time
night times when there is an urgent need for medication but
drugstores are closed or stock drugs may not be available
the best solution conditions can be Any Time Medicine
Dispenser. However, there are a variety of drugs that are
distributed equipment available on the market. But most of
them are customized for home use which is why it will not
be used for external applications
The capturing of information using sensors or information
provided by the user and storing it in a secured manner over
the web to use and personalize it later is IOT. In simple
terms, Internet of things can be defined as the wireless
network of devices communicating with each other to
enhance the user experience and cater their needs.
Collection of real-time dataand recording database of
patients has become easy due to the use of Internet of
Things. One of the most common reasons for the failure of
a method to cure a patient is because of not taking the
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medicine at the prescribed time. People aged 50 or above
are prone to diseases such as high blood pressure, diabetes,
Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s to name a few. Missing a dose
for such a patient can prove to be very harmful. Hence it is
vital for the patients to take the medicines on time. With
increasing age people tend to forget to take their medicines
on time and working people tend to forget the medicines
due to fast paced life and not maintaining work-life balance.
This project aims to provide aid to people to take their
medicines or even to those who have to take a lot of
medicines and help them take right medicine for the right
ailment. So this project will guide people provide to
information about the patient’s status whether he has taken
the medicine or not. In this era, it is difficult for the family
members to be present all the time for the aged. Today, most
of the families in our society are a nuclear family. Elderly
prefer staying independent, but it is a worry for their
children. Sometimes, even after taking all precautions
elderly forget to take medicines this device would help to
reduce the discomfort.
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is an automatic
identification technology that enables tracking of people
and objects .RFID utilizes electromagnetic waves for
transmitting and receiving information stored in a tag
to/from a reader. A typical RFID system is made by at least
three components: the radio frequency transponder (tag),
the reader which is basically a transceiver controlled by a
microprocessor used to inquiry a tag, client software to
communicate with a reader through a reader protocol,
collecting, storing, and/or processing codes retrieved from
the tags. RFID Technology has an edge over other
identification systems such as barcode systems, magnetic
strip cards, smart cards, and biometrics (voice,
fingerprinting, retina scanning) because it requires no line
of sight for communication, sustains harsh physical
environments, allows for simultaneous identification, has
excellent data storage, wide read range and is cost and
power efficient.
The dispenser uses a care card that is used to store user
information such as username, password, user prescription,
etc. So here we use the RFID tag used to identify the user
and this RFID tag uses radio frequency identification
devices toidentify and track user records such as login and
the number and medication taken by the user to keep it for
future reference. The RFID tag system includes the marker
itself, the read / write device, and the data management
system for data collection, processing and transmission.
Drugs use Arduino nano as the main controller of the
system to attach the entire module to its function and on the
machine we need more pins so that the controller we have
selected is Arduino nano.
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II.

OBJECTIVE

Researchers are carried in the present society to increase
human life length. Medicines and antibiotics are being
optimized to eradicate any illness as quickly as possible to
reduce risk of human life. Innovation plays a vital role in
sustaining health in the medical field. Optimization of role
of medicines can be done in our society by implementation
of medicine dispenser. Pills have became an important part
of daily life, negligence involving improper drugs to
patients have been noticed, one of the examples of such
situation is when a nurse gave a patient paralytic instead of
an antacid as suggested by the doctor which resulted into
the patient’s death.
On observing the death rates of recent years, safety experts
have calculated more than 250,000 deaths have occurred
due to lack of proper medication or excess dose. After
noticing all this facts we can state that taking correct pills
by correct patients at correct time is crucial ; otherwise,
taking the wrong pill or over dosing or missing a dose can
cause many risky scenarios, ranging from minor health
problems to death. Alzheimer's disease is the most wellknown form of dementia, a general term for memory loss
and other intellectual abilities severe enough to interfere
with day-to-day life. Implementation of medicine dispenser
will tackle their inability to remember by reminding them
to take medicines on time. Hence by assembling this our
goal is to deal with this problem. This medicine dispenser
has Arduino nano as one of its fundamental component
along with Wi-Fi, RTC module, buzzer etc. Medicine plays
a very significant role in civilized societies and this
medication dispenser shall help optimize the process of
getting medicine to people as well as ensuring it is
consumed by patients on time.
This medicine dispenser is mainly intended for:
1.

Senior Citizens

2.

Chronic illness patients

3.

Visually impaired patients

Medication errors are known to occur in the ordering,
transcription, dispensing and administration phase of
medication use. This medicine dispenser is designed to
eliminate two most common causes of medicine-related
errors that is misunderstanding of medication directions and
inconvenience of rigid medication schedules. Installation in
nursing homes can help distinguish the prescription of
many patients, thus decreasing the risk of unintended
ingestion of inappropriate medication and also reducing the
burden on nurses and other medical personnel working
there. Patients with time-sensitive regimens for drugs, such
as patients with transplants, etc., need not think about not
taking their medications on time. IOT is defined by the
capture and sharing of vital network-connected device data
through a secure service layer. Simply put, the wireless
network of devices which are used to share data and
information whichare further used to communicate and
generate new data that can be recorded and analysed for
future purpose. Collection of real-time data and recording
database of patients has become easy due to the use of
Internet of Things. This RFID based medicine dispenser is
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also constructed with cost-effective means so as it can be
made readily available to the people in need at a
significantly lesser cost
III. PROPOSED DESIGN
In this, the primary element is the arduino. An RFID
scanner and a card are being used in this project. If the card
is approved by the scanner, when the RFID card is swiped
and shows read data, the RFID reader reads the user's
information. The expiry dates of the chosen drug are taken
into account by the machine and a warning note is displayed
on the LCD. Then, through a servo motor, the system
delivers the specified drugs. If there is an inconsistency
while scanning the card, "Card not accepted" will be
displayed on the LCD screen. The "Container empty"
message will be displayed on the LCD screen after the stock
of medicines is over. We're also going to link this to the
desired number, so the user will receive a notification about
the drugs being refilled. Similarly, it can also be connected
to the number of pharmacist so that it can actively send a
message to replenish the order. The medicine dispenser
would consist of a small box separated into several parts for
up to a selected number of patients to store pills for a week.
The box will be attached to an RTC board, an Arduino
microcontroller unit being used as the main microcontroller
that will track and administer work as and when the
peripheral devices render a request. Each patient is given an
RFID tag. The prescription drug will be dispensed as it is
brought close to the reader. RTC is used to compare the time
the dosage is to be given with the current time. The clock
will have information about seconds, minutes, and hours.
The real-time clock will begin to tick and the buzzer will
alert the patient, caretaker and a warning will be displayed
on the LCD when it approaches the designated time of
intake. LCD is also used to display prerequisite text written
in the program such as patient name, date and time. The
WIFI-module will be used to send the results that are stored
in the database. The RFID tag and reader provide the system
with a basic safety feature that only dispenses the correct
dosage when a valid tag is read at a given time.

Fig.1 Flowchart of the proposed design

IV. IMPLEMENTATION
This medicine dispenser uses a Arduino nano board
comprising of ATmega328 microcontroller with an
operating voltage 5 volts and input voltage ranging between
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7 to 12 volts. It consists of 14 Digital I/O pins of which 6
provide PWM output and 6 provide Analog input. It more
or less works in similar way like arduino board only lacks
DC jack.

automatically. The user will also receive an email if the
medicine is not taken. Iot cloud will have the database of
the medicine for pre ordering while the medicines are going
to be emptied. Also if on given time medicine aren’t
dispensed a buzzer is connected and it goes on which is
useful for people with dementia and also old people since it
works as an alarm to alert patients.

Fig.4 Connections of sensors with Arduino nano

V.

Fig.2 Interfacing Nano with RFID reader

An RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) is used for the
collection of user input. The active RFID tags have their
own source of power. They can transmit stronger signals
over long distances and can operate in rugged environment
for many years. RFID tag is scanned on the RFID reader by
the user which acts as a health care card, as soon as the card
is read users name will be displayed on the LCD.
Implementation of 16x2 Alphanumeric LCD display is
done to indicate information to the user regarding which
medicine has been prescribed.

CONCLUSION

There is abundance of models that are serving the identical
purpose. But these systems are difficult to use, non-mobile,
expensive and a fancy process. The devised system
overcomes all of the above problems and it's simply
affordable with better accuracy, this method is useful to
each people. It is helpful for tracking regular medicine
intake andreduces manual supervision and human effort.
With the straightforward circuit design and cheap
alternative sensors comes as a boon for the users, a
straightforward solution for mothers and people who
provide help for the aged and suffering. It can find its use in
every household or hospital that has medical supervision
and may be marketed as an efficient solution for us. The
goal of this system is to produce healthy, tension free life
for those that are taking pills regularly and to supply it at a
reasonable cost.

Fig.3 Circuit Diagram

Along with this later Servo motor is attached. When correct
RFID card is detected Servo motor turns at a certain angle
resulting in the dispensing of the medicine. With the help of
RTC module after every 6 hours medicine will be dispensed
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Fig.5 Medicine Dispenser Box
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VI. SOCIAL IMPACT
Medication management gets cumbersome task and elderly
suffer from different causes with relation to vision, thinking
ability and physical function. Over time the medicine
dispenser shall evolve into a tool that shall help thousands
of individuals take their medications properly, remain
independent in their home, and out of the hospital and
institution. Developing an innovative drug dispenser will
dramatically improve the standard of life for senior citizens
and patients hoping on healthcare practitioners for his or her
livelihoods. The proposed design is aimed for people with
poor memory like those with Alzheimer and dementia, it
can also be used for patients with psychological issues,
learning difficulties, physical difficulties, patients with
long-term medical conditions on a daily pill regime, and
therefore the visually impaired. The term ‘Missed dose’ is
integral to numerous appraisals of medication adherence.
Nonetheless, few examinations have explored how patients
conceptualize missed dosages or the degree of the
concordance or harshness amongst patients and physicians.
Device dispensing medications was developed to ease the
complicated process of handling medications with the goal
of minimizing drug intake mistakes and improving
coordination with the recipients it will prevent errors in
hospitals and retirement homes where many pills should
incline daily to everyone in all the patients, each patient
owing a tool would reduce the possibilities of errors
occurring and and increase the pace of the caretakers/nurses
by allowing the device to be refilled quickly without much
hassle and can be customised for various patients on their
needs. Medication error prevention and enhanced
coordination are critical so as to fulfil the broader targets of
increased ends up in older adults’ health status,
hospitalization rates, hospital admission rates, overallcost
of treatment. The Design of the device would get only better
after using it in real-world. This RFID based medicine
dispenser is intended with cost-effective means so because
it will be made readily available to the people in need at a
significantly lesser cost.

3. Security: With the addition of facial recognition
technology, biometric or retina scanning, this pill box
can be made more secure so that no unauthorized
person can handle the pill boxes or exchange the
medicines without authentication.
VIII.LITERATURE SURVEY
According to World Health Organization, over 80% of the
people above the age of 60 years are prescribed medicines
to be taken 3-4 times a day. Due to growing population and
unhealthy lifestyle there has been an increase in Cardio
vascular diseases and Diabetes, hence taking medication on
time has become a necessity. But among this huge chunk of
elderly is having the issues related to forgetting the taking
of medicines at right time. The common techniques usually
used are traditional alarm clock or printed medicine
containers. This doesn’t account overdosage of medicine or
taking wrong medicine due to error of judgement. It only
uses a clock, and alerts on a specified time . The system also
has a buzzer which acts as an alarm which rings for a
duration of 120 seconds if the medicine is not collected on
time. The model has a lcd attached which shows Time and
If alarm is triggered and type of medicine which gives more
information to the user.
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1U.

Abstract—Life is turning into a tedious cycle which makes it
very difficult to set medical appointments nose to nose and to
take care of correct health care. The most important motive
behind our project is to supply ease and luxury to patients as
taking appointments from doctors can be cumbersome and it
also resolves the difficulties that the patient faces when s
creating a meeting. the applying acts as a consumer whereas the
info containing the doctor’s details, patient’s details, and
appointment details are maintained by Firebase that acts as a
real-time database.
Keywords—Arduino, Mongo Db, Firebase, LM35 sensor, HC-05
module, embedded system, Remote XY.

I.

INTRODUCTION

application that increases the standard of the health treatment
received by the patients. The Medico Web App runs on or
laptops, computers, desktops, android, etc. This technique
allows users to conveniently book appointments whenever
and wherever they in a convenient way. Doctor’s instructions,
prescriptions, guidelines, and appointment details are often
written to the appliance within the website so that the least
amount of contact is made with the patients. This technique
also enables users to see their wellness progress by
representing their recorded data and may alert them on their
prescription renewal dates. The patients would be benefited
because they will not be restricted to a single bed as the
sensors are wearable and you do not need an assistant doctor
or nurse to log in the health vitals of the patient manually thus
reducing any possible human error and making the procedure
very simple. The goal of such systems is to supply early
warning of physiological deterioration such preventative
clinical action could also be taken to enhance patient
outcomes. There are many advantages to using different sorts
of sensors. It is often used for a broader range of patients and
medical professionals and people living in rural or isolated
regions. The user can sign in using their google account a
feature available when using firebase. This avoids the hassle
of remembering too many account passwords.

Today, individuals are significantly involved concerning
observation and keeping track of their health data. DM and
very important signs are the foremost wide unfold chronic
diseases and are particularly common among aged
individuals. it's recommended throughout a publication of the
Department of Health and Human Services that to remain
blood glucose and sign at a healthy level, individuals with
polygenic disease and sign need to keep a balance between 3
necessary aspects: diet, exercise, and so on the drugs in daily
routine. Therefore, continuous self-monitoring of the blood
III.
PROPOSED DESIGN
sugar level (blood sugar) and pressure, daily diet, special
symptoms, allergies, and drugs is important among these
The Medico Healthcare application is divided into two
individuals. There exist few gadgets which can live these
sections:
variations, however, recording these variations often is also a
tedious and long task. A smartphone or computer-based aid
1) Book for doctors.
management system would be a perfect platform for
2) Doctor friendly application which can be used to detect
developing associate degree applications and alter users to
health conditions.
reinforce their expertise. So, the website is chosen to develop
the aid management system. Therefore, several of the
A. System Modules
shortcomings mentioned within the higher appointments than
paragraphs will be eliminated. during this project a sensible
Bluetooth enabled. The Temperature sensor LM35 is used to
patient’s health care management system, Medico is intended,
check the body temperature of the patients. The server pins
developed, enforced, and valid the booming operation which
are connected via analog pins in Arduino which behaves like
will assist patients and health professionals in some ways.
Medico permits users to create appointments with the doctors
a prominent server. It reads the real-time values and updates
they need to satisfy on the day they're free within the slot they
them to remote XY DB which is then used to display them
need looking on the unfinished time slots on the market.
on a phone app interface. The sample parameters used are:
Doctors are attending to be able to have the patient's
temperature by transferring knowledge from a detector via
Bluetooth from a selected patient via a phone app. because of
Parameter
Range
risingcorona cases, a temperature check could be a should
before the patient will be referred to as certain an arrangement.
Body Temperature
34.5-38.5C
This helps doctors to stay safe and make suggestions on the
current health scenario of the patients and therefore the
vii.Appointment Section:
appropriate solution to their problems.
II.

OBJECTIVE

An endeavor is formed to advance the interaction between a
doctor and an individual via a sensible application. It’s an
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This module explains in-depth the steps to be taken for
booking an appointment to visit their respective doctor if they
detect any abnormality in the health. The important
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parameters like age, weight are already taken from the patient
while placing an appointment.

We aim to keep the UI simple. It is multipurpose so that
overall appointment booking can be made easy for anyone to
operate. Lm 35 when compared with compact sensor performs
significantly better.
Overall this system increases efficiency. The technologies
used in the system are:

Fig 1: Booking appointment by choosing the date of the month

Firebase[1]: Firebase is a type of database system which has
included real-time processing to handle workloads whose
state keeps on changing and is inconsistent. Since it is a realtime database it differs from conventional databases which
contain persistent data, that need not be affected by timer. We
can take into account the IoT system which is made up of 2
endpoints, the first one being that the IoT device is answerable
for sending the info to the Firebase Realtime Database. This
will result in communication with the second endpoint — the
online app — which will read the information signals and it
will be displayed pleasantly on the dashboard.
Mongo DB: MongoDB[2] is a document database, which
means it stores data in JSON-like documents. We believe this
is the most natural way to think about data and is much more
expressive and powerful than the traditional row/column
model.
The eclectic composition to be used in the system are:

Fig 2: Booking appointment by choosing slots available for the
following day

Fig 3: Block diagram of the database system

Temperature Sensor: A temperature sensor could be a device
that senses variations in temperature across it. LM35[3] may
be a basic temperature sensor that may be used for
experimental purposes. It gives the readings in centigrade
(degree Celsius) and Fahrenheit. The LM35 sensor is used to
measure temperature which is an IC sensor that measures the
temperature with the help of an analog outputproportional to
the temperature.

Fig 5: LM35 Temperature sensor

HC-05 Bluetooth Module[4]: This Bluetooth Module has its
primary use as a transparent wireless serial connection set up
which makes it simple to operate as a Bluetooth SPP module.
It sends an easy thanks to the controller interface or pc via
serial communication. HC-05 Bluetooth module consists of
two switching modes one being master and the other
beingslave mode which means it can use neither receiving nor
transmitting data.

Fig 4: Ways to connect sensors to a database, website/app

IV.

IMPLEMENTATION
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RemoteXY: RemoteXY[6] is an easy way to make and use a
mobile graphical user interface for controller boards to control
via smartphone or tablet. Distinctive features are that the
interface structure is stored in the controller. When connected,
there is no interaction with servers to download the interface.
The interface structure is downloaded to the mobile
application from the controller. One mobile application can
manage all of your devices. the amount of devices isn't
limited. The connection between the controller and therefore
the mobile device using Bluetooth, WiFi client and access
point, Ethernet by IP or URL, Internet from anywhere through
the cloud server or USB (Android only that support USB
OTG).

Fig 6: HC-05 Bluetooth Module

Arduino Nano: The Arduino Nano[5] which is supported by
ATmega328 (Arduino Nano 3.x). is a small, complete, and
breadboard-friendly board. It has somewhat similar
functionality to the UNO version of it because of the Arduino
Duemilanove but in a very different package. The only
functionality it does not have is a DC power jack and it works
with Mini USB as compared to the customary one used in
UNO.
Fig 9: Output of the temperature sensor on the remote xy app

The user can log in through the login page check his
temperature using the LM35 sensor which shows the
temperature. This temperature is sent through a Bluetooth
module that connects to an android app on the phone which
displays the current temperature. After logging in the user can
then schedule an appointment with the doctor of their choice
on the day they are available in the future. The website
displays the list of available doctors for the following day and
the respective slots available. Slots are given for each patient
to avoid crowding at the hospital and social distancing can be
maintained.
V.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

Fig 7: Arduino nano

We have accomplished our task of making a simple UI that
can book appointments for patients at their convenience and
also check their temperature. We are glad to be able to work
as a team and complete the project in its stipulated period.

Fig 8: Connections of the Arduino nano, temperature sensor and
Bluetooth module
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Fig 10: Login Page using Google account
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D. It can also be used to connect the application to the
healthcare devices such as monitors which send data to our
application.
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Fig 12: Appointment Page showing text boxes to fill

Fig 13: Appointment Page filled

A. Healthcare services enable professionals to leverage the
benefits of technological advancements. Doctors annurses
would likely want to be mobile or anywherewhere it's
easily accessible. additionally to the sensorsused another
sensor also can be added within the futurelike ECG sensor,
heartbeat sensor, blood oximeter, etc.this method can even be
developed as an application ofthe Health Monitoring System
within the future. Thearchitecture for supporting this might be
designed in different possible ideas, but the most parts that
should berealized would be
B. A System for the monitoring devices to send their data
into, how companies have a server with a database.
C. A healthcare device for android devices to store the
information.
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Abstract—The quest of learning computer vision and utilizing it
for growth of mankind has been a long one. Over the most
recent twenty years different procedures have been proposed.
As the quantity of handling methods continue to expand, it gets
simpler to make innovations which can without much of a
stretch distinguish objects. The quantity of object locators
accessible today indisputably show that identification should be
possible with less complex strategies which are suitable for a
large portion of the clients. This opens the chance of improving
the current object detectors and makes it cost proficient. This
paper proposes the application of current innovations in
cultivating, it presents the detection of a ripened fruit by an
automated cost-effective Fruit Harvester. This project is
intended to help the farmers save their effort by making their
work convenient which consequently increases productivity
Keywords— OpenCV, Vision recognition system, Fruit Detection
machine vision, fruit harvesting robot, YOLO, RPI Camera
module, Image processing

I.INTRODUCTION
Horticulture assumes a critical part in mankind's regular day
to day existence as well as in the worldwide economy. Due
to the lack of manpower to carry out the harvesting process it
has become increasingly necessary to integrate technology
into this process. Progressed innovations can be utilized to
give computerized answers for physically performed
assignments supporting, along these lines, accuracy
cultivating. Thus, the incorporation of those cutting-edge
advancements in cultivating represents a moving assignment
to the exploration local area from an assortment of logical
fields like Remote Sensing, Machine Learning or Robotics.
Today there has been innovation to mechanize most of the
human work however it is least in the field of Agriculture.
The farming area in India endures most considering its old
techniques for reaping which require heaps of labour and
results in helpless yields. At the core of this wonder is the
requirement for essentially expanded creation yields. The UN
gauges the total populace will ascend from 7.3 billion today
to 9.7 billion out of 2050. The world will require much more
food, and ranchers will confront genuine strain to stay aware
of interest.
The accurate detection of different fruits is considered
challenging and essential tasks. For the achievement of
accurate results at these tasks, the need of a high-quality
labelled dataset is required. However, there is a lack of such
publicly available benchmark datasets for precision farming,
which restricts the efficient application of modern
technologies, like machine learning algorithms, in
greenhouses.
II.OBJECTIVE
The objective of our project is to be able to detect different
types of fruits that are required to be harvested or plucked
•Proceedings for DJ STRIKE 2021
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from the tree. The autonomous robot uses computer vision in
order to detect the fruits with the help of a camera module.
This real time detection is aided by the images and other data
used to train the algorithm used. Once there is a fruit detected
it is scanned to detect if it is the appropriate colour for
harvesting. Once this process is completed the robotic arm
attached to the robot is placed in position to harvest the fruit
from the tree.
III.PROPOSED DESIGN
The project will comprise a camera module that will capture
images from the reaEl-time video at 30 frames per second.
These images would then undergo various pre-processing
techniques. The preprocessing will be done on the Raspberry
pi. Method 1 uses OpenCV. Method 2 uses OpenCV and
neural networks (Tensorflow/PyTorch).
We have used the Open-CV which is an open-source
platform for the overall implementation of the project. It is a
powerful framework which has many algorithms and
techniques for identifying and classifying images. It helps to
pre-process data and is much faster than most of the other
libraries with a very high operational speed with minimum
glitches. It has in-built trained models which reduce out setup
time for training models for comparison. It conveniently uses
the Raspberry-PI and python platforms to make the
recognition task easier. It is widely used for real time
applications which have high accuracy requirement. It has
defined functions which help in detecting an object invariable
lighting conditions, of different sizes and different look
angles. The convolutional neural network helps in defining
surfaces and boundaries for the correct allocation of objects
and thus their identification.
Python: This general-purpose programming language. It
supports multiple programming paradigms like objectoriented, procedural, functional and many more. It offers a
simple syntax for the developers. The advantage of using
Python is that it has multiple libraries for specific
applications. This makes a popular choice.
The Raspberry Pi camera module: It is a 5 MP camera
designed especially for the Pi. It offers a resolution of 1080p
at a framerate of 30 frames/sec. The camera module is cheap
and robust and is the best option for image processing on the
Pi.
YOLOv3: It is a variant of a popular object detection
algorithm YOLO – ‘You Only Look Once’. YOLO is an
intelligent convolutional neural network (CNN) for live
detection of objects. This algorithm uses a single neural
network for the full image, and then allocates the image into
regions and predicts binding boxes and probabilities.
We are using YOLO because it achieves high accuracy while
also being able to run in real-time. The algorithm looks once
at the image which means that it requires only one forward
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propagation pass through the neural network to predict
values. After non-max suppression (which makes sure the
object detection algorithm only detects each object once), it
then outputs the recognized objects together with the
bounding boxes. With YOLO, a single CNN can
simultaneously predict multiple bounding boxes and
probabilities of classes for those boxes. It trains full images
and optimizes the detection performance directly.
The processor speed ranges from 700 MHz to 1.4 GHz for Pi
3 Model B+
The Raspberry Pi 3B+ features dual-band IEEE
802.11b/g/n/ac Wi-Fi, Bluetooth 4.2, and Gb Ethernet

from the image. The mask will be further divided into two
types, one for the lower intensity levels and one for the higher
intensity levels. We also used trackbar as an alternative
approach to get the desired value of the fruit’s colour in HSV.

Fig 3. Trackbar

Fig 1. YOLO Architecture

Fig 2. Raspberry Pi

IV.IMPLEMENTATION
The first method is the image processing method. The
method 1 has further been divided into 1A and 1B. In 1A we
have used simple thresholding and dilation while in 1B we
have used morphological transformations. We will be
extracting various features from the images in the dataset so
that our model will learn to classify the fruits as per our
requirement. Some features are mentioned below: - The
following was carried out to detect a Tomato and Apple. We
start by converting the rgb image to gray scale.
Using kernel of 7 by 7, we applied median blur is used to
reduce salt and pepper noise. We tried using different
blurring techniques and found median blur as most
appropriate.
To detect the colour, a mask is applied on the captured frame
such that only the desired colour i.e. colour of fruit is
highlighted. The captured image is in the RGB colour space
and is converted into the HSV colour space. This helps in
highlighting the single colour and blocking all other colours
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For improving the accuracy of contours morphological
transformation is used on the image. Applied morphological
operation closing to remove holes inside fruit image. Applied
morphological operation opening to remove external image
noise. Since morphological transformation had a certain time
lag in real time we used simple thresholding along with image
dilation. Dilation function is used to remove noise from the
image. This along with canny edge detection gave an output
with negligible time lag in real time.
Applied Laplacian transform for edge detection. Other edge
detection method were also used like Canny, SobelX, SobelY
and Scharr for edge detection. Comparing results we saw
Laplacian provided best results.
In image processing detecting the shapes is done with the
help of contours. Contours are basically all the points along
the boundary of an object in the image with the same colour
or intensity. Upon detecting the contours, the number of
vertices play an important role in identifying whether the
object of interest is a square or a rectangle or a circle. There
is an available function in OpenCV to find contours in the
image. The contours are points along the boundary and these
are stored in the memory. We can define the contours by only
the vertice points without storing all the pixels along the
boundary, this process is used in almost all shape detection
applications and is known as contour approximation.
minEnclosingCircle is used to find coordinates of center and
radius of circle made on contour. drawContours() is used to
draw contours. Contour only gets displayed if the area of
contour is greater than or equal to threshold area, thus
neglecting all small unnecessary contours in the image.
Now for our method 2 where we leveraged deep learning, we
used the Yolo v3.0.0. We have used the You Only Look Once
(YOLO) program which is primarily a visual aid. We have
used it as it has a very high processing speed and gives almost
all the results properly. We can achieve a certain balance
between these two parameters by changing the model size.
After the insertion of an image into the neural network creates
the necessary parameters and predicts the possibilities of the
frame object. The latest version has several scale forecasts for
advanced classification. YOLO is much faster and more
friendly compared to F-CNN as it offers much lower levels
of delay.
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We started by importing the appropriate libraries. In this case
its numpy and opencv. To make the camera frames we
announced the Video Capture item and gave it a camera
reference. After that we created a temporary loop to continue
getting the most updated frame on the camera. Using the
study method we got a picture and show it using the imshow
function. The next step is to load the yolo3 model. As trained
in the coco dataset we started collecting the names of our
classes. This we imported into the coco.names file.
Each model has two main features. One is Architecture and
the other is weight. For yolov3 we have both separate files.
We therefore imported a structured configuration file and a
weighting file containing the weights.
On the Yolo website we found different cfg files by weight.
We have tried to use many such files and found that 320 is
the best for speed and accuracy.
First we announced the variables of the method. We now
downloaded our model using the readNetFromDarkNet
function. We also set the backend to openCV and target to
CPU. We cannot send our camera image form directly to the
network. It should be in a specific format called blob. We
used the blobFromImage function that creates a 4dimensional blob from an image. Reset size and crop image
from center, subtract used values, scale values by scalefactor,
swap Blue and Red channels. We had kept all default values.
Now depending on the image size we used when
downloading cfg and weight files, we set the image size.
Since we use cfg 320 we have set our whT parameter
(widthHeightTarget) to 320.
retval = cv.dnn.blobFromImage
(image [, scalefactor [, size [, mean [, swapRB [, crop [,
ddepth]]]]])). Since Yolo3 Architecture has 3 layers of
extraction we have to find their names so we can get their
results. To find words we have used the getLayerNames
function. This returns all the names, but all we need is the
names of the extraction layers. We therefore used the
getUnconnectedOutLayers function which returns the output
layer indexes. We now used these references to find names
in our layersNames list. Since we used 0 as the first element
we must subtract 1 from the indices we find performing the
function of getUnconnectedOutLayers.
We will now be able to move forward and get network
results. This will bring us back a list of 3 arrays of the next
size
• 300 x 85
• 1200 x 85
• 4800 x 85
So now that we have the same members that contain all the
details of the boxes, we filter out low confidence and build a
list of appropriate boxes that contain items. We created a new
job under the name findObjects. To keep the details of the
appropriate boxes we will create 3 lists. One will contain the
details of the points in the corner of the junction box, the
other the class id with the highest confidence and the last one
with the highest confidence level of the class. Now we will
take out 3 output and get the boxes one by one. We called
each box a det, short to find, because it contains more
information than just a box link. Now that we have a
confidence level we can refine. So we increased the
confidence limit. So if self-confidence is a greater than this,
it will only be worth the thing found. Then we got the pixel
values of x, y, w, h. To find the pixel value we simply
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multiplied its width and height respectively. Note that we will
use x, y which is the root base than cx, cy which is the center
point. Eventually we added prices to the corresponding lists.
During this time we drew bounding boxes. But sometimes
more than one box points to the same object. In this case,
instead of one acquisition we will have 2 acquisitions, while
we actually have only one acquisition. To combat this
problem we will use Non Max Suppression. In simple terms
NMS removes scattered boxes. It finds scattered boxes and
based on its self-confidence will select a high-confidence box
and compress all the boxes without max. We therefore used
the built-in NMSBoxes function. We entered the points of the
combination box, their confidence values, confidence limit
and nmsThreshold. The function returns the references after
deletion. Now that everything is in order we simply pulled
out the binding boxes and showed the names of the items and
the confidence values. Both the methods were quantized to
fit into the raspberry pi and executed on a robotic arm with
the main goal of fruit harvesting.
V.RESULTS AND CONCLUSION
We observed that method 1B where we utilized the
morphological operations resulted in better accuracy and
smoothness compared to Method 1A. However
Morphological operations are computationally heavy so there
was a significant time lag in real time. Method 1A on the
other hand had negligible time lag in real time.

Fig 4. Method 1A

Fig 5. Method 1B
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Fig 6. Method 2

The Yolo algorithm of neural networks was observed to be
much more accurate than the image processing methods
i.eMethod 1. The neural network was quantized to fit into
the raspberry pi and we were able to detect various fruits
like orange, apple, banana, broccoli, carrot and a potted
plant.
VI.CONCLUSION
Our aim is to make a fruit detection and tracking system
which provides a significant amount of accuracy to the user.
We have tried to make the system simple yet robust such that
it finds application in many other real-life applications. The
above system works satisfactorily for the intended
application of tracking and detecting fruits. The above system
can be improved further to detect good quality ripened fruits
and also distinguish them from artificially ripened fruits.
Further analysis in the image processing sector method can
be carried out to understand and reduce time lag caused by
morphological operations. The project is made so that it also
stays affordable for the farmers and is a relevant to their
application. Furthermore, we aim to improve the project by
improving the accuracy with the solutions discussed above.
The entire software was implemented on a robotic arm and
the fruit was successfully detected and plucked. The robot
was driven with the help of Arduino microcontroller and the
suitable variables were passed to it from the Raspberry Pi 3
upon detection of the desired fruit. Such a system can also be
realized on robots for picking other fruit and vegetables from
the farm.
Block Diagram:

Fig 8. Flowchart of Method 1B

VII.SOCIAL IMPACT
Today there has been innovation to mechanize most of the
human work however it is least in the field of Agriculture.
The agribusiness area in India endures most considering its
out-of-date strategies for reaping which require heaps of
labour and results in helpless yields. At the core of this
wonder is the requirement for essentially expanded creation
yields. The UN gauges the total populace will ascend from
7.3 billion today to 9.7 billion of every 2050. The world will
require significantly more food, and ranchers will confront
genuine strain to stay aware of interest. Indeed, even in the
current situation at the point when the Lockdown was forced
in India vegetables like onions were fit to be collected
however because of deficiency of labour, the yields could not
be reaped at the opportune time which brought about a cross
country lack of onions and made their costs rise
fundamentally. Taking a gander at the circumstance we were
roused to fabricate an automated arm with a productive PC
vision component to specifically cull ready organic products
accordingly diminishing labour. In this manner, building up
a computer vision calculation which can be utilized with an
automated arm can expand exactness, lessen work and time.
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Abstract—Living in today’s world is no easy task but it has
been made much simpler with the help of smart technology.
Things like ordering food, shopping for clothes, transferring
money, communicating with people which earlier might have
taken up huge chunks of time, are now simply a tap away.
Change is the only constant; and the technological trend
towards a new generation of domestic freedom is building. IoT
is leading this trend and bringing about a technological
revolution for this age. The Internet of Things (IoT) is the
network of physical objects that uses sensors to capture data
and embedded connectivity to exchange information over the
internet to drive new value creation. This paper proposes a
smart home automation device that uses various sensors and a
mobile application to make life at home more comfortable and
more secure by combining software and hardware such as
Arduino Uno, LCD Display, LDR, smoke detectors, etc. To top
it off our project is affordable, customizable, and easy to
operate.

Keywords—Arduino Uno, Automation, user-friendly, Sensors,
Smart Home System, security, safety.

I. INTRODUCTION
We live in a strange world these days and the urge for security
and privacy has grown immensely. These two aspects coupled
with comfort have become the most important features as far
as our personal needs are concerned. Digitalization has
become a necessity in today’s world and IoT based home
automation has quickly become a major interest area for many
companies which has led to the creation of Google Home,
Alexa, Philips Smart LED Lights, etc. It is expected that by
2022 the sales of IoT smart home devices will be upwards of
$53 Billion. This is because smart home systems are in major
demand across the globe. As humans we tend to spend a major
portion of our day inside our homes. Hence it makes sense that
we want to have a more secure, comfortable, and enjoyable
experience. Our aim with this project is to create an easy to
use, portable, cheap, and user-friendly Home Automation
System. Our project is designed to run on Arduino Uno
connected to required sensors and electrical appliances like
light bulbs, Fan, Smart lock, etc. all of which are connected to
ESP32 module. All of these can be easily operated using a
designated Android App from anywhere inside the house
without flipping any switches. This project focuses on
security features which will enhance the safety of any house.
The user can leave the house rest assured that it is in safe
hands. IoT can truly revolutionize the manner in which we
conduct our daily tasks and how we interact with our house.
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II.OBJECTIVE
Home automation system is used for controlling home
appliances automatically with the help of various control
systems. This project mainly focuses on making our houses
more smart and secure. Implementing security features with
the help of motion sensors, PIN locks, facial recognition
software can provide us with more certainty and safety than a
regular lock and key. Smoke detectors, temperature sensors,
ultrasonic sound sensors, LDR sensors work in collaboration
with the android app to protect the house from mishaps by
sending us immediate alerts. So, owners can go to work rest
assured that their house is in good hands. Conservation of
energy is the need of the hour and IoT helps us achieve that
by automatically turning off the appliances whenever they are
not required. Hence it ensures less energy usage. This can be
done by using light and temperature sensors correctly or also
with the use of timers which the user can set according to their
preferences. Also, the user can turn on/off the appliances
directly from his smartphone thus eliminating the use of
switches. Our project focuses on tailoring the Home system to
fit the user’s needs.
III. PROPOSED DESIGN
Home automation system is used for controlling home
appliances automatically with the help of various control
systems. This project mainly focuses on making our houses
more smart and secure. Implementing security features with
the help of motion sensors, PIN locks, facial recognition
software can provide us with more certainty and safety than a
regular lock and key. Smoke detectors, temperature sensors,
ultrasonic sound sensors, LDR sensors work in collaboration
with the android app to protect the house from mishaps by
sending us immediate alerts. So, owners can go to work rest
assured that their house is in good hands. Conservation of
energy is the need of the hour and IoT helps us achieve that
by automatically turning off the appliances whenever they are
not required. Hence it ensures less energy usage. This can be
done by using light and temperature sensors correctly or also
with the use of timers which the user can set according to their
preferences. Also, the user can turn on/off the appliances
directly from his smartphone thus eliminating the use of
switches. Our project focuses on tailoring the Home system to
fit the user’s needs.
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Fig.1 Arduino Uno interfacing with its sensors

IV. IMPLEMENTATION
Fig.3 Access Denied Circuit

Fig.2 Circuit of the proposed design of the door
Fig.4 Access Granted Circuit

IR sensors connected at the door will detect the presence of a
person standing in front of it. After entering the correct PIN
code, the door will open by means of a servo motor
mechanism. If an invalid code is entered, the owner is
notified of a possible intruder by means of an alert.
The hall, bedroom and kitchen have PIR sensors located at
their entrances. If they detect any sort of a movement, they
will send an intruder alert message on the owner’s device
notifying them immediately. The kitchen contains high load
appliances such as microwaves, ovens, refrigerators, dish
washers, etc. It also contains gas cylinders and stoves. This
makes it very prone to short circuits and gas leaks resulting
in fire. A smoke sensor is placed inside the kitchen to
immediately alert the owner in case a fire breaks out.
Whenever this sensor is triggered it will notify the owner and
the fire authorities can be contacted immediately. The locker
room containing thesafemust be protected from thieves. As it
is always locked the valuables inside are kept in the dark.
Hence by using an LDR sensor we can protect it as the sensor
will get triggered if any light falls onto it. The outside of the
safe is also protected by an ultrasonic sensor which can detect
movements at close range. All these sensors if triggered will
sound an alarm to further chase away the intruders or alert
the neighbors in case of a fire. This results in quick action for
any sort of trouble.
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Fig.5 Circuit of the proposed design inside the house

V. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION
After assembling the circuits, we tested out the sensors
and made sure they were working accurately. We
powered the Arduino board and tested each sensor
separately in multiple scenarios
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Fig.6PIR sensor activated

Fig.9 Welcome message.

Fig.7 Smoke sensor activated

Fig.10 Password accepted message.

Fig.11 Entry denied message.
Fig.8 Ultrasonic sensor activated

Thus, as visible each sensor was triggered and its respective
bulb glows. We also tested the door security circuit by
entering the correct password and wrong password. When the
correct password was entered, the servo motor rotates
180degrees for 5 seconds and then goes back to its original
position. When the wrong password is entered theLCD
display shows a warning and servo motor doesn’t move.
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VI. SOCIAL IMPACT
Home automation has been a common boom in this age of
IOT & AI but achieving advanced home automation is
cumbersome and comes with a price. There are plenty of
home appliances which perform their task and provide
technical feedback like a smart refrigerator which provides
inner temperature and adjusts its moisture accordingly. Smart
AC controls the temperature while being accessible without
even being at home and also gives power regulations making
it cost effective. But none of these projects are integrated in
such a way to provide an ultimate home automation
whichsends feedback to the owner and provides status of the
home in real time. Our project focuses on creating a product
which can be installed at one time cost and which allows
home security and real time update both via a WIFI module
and a mobile application (for controlling and visual viewing).
Our project provides ultimate home security from threats i.e.,
safety from burglars, accidental fire, etc. and will help in
ISBN: 978-93-5437-776-1
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controlling home appliances via the internet. Future scope
for home automation systems involves forming a largescale
automated environment, such as in offices and factories.
Home Automation offers a global standard for interoperable
products. Standardization enables smart homes to control
appliances, lighting, environment, energy management and
security as well as the expandability to connect with other
networks. A key function is also the ability to predict needs
before they arise and act with precision based on insights
from the IoT network. The opportunities that come with IoT
are enormous and can be game-changing for virtually any
business or organization, especially those that are embarking
on a digital transformation.
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Abstract—Human-Computer Interface (HCL) is defined as the
relationship between humans and computers. HCL is a major
research topic in the area of assistive technology. Specifically, in
the area of medical assistive technology hand gesture is
considered as a suitable way to convey the information for the
people who are unable to speak or communicate with other
people. Hand gesture recognition app economically conveys a
set of facts or feelings which is been captured and recognized by
the people. As the system which we propose is completely appbased and only requires a smart phone to run the app and
nowadays smart phone is available to most of the population of
the world it is easy to access the app. As it is an app you can
easily download it from the play store. Gesture recognition is a
topic in Software-based language technology which interprets
human gestures using mathematical algorithms. Hand Gesture
recognition uses motions of hands along with placements of
fingers to identify the type of gesture from the database of
stored/known gestures using preprogrammed software with the
help of input devices such as a camera, webcam, etc. And then
the meaning or the value of it is been displayed using output
devices such as Screen or also using audio devices. This task is
very much challenging because of its pose, location, space
orientation, and scale, etc. A vision-based algorithm is
developed to detect, classify and recognize real-time dynamic
hand gestures. This paper proposes a system to recognize hand
gestures using a vision-based system. For smooth working of the
app, Flutter will be used as a cross-platform.
Keywords—OpenCV, ImageAI, numpy array, Haar Cascade, Fast
Convolutional Neural Network, You Only Look Once, Histogram
Of Oriented Gradients

I.
INTRODUCTION
Modern developments in computer software and related
hardware technology have provided value-added service to
consumers. In everyday life, gestures are very powerful means
of communication for disabled people. They can express a
wealthy set of facts and feelings. For example, "caution" to
"happy goodbye" means waving one's hand from side to side
can be a good or bad expression. The most human-computer
words lack the use of the full perspective of physical gesture.
The work of hand gesture recognition is one of the main and
basic crises in computer vision. With recent developments in
information technology and media, automated human
interaction systems are build that involves hand processing
tasks like hand detection, hand recognition, and hand tracking.
Human expressions through computer vision, which is a
subfield of artificial intelligence. The first step in any hand
processing system is to detect and localize the hand in a photo.
The hand detection task was however difficult because of
irregularity in the gesture, orientation, location, and scale.
Also, different lighting conditions add further unevenness.
The hand gesture recognition project had use of using
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computer vision for recognizing hand gestures. A camera
records the video, from which a photograph is taken. The
system can take photos of each count of hand gestures (one,
two, three, four, and five). A test gesture is given to the system
and the system tries to acknowledge it. Number of algorithms
as per research could be best for hand gesture. The highest
accuracy rate is given by sum of algorithm. In the
preprocessing test, a self-developed algorithm removes the
background of each training gesture. After that, the photo is
converted into a binary photo and the sums of all diagonal
components of the photo are taken. This sum helps us in
transforming and categorizing different hand gestures. The
earlier structure has used data gloves or markers for input in
the structure. Hand gestures can be given by the person on the
camera. A completely vigorous hand gesture recognition
system is still under heavy research and development; the
executed system serves as an expandable foundation for future
purpose.
A. Digital Image Processing:
Tensor Flow is built to run on multiple CPUs or GPUs and
even movable operating systems, the project HandGesture
Recognition can be operated on the Desktop Operating
Systems as well as on all the small electronic devices and it
has several wrappers in several languages like JavaScript
Library. Image processing is one of the famous and most
rapidly changing fields of the software industry with
growing applications in all areas of work. It holds the
possibility of developing the ultimate machines in the future,
which would be able to perform the visual function of living
beings. As such, it performs the basis of all kinds of visual
robotics.
B. Hand Gesture Detection And Recognition:
1. Detection:
Hand detection is related to the place of the existence of a
hand in a still image or sequence of images i.e. moving
pictures or photos. In the case of moving sequences it can
be followed by a trail of the hand in the picture but this is
more pertinent to the uses such as sign language. The prime
idea of hand detection is that human eyes can guess objects
which machines cannot with that much correctness as that
of a human. The software used in our project is Tensor Flow
which is an open-source end-toend platform for generating
Machine Learning applications just like our project. It
consists of a symbolic math library that practices dataflow
and differentiable programming to accomplish various
responsibilities concentrated on the preparation and
implication of deep neural networks. It permits designers to
create machine learning applications using various tools,
libraries, and community properties. From a machine point
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of view, it is just like a man gropes around with his senses
to find an object. The factors, which make the hand
detection task hard to solve, are: Irregularities in the image
plane and pose. The hands in the photo vary due to rotation,
translation, and scaling of the camera pose or the hand itself.
The rotation can be both in and out of the plane. Skin color
and other structural components. It gets largely affected by
the hand of the skin color, size, and the additional features
such as hair on the hand adds to this variability. Appearance
of the hand depends on the Lighting Condition and
Background light source properties. Also, the background
plays an important role for the profile of the hand, which
cannot be ignored.
2. Recognition:
In the computer domain hand detection and recognition have
been importantsubjects.Vision and image processing had
played an important role in past many years. There have
been substantial attainment in these fields and various
approaches have been given. However, the procedure of a
fully automated hand gesture recognition system.
3. Cross-Platform Used: ReactJS
ReactJS is a part-based library that is carried for the
progression of intellectual UIs. Presently it is the most wellknown front-end JS library. It combines the interpretation
(V) layer in M-V-C (Project View Controller) design. It
emphasizes to supply better client happenstances and with
blasting quick and powerful web applications development.
ReactJS can likewise coordinate with other JavaScript
libraries or structures in MVC, for example, AngularJS. The
simple and noncomplex nature of ReactJS authorizes one to
rapidly get settled with the framework. The expectation to
absorb information is amazingly simple and gets one along
with no difficulties. The manufacturing is extremely humble
employing JSX feels to be a characteristic and satisfying
wonder that a developer coexists with the agenda without
any problem.
II.

Fig.1 Applications

III.

PROPOSED DESIGN

Users will need to log in with their Email Id or other
verified accounts to interact with the app. After login, they
will be able to access all the features provided. The hand
gesture recognition takes place as follows

LITERATURE REVIEW

The goal is to interact with the computer naturally. The hand
gesture is classified as an intuitive way to communicate with
the computer because people can easily control their hand
gesture for saying information and their feelings. It can
translate the meanings of the hand gestures as brief
description. People who are deaf and dumb uses sign
symbols to communicate with other people. Hence their
communication is limited to people who have studied/know
gesture language. In some cases, there is a third person who
acts as a communicator between them. Thus, to make
communication easy and convenient for specially
challenged people hand gesture recognition app comes into
the picture.
The project of ours is made up of REACT.JS by using visual
studio code. We have provided this globally the user can use
out project free of cost and also it's very useful special for
handicapped people. Because it detected the finger tips and
gives the response on the camera through which the helper
sitting behind the person can help him/her through their
signs.
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Fig.2 Flowchart of proposed design

A. Hand Image:
The first procedure is to provide the real-time frame
inputs to the device, this is done by placing the hand
in front of the camera and the gesture is provided as
the input to the device. The image frame is divide
into single frames. The frames have the resolution
same as the resolution of the camera.
B. Hand Detection:
Stacked array stores the sub frames in the memory.
The region of interest is detected by bounding a
specific boundary of the rectangle around it to
specify only the hand region. In the rectangle
boundary, the majority portion is the hand portion.
ISBN: 978-93-5437-776-1
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C.
PREPROCESSING:
The pre-processing steps are required before the recognition
of the image. The pre-processing step mainly consists of the
following tasks.
1. skin projecting
2. removal of background
3.conversion to binary hand detection
1. Skin projecting:
Skin detection is one of the important steps in the hand
gesture recognition system. Skin detections help us to
discriminate between the skin portion and non-skin portion
pixels.
2. Removal of background:
The obtained images in RGB format. The background is
detected from the image and then subtracted from it.
Background subtraction greatly affects the result of the hand
detection.
3. Conversion to binary:
The RGB form is then converted into the binary form to
provide ease in recognition of the gesture and the hand
portion is in bright color turn the background gets turn
into black. iv) Hand detection: The hand covers the
maximum portion of the image and all the pixels on pay
and are of the same color scheme.
D.
FEATURE EXTRACTION:
For extraction of the gesture Row Vector Algorithm is used
in this several hand images are taken which undergo skin
projecting and then the background is removed and the
image is converted from RGB to binary in the pre-processing
phase. The obtained array of the image is stacked in the row
vector format. The neural network system is used to
recognize the row vectors. After the training of the project,
the system is tested to obtain the result of the gesture. As
machine learning is used the project will train itself based on
the input provided by the user and it will become more and
more efficient as well as accurate with the use of the project.
E.
RECOGNITION:
The gesture is recognized using the train and test set of the
machine learning. Train Dataset is the sample of data used
to fit the project. The sample of data that is test dataset is
applicable to provide an is not biased assessment of a final
project to fit on the preparation dataset.
F.
EXECUTION:
After the gesture is recognized from the library. The gesture
command is displayed on the screen. ML provides us with
the various app is which also helps us to use custom tensor
flow lite projects in your mobile apps. The other functions
which we have added in our home tabs are using sign
language.

Fig.3 Hand Recognition using ReactApp

IV. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION
The basic terminology defined is that we human beings
interconnect with one another is by using gesticulations. In
our project, we focused specifically on hand waves,
motions, movements, etc... Basically in our project
discovery of hands and identification of hand gestures is
projected and that is being done by the software-based app
"Gestures".
V. SOCIAL IMPACT
One way humans communicate with each other is
through gestures in particular Hand Gestures. Hand
gestures are recognized from hand pose projects. Hand
gestures are extensively employed in human non-verbal
communication. They give permission to give orders
(e.g. “stop”, “come”) or to transmit some basic
information (e.g. "one", "two"). Also, there are many
cases where people are not able to speak or even there are
deaf people and hence it becomes very necessary for
them (sign language) and the police's traffic coordination
when there are no traffic signal. An overview of gesture
recognition can be found in many applications in our
everyday life. Thus, it seems convenient that humanrobot interfaces incorporate handThis project consists of
Hand Detection and Hand Tracking. It plays an important
role in people's life especially the ones who are not able
to speak properly. Hand gestures are quite robust for
static images sometimes it becomes difficult because of
lighting conditions and the number of objects in the
background. But if hands are steady for a longer period
then the output has correct commands. It has a feature
such as SKIN BLOB which helps an individual a lot it
allows online projecting of the skin which makes it
possible to have an adaptive segmentation of skin pixels.
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Abstract—Non-renewable resource also called a finite resource,
such as coal, petroleum (crude oil) and natural gas take
thousands of years to form naturally and cannot be replaced at
a quick enough pace to keep up with consumption. Of all the
renewable energies, solar energy is the only one which has
gained popularity and importance quickly. Aim of solar
tracking device is to maximize the amount of solar energy that
can be gathered and utilize it to increase the workability of solar
panel. Perpendicular proportionality is the massive factor to
increase the efficiency of solar panel. Pecuniary, its installation
charge is high provided cheaper options are also available.
Tracking helps in the wider projection of the panel to the Sun
with increased power output. This paper proposes a costefficient prototype of dual axis solar-tracker .Our device is
modeled using cardboard which is covered with thin plastic
sheet in order to protect it from weather change and Light
dependent resistors to change the direction of solar panel
according to the direction of sun.
Keywords—Solar Panel, LDR, Sun Tracking, Energy Efficiency,
DC motor, Axis of Rotation.

I. INTRODUCTION
It is predicted that these non-renewable resources will be
economically unviable to procure and we will have to rely
on renewable resources like solar energy and wind energy
for our energy requirements. It is seen that on day-to-day
basis; solar panel are becoming popular. Solar panel absorbs
the energy from the Sun, and convert it into electrical
energy. (Photo-voltaic cells use sunlight as a source of
energy and generate direct current electricity). This energy
is used instead of energy taken from the grid. Solar panels
don’t have 100% efficiency rate that is not all energy that is
gathered from sun is converted into electrical energy. Most
of the time efficiency of solar panels is 15%-20%.
Efficiency of solar panels depend on number of factors like
temperature, energy conversion rate, solar shading, climatic
condition, orientation, inclination and latitude of the place.
Earth keeps on revolving continuously with respect to Sun.
Due to this in order to increase the efficiency of solar panel,
generally solar panel needs to rotate with respect to earth
continuously facing towards Sun. This will enable solar rays
to hit directly perpendicular to the solar panel thus
maximizing the efficiency.
Photovoltaic modules, commonly called solar modules, are
the key components used to convert sunlight into electricity.
Solar modules are made of semiconductors that are very
similar to those used to create integrated circuits for
electronic equipment. The most common type of
semiconductor currently in use is made of silicon crystal.
Silicon crystals are laminated into n-type and p-type layers,
stacked on top of each other. Light striking the crystals
inducesthe“photovoltaic effect,” which generates
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electricity. The electricity produced is called direct current
(DC) and can be used immediately or stored in a battery. For
systems installed on homes served by a utility grid, a device
called an inverter changes the electricity into alternating
current (AC), the standard power used in residential homes.
A solar cell’s efficiency is the amount of power converted
from solar energy to electrical energy under Standard test
conditions. Solar cells don’t usually have high efficiency
rates. Best efficiency achieved by a modern solar cell is 24%
at cell level and 20% at module level. The Shockley-Quisser
efficiency is the maximum calculated efficiency which a solar
cell can ever achieve. It states that maximum achievable
efficiency is 33% for silicon solar cell. It was calculated back
in 1961.
Solar panels are becoming popular in our daily life. Many
people are equipping technologies in their house which can
reduce cost of living .Energy obtained from solar panel is just
what people might need. Solar energy is free and available to
all at most of the places on earth.
Efficiency of solar panel depends upon a lot of factors such
as temperature, energy conversion efficiency, solar shading,
orientation, inclination, latitude and climatic condition of the
place and on operation and monitoring of solar panel. In order
to increase the efficiency, orientation of solar panel has been
very important factor. Solar panel facing sun at 45° of angle
to the horizontal plane will produce maximum energy. As
Earth keeps on rotating, direction of sun continuously
changes with respect to person standing on earth. Therefore it
is suggested that solar panel should follow the path sun. For
this reason, Solar tracker is used to increase efficiency.
The research question”How much more energy will be
produced if solar tracking is implemented?” could be
expanded into if it’s possible to get more energy out of the
solar panel with regard to the extra energy taken from the
tracker system project of this kind will be taken to the
consumer market, this question is central for the prospects of
such a project. Increase in the sensitivity and accuracy of
tracking can be done using a different light sensor. A
photodiode with an amplification circuit would provide
improved resolution and better tracking accuracy/precision.
If this device can be given more intelligence, such as after
tracking once, it will able to predict the line of movement of
the sun across the sky. User-handling can be more
sophisticated, i.e., user can select the waiting time. A digital
display can be configured along with this.

II. OBJECTIVE
Maximum efficiency that a solar panel can achieve up until
now is 24%. This is quite low efficiency rate. It is not
possible to entirely depend upon solar energy due to low
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efficiency. Even if one device like heater has to be worked
on solar energy then it would basically consume energy
acquired by multiple solar panels in a day. To acquire solar
energy for entire day it necessary to have a solar tracker.
There are different types of solar tracker but majorly they
are divided as single axis solar tracker or dual axis solar
tracker. Aim of this paper is to present the cost-efficient
dual axis solar tracker. This tracker will change orientation
of solar panel according the direction of sun thus
maximizing the energy acquired by solar panel.
.
III. PROPOSED DESIGN
Design of tracker is divided into 2 parts
A. Solar tracker stand
Solar tracker stand is made out of cardboard. Cardboard is
used as it is cheap and useful to make a prototype model. It
can be used irrespective of weather by applying a thin
plastic film on Solar tracker stand to make it resistant to
water as well as dust. It is also important to maintain
stability of stand. This is done by using counter weights
made out of clay and small pieces of cardboard to support
the structure.Solar tracker moves in two axes: - vertical and
horizontal. This is done by using two servo motors. Here
the given device uses Tower Pro Mg-996R. These motors
were chosen as they had stall torque of 9.4kg/cm. This
torque is necessary to move the stand with solar
panel.There are different algorithms on which solar tracker
works. These algorithms are different because of the
method they implement to change the direction of solar
panel. In the given device, LDRs are used to get the
feedback about the direction of sun. Therefore, algorithm
is based on LDR sensors.Given algorithm is implemented
using Arduino Uno R3 micro-controller as it is easy to use
and cost effective. Electrical circuit is made on breadboard
using resistors, LDRs and servo motors.

Fig.2 Interface of circuit with Arduino Uno R3

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

Fig.1 Solar Tracker Stand

B. Electrical circuit
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Fig.2 Flowchart of the proposed design
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inputs from twoadjacent LDRs. Based on the difference in the
value of intensity, solar tracker will rotate solar panel
accordingly. Instructions based on servo motor are highly
used in the code.

V. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION
Fig.4.Tracking Geometry

Implementation of proposed design begins with formation
of solar tracker stand. As it is a dual axis solar tracker, two
motors will be used in implementation. Base of tracker
stand is made of a large circle of radius 12cm cut from
cardboard. After this a stand on which solar panel can be
fitted is made. For this, two long strips of cardboard are cut
and stuck to the two opposite ends of circular base. Two
strips will act as support for solar panel. A long rod like
structure is passed through two stripes. A PVC pipe is used
here instead of long rod like structure.

After implementing the given design, it was found
that
solar
trackerincreasedtheefficiencyofsolarpanelbyalmost
40%. Energy received by the solar panel will be
uniform throughout the day irrespective to the time
which
was
not
in
thecaseoffixedsolarpanel.Alargetimedelaybetween
two reading of intensities ensured that motors don’t
work continuously and can stop for few seconds.

LDRs are mounted on the stand for continuous feedback
about light intensity . If LDRs are fixed with respect to
ground then then solar tracker will not receive continuous
feedback and thus motors will start rotating endlessly. It is
also important that shadow of one LDR doesn’t fall on
other LDR as it can hamper the feedback mechanism. So,
a shield made out of cardboard is stuck between two LDRs.
Servo motor is fitted below the base of the stand so as to
rotate it with respect to vertical axes. A similar circular
cardboard of radius 12cms is attached at the base of this
servo motor to improve the stability of solar tracker by
increasing surface layer of the stand. Second servo motor
is attached to the PVC pipe. Due to attaching second servo
motor, weight at end of the stand increases significantly
and falls down towards that side. Therefore, other side of
PVC pipe is fitted with a counter weight to balance overall
Centre of gravity of structure.

Fig.6 Power vs time o/p of fixed solar panel and solar tracker

Although there are few areas which could be improved
in current design. This cost-efficient model was made
out of cardboard. Solar tracker stand could have much
better structural strength and integrity if it was 3-D
printed using plastic. Motors used in this prototype
model are of very low power. They could not move
Arduino and breadboard during testing phase.
Therefore, it is better to use motor which could give
higher torque. Testing phase was particularly difficult
as breadboard and Arduino were heavy and this
restricted movement of motors too.

Fig.5.Schematic of Electric circuit

Electrical circuit of the solar tracker majorly uses LDRs to
sense the direction. This circuit was tested and simulated
using Tinkercad. After getting satisfying results on Tinkercad
, this circuit was implemented on breadboard. Arduino’s
analog pins are connected to LDRs to sense analog input. As
analog input wassensed, this was used to find average of
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VI. SOCIAL IMPACT
Alotofresearchisgoingontoincreasetheefficiencyofs
olar
panels.Dualaxissolartrackerisjustoneofthewaysinw
hich efficiency can be increased. There are many
different algorithms which use different ways to
sense the directionof Sun. Image processing can be
used to detect the direction of Sun. This has an
advantage over traditional LDR base solar tracker
as light intensity range of each LDR is different.
Therefore, computer vision algorithm can cause
better tracking by bringing in the uniformity.
ISBN: 978-93-5437-776-1
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Abstract— Development of active glasses for correcting
presbyopia has become an active area of research. However,
current systems are limited in their ability to solve the issue
completely. In our project, we implement a full system to
provide correction for presbyopia based on the gaze of the user.
Our aim is to build new presbyopia correction glasses, the Auto
focals that externally mimic the natural accommodation
response. We will be combining eye tracking cameras and stereo
cameras to gain data of the user’s gaze direction and distance
automatically drive the focus-tunable lenses after processing
this data. These Auto focals adjust their power with the
changing degree of presbyopia. It will thus be a novel method
for correcting presbyopia.
Keywords—OpenCV, EyeGaze, Stereo Vision, Variable Focus
lens, Vision Correction, Presbyopia.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Presbyopia is a natural occurring ophthalmic disease. It is the
inability of the eye to focus sharply on nearby objects, due to
the crystalline lens losing its elasticity as well as the ciliary
muscles losing their power with advancing age. Presbyopia
is the loss of elasticity of the crystalline lens that reduces the
eye’s accommodation power. Myopia and Hyperopia can be
simply corrected by adding or subtracting a fixed amount of
optical power through corrective glasses, while a fixed lens
thus cannot correct presbyopia. A typical treatment for
presbyopia is to have two different lenses for each, longdistance sight and nearby objects, via two different glasses,
but this, of course, is not a completely satisfactory solution.
More sophisticated solutions involve the lens being divided
into two sections with different optical power each for a
different seeing condition. Such lenses are known as
progressive lenses and need to be replaced approximately
every 2 years with the increasing level of presbyopia of the
person with age.
Auto-focals give better results when compared to progressive
and monovision lenses while maintaining similar sensitivity.
Single-vision glasses such as reading or computer glasses are
devoid of these issues, but are often avoided because of the
inconvenience of carrying multiple pairs of glasses. Hence
Autofocus glasses are a step further in correcting presbyopia.
II.

common problems of using standard reading glasses.We
make use of focus-tunable lenses. These are not a new idea commercial versions have existed for a while, and there have
been several research developments in the area. Ren et al.
explore liquid crystal tunable lenses, while SantiagoAlvarado et al. research the difference between focal-tunable
and solid lenses [1].
Focus tunable lenses providing focus cues have recently
gained traction while the way light-field displays introduce
focal cues for virtual reality are being researched. Konrad et
al. research methods of using focus-tunable lenses and image
processing methods to reduce the effect of the VAC in neareye displays [2]. Padmanaban et al. enumerates methods of
focus change that simulate natural vision by the use of focustunable lenses, gaze tracking, and actuated displays
[3].Tunable-focus lenses for glasses are not a new idea
outside of VR and AR. There has been one similar project
from the University of Utah. Nazmul et al. who created a 3dprinted set of auto-focusing glasses that use an IR range
finder to focus on where the lenses are pointed. This IR
rangefinder was placed in the middle of the glasses’ bridge,
between the eyes [4]. These glasses refocus depending on the
direction of the head rather than the gaze of the user.
However, this project was to test out the focus-tunable lens.
III.

OBJECTIVE

Our objective for the project proposed is to design “Auto
Focal Glasses” for people suffering from the problem of
Presbyopia. Traditional methods to correct this condition
such as bifocals, progressive lenses and monovision glasses
fall short in one or the other way. The project is divided into
three main parts to accomplish the goal. These are; Eye
gazing, Distance measurement, and calculating & changing
the focal length according to the calibration done. We will be
combining eye tracking cameras (to estimate the eye gaze)
and stereo cameras (to determine the distance of the object)
and after processing this data, automatically drive the focustunable lenses. The power of these Auto focals can adjust
with the changing degree of presbyopia with age and act as a
one time investment.

LITERATURE SURVEY

Over the years, there have been numerous pharmacological
methods to control presbyopia. Some of these include eye
drops that change optical qualities and material properties of
the lens. There are also lenses that go inside the eye to correct
presbyopia, and of course, reading glasses. This project thus
aims to avoid the hassle and the potential side effects of such
intrusive pharmacological methods as well as avoid the
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IV.

IMPLEMENTATION

This project involves designing frames for glasses, deciding
the setup of camera modules, and selecting appropriate
camera vision techniques to process and collect the data.
eye gazing includes a camera set up to track eye pupil
movement and estimate where a person has fixed his/her
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vision, using Computer vision algorithms. Distance
measurement will be done using the stereo camera setup to
measure the distance of the object where the viewer’s gaze is
fixated. Here the features of the eyes are extracted from the
video stream, we find the center of the pupil by image
processing, and this pupil center is mapped with a point that
will estimate the gaze on the scene frame. Mapping is done
with the help of calibration. Using this, the focal length will
be calibrated and determined using mathematical
calculations based on the refractive index of the lens. Finally,
the mechanical parts of the glasses will move to adjust the
focal length of the lens accordingly.

Fig.2 Method to find Pupil and its Center coordinates

Fig.1Structure of the Project

The implementation process is divided into three parts:
1. Eye Gazing using Open - CV
2. Distance Measurement
3. Focal Length Calculation
Eye Gazing using Open - CV
The first step of obtaining the point of gaze is to obtain
coordinates(x,y) of the center of a pupil from each image
frame of the video stream of the eye of a subject. Now there
are two popular ways of performing that in the image: (a)
Passive Imaging (b) Active Imaging. Passive imaging uses
visible light available in the surroundings to capture images
of eyes as depicted in fig. These images are processed to
detect various features of the eyes such as eye corners and
pupils. But there’s one major disadvantage of this method,
the light from surroundings will not be the same. It changes
which makes it difficult for the camera to capture a clear
image.

• Proceedings for DJ STRIKE 2021

Active source image capturing uses an illumination source
along with the image capturing device. If the illumination
source emits light in the visible spectrum, it causes
discomfort to the user and limits the duration for which the
experiment can be conducted. Therefore IR is the preferred
type of active light to use in eye trackers. IR is invisible to
the human eye hence it’s less distracting. It is recommended
that a person uses an IR emitter of wavelength ranging from
760nm to 1mm as this is safely within the limits of human
eye exposure to IR light. In case of a coaxial placement of the
source to the eye, the IR light gets reflected off the retina and
illuminates the pupil leading to a bright pupil effect as
depicted in Figure 3(a). If the illumination source is offset
from the optical path, the retroreflection from the retina is
directed away from the camera causing a dark pupil effect as
depicted in Figure 3(b). The bright pupil effect is difficult to
obtain due to the requirement that the illumination source is
to be coaxial to the optical path. This requires a specialized
IR illumination source. On the other hand, the dark pupil
effect can be produced easily, and hence it is a widely used
technique for eye tracking. Due to the ease of obtaining a dark
pupil, we have selected that method for the detection of the
pupil.
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the pupil contour which is nothing but the center of the pupil
of the individual's eye. We draw a circle on the pupil using
these center coordinates to indicate correct detection of the
pupil as shown in fig 4(e).

Fig.3 Pupil Detection Methods (a) Bright Pupil Effect (b) Dark Pupil Effect

Detection of the location of the pupil is a key feature of any
eye-tracking mechanism. The accuracy of the system largely
depends on accurate detection of the center of the pupil for
all positions of eyes. As the pupil is dark in color our task was
to find the darker colder pixels in the image. But the dark
regions in this frame consist of eyelashes, a part of the
eyebrow, and the pupil. Of all these dark regions, the pupil
has a well-defined shape and is the largest connected
component in the entire image. The second step is to obtain a
binary image that displays dark regions only. We do this by
applying an intensity threshold transformation to the image.
A threshold value is chosen which represents the value of the
intensity of color in each pixel which is to be considered as
dark. For the ease of processing data, we have converted the
RGB frame into a Grayscale frame. In RGB each pixel is
represented with three values and in Grayscale it’s only a
single 8bit value 0(darkest) – 255(brightest). Grayscale is the
collection or the range of monochromic shades, ranging from
pure white on the lightest end to pure black on the opposite
end. Grayscale only contains brightness information and no
color information. The grayscale image is shown in fig 4(a).
If the pixel value is less than that threshold value, then that
pixel is considered dark. Thus, all the pixel values above the
threshold are painted in black(0) and all the pixel values less
than or equal to the threshold are painted in white(255). Now,
the binary image contains a pupil and a few other dark spots
in white color from lashes and eyebrows. Now to reduce the
false detection we created a mask that can hide the eye
corners, etc, and narrow the frame to obtain ROI (Region of
interest), the corresponding image is shown in fig 4(b). After
that image thresholding is applied to the previously obtained
frame. The binary image is shown in fig 4(c). The figure also
detects other dark spots along with the pupil and hence this
frame contains a lot of noise. To reduce the noise, we blur the
image to some extent and then apply a morphological
transformation to it. The output image is shown in fig 4(d).
Then the next step is to find contours (an outline representing
or bounding the shape or form of something). After
morphological transformation noise is reduced to a great
extent but still there will be more than one detected contours
that cannot be avoided. To find pupils from multiple contours
detected, as the pupil is the largest darker part of the eye we
calculate the area of each contour and the contour with the
largest area is our pupil. The last step is to find the center of
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig,4 Output Images (a) Grayscale Image of Dark Pupil Effect (b) Image
with Mask to Get ROI (Region of Interest) (c) Binary Image with Noise (d)
Binary Image with Noise Filtration (e) Output Image with Detected Pupil

Distance Measurement
Stereo vision systems are used to reconstruct a 3D image
from 2D images taken by the pair of optical cameras on the
left and right and use them to estimate the distance of the
glasses from the object. It is associated with the concept of
stereopsis where the depth is calculated using the slightly
offset images from both the cameras and the scene is seen
through ordinary binocular vision.[5] The setup uses two
identical cameras with different viewpoints. By mapping the
disparity between the images using an open-cv algorithm we
can compute the distance from a 3D point. The distance
between the said cameras affects the range of the distance that
can be measured. Initially, the cameras were 11 cm apart
giving us a range of 70 to 200 cm but after testing, we shifted
to 5 cm (range 30 – 150 cm) which is more appropriate to
correct presbyopia. For stereo matching, both images must
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have identical characteristics as well as no distortion. Camera
lenses suffer from many kinds of distortions like radial
distortion leading to inaccuracies especially at the edges.
Hence for accurate stereo matching these distortions need to
be corrected first for which one needs to know the optical
centers, focal length, etc.[6] Camera calibration is a method
for eliminating the intrinsic and the extrinsic parameters of a
camera, intrinsic being focal length, optical center, etc. while
extrinsic is rotation, translation, etc.

a tunable focal length. Presbyopia requires a correction of
range 0 D to 3 D depending on the distance the patient
attempts to look at. The following test setup has been
designed for a patient with a 0D to 3D Presbyopia and 1D
myopia (the range of 1 D to 4 D). The individual focal length
of the two lenses can be changed to better fit the needs of any
patient. A convex lens of 12 D and a concave lens of -11 D
are used in our setup. Using the lens formula for power of
combination of lenses
P = P1 + P2 - aP1P2
Where ‘P’ is the net power of the system, ‘P1‘ is power of the
convex lens, ‘P2‘ is power of the concave lens and ‘a‘ is the
distance between them.
For a = 0 cm;
P = 12 – 11 – 0*12*(-11)
P=1D
For a = 24 cm;
a = 24 * 10-3 m

FIGURE 5: Chessboard for Calibration
Images of well-defined patterns (We used a chessboard) from
distinct positions and orientations are required for calibrating
the cameras. We have used 30 such sample images fig(5) for
the calibration since more sample images give better
calibration. By selecting specific points on the images (eg,
square corners in the chessboard) and knowing their
coordinates in real-world space, we get a good estimation of
the influence of the parameters. This influence should be
brought close to null. Finally, the reconstruction of a 3D
world from the 2D images requires computing the disparity
map and triangulating the distance. The computer
superimposes the two images over each other. It finds the
similarities while the shifted amount is called disparity.
Higher the disparity, the closer the object to the camera and
vice versa. The greater this distance, the better it is possible
to evaluate the distance to the scene for objects that are far
away. Using this disparity map, the focal distance of the two
cameras, the geometry of the stereo setting relative position,
and the orientation of the cameras we compute the world
coordinates of a point in the images using epipolar geometry
via an open CV algorithm. The epipolar geometry is used for
binocular matching and searching for corresponding points.
When the relationship of the spatial position between the two
perspectives is known, due to the constraint conditions
defined by the geometric model of the epipolar geometry, the
search space on the stereo image pair is only located in the
two images.[7] Through this, we can determine an accurate
relationship between a 3D point in the real world and its
corresponding 2D projection (pixel) in the image captured
and hence find the distance of the object from the viewer.

P = 12 - 11 – 24*12*(-11)*10-3
P = 1 + 3.168
P≈4D
V.

RESULT

The body of the prototype is made of a combination of
cardboard and plastic to provide structure and sturdiness. A
fixed panel of cardboard holds the inner lenses that are
concave of the power -11D and a movable panel holds the
outer convex lenses of the power +12D. The movable panel
adjusts the distance between the lenses using two servo
motors controlled by an Arduino Nano via serial port
communication to achieve the desirable focal length. The
servo model used is the micro servo 9g powered by a 5V
battery. They are fixed on the sides of the body and are used
to move the outer lens using a rack and pinion mechanism
attached at the top. A steel rod keeps the rack stable and
restricts it to a linear path. Two ¼ Cmos 640x480 USB
cameras are used in a stereo setup to capture the world view
and measure the distance of the gaze of the user. These
cameras are mounted on top of the body. A Playstation eye
camera with three 850nm IR LEDs is pointed at the iris. It is
mounted at the bottom of the body. It is positioned such that
it scans and detects the iris of the user and accurately
measures the coordinates of their gaze.

Focal Length Calculation
We use a combination of a convex and concave lens on each
eye, varying the distance between them to create a setup with
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VI.

(a)

Almost everyone undergoes Presbyopia around the age of 40.
It is a progressive eye condition which worsens with age.
This unavoidable condition, although prevalent among all
humans, doesn’t have a definitive cure. We thus, have
presented a prototype for a system that incorporates the
natural mechanism of the eye into Auto-focal glasses that
gives the viewer self-adjusting vision as well. It is also
flexible to different needs and degrees of Presbyopia in
different individuals. By using a simple 2 lens setup and
employing methods such as eye gazing, epipolar
triangulation and image overlapping we make the glasses
capable of automatically determining the distance of the
user’s gaze set the net focal length accordingly.
VII.

(b)
Fig.6 Design of the glasses (a) Frontal view (b) internal structure

CONCLUSION

FUTURE SCOPE

Presbyopia affects nearly 20% of people worldwide. As it is
a result of ageing, most people start developing symptoms of
presbyopia from their mid-40s. It is a very common eye
defect that almost everyone faces. Current solutions like
usage of multifocal lenses do correct the vision but limit the
natural accommodation. On the other hand, since the Autofocus glasses are equipped with a changing focal length, this
compromise can be avoided. The sense of vision is one of the
primary senses of the human body and a prosthetic that can
restore it without any compromise is a leeway to a better
quality of life for every individual suffering from it. An idea
that can relieve a defect that almost every human being is
medically expected to face in life, in a way better than ever
before has an enormous amount of scope to it.
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Abstract-- Dynamic Waste administration has been an issue since
numerous years . Individuals used to discard squanders in any
way which made issues in garbage removal which thusly
influenced us . It has been an issue taking all things together into
areas and enterprises . This issue should have been addressed or
it would likewise influence us in a long time ago run .So we have
our brilliant canister to determine the issues of waste
administration. In our framework, the Smart dustbins are
associated with the web to get the continuous data of the savvy
dustbins. So an appropriate waste administration framework is
important to try not to spread some lethal illnesses. Shrewd
receptacles are overseen by observing the situation with it and
likewise taking the choice. The keen receptacle has been
encouraged with an Arduino module wherein there would be no
compelling reason to contact the canister as it could perceive
sound whereupon it could work .Monitoring the situation with
the container physically is an exceptionally troublesome work.
There are numerous dustbins are situated all through the city or
the Campus In our framework, the Smart residue containers are
associated with the web to get the ongoing data of the keen
dustbins. These dustbins are interfaced with ultrasonic sensors.
Where the ultrasonic sensor identifies the level of the trash in the
dustbin and sends the message. The message has been dissected,
which shows the situation with the Garbage in the dustbin on the
utilization of approved individual portable. The concerned
authority get ready about the dustbin and advises individuals
whoever is answerable for gathering trash from the specific
regions. So taking all things together the shrewd canister assists
with dealing with the waste and arranges it in a legitimate way .
It helps in checking the substance of the trash and sensors help to
know the level of the waste . It cautions the approved personnel
concerning the degree of waste and sends messages . It isolates
the loss into dry and wet waste Arduino module which is
associated with Bluetooth assists with opening the Lid of the
dustbin by perceiving sound.

Keywords—Arduino,
sensors,
smartgarbage management.

Automation,

I. INTRODUCTION
The most recent improvements in the Web, with its hidden
advances, savvy sensors and correspondence advances, give
the chance of interfacing machines, gadgets, programming,
and items conveying among them without human
intercession, along these lines making ready for another
worldview called the Web of Things (IoT). One of the
principle meanings of IoT from scientists, experts and money
managers is that IoT is a dynamic and worldwide
organization framework, wherein smart things, subsystems
and individual physical and virtual substances are
recognizable, independent, and self-configurable. A few
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endeavors and examination works have been devoted to IoT
advancements, like Radio-Recurrence Distinguishing proof
(RFID) innovations, sensors and actuators, remote portable
Sensors 2 of 15 correspondence advances, installed
frameworks and distributed computing advances. These
advances permit IoT innovations to overcome any barrier
between omnipresent organization based gadgets and
advances that screen and gather data from actual world
perceptions and offer new types of assistance and applications
used to improve the everyday environments of individuals in
numerous zones. Subsequently, the IoT can convey critical
investment funds, improve usage of a city's resources,
increment measure effectiveness, and add efficiency by
straightforwardly connecting minimal effort advancements. A
few instances of these applications are brilliant urban
communities, homes and workplaces, coordination and
conveyance frameworks, medical care, reconnaissance and
security, the production network, fabricating industry, and so
on In brilliant urban areas, the effective administration of
waste is a significant test for the climate that IoT will in
general address. Squandering the executives covers every one
of the exercises essential for checking the waste created in a
city, from its start, when residents produce their waste,
through assortment, transportation, and landing in its last
convenience, which can be the landfill, burning, or reusing. It
has been a huge test for urban communities all throughout the
planet. Consequently, without a powerful and proficient
strong waste administration program, squander created by
metropolitan exercises, both mechanical and home grown, can
bring about wellbeing dangers and mischief the climate.
Comprehension of the waste created, the accessibility of
assets and the natural states of a given society is fundamental
for the improvement of a fitting waste administration
framework. Strong waste is characterized as materials that at
this point don't intrigue the first proprietor and are disposed
of. Genuine models are natural waste (counting kitchen waste
and extras from garden pruning), paper, glass, metals, plastics,
textures, and wood. Strong waste administration is related
with age control as well as with the removal of strong waste
in a manner that follows the best standards of wellbeing,
economy and different contemplations concerning the natural
perspectives created by residents. Contrasted and created
nations, residents of immature nations experience the ill
effects of the effect of unreasonably overseen squander, In
Brazil, for instance, 80 thousand tons of strong waste are
discarded deficiently consistently, as per the Assembled
Countries. Inappropriately overlooked waste can fill in as a
rich wellspring of illness and add to worldwide environmental
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change through the age of ozone depleting substances, and even
advances metropolitan brutality with the corruption of
metropolitan conditions. Appropriate waste administration is
fundamental for the development of practical and livable urban
communities yet stays a test for some non-industrial nations
and urban areas. Compelling waste administration regularly
turns out to be exorbitant, trading off civil spending plans.
Working this fundamental city administration requires a
coordinated framework that is proficient and economical. This
work proposes an effective and ongoing waste administration
model for urban areas, zeroed in on a resident point of view.
The proposed framework incorporates sensor advances where
squander data is gathered from the brilliant canister (things),
continuously, and afterward communicated, through the Web,
to an online stage where residents can access and check the
accessibility of the compartments spread around a city. A
genuine model of the brilliant holder was made, assessed,
illustrated, and approved, and is prepared and planned in a
genuinearrangement.
II.

OBJECTIVE

The main aim of this project is to cut back human resources
and efforts in conjunction with the improvement of a wise
town vision. we've typically seen garbage spilling over from
dustbins on to streets and this was a difficulty that needed
immediate attention. The expression “Cleanliness is next to
good and clean town is next to heaven” galvanized America
to conceptualize the project. Smart trash bin helps America to
cut back the p garbage trash bin overflows and many animals
like dogs or rats enter or close to the trash bin. This creates a
foul scene. Also some birds are attempting to require garbage
from trash bins. This project will avoid such things. and also
the message will be sent on to the improvement vehicle rather
than the contractor’s workplace. In our system,the good
dustbins area unit connected to the net to induce the important
time data of the good dustbins.
III.

message "Container is Vacant". Here we have set the Edge
estimation of 5cm in the Program code. The engine is utilized
to open the top of the dustbin .when PIR sensor recognizes the
human, the engine opens the cover. The cover will be open for
10seconds and will be consequently shut. At the point when
the dustbin gets totally filled, at that point the cover of the
dustbin won't open and the presentation on the lcd will be
"DUSTBIN IS FULL, Void THE Trash". At the point when
the specialist will press the press catch and void the trash, the
presentation on lcd will be "Top IS FORCELY OPEN" and the
entire status will be shown. In the event that once the trash
level arrives at the specific tallness, it will promptly deal with
the data to the electronic programming including the message
as trash is being filled by utilizing the Arduino GSM module.
IR sensor is interfaced with Arduino for distinguishing the
presence of waste external the canister. IOT online notice will
be sent on the site page for the assortment of trash. Arduino
MC: Arduino is a microcontroller board dependent on the
ATmega328 and it is the cerebrum of the framework. The
principle objective is to keep up the level of∙ neatness in the
city and structure a climate which is better for living.
V.

IMPLEMENTATION

METHODOLOGY

For the rubbish detection, IR sensing elements will be used. It
offers the extent of the rubbish within the ash-bin. IR sensing
element radiates light-weight that is invisible to the human
eye as a result of it's at infrared wavelengths that will be
detected by electronic devices. The IR sensing element acts as
a level detector. The output of the level detector is given to the
microcontroller. The AT commands area unit accustomed
facilitate the electronic communication service through the
RF Module. This program runs within the microcontroller
with the assistance of a software system. These messages
accommodate data of garbage levels of various dustbins.
Fig.1 Flowchart of method

IV.
WORKING METHODOLOGY
In this IOT based innovative system, an Ultrasonic Sensor is
utilized for recognizing if the container is loaded up with
trash. Here Ultrasonic Sensor is introduced at the highest
point of the container and will quantify the distance of trash
from the highest point of receptacle by setting an edge esteem
as per the size of the canister. On the off chance that the
distance is not exactly this limit esteem, implies that the
receptacle is brimming with trash and we will print the
message "Canister is Full" on the site page and assuming the
distance is more than this edge esteem, we will print the
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We have designed the electronic waste detection device to
deploy it at the location of the waste bin. we have used
components and interfaced it together in the device, such
components include arduino neo board based on AT mega 328
and sensors such as IR sensor , ultrasonic sensor etc.The battery
tank was used to supply power.IR sensors are based on the
fundamental concept of transmission of infrared signal. The IR
signal then strikes the object to be detected., therefore IR sensor
detects and senses the waste level in the respective bin.
The transmission of an infrared signal is the fundamental
concept of an IR sensor whenever it is used in obstacle
detection. The transmitted IR signal then strikes the object to
be detected and then the IR receiver receives the respective
signal. By using this principle, the IR sensor module senses and
detects the waste levels in the respective waste bin. The IR
sensor module is deployed close to the top of the waste bin. The
sensor is activated in the event of the waste bin getting full to a
certain level and also after the waste bin is being emptied. Then
a message is generated which is transmitted by a GSM-RF
module containing the information regarding the full or f status
and location of the waste bin which is provided by the GPS
deployed in the detecting device. All of these functions are
controlled by microcontroller ATmega328 embedded on an
Arduino Nano module. A device named as the central control
unit device is placed at the receiver. The device has a SIM900
GSM module connected to an Arduino Mega board based on
ATmega2560 which receives that message. This device has
been interfaced with the laptop using USB port communication.
The status of the bin as empty or full and the location in terms
of latitude and longitude in the received message is then shown
on the UI in the main control unit software. Fig. 1, shows the
block diagram of the overall system. The system depends on
the GSM module to send SMS fullness alerts. The whole
program is done using Arduino IDE.Four libraries were used to
facilitate communicating with the modules. Software Serial
library is used to communicate with the GSM module and send
AT commands to it. This library is used because Arduino Nano
does not have an additional serial port, which the GSM module
relies on for communication with the microcontroller. The
Loop function is used to measure the distance between the
ultrasonic module and the trash. A while loop will iterate while
the measured distance is smaller than a threshold, which is
measured 10cm according to the bin dimensions.
VI.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

The society model of the twenty-first century has been more and
more influenced by cities in their context. in line with the world
organisation knowledge, by 2050, close to seventieth of the
population can board urban centers, and this rapid climb of
individuals living in cities has been of nice concern, since cities
don't continually grow during a property manner. During this
regard, sensible town style has been more and more studied and
mentioned round the world to unravel this drawback. Following
this approach, this paper given associate degree economical IoTbased and time period waste management model for raising the
living atmosphere in cities, targeted on a national perspective.
The projected system uses device and communication
technologies wherever waste knowledge is collected from the
sensible bin, in time period, then transmitted to an internet
platform wherever voters will access and check the provision of
the compartments scattered around a town. Taking into
consideration the creation of a true image of the sensible
instrumentation and therefore the implementation of a brand
new waste management mobile application and corresponding
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internet version, and supported the case study experiments, it
had been complete that the projected system will with
efficiency improve the manner folks agitate their garbage and
optimize economic and material resources. In future work, the
application developed for this answer will be evolved by adding
new facilities that may arouse the top user a lot of important
interactions with the management system besides integration
with a platform, to calculate the most effective path in
assortment routes, seeking potency with a lower value of
operational the fleet of trucks. additionally, the investment and
operation prices of this answer are an awfully attentiongrabbing study and might be performed as future work.
VII. SOCIALIMPACT
The waste administration framework right now utilized in
urban areas actually follows an old and obsolete model that no
longer addresses the issues of districts. It is wasteful and
rehearsed through enormous armadas of assortment trucks that
move every day significant distances, frequently by pointless
courses, where others are found, and with day by day or week
after week administration plans. These viewpoints bring
pointless expenses, exercise in futility and, all the more
essentially, natural harm, not just by the discharge of gases
from the copying of petroleum products, which adds to the
nursery impact, however primarily by the pollution of soil and
water assets because of helpless waste administration. This
paper proposes an answer that contains equipment,
programming, and correspondence incorporated into an answer
that means to upgrade the administration of the waste created
in urban areas through a methodology that produces setting
aside of the public cash, contributes with the climate, and
furthermore empowers citizenship. As far as exploration
strategy, this examination follows a methodology dependent on
a contextual investigation performed through a genuine
arrangement of the proposed arrangement. The made
arrangement (a genuine model of the savvy compartment and
waste administration application, coordinated through the
In.IoT middleware) is made in this venture.
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Abstract— This cutting-edge firefighting robotic system senses and
extinguishes fire on its own. Firefighters are still in danger of losing
their lives in the age of technology, as the world increasingly turns
towards the automated system and self- driving cars. If fire isn't
regulated, it spreads quickly. There might also be an explosion if
there is a gas outflow. So, in order to overcome this problem and
secure our hero's life, our framework calls for a rescue. This
firefighting robotic system is operated by an Arduino UNO
development board and includes the HC-SR04 ultrasonic sensor
mounted on a servo motor for obstacle detection and exploration of
the free path, as well as a flame sensor for detecting and
approaching fire and a tank and sprays mechanism for
extinguishing it. To cover the most area, the waters praying nozzle
is mounted on a servo motor. With the aid of a 12V pump, water is
pumped up from the main tank to the water nozzle. This pump
needs a driver circuit since it absorbs much more current than the
controller can provide.
KEYWORDS -- Arduino UNO, Fire Sensor, Fire Extinguishing,
Robot Design, Flame sensor, Ultra Sonic Sensor;
I.

INTRODUCTION

Extinguishing explosive fires is known as fire fighting. A fire
fighter must be able to put out a fire quickly and safely, avoiding
further damage. The gap between fire fighting and computers has
finally been bridged, making for a more reliable and effective fire
fighting process. Robots were created to locate a fire until it
became uncontrollable. The robots could one day assist fire
fighters in reducing the risk of victim injury. The use of robotics
is growing and becoming more widespread than ever before, and
the fire extinguisher robot is becoming increasingly important in
protecting human life. The robot is capable of detecting and
extinguishing a fire on its own. This research has looked at a
variety of projects related to fire fighter robotics in order to
compare, enhance, and build the study of the smart firefighting 1.
robot. Since firefighters play such an important roleinsociety,
several studies on the use ofroboticstoreduce firefighters' injuries
and losses while also increasing the efficiency, protection, and
quality of the mission and its procedures are addressed in this
paper. The main aim of this robot is to locate the source of various
types of fires, extinguish them, and learn more about fire
behavior in the incident area. There are many types of vehicles
that can be used to battle fires at home and extinguish forest fires.
The use of such robots will improve the protection of fire
detection and rescue operations without placing firefighters at
high risk and dangerous conditions. We'll use Arduino UNO to
create a Fire Fighting Robot that will automatically detect a fire
and start the waterpump.

Our goal of the proposed project is to build a fire-fighting
robot. The project aims to make the robot navigate the path
using a wall-tracking method, junction counting method, and
the ability to rescue the victim and stop the fire. The cause of
this project is the death of the fire fighter. Many fire fighters
have struggled to do their job of causing many deaths while on
missions and conditions related to each incident. The paper
suggested a smart fire fighting software that would identify the
fire's source, extinguish it ,and raise awareness of fire activity
on the scene. This robot will put out a number of fires. This
robot would lower the risk of injuries to fire fighters and
possible victims, as well as the number of financial losses that
rise with the length of the fire season. It consists of a detection
ultrasonic sensor mounted on a servo motor, as well as flame
sensors for fire detection. To put out the fuel, it has a liquid
tank and a spray mechanism. To cover the surface, the spray
pipe is placed on a servo motor. The fire extinguisher is
pumped from the main tank to the nose with the help of a 12V
pump. The whole system is programmed using the Arduino
UNO board (ATmega328P microcontroller) that builds the
brain of the system. The aim is to create a model that can lead
the product to solve a common need in fire management for
pre-condition analysis of the situation.

III. PROPOSEDDESIGN
One of the most important aspects of this project is the
electronic component. Several types of sensors, a
microcontroller, a DC motor with a wheel, and a water pump
are included. The Arduino Uno is a microcontroller that can
be linked to other components. The Motor Driver(L298N) is
used to make the gear motor shift. The following sensors were
used in this project:
Flame sensor: In most fire fighting robots, fire sensors play
an important role in investigations, serving as robot eyes to
locate fire sources. It can be used to classify fire based on
the wavelength of light, which ranges from 760 to 1100
nano meters. The detection angle and distance are
approximately 60 degrees and 20 centimeters (4.8V) to 100
centimeters (1V), respectively. Digital Output (DO) and
Analog Output (AO) are the two signal pins on the flame
sensor(AO). DO pins will show whether there is flame or
not, while AO pins will detect the exact wavelength of a
different light

In this project, we'll learn how to use Arduino to create a simple
robot that can travel towards a fire and pump water around it
to put it out.
II.

OBJECTIVE
Fig.1 IR Flame Sensor
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2.

Ultrasonic sensor:
Barrier and obstacle avoidance is one of the most critical aspects
of developing an autonomous target detection robot. A sensor
must be small, low-cost, easy to manufacture, and work on a
larger scale. It should also be able to sense items within
reasonable limits, allowing robots to respond and move
appropriately. Ultrasonic sensors are the only sensors that meet
all of these criteria. The HCSR04 ultrasonic sensor is used in
this experiment to estimate distances between 2 cm and 400 cm
at a 15-degree angle. This sensor sends out waves in to the air
and receives reflected waves back. It has four output pins such
as reference voltage (operate around 5V), ground pin, digital
output, and analog output.

Fig.2 Ultrasonic Sensor

3.

DC motor with wheel:
A DC geared motor with a rubber wheel is an acceptable
material for this project. This DC motor can be used to replace
two-wheel-drive and four- wheel-drive car chassis. The DC
motor's operating voltage varies from 5 to 10 volts DC.
Although the gear has a 48:1 ratio. 73.2 mA is the
recommended current for this motor. The robot is moved to the
fire using a DC motor.

4.

Water pump: The water pump is an essential component of
this robot because it can pump water or soap to put out the
fire, depending on the type of fire. Water pumps in the small
and light weight category have been chosen for use in this
project.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION

The prototype robotic system, which consists of several sensors
and servo motors controlled by Arduino, is presented in this
section. The robotic unit performs the following four primary
functions: Next, the robotic device uses motors to traverse the
terrain. Second, when going from one point to another, the
robotic unit detects the ambient area, and if any
objectappears,wecandetectitusinganultrasonicsensor,and the
robotic unit turns using a servo. Third, robotic units can detect
fire using infrared sensors with a 1-meter range of visibility.
Fourth, a robotic unit sprinkles the water with the help of the
robot's pump. The main brain of this project is the Arduino, but
in-order to sense fire we use the Fire sensor module (flame
sensor).
These sensors, as you can see, have an IR Receiver
(Photodiode) that detects fire. As a fire burns, it emits a small
amount of infrared light, which is detected by the sensor
module's IR receiver. Then we use an Op-Amp to search for
voltage changes around the IR Receiver, so that if a fire is
observed, the output pin will be 0V(LOW), and if there isn't,
the output pin will be 5V. (HIGH). As a result, we position
three of the sensors in three different directions on the robot to
determine which way the fire is burning. We can use the motors
to move closer to the fire by moving them through the L293D
module after detecting the direction of the fire. When we are
near a fire, we must use water to put it out. We can hold water
in a small container, which also contains a5V pump, and the
whole container is put on top of a servo motor, allowing us to
monitor the direction in which the water must be sprayed.
V.

RESULTS ANDCONCLUSION

The fire fighting robot has been successfully built. All the
essential movement soft hero bot work flawlessly. Ultrasonic
Sensors have been used for detecting the presence of any
obstacle present in the path of the robot. WhentheUltrasonic
sensors gather the presence of any obstacle in the course of the
firefighting robot, it changes its direction of movement. If no
obstacle is detected, the robot will continue moving in the same
direction. Flame sensors have been used to detect fire. If fire is
detected by the flame sensors, the robot extinguishes the fire
using water pump. If no fire is detected by the robot, it
continues to move until one of the two sensors detect any
change in environment.
We have completed this project with the hope that someday
these fire fighting robots will be used to reduce and extinguish
fires, hence saving a lot of human lives who are now being put
to risk.
VI.

Fig.3 Flow Diagram
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The world is slowly turning towards the automated system and
self-travelling vehicles, many fire-fighters are struggling to
perform their duty which causes much death while on a mission
and the circumstances related to each incident. Fire fighting
robots have the potential to save many lives in the future,
including those who have been affected by fires and those who
serve as fire fighters. It can be useful in circumstances where
the atmosphere is highly unsafe for humans, such as toxic
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chemicals, radioactivity, or a propane tank that is about to
explode. Fire-fighters are constantly at risk of losing their
life. A lot of research has been done in understanding
automation in fire fighting robots. Thus, the motivation
behind this project is extinguishing fire.
This paper proposes a smart fire fighting robot system that
is designed to detect the source of fire, extinguish it and
increase the knowledge about fire behavior from the
incident area. This Robot has the capability of sensing
accurately with increased flexibility and with the low cost
in the long run, it is reliable and economical. Moreover, by
placing the sensors appropriately we can efficiently detect
the location of the fire. It can extinguish different types of
fire. It will reduce the risk of injury for fire-fighters and
possible victims and decrease the monetary losses which
increase considerably as fire duration increases. The aim is
to build a prototype that would lead to a product solving the
common need in fire management of remote pre-analysis of
the situation before engaging. This is the reason we believe
that to overcome the above-mentioned issues and safeguard
the lives of our heroes, our system comes to the rescue in a
very effective manner and hence would be a game-changer
in this field.
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Abstract: Agriculture and agricultural development is very
vital for the sole purpose of human existence. India being an
agrarian
country
most
of
its
income
andsurvivaldependsonfarmersandthedevelopment
and
smooth working of farming. With the constant increase in
population and deteriorating weather conditions with no
consistency in rain, technology needs to be made constant
improvement in to caterto the demandsrequired.The Internet
of Things (IoT) is one of the application
mainlyusednowadaystosolvechallengesfacedbythe farmers
and to solve the issues of soil moisture which is one of the
most crucial part of farming. To overcome the issue our goal
is to design a user- friendly,low-cost soil moisture sensor
which monitors the land and the moisture present in the soil
making it easier for farmer and also avoiding the chance of
any human errors happening. The system uses ESP8266
Microcontroller alongside a moisture. This sensor alongside
ThingSpeak one of the most powerful IoT cloud platform we
plan to makefinding real time soil moisture leveleasier.
Keywords- Agriculture, Humidity, Irrigation, Sensor, Soil
Moisture, IoT, NodeMCU.
I.

sensors are not economical for most of the farmers making it
impossible for them to implement the sensor system in their fields.
However, Internet of Things (IoT) is a very upcoming
technology to help the farmers and the agriculture industry. The
innovative, low-cost sensors that can be prepared for
maintaining the soil moisture just like the commercial ones, can
be achieved by using IoT. Agriculture monitoring requires
precision and sometimes due to non-IoT sensors production,
there are chancesofhavingnonfavorableoutcomes,unevenwater
sprinkles causing over-watering and financial loss. IoT
agriculture has presented us with a variety of promising
solutions. IoT promises an ease in the process of having a
healthyproduce.
ComingbacktoourSoilMoistureSensor,whenaidedby IoT can
create wonders. It brings a wide scope to computerize the
irrigation
process.
A
Soil
Moisture
sensormeasuresthemoisturelevelexistinginthesoil.An
IoTBasedSoilMoisturesensorcannotonlymeasurebut
also
irrigate the fields when the moisture levels are insufficient for
the plant. Adding to this process, the data can also be collected
accordingly and can make further irrigation and production of
the planteasier.

INTRODUCTION

Management of water is very important whenitcomesto soil for
growing plants. The soil moisture present tend to give the best
results when available according to the requirement of the plant.
Soil and Water are an elementary requirement for the sustenance
of a healthy crop. Agriculture is a very important factor inIndia.
According to research,about 60% of India's population is
engaged into this industry which makes it very important to take
care of the produce. Soil affects the crop growth on basis of its
nature, which can be either dry or wet, porous or compact, etc.
Considering the water content in the soil, we need a clear
knowledge of the amount of water already present on the soil as
well as the amount required for the crop. It can be usually
determined bythe presence of solids in the soil, i.e., by
proportions. The climate change and water management also
affect their process.
Even though soil moisture might just be a small dimension, but
it is very significant to the plant growth. Under-watering and
Over-watering are common errors faced by farmers with huge
portions of land who go through intense labor to properly
irrigate their fields. To overcome the issues of under-watering
& over-watering, it directly affects the plant health. Not only
will it affect the plant health but also the soil quality degrades.
Also, to ease the farmers’ labor-intensive process, commercial
sensors to manage the soil moisture have been introduced.These
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Pin out of NodeMCU ESP8266(Figure1)

Our project, an IoT based Soil Moisture Sensor basically uses an
ESP8266 NodeMCU Module (Figure 1) which assists the
process. When connected to the FC-28 Soil Hygrometer Sensor,
it sends the data to a server, ThingSpeak where we keep track of
our soil quality as well. ThingSpeak is a simple IoT platform
which offers real time data visualization pf the sensor’s data. A
DC Water Pump is connected to the said sensor fulfilling the
role of watering the under moisturized soil.

FC-28 Soil Moisture Sensor (Figure 2)
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The 16 X 2 LCD provides us with the visual representation of
the moisture content present in thesoil. Overall, the small parts
that are bound with the help of IoT come together to make a
fully functional Soil Moisture Sensor.

ESP8266 NodeMCU Module. It will not just consequently
inundate the water dependent on the dampness level in the
soil yet additionally send the Data to ThingSpeak Server
to monitor the land condition. The System will have a
water pump which will be utilized to sprinkle water on the
land contingent on the land ecological condition, for
example, Moisture.
II.

16 X 2 Liquid Crystal Display (Figure 3)

I.

OBJECTIVE

The goal of this project is to layout a sensible, simple to
introduce procedure to identifyandindicatethedegreeof
soildampnessthatisunendinglymadedosoastoachieve apex plant
development and correspondingly enlargethe reachable water
system assets.
Reasonable soil water sum is a compulsory condition for ideal
plant development. Additionally, water being a pivotal
component for life sustenance, there is the essential to bypass
its inordinate use. Water system is an incomparable customer of
water. This requires the need to control water supply for water
system purposes. An association has been set up between
environment strategies and water executives. Water board can
be influenced by various factors, for example, the water interest
from the various areas or the outcomes of certain levels of
warming on hydrological assets. Environmental change and its
belongings are a repetitive point in exploration papers with
respect to water assets and agriculture. The potential results of
an unnatural weather change have prompted the thought of
making water transformation measures to guarantee the
accessibility of water for food creation and individuals and to
look after environments.
The majority of the farmers utilize huge segments of cultivating
area and it turns out to be hard to reach and track each edge of
huge
terrains.
Business
sensors for
frameworks
focusedonagribusinessanditswatersystem are pricey, making it
incomprehensible for farmers to execute this kind of framework
on their homesteads. Nonetheless, producers are right now
offering
minimal
effortsensorsthatcanbeassociated
withhubstoexecute ease frameworks for water system
executives and agriculture monitoring. At some point there is a
chance of lopsided water sprinkles. This outcome in the poorquality yields which further prompts monetary misfortunes. In
this situation the Soil Moisture Monitor utilizing Latest IoT
innovation is useful and prompts simplicity ofcultivating.

PROPOSEDDESIGN

NodeMCU, an open source IoT (Internet of Things)
platform, uses Lua Scripting Language which is a highlevelmulti-paradigmprogramminglanguage..Itiseasily
programmable, cheap as compared to other development
boards, implementation is quite smooth, and it is wi-fi
enabled.TheA0pinoftheNodeMCUisconnectedtothe soil
moisturesensor.
The soil moisture sensor is an easy-to-use digital soil
moisturesensorhavingLM393comparatorchip.Thereis a
fixed bolt which helps in quick and simple installation with
power indicator and a digital switching output. We can
measure moisture and water level content in it but inserting
the sensor in the soil. If the moisture level is high, the
digital output is 5V otherwise it is 0V when the moisture
level is low. The potentiometer in the sensor is used to set
a desired moisture threshold. If the measured moisture is
higher than threshold then the output is high, and the LED
indicates the same. Similarly, the output is low if the
measured moisture is lower. For sensing the moisture
level, the digital output is connected to the
microcontroller.
Using a relay, we connect the water pumpandtheD5pin
controls the same. The relay we use to connect the water
pump is a 1 Channel 5V Relay Board Module for Arduino.
Its basic function is to drive the 5V pump since the Node
MCU cannot give output voltage greater than
3.3VfromitsGPIO.MicroDC3-6Vwaterpumpisalow cost,
small size Submersible Pump Motor which can be
operated from a 3 ~ 6V power supply. Among the wide
range of microcontrollers that can be used to control it like
Arduino, PIC, ARM, we use a Node MCU. With the
consumption of 220mA current, it could take up to 120
liters per hour. The water level should always be higher
than the motor because dry run, due to heating can damage
the motor and generates noise.

The Soil Moisture Monitor has wide extension to robotize the
total irrigation framework. Here we are building an IoT based
Soil Moisture Monitor utilizing
Schematic for Soil Moisture Monitor (Figure 4)
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Weare using a16×2LCDtoshowtheoutputofthesoil
moisture sensor. Combined with polarizers, the Liquid
Crystal Display uses the light modulating properties of the
liquid crystals. For generating images in color or
monochrome, we use liquid crystals as they do not emit
light directly unlike reflectors or backlights. LCD is also
long lasting and energy efficient since it uses 25% less
energy than any other non-LCD displays. With LCDyou
also do not have to worry about screen burn-in with LCDs.
In display devices making use of phosphor-based pixels,
Screen burn-in is a phenomenon which occurs. Since pixels
in Traditional CRTs are made up of phosphor, which makes
them fall under this category. LCDs do not experience
screen burn-in because their pixels are made up of organic
materials.
Unlike
other
devices,LCDscanhaveastaticimageforlonghoursand
westillwouldnothavetoworry
aboutitburning
intothe
display.
III.

IMPLEMENTATION

is received on the Analog pin of the NodeMCU.Since,it
isasoilmoistureandirrigationsensorcircuit,we
needawaterpumptoworkwhenthemoisturedetectedis lower
than the threshold we set in the code. The Water Pump is
connected to 5V Relay which helps the pump to function
when then NodeMCU sends a Signal from the generalpurpose input-output pin D0 to the signal pin of the relay.
The relay has the same ground and voltage source as the
other components. The Relay’s NC i.e., Normally Closed
Pin is further connected to the Water Pump. Not only does
the water moisture content be measured and is the soil being
irrigated but the use of LCD helps the person using this
sensor
to
know
at
what
percentageisthesoil’smoistureatanypointoftime. The SDA
that is the serial data line of the LCD is connected to the
general-purpose input-output pin D2 and SCL that is the
serial clock line of the LCD is connected to the D1 pin of
the Wi-Fi module. They also have a common ground and
voltage source.This connected LCD eases the process of
identifying the moisture content at which the crop was
irrigated which will further help make a database for the
crop’swellbeing.
Overall, this is a very economical and efficient sensor. It
does all the work of measuring the soil moisture,
detecting whether it is acceptable considering the
thresholdmoisturewhichweset,irrigatingthecropwhen
itrequiresmoremoistureanddisplaysthemoistureonthe
LCD. Moreover, the data sent to the server(ThingSpeak)
also eases all thisprocess.
IV.

RESULTS ANDCONCLUSION

Block Diagram (Figure 5)

Wechosethisprojectbecauseweliveinveryagriculturefocused country where more than 70% of the population
isdirectlyorindirectlydependentonagriculture.Tokeep
it
inclusive to all the people, we decided to use a NodeMCU
ESP8266 microcontroller which isconnected to an opensource platform, i.e., ThingSpeak. ThingSpeak server
basically does thejob of sending the soil moisture data we
will
collect
from
the
plant
to
its
cloud.Since,itisanIoTbasedanalyticplatform,itsends in data
in real time to the cloud. All this data can also be further
utilized to make the sensor more efficient for a given
location. Our main idea is that the NodeMCU will
sendindataregardingthemoisturepercentageeveryfew
minutes to the ThingSpeak server. This NodeMCU is
connectedtothecomputerviaanethernetcable.Thenthe code
can be run on out our Wi- Fi NodeMCU module. Now,
coming to the soil moisture sensor, FC-28, we
connectittotheanalogpinoftheWi-Fimodule,i.e.,A0. All the
components have a common 5V source and ground. The
Soil Moisture Pads are exposed to the soil which needs to
be tested for its moisture. This sensor functions when the
moisturehasreached the pairs causing conductivity and
resulting in resistance. This further sends out a signal which
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The total hardware and programming arrangement have
been done to check the soil moisture. We have tried in a
limited scale by using the moisture sensor and we have
checked the readings.
The NodeMCU ESP8266 Module composes the
estimations of the soil moisture sensor FC 28 in the field
onto the ThingSpeak IoT server at regular intervals. The
16X2 LCD showed us the moisture content inpercentage
when the FC-28 pads were in contact with thesoil.
Seeing the water pump work concluded that the codeand
thehardwarewassetperfectlytoirrigatethelessmoisture
plant. Hence, we can conclude that this set up can be
further be used on a larger scale in thefuture.

V.

SOCIALIMPACT

A lot of research has been done and will keep happening
in the agricultural department to get better crops and
harvesteverytimeandmaketheworkautonomousrather
than human based since human errors are unavoidable
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but also something, we cannot afford with thepopulation
growth and already existing scarcity of food causing a
famine. Technology like IoT makes the sensors reliable and
user friendly. Not only is this user friendly but also does
not require a high cost. It is a very small investment
considering the advantages we get from it. New
developments can always be easily added to this depending
the requirement of the user. Not only is this system
informing about the moisture level present in the soil but
also by using relay and water pump it is also irrigating the
soil by itself in the precise level the soil
requirestokeepthecropshealthy.Ourapproachwiththis
project was to rather better and put light on an already
existing sensor and make it user friendly by using the
ThingSpeak cloud server than create something new.
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Abstract— “Hello World”, the first computer program written by
people learning to code and those who became keen to this field
gave rise to languages which in turn became the building blocks
for making an application which makes your daily tasks very fast
as well as simple. Here in India, there has been a rapid growth rate
of mobile applications in terms of downloads and usage in app
markets like google playstore & apple’s app store. Unfortunately,
all the major applications we use are made by foreign developers.
Therefore, our honorable Prime Minister Narendra Modi made an
announcement of “Make in India” which aims to make India a
global manufacturing hub, by encouraging both multinational as
well as domestic companies to make products within the country.
In terms of app development, this would give developers a huge
boost. Therefore, our team’s aim is to make an all-in-one
application that can use scanning technology to scan pictures easily
and convert them to different files like pdf, word and use edge
detection to auto crop images, use color detection/correction to
differentiate various colors and give output according to the
consumer requirements. This would indeed make the lives of
students, businessmen and other people hassle-free and would save
their time downloading different apps. Since this would be a
genuine made in India app, people would not be worried about the
security flaws like data collection, malwares and various others
exploits that come with some apps as all of the data would be stored
in local servers.

2019, less than 10 per cent of all cataract patients were suffering
from advanced cataract. In the last quarter of 2020, this figure
jumped to 50 per cent, a five-fold increase. The cases of dry eyes
due to digital eye strain also has jumped from 10 per cent to 3050 per cent over the same period (Source: Business Standard).
Everyone has different apps for different purposes, and this causes
a cluttering of applications on one’s phone.
Therefore, to reduce screen time and create a one stop solution for
all the needs of a student or working professional, we have created
this application. It consists of a document scanner, a to do list
tracker and a place where one can store notes. All of this has been
realised through computer vision and machine learning. Through
this software, you can scan documents in real time and convert it
into pdf and send it to whomsoever you want. The to-do-list will
help you stay on track and remind you about all those tasks that you
have been avoiding or forgetting to accomplish at fixed intervals.
The notes software will help you take down notes during classes,
record the minutes of a meeting or simply put down random
thoughts that may enter your mind in a simple and efficient manner
to be reviewed at a later date.

II.
Keywords— Computer vision, App development, Machine
Learning, Detection, Segmentation, Localization, Artificial
Intelligence, Flutter, React native, Mobile phone, Java, OpenCV,
Software development

I.
INTRODUCTION
Human perception and computer vision are two approaches to
the basic process of seeing that mirror each other. Although it is
possible to argue that Computer Vision is nothing more than a
crude reproduction of eyesight with severe constraints, it is also
possible to argue that human eyesight suffers from a multitude
of constraints. As a consequence, we believe computer vision is
the way of the future. The overall recognition of details from
images is known as computer vision. The data could pertain to
3D models, object detection, data compilation and processing,
and much more. It is the process of detecting images with an
image sensor and then evaluating these images with a computer
processor to extract the appropriate information.

OBJECTIVE

The main aim of this app is to help the masses especially students
scan important notes and assignments for their projects using
computer vision models. They will also be allowed to convert these
scanned documents into pdfs with the ability to apply filters in
order to avail complete legibility of the documents. This system
will make the process of scanning and submitting assignments
digitally very easy and accessible for the students. The app will also
enable people to take down their notes in an efficient way and
convert them into pdfs for better accessibility. The app contains a
task manager which will help the students mark out their tasks and
their schedule for the day in a systemic way. We aim to constantly
improve the app by adding various features and eye satisfying user
interfaces as and when they are developed. There will be a number
of obstacles in the way which we will avoid by continuous
debugging and improvisation to make the app more efficient. In the
age of e-learning, to find all these features in a single application
will be very convenient for students and in general for everyone
who constantly needs to scan hand-written documents.
III.

IMPLEMENTATION

In today’s world affected by pandemic, most of the work has
been shifted online. Be it presentations for your boss,
assignments for teachers, projects and so much more has been
completely transferred to the digital medium. We are spending
hour and hours in front of some kind of a screen day in and day
out for work, studies or for entertainment. In the last quarter of
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Fig.1 Original image (captured)
Fig.4 Edged Image (Canny Edge Detection)

Edge Detection Technique is used to detect the boundaries of
the object by analyzing the image under various brightness.
Here we use the canny edge detection technique to bring
about the desired result.

Fig.2 Grayscale image

Fig.5 Boundary around the document (Contour Approximated)

Contour Detection: After detecting the edges, we try to
extract the document which is to be scanned from the scanned
image . This is done by drawing contours and around the
edges detected and by choosing the largest contour.
Fig.3 Gaussian blurred image

An image is captured using the device’s camera. It is then
resized and scaled down. The scaled down image is then
converted to a grayscale image, which is further blurred
using the Gaussian Blur technique. The image when
blurred becomes smoother than the grayscale image which
helps reduce noise and the edge content.

Fig.6 Perspective transformation

Perspective Transform: Some of the documents might not be
scanned from top-down and they might even be placed at a
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certain angle. Therefore, we apply perspective
transformation. In perspective transformation, one
anomalous quadrilateral is mapped to another and hence, a
quadrilateral can be transformed into a square or a
rectangle by defining a new mapping for each pixel.

work hassle free, saves your time and you can concentrate on
your work.
So now let’s take a tour of the attractive features we have got
here:
•
Scan your document.
•
Enhance the scan quality automatically/manually.
•
Enhancements includes smart cropping and many more.
•
Optimization of the picture into several modes like black
and white, coloured, dark, etc.
•
Share the scanned image directly to several social media.
V.

Fig.7 Adaptive Gaussian Thresholding

FUTURE SCOPE

This is just the starting of creating a document scanner application.
We have got much more to go in terms of several features which
can be included by updating the app.
Some of them which we have in mind are:
•
Adding the pdf option so the users can directly share all
the scanned images in pdf format
•
Supporting multiple options while scanning like book
scanner, document scanning, passport scanning etc.
•
Improving the scanning quality by providing option of
clicking images in high resolution.
•
Adding an edit option which includes manual edit/batch
mode editing of pages after scanning is completed, adding text,
eraser, watermark - functionalities in the application.
•
Including notepad in the app
•
Overhauling the UI to make room for several features like
creating folders, subfolders to save the scanned documents in a
particular area.
•
Directly giving the option to upload the document to
cloud for saving purposes.
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We have created an easy to use mobile document scanner
application to scan documents on the fly. Sometimes in a
single day we need to scan multiple work documents, in that
situation if every tool is provided in the app, it makes your
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Abstract— The project's aim is to create a system that encourages
energy conservation. As a result, we'd be able to light up a few
houses. The proposed work will be carried out with the help of a
microcontroller, Arduino and sensors that monitor the power
depending on light and obstacle detection, as well as an emergency
system that will communicate through wireless networks. The
beauty of the proposed work lies in the way it eliminates wasted
power waste and increases the life of streetlights, all on the premise
that the lights do not stay at their full brightness for the entirety of
the night. This aids in the improvement of safety measures.The
proposed definition would be useful in future microcontroller and
sensor applications, among other things. In addition to the lighting
automation system, the project uses wireless mechanisms to ensure
people's safety.

Keywords— Automation, Switching, Energy conservation,
Arduino, Sensors, Remote Monitoring, Smart lighting system.

I. INTRODUCTION
Automation frameworks [1] are preferred over manmade
methods as they consume less manpower and resources. These
automation systems play a vital role in making our daily lives
easier. Street lights, more than any other power use, play a
critical role in protecting our valuable environment and
providing illumination for protection during night travel. A lot
of energy is expended in such cases, where the street lights are
turned on at maximum brightness for the remainder of the night.
This reduces the lifespan of electrical appliances, such as the
light bulb inside the light. In urban areas, this is a power wasting
element of one of the more expensive vitality properties. An
intelligent lighting control framework could reduce road
illuminating costs by 70% [3] and increase the equipment's
reliability in this way. The traditional street lighting system can
be operated with two only options: "ON" and "OFF," which is
inefficient since these tasks require constant work at high
voltage, which results in power loss. Power wastage is greatly
reduced when automation systems are used. This opens the door
to a slew of new energy and money-saving strategies. In the past,
it was proposed to monitor lighting frameworks using Light
Dependent Resistor (LDR) [4], IR objection detector sensor [5],
and Arduino [6] together [7]. The significance of the smart street
lighting system has prompted a slew of research and studies
projects [7].
II. LITERATURE
The amount of energy generated by lighting and streets has
become a significant energy demand in recent years. Vehicles
are still travelling along, but there might be places where there
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are less, or even no, vehicles. In a typical street lighting scheme,
the street lights are switched on at night. As a result, a lot of energy
is lost. To solve this issue, proper energy conservation and lighting
regulation must be enforced. The proposed work would have two
controls: one to turn off lights when there is no vehicular activity
and automatically turn them on when a vehicle passes by, and
another to dim the lights for passers-by while switching to bright
mode when vehicles are parked along the lane. [10] To monitor the
street light nimbly based on the illumination available; the system
can also realize automatic timing control by pre-introducing time
to control the streetlamp switch and, at long last, to control the
streetlamp time. Simultaneously, the device can perform
programmed daylight control, which can work dependent on the
intensity of light at daytime and the level of enlightenment control
standard, and control streetlamp naturally. Another street-smart
controller with twofold limits, including timing control and
customized photoelectric control, is masterminded reliant on the
advantages of normal control and optical control. A wake-up
highlight is accessible on the terminal controller. At the point when
vehicles or walkers cruise by, the terminal regulator will turn on the
streetlamp, which will at that point turn off consequently. The
lights switch off consequently after the vehicles or walkers have
passed. The new smart streetlamp control framework is intended to
save energy as well as delay the existence of lighting equipment.
III. OBJECTIVE
In previous works traditionally, street lighting systems were
based on LDR, with the majority of them being passive
infrared-receiver-based structures powered by clocks and
simple circuits. Sun tracking sensors are often used to switch
off the road lights when the daylight luminance is detected.
Furthermore, street light controls that use solar energy to
regulate road light have been modified. Another approach is
presented for dimming the light during less busy hours, which
is recognised by turning on/off the gas. While this can reduce
the amount of energy used, electric bulbs are still used on a
regular basis.As far as we can tell, there is a need to plan a
system that regulates the "dimming," interfaces the power
ON/OFF with the vehicle's movement detection, considering
everything. The most popular setup is to control the road lights
based on the lighting conditions outside. This is the focus of the
project, which is a smart lighting system in which street lights
are turned off during the day. The lights, in any case, remain
dim. The proposed plan aims to essentially eliminate all
physically operated light frameworks, and it does so use the
Arduino Uno microcontroller, an IR obstacle detection sensor,
LDRs, and resistors. When the force of daylight encroaches on
LDR in this case, road lights can be naturally regulated to meet
the desired requirements. To save even more electricity, the full
brightness discharge street lights are being replaced with LEDs.
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An automated street light system not only helps us save
electricity, but it also helps us prevent mishaps, crimes, and
maintenance costs. In our model, we used Wi-Fi to create an
emergency switch that can be pressed if an emergency occurs
near the streetlight. When the emergency switch is pressed,
a message is sent to the appropriate agency, which displays
the message "warning," indicating the need for assistance at
the location. This would be beneficial in ensuring that those
in need receive assistance as soon as possible.
PROPOSED DESIGN

Fig. 1: The architecture design of automatic street light control system

Figure 1 shows the architecture plan of programmed streetlight
control frameworks dependent on vehicle or object detection
utilizing Arduino Uno having highlights of "Dim" light
capacity. In this errand, 1 LDR sensor, 6 LEDs, 2 resistors, 5 IR
sensors, 1 ESP8266 Wifi module and 1 Arduino UNO have
been utilized.
One leg of the LDR sensor is associated with an Arduino analog
pin number A0 and another leg to the VCC pin. Comparable
methodology is trailed by a resistor with the ground port of
Arduino. Likewise, the limit esteem (threshold value) is
acclimated to 10 from the discrete qualities (0-1023) to
distinguish "day" or "night". After this, every one of the positive
terminals of the LEDs are associated with resistors portraying
the streetlamps as the yields of the Arduino signals. The ground
of the multitude of LEDs is associated with the Ground port.
The IR obstruction evasion sensors are associated with the
Arduino port from pin number 2, 4 and 10, individually, which
is the information sign to the Arduino board. Essentially, the
ground of all the IR obstruction evasion sensors is associated
with the GND port and all VCC of IR snag shirking sensors are
appended to Arduino 5V pin. At first, we set the IR impediment
evasion sensors to HIGH toward the start gave there is no
movement. The ESP8266 WIFI module is associated with the
Arduino as demonstrated underneath in the Figure 2. Arduino
Uno is then associated with the PC utilizing the USB link and
the introduced driver programming on the PC is utilized to
compose, arrange and run the product code on the Arduino
programming IDE software.

Fig.2: Circuit diagram of ESP8266 WIFI module & Arduino
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IV. IMPLEMENTATION
In the starting, the LDR sensing element senses the sunlight
intensity within the atmosphere at a specific instance and
consequently sends the information to the Arduino. once
receiving the information, the Arduino converts it into totally
distinct values from 0 to 210 - 1, where zero resembles no light
and 210 - 1 resembles full brightness, so it adjusts the output
voltage consequently from 0 to 2.5v for Dim and 0 to 5v for
Hight relying upon the received value (0-210 - 1) by
comparison with threshold worth. The output is 2.5v in no light
condition (night time) if the received value is a smaller amount
than the edge worth. As a result, Dim LEDs glow at 50% of
the maximum value, and once it’s (daytime), the received
worth is over the threshold value, and also the output voltage
is 0V. Fig. 3 shows the circuit style of an automatic street light
system with dim light capability. The LEDs are then
completely switched OFF. Initially, the IR object detection
sensors are HIGH. So, once there's no object in-front of the
sensing element, the Transmitter will continuously transmit the
IR light. However, once vehicle (or some obstacle) comes in
front of any of the IR sensors, the emitted rays return to the IR
receiver after reflecting off the item. The microcontroller then
senses it as a motion. Thus, when the object passes in front of
the first IR sensing element, the corresponding LEDs are
changed from DIM to HIGH (5v) by the microcontroller. As
the object moves forward and blocks consecutive IR sensing
elements, consecutive 3 LEDs are modified to HIGH from
DIM, and also the LEDs from the previous set are switched to
DIM from HIGH. This method continues for the complete row
of IR obstacle detector sensors and LEDs. this may be enforced
within the headlights of vehicles, street lights, parking lights of
hotels, malls, and houses, and it is useful. throughout the day,
no LEDs are glowing once receiving the perceived intensity
worth of daylight with the threshold value by the LDR sensor.
Fig.5 shows that once the intensity level is HIGH (Daytime),
LEDs stay OFF. in the dead of night as a result of the perceived
intensity value of sunrays by LDR is less than the threshold
value and there's no object detected by any of IR sensors. Thus,
the dim LEDs are glowing. Fig. 6 shows once the intensity
level is low (Night time), LEDs get activated. Moreover, the
brilliance of the planned model lies within the incontrovertible
fact that solely those LEDs can glow brightly upon discovering
the object is present, and also the remaining LEDs maintain
their 50% brightness. As an associate example, the primary set
of LEDs are glowing with full brightness and the remaining are
in with 50% brightness as a result of the perceived intensity
worth of daylight by LDR is less than the threshold value,
therefore it's thought of as night, and also the object is detected
by the 1st IR sensors. Next, once the item moves to the 2nd IR
obstacle detector sensors, the second set of High LEDs are
glowing, and also the initial set once more turns DIM. These
results show the potency of the planned plan and offer the
immediate validation of the planned model. We've additionally
enforced an associated emergency buzzer facility wherever
within the case of a breakdown any stranded person might
attend the closest light pole and press the emergency button
which might then send a notification via WIFI by using the
ESP8266 module to the accountable authorities with the
precise location or the pole variety. Fig.8 shows an alert
received on pressing the emergency button.
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V. RESULT AND CONCLUSION
We illustrated the whole working process and the add on
features of the рrороsed smart street automation соnсeрt. In
the first place, the LDR sences the intensity value of daylight
аnd sends it to the Аrduinо. The Аrduinо at that point judges
if the received value crosses the threshold level (which is set
independently by the authorized person in the Arduino
software). It further соnsiders values аbоve the threshold
value as daytime and LEDs along these lines remаin ОFF. In
the event that the received value hаррens to be less than the
threshold level, the controller соnsiders it аs а night time. In
the night, if the value of the IR sensor is LОW and assuming
no obstacle is detected, DIM LEDs (half of its mаx value)
glow. Assuming the IR оbstасle detector value is HIGH and
detects any оbjeсt, HIGH LEDs (full brightness) will glow.
Further, we will to implement Solar Power/ Energy, Electric
power generation through speed breaker and Real time
monitoring through wireless as innovations in our project. If
in the case of an emergency, if the button on a pole is pressed
it will send a notification to the connected device over WIFI
by using the wireless module.

Fig. 6: Demonstration

Fig. 7: The Final Project

Fig. 3 Circuit diagram of Arduino & IR sensors

Fig. 8: Emergency alert screenshot
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Abstract— Internet of things (IoT) is called as network of

physical objects that are been embedded with software,
sensors, and many other technologies for the purpose of
connecting and transferring the data with other systems and
devices using the internet. And a smart and secure shopping
system is not possible without IoT. In a local departmental
store, all items have to connected with a database by which we
can easily analyze the data like ,how many items are in stocks
,which item is running out of stock and many more things. By
this we can make our shopping system a smart shopping
system. Now if we connect all items in store with UHF RFID
tag that contain all information about the product like price,
quantity, product info etc. and with help of RFID reader we
can send this information to the database using Arduino uno
and ESP8266 WIFI module. ESP8266 Wi-Fi module is used for
communication between the RFID Tag and database server
using phpMyAdmin. As we know Arduino is a
microcontroller, it is used to communicate with sensors like
RFID tags after which we can easily send data to
phpMyAdmin database server using ESP8266 WIFI Module.
And the website contains login and registration page that
give the person a unique id that will link to the products
added to the cart
Keywords—IoT (Internet of Things), Smart Shopping, Secure
Shopping, Smart Cart, RFID (Radio Frequency Identification),
Gossamer protocol IoT (Internet of Things), Smart Shopping, Secure
Shopping, Smart Cart, RFID (Radio Frequency Identification),
Gossamer protocol, MySQL

I. INTRODUCTION
With almost four billion of daily users, internet has been
emerging as one of the most important tools of communication.
.The internet of Thing has strengthen the modern business as
the advancement in the information and technologies
Internet is a major part of human life now. ‘The era of Internet
of Things’ is here. Internet of Things can create analyze the
information about the connected objects, and can make its own
decisions also, so in other words we can say that Internet of
Things is smarter than the Internet .Examples of the
IoT(internet of things) are Smart home automation, Sensors,
Security or Surveillance cameras
can easily transfer
information among each other. Fast, easy and secure payment
of bills in supermarkets is a dream for every shopkeeper. And
with the help of IoT it now possible. If we connect all items in
store with UHF RFID tag that contain all information about the
product like price, quantity, product info etc. and with help of
RFID reader we can send this information to the database using
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Arduino uno and ESP8266 WIFI module. It will make our
shipping system fast ,easy and mainly very much secure.
Because nowadays generally barcodes are used to scan the product
for product information but, barcodes can easily gets damage as it
is to the outer side of the product. On the other hand, we use RFID
tags that can’t get damaged easy. RFID tags uses a kind of smart
barcodes in order to identify items. RFID is also known as “radio
frequency identification,” and this , RFID tags uses the technique
of radio frequency technology. These radio waves transmit the
data from the tag to RFID reader, which then transmits the
information to a computer program which is written on Arduino
IDE,and with the help of ESP8266 Wi-Fi module we can send this
Information to our database server using phpMyAdmin As
ESP8266 Wi-Fi module connects the program with internet.
II.MOTIVATION / SCOPE OF THE PROJECT
The existing shopping system highly relies on barcodes. A barcode
is a visual representation of data that can be scanned and we get
information of the product. As we know barcodes are always
exposed on the outer side of the product, due to which they can get
easily damage. Barcode makes the billing process quite slower in
departmental stores because of individual scanning of product one
by one. And secondly, in existing shopping system, manual work
is more like which product is running out of stock and which need
to be refilled is done by the shopper which is a hectic job. These
disadvantages demand for an automated system. Arduino
connected with phpMyAdmin with help of ESP8266 WIFI
Module and the data that has been read by the RFID tags with the
help of RFID reader is stored in the server. AS RFID tag is directly
connect to database base it we can know which product is running
out of stock .which is in stock on more manual work is required.
Further the Arduino can be connected to phpMyAdmin and the
data that has been read by the RFID tag’s with the help of RFID
reader is stored in the server. The website contains login and
registration page that give the person a unique id that will link to
the products added to the cart .
III. METHODOLOGY
The IoT based smart shopping system consists of RFID reader
,RFID tags ,Arduino UNO,Esp8266 Wi-Fi module, phpmyadmin
database and website for displaying the bill.
So first the RFID tags which contain all the information about a
product such as price, quantity etc. is readed using the RFID
reader. The Arduino Board stores the information and then using
the Esp8266 Wi-Fi Module we connect our Arduino Board to
internet and the Phpmyadmin database. After the connection is
established a php file is included in the Arduino programming
code and all the information of the RFID card which is stored in
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Arduino is passed to the parameters of the php code. The php
code consists of Structured Query Language queries which
insert the data in the phpMyAdmin database. The database is
used for the analysis for the company so that they can analyse
their sales and make accurate sales decisions. For the customer
to see the bill, a php code is used to fetch the data and display it
on a website. The price, quantity and total price of the products
purchased is display on the website. The connectivity to the
internet using Esp8266 Wi-Fi Module shows that it is an
Internet of Things based system.

IV. SCHEMATIC / BLOCK DIAGRAM
Fig.3 LOGIN Website page

Fig.1 Block Diagram
Fig.4 REGISTRATION Website page

Fig.5 Website for User

Fig.2 Circuit Diagram

Fig.6 PhpMyAdmin
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V.ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES
A. Advantages:
Making use of IoT based smart shopping system improvises the
whole existing shopping system. Using such a system can help
Customers elevate their experience as they no longer have to
hold-up in long queues for billing in the billing counter for long
time for their payment that has been generated. The billing list
is prepared in the cart itself with the help of RFID reader and
the client can easily view the products he/she has bought on the
website equipped on their smart phone. Therefore, the billing
amount that is been generated on the website has to be paid
before getting out of the ,this elevates customer experience by
reducing the queue time. This type of system even reduces the
hard-work required to manage the inventory . Those RFID tags
can help the workers to detect the products are out of stock from
their office itself,therefore shelves are called as Smart shelves.
These system can help to detect when and where the product is
refilled and when then the product is getting expired. As the
customer preferences saved in the Customer database like
products brands purchased by the customer ,These information
can help the store to build future planning and business
strategies to create customer satisfaction and make certain
products always available to the store as the customer should
face inconvenience and make profit to the store . Thus, applying
such a IoT based smart and secure shopping system in a store is
a ingenious move. The data is not lost and is saved to database
B. Disadvantage:
These type of IoT system depends on the Microcontroller like
Arduino ,ESP8266 Wi-Fi module, RFID reader. From
integrating RFID tags to each products in the store i.e. assuming
60,000 to making every shopping cart a smart shopping cart can
raise the cost very higher. In addition to these ,building a smart
shelves can also cost higher. Thus, this could be a one time
investment ,but in future all these will required a time to time
repairing and maintenance. Thus, the drawback in this efficient
system is that it is very expensive to
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Abstract—During the pandemic situation, due to the abundance of
time, many students are learning new skills such as programming,
analytics, etc. and are willing to work on projects on the topics that
they have learned. We realized many of us had started a few
projects with enthusiasm but left midway due to lack of guidance,
help. After some conversations with peers and experiences of our
own, we figured out that most of the students leave projects
incomplete since they get stuck midway and can’t find adequate
resources, mentors for guidance, or peers for help. To get these
problems solved our team came up with an idea of creating a
platform wherein students can collaborate with other students
who are working in the same domain, thus teaming up for a project
and getting it completed together. The primary motive of creating
this platform is working together as a team, learning skills
together, helping doubts get solved, and completing the project at
a specific time. Hence, we came up with an idea of creating a web
app that has multiple features like Learning Groups, and
Discussion Forum thus creating a platform for all individuals to
learn and grow together.
Keywords— Client server architecture, React.js, Material UI,
Python, Fast API, Docker, Web Application

I. INTRODUCTION
When a student finishes learning a new thing, he/she tries to
build a project and most of them fail to complete it and move on
to something else without putting their knowledge to practice.
Collab Circle is a project collaboration web-app where any
student irrespective of which college they attend will be able to
team up and work on a project related to any technological fields
be it Data Science, Machine Learning, Web Development etc.
with the perfect partner(s). Students in general always are
looking for projects to work on. Our website shall help students
explore different projects and take part in projects which interest
them. We plan to provide students with a platform where they
can not only take part in projects but also start their own projects
and look for like - minded people. Our platform shall allow
students to realize about the projects being worked on at the
time, that shall give them an idea of the options they have and
widen the horizon of learning. It will also let students form a
group of people who will be taking the same course which in
turn will help in better understanding of the concepts as they will
be able to clear their doubts immediately. This will also make
sure that a person stays motivated to learn and gain knowledge
by interacting with their peers. These days it is tough to find a
mentor who will be able to guide a student on the right path and
stop him/her from committing the mistakes he did during his
journey thus saving the time of a student.This is basically an allin-one platform for any student to learn and improve their skill
set as well as work on more productive projects with their perfect
partner. Most of the students learn various skills like machine
learning, data science , web development, blockchain but fail to
implement anything as they lose motivation while working on
projects. In such case, if a student finds a project partner , he/she
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can collaborate with the partner and work together without losing
motivation.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Every student during his/her four-year course, learns various
skills online, but these skills don’t create an impact until they
prove their skillset. A student should create and work on
projects to test and practice his/her skills. Majority students
start with a project and leave it half done because they face
issues and bugs. Students who are genuinely interested in
projects need proper guidance, motivation, and a team-mate to
divide the work and complete the project. Since students have
interests in different domains like web- development, app
development, machine learning, data science, etc., it is difficult
to find a team-mate to work on the same tech-stack. With an
aim to tackle this problem, Collab circle provides a platform to
students to find interesting projects to work on. The student can
browse different projects and choose something he/she likes to
work on. Collab circle also gives students an opportunity to
create their own projects with their ideas.
This platform is also beneficial for researchers, teachers and
senior developers who aim to build projects and need juniors to
collaborate with them. The user can post his/her idea on this
platform by giving a brief description of his/her project, techstack used, and the number of team-mates required to
collaborate. People who find the user’s project interesting can
send a request to the user with an interest to collaborate for the
project. The user can go through all the application requests and
approve those requests he/she wishes to work on. Collab Circle
is a web-application which is fully functional and responsive.
It uses the client-server architecture. The frontend has been
made with React.js and Material UI. Backend with Fast API,
Swagger. We have used Mongo DB for database and Amazon
EC2 free tier service for deployment.

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
Collab circle is a web-application which uses the client- server
architecture. In this architecture, the client is browser which
sends request to a remote computer which is the server. Client
is responsible to access the service provided by the server and
client can make requests to the server if the data is present in
the database.
Following are the steps for client-server interaction:
1. On typing the URL of the web-app, the browser sends
request to the (Domain Name System) DNS.
2. DNS finds the address of the webserver and sends the IP
address of the webserver as a response.
3.

HTTP request is sent to the server by the browser to the
web-server’s IP address. HTTP (Hyper Text Transfer
Protocol) is basically a set of rules which is used by the
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4.

client to request data from the server.
The HTTP response is read by the browser and a web
page is rendered. The rendering is done by JIT compilers

By using hooks we can use state and other React features
without writing a class. Hooks are the functions that "hook into"
React state and lifecycle features from function components.
Hooks are backward- compatible. It does not contain any
breaking changes. Also, it does not replace your knowledge of
React concepts.
use State: use
State is a Hook that allows you to have state variables in
functional components. You pass the initial state to this
function and it returns a variable with the current state value
and another function to update this value.
use Effect:
Using the Effect Hook, we can perform side effects in function
components. When you use this Hook, you tell React that
something needs to be done after render. React remembers the
function you passed and calls it later after performing the DOM
updates.
React Router:

which consists of DOM (Document Object Model)
interpreter, CSS interpreter and the JS engine.
Fig 3.1 Client Server Architecture

Front End:

React Router is the standard routing library for React. It helps
you keep your UI in sync with the URL. It is a collection of
navigational components that compose declaratively with your
application.
Redux.js:

The front – end or the client – side of the web application is
everything the user interacts with. This web application has
used the following tech stack.

Redux helps you in writing applications that behave
consistently, that run in different environments, and are easy to
test. It centralizes your application’s state and logic enabling
powerful capabilities like undo/redo and much more. It works
with any UI layer.

React.js:

Styled components:

React is a JavaScript library created for building fast and
interactive user interfaces for web and mobile applications. It
is an open-source and component- based front-end library. It
is responsible only for the application’s view layer. The view
layer is responsible for the app’s looks and feels. JSX is a
syntax extension to JavaScript. JSX when used with React
describes what the UI should look like. JSX is useful because
we can write HTML structures in the same file that contains
JavaScript code.

Styled-components is a library for React and React Native that
allows you to use component- level styles in your application
that are written with a mixture of JavaScript and CSS using a
technique called CSS-in-JS. Styled components allow React
developers to write plain CSS in React components without
having to worry about clashing class names.

Functional Component:

A component is an independent, reusable code block which
divides the UI into smaller pieces. A functional component is
an ES6/JavaScript function that returns a React element
(JSX). A component’s name must always start with a capital
letter and it can take props as a parameter if necessary.
React Hooks:
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Material UI:
Material-UI is an open-source project that features React
components that implement Google’s Material Design.
Material-UI components work in isolation. They are selfsupporting, and it will only inject the styles that they need to
display. Material-UI is developed mobile- first. It is a strategy
in which we first write code for mobile devices, and then scale
up components as necessary using CSS media queries.
Backend:
The backend or the server side of the web-application manages
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the working of the website. The backend code fetches data
from the database and send to the browser. Collab Circle has
been made using the following tech-stack.

the fastest processors in the cloud.
NGINX Web Server

Fast API:
Fast API is a modern, fast, web framework for building REST
APIs with Python. This framework helps to rapidly build new
applications by calling functions such as authentication
through the Fast API. It has a very high performance and is
one of the fastest Python frameworks available.[5]

MongoDB

Fast API Server

Docker

Swagger:
Swagger is an Interface Description Language for describing
RESTful APIs expressed using JSON. It is used with a set of
open-source software tools to document, design, build, and
use RESTful web services.

EC2 Host Machine

Fig.3.2 Tech Stack Layers

Mongo DB:
It is one of the most popular databases for modern apps. It is
classified as a NoSQL database program and it uses JSONlike documents. It is written in C++. MongoDB is almost 100
times faster than RDBMS. Using Mongo DB, we can also
perform dynamic queries on documents.
Docker:
Docker is a software platform for building applications based
on containers. By using containers, it makes it easier to create,
deploy, and run applications. All the parts that an application
needs (such as libraries and other dependencies) are
packaged up by the container and deployed as one package.
By doing so, the developer doesn’t need to worry about the
machine on which the application will be running. It gives
flexibility and reduces the number of systems needed because
of its small footprint and lower overhead.[4]
Nginx:
Nginx is a high-performance, highly scalable, highly available
web server, reverse proxy server, and web accelerator. It helps
in accelerating the application delivery as well as the content.
The security can also be improved using Nginx. It has a simple
configuration yet delivers high performance. It also has a rich
feature set and low resource consumption.

IV. WORKING
Following are the features of the Web App:
1. Authentication: Like every other app, to create a personalized
user experience we provide the basic login/sign up feature
where the user can create his profile and track his progress
regarding any project that he needs help with or any project
that he/she is working on.
2. Sign-up: -The user can create his profile on our app by
entering a valid e-mail id and some personal details. Post this
his account will be registered with us and he can login anytime
and see his progress.
3. OAuth: The user can also register with us by the means of
famous third-party registration services like that of Googleand
Facebook.
4. Login: After logging out after a session of use, when the user
must come back to the website and continue from wherehe
left, we have the login feature where the user needs to enter
his registered email id and password and the progress of the
previous session will be retrieved.

AWS EC2:
Amazon EC2 stands for Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud. It is
a web service that provides you with a secure and resizable
compute capacity in the cloud. Amazon EC2 gives you
complete control of your computing resources and lets you run
on Amazon’s proven computing environment. It offers the
choice of processor, operating system, storage, networking,
and purchase model on its compute platform. It offers one of

Fig.4.1Project Structure
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2. Projects : This feature allows the user to connect with
people who are skilled in a similar domain so as to work
together as a team for completing a project.For example :
User A is an experienced full stack developer and wants to
create an ecommerce website for food products. User A
posts a project in the Project Section with a short
description of his project and adds a vacancy for 3 frontend
developers. User B is a frontend Web developer with basic
skills. User B checks the project sections and finds User
A’s project interesting. User B sends a request
3. Create Project: A user can think of a project he wishes to
work on and post his idea in this section of the webapplication. The user must mention the following before
posting his project on Collab Circle.
Title: - The user must enter a suitable title for the project.

My Project: My Projects is similar to a dashboard wherethe
user can view his/her progress, the number of projects he/she
has worked on. It is a dashboard where the user can user can
view the number of projects, he/she has worked.
3. Settings: The user can update his details here.
Update Details: The user can update his profile on Collab
Circle by editing his personal details and skills. The user can
change password, name, email-id, contact no.
Delete Account: The user can delete his account if he wants
to leave the platform. The account and user’s information gets
deleted from the database. The user can create a new account
later if necessary.

Description: - The user must provide a detailed
information about the project, the tech stack used and the
features to be implemented.
Skills Required: - The user is supposed to mention the skills
required to work on this project. For e.g.: Angular.js,
Python, Natural Language Processing, Tableau.
Fig.2.1 Create Project Screenshot

Fig.2.2 Browse Projects Screenshot

Fig.4 Training data performance
Fig.2.3 Dahboard Screenshot

2.1.4. Vacancy: The user needs to mention the number of
people he/she would like to collaborate with. If a person
finds a project which requires his/her preferred skillset,
he/she can apply for the particular project.
Browse Project: The user can view various projects from
different users using different technologies. The user can
apply for projects he/she wishes to work on. The user can
through various ideas and any technology he/she wishes to
work on. Once the user finds a project suitable to work on
and something lying in his/her domain, he/she can apply for
that particular project. Once the user applies for the project,
the creator of the project gets a notification via email. If the
creator feels like the applicant has genuine skillset, the
creator shall send a confirmation to the applicant.
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V. FUTURE SCOPE
Till date there does not seem to be proper place where
developers can look for people interested in projects or join
ongoing projects actively. We aim at changing this, our app
shall not only allow one to look for people who will be willing
to work on your project but also allow one to join ongoing
projects started by other students. Since the hunger of
knowledge shall never die down but only grow with time our
app will see an increase in the number of users daily.
Chatroom:
The chatroom shall provide as a mode of interaction for the
users working on the same projects. It shall also help them to
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get to know each other. The app shall be a quick and easy
for a group of students to talk to each other and to find
projects that shall interest them. With time a chat room shall
be added which will let users discuss about the progress of
their project and get to know each other
Questionnaire:
A platform to ask and clear doubts of the users of the app.
This shall help develop a community feeling among the
users of the website as they all simultaneously work on their
projects.
VI. CONCLUSION
This aim of this project was to design a platform which can
be used by any kind of user anytime, anywhere. The goal
was to implement a workspace for students to find a group
of enthusiastic students to work collectively for a common
goal. This web app once successfully created approved can
be made available online and can be accessed by anyone,
anytime, anywhere. Hence this application is completely
user friendly and easily accessible.
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Abstract—The purpose of this project is to form associate
Arduino based mostly Digital Code Lock that serves the
aim of security. The Arduino based mostly Digital Code
Lock is associate access system that enables solely
licensed persons to access a restricted space. Security
could be a prime concern in our day – to – day life.
everybody desires to be the maximum amount secure as
potential. associate access management for doors forms a
significant link during a security chain. The system
contains of a button computer keyboard connected to
Arduino. The system can enable you to planned a parole.
The lock can open if and given that the entered parole
matches the planned one. If the entered parole is wrong a
buzzer are activated. The second stage of this project is to
add a fingerprint sensor. The purpose of adding a sensor
is to add an extra layer of security to our model. Only if
both the layer of security is accessed correctly will our
model work successfully.
Keywords—Arduino, Security, Digital, Access, Password
Protection, Buzzer.

Fig 1. Circuit Diagram

I.

INTRODUCTION

As its name suggests, the fingerprint door lock system, is
associate degree automated door lock, which can be installed
anywhere i.e., houses, offices, etc. It consists of an input
device, a scanner for fingerprint detection, and an electric
door strike system with relay. We began to work on this
project as a result to be needed to figure with a input device
and fingerprint device still has become additional acquainted
operating with LCD's, An automated electric lock system
would serve excellent for this purpose, and it would also help
me build my practical knowledge in my field. Its basic
functionality is as mentioned below:
When we switch on the power, the liquid crystal display
shows a message and the standing semiconductor diode
brightens up, and that is how we know that the door is barred.
There is a button given for the user by which he/she can
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change the password or enter the password. The user must
know the current/default password in order to change it. If the
code is rendered properly, the fingerprint scanner will be
activated automatically. The relay will be activated if the
fingerprint is detected by the scanner. This will result into
opening of the door which will be indicated by green light
which will glow for few seconds.
PROPOSED DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
In this section we have shared the components list and
the design we have used to construct the system.
We have used two forms of Arduino is this system. One is
Arduino Uno which has been used to load the program into it
and store it so that it can run the code whenever the system
gets executed. The second Arduino we have used is the
Atmega328p with Arduino bootloader. The sensor which we
have used for our fingerprint sensor is the ZFM-206SA
module. We have used a 4x4 Matrix Keypad as the first stage
of our code lock. The various other small components have
been used like BJT, NPN transistor, breadboard different
values of capacitors and resistors for connection purposes.
The entire setup once designed on the breadboard will then be
shifted to PCB board.
A. Hardware Implementation:
In the figure shown we tend to place the devices and then link
them consistent with the figure. Tx-out and Rx-in of the
detector square measure linked to the pin a pair of and pin
three of the Arduino Uno severally. The two-stage fingerprint
lock is connected to one output port of the Arduino Uno.
Establishing a network with the relay permits change
between the 5 Volts and also the 12 Volts electrical parts.
Currently we've linked in the Arduino Uno to the portable
computer for registration of the fingerprints. We tend to need
the reference to the pc for assignment the identification to the
prints. This could be achieved through integrating Arduino
application with a smartphone. We tend to register the
identification into the detector and transfer the program code
to the Arduino Uno. we tend to detach the Uno with the pc
and switch on the ability adapter. After the power is supplied
to the system, the fingerprints which are saved in the system
database gets loads up. After that it matches for the
corresponding fingerprint which is to be matched. If the
fingerprint is matched, the systems keyboard and switch
remain active. And if the match is found, the buzzer will buzz
once and locks gets unlocked. If the match of fingerprint is
not found, then the system will not take any action. If more
than 3 tries are failed then the buzzer will start buzzing. The
fingerprint scanner can perform over 100 scans per second.
So once the finger is placed, it will respond immediately if it
is a match. This technique saves up to 125 fingerprint
database IDs. This means that it can save 125 fingerprints in
its database and can manage the access of total 125 people.
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B. Software Implementation :
Firstly, we downloaded the Adafruit Fingerprint sensor library
which was available on the internet. For adding a new finger
ID, we had designed a schematic which we uploaded to the
Arduino. After this, we follow the procedure as shown below
in the figure.

It fails once the finger is muddy or terribly oily. However,
in traditional cases, the detector is ready to sight saved
prints the majority the days. In our severe testing, the
success magnitude relation is over ninety five percent.
Excess dirt and oil on the finger used to produce negative
results. However, the device looks to induce the reading
much more accurately once the finger is a smaller amount
dirty or oily. Marks were visible on the lens but could be
washed away. The device claims to own 99 accuracy rate
and it looks to be living up to its promise.
Keypad testing: In this we have entered the correct passcode
once and then we entered the wrong code multiple times in
a row. The results which we expected were attained.
However, in terms of application, the fingerprint sensor is
far better in terms of security as this feature is unbroken
even in case of emergencies.

Fig 2. Finger print enrollment steps

C. Fingerprint verification process: In this process we
place the finger on the sensor and if that fingerprint is
registered in the Arduino then the door gets unlocked. If
there is no match found in Arduino then the door will
remain locked.
D. Process to Delete a Fingerprint : To remove a
fingerprint, enter the IDs within the database system and
it will delete that fingerprint. The steps have been given
below in the figure. An image of the detailed schema of
the fingerprint sensor-based lock code has been shown
below in the figure.

Switch testing: When we pressed the switch, the door was
unsecured when it was absolutely ironed. It did not fail one
time. When with success finishing the goal, after
experimenting on the system, we’ll be able to say that we
have successfully designed a dependable and safe lock.
In order to see how accurate and additionality of the system
we've developed varied finger conditions to envision the
scanner, checked the pc keyboard with check codes and
check runs for the switch. The scanner could identify about
nineteenth of fingerprint, which was once purposely tested by
us for extreme fingerprint conditions. The pc keyboard and
additionally the switch have performed consequently with
one hundred pc accuracy. For further review and testing, we
gave the system to a young engineer’s group. They put it
together and said that the functions of the system were proper
and also got reviews by conducting a public survey. They
wanted heaps of functions to be further that's possible with
this method, for that we tend to square measure about to
would like the requirement specific hardware and variety of
modifications of code.

Fig 3. Finger print deletion steps

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Here, we want to discuss how the system reacted once the
design was completed. We had planned numerous tests to
visualize if the functions of the individual systems were
performing consequently. We had carried out various
online simulations of our design and obtained a positive
report. After implementation of the tests, we accumulated
the outcomes to confirm the functionalities of the
individual components. After integrating the entire system,
it was tested to see if there were any errors.

Fig 4. Training data performance

We ran our code totally different| for various variety of
cycles which gave US different valued accuracy values.
once we ran it for twenty epochs, we have a tendency to
got our accuracy rate as 57.48%. This price of accuracy
exaggerated to 61.48% once we ran it for forty epoch
cycles. This shows that as we have a tendency to
increase the amount of coaching

Fingerprint testing: After we save a fingerprint, we needed
to check the accuracy. We tried putting the it partly,
inverted and also the detector was able to match the prints.
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SOCIAL IMPACT
Our system which we have developed is much more copious
and versatile. Currently we have created a system which has
only one lock. We are going to add various security steps
where the lock is unlocked with the help of fingerprint
identification. It just needs some more electronic components
and modification in code. There are various modification
which we can do in the project. These modifications are given
below.
E. Multiple Lock and a Decoding System
F. Computerised Fingerprint Lock System
G. Smartphone based Fingerprint Security System
H. Advancements
The number of locks can be increased in our system i.e., we
tend to don't got to pay most for one lock. A system to avoid
wasting prints while not the employment of laptop is created,
however it'll require a lot of elements than those used.
I. Limitations
If fingers are exposed to certain chemicals then fingerprint
sensor may not be capable to detect fingers and it'll produce
errors twig standing or if the fingers and dirty or if there are
any form of bruises on the fingers. It isn't acceptable for
youths, because as they grow their fingers also grow and
hence the size of the palm changes.

J. Challenges
This lock uses electrical energy and a power cut anytime can
turn the system useless. To avoid this problem, a battery is
added to it. We have a tendency to use relay module and it is
sensitive to power it receives. If there is a lack of adequate
amount of power, then relay switch does not function
properly. So we had to permit a continuous supply of power
to the module. The optical detector we tend to use is likely to
get scratches and get dirty. Therefore, it’s getting to typically
provide inaccurate result.
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Abstract : Lately, there are ascend inside the quantity of
utilizations upheld recurrence ID (RFID) frameworks
and are effectively applied to various zones as assorted as
transportation, medical care, agribusiness, and
hospitality industry to call a couple of. This RFID
technology also alleviates the automatic wireless
identification using an electronic passive and active tags
with suitable readers. In this paper, an effort is formed to
get over the lecture attendance monitoring problem in
developing countries like India using RFID technology.
The application of RFID to student attendance
monitoring as developed and deployed during this study
is capable of eliminating time wasted during manual
collection of attendance and a chance for the tutorial
administrators to capture face-to-face classroom
statistics for allocation of appropriate attendance scores
and for further managerial decisions.
Key Words: RFID, RFID Tags, RFID Reader, Microcontroller
,Radio Waves, Ethernet shield

I. INTRODUCTION
RFID has a spot with a social affair of progressions
suggested as Programmed Recognizable proof and
Information Catch also called AIDC. This methods thusly
perceive objects, assemble data about them, and enters the
data clearly into PC structures with close to zero human
mediation. RFID procedures uses radio waves to accomplish
this. RFID is "radio-repeat ID" and depends on a
development whereby progressed data encoded in RFID
names or are gotten by a client by methods for radio waves.
RFID resembles barcoding, in that data from a tag or imprint
are gotten by a device that stores the data in an information
base. RFID, regardless, has a couple ideal conditions over
systems that usage scanner label asset following
programming. The most noteworthy is that RFID name data
can be examined outside the view, while normalized
distinguishing pieces of proof should be agreed with an
optical scanner. RFID advancement is being realized in
different organizations. Generation organize use is perhaps
one of the most as regularly as conceivable referenced usages
of RFID names and equipment. Retailers, for instance, "WalMart" and markets, for instance, "Albertson's" have begun to
make it required for their suppliers to name item destined for
their stores. There is, regardless, a key differentiation to the
attendance's stock when stood out from that of an
appropriation focus or a retail outlet. In the dissemination
focus and retail location arrange, stock come in and leave.
Only every so often are they returned. The retail division is
looking as a "dispensable" advancement that hands a thing
to a customer which gets discarded. Anyway the thing sharp
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unit cost of including a RFID tag is extensively more than the
cost of printing a scanner tag on a pack. In libraries,
things are taken out and returned usually. In this way the
proportional RFID tag is re-used regularly. The libraries over
the globe started to use RFID to quicken oneself check in/out
techniques, to control the burglary and to encourage the stock
control in attendance. The institutionalized label advancement
is step by step getting superseded by the RFID development.
The RFID tag shouldn't be indisputable for recognizable
proof. It will in general be examined despite when it is
introduced in a thing, for instance, in the cardboard front of a
data or in the packaging of a thing. It can moreover store data,
for instance, stack number, increment number, data number,
essayist information, etc., yet institutionalized ID is limited to
just a conspicuous verification number.
Existing Attendance Systems fundamentally use scanner tag
for maintaining logs. Regardless, one of the focal drawbacks
of scanner labels is that the institutionalized recognizable
proof of each data ought to analyzed independently at the
attendance exit. This is dismal. As opposed to this, a RFID
based structure offers the flexibility of theft distinguishing
proof without the cumbursome technique of checking each
and every individual along these lines fundamentally
automating the task of thievery acknowledgment. It makes the
endeavor basic for the attendance staff to screen datas with no
try to the advocates similarly as the staff. It ensures security
seeing theft shirking just as can be utilized for following and
stock organization.
The execution of RFID won't just oust the manual work of the
attendance staff yet will likewise enable them to follow the
area of the data and deal with the giving and returns of dat
easily .Moreover, it can likewise later be progressed to involve
RFID Gates, marks and confident database nearby APIs for
consolidating with existing databases.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
The authors have addressed the method of implementing
RFID attendance using UHF RFID readers, Mercury 4
reader. UHF innovation was picked for attendance
application because of its since quite a while ago read extend,
speed of frequency and ease. The read scope of mercury 4
peruser is up to 2 meters, which is adequate to screen the
development of datas over the entryways. The read scope of
psionteklogix handheld peruser is up to 30 cm’s which will
be valuable for finding a specific data in a rack. With the new
EPC Global Gen 2 standard, more than 1000 labels can be
perused every second in applications where they are
protected from RF noise. UHF additionally can also decrease
the read speed to 100 labels every second with high
dependability in RF noisy applications.
In this paper, A keen Attendance Management System
(AMS) in view of Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)
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was worked as a pilot venture for the college attendance. A
Graphical User Interface (GUI) was deliberately intended
to help all vital attendance functionalities and client needs.
Various sorts of rack radio wires were planned and
manufactured focusing on 100% label clarity in a low-SAR
condition for the attendance clients. Model keen cupboards
were assembled and tried utilizing various kinds of close
field rack recieving wires guaranteeing limited inclusion in
the region of the rack, along these lines staying away from
undesirable recognizable proof of datas dwelling at close
by racks. SAR reenactments were acted within the sight of
human apparition models situated at a nearby separation to
the bureau. The rack radio wires were enhanced so as to
amplify label comprehensibility and limit electromagnetic
contamination in the region of the bureau.
In this paper,the proposed system utilizes MATLAB and
MySQL to upgrade the administration system.The creator
picked MATLAB for the improvement of Graphical UI for
the overseer, and kept up data set using MySQL worker.
MATLAB is an astute, framework masterminded
programming language that enables one to convey one's
considerations minimalistically and clearly, without
obsessing about bothering nuances like memory task or
type checking. This broadly lessens progression time and
keeps code short, reasonable and totally helpful. It has
phenomenal worked in help for some data examination and
portrayal plans.
A web based idea is joined with RFID innovation to frame
a web based application for the attendance the board. The
RFID Motorola MC9090 is utilized for the whole procedure
which is conveyed inside the attendance. This peruser is a
good peruser that can peruse any sort of tag of frequencies
like Low, High and Ultra High. Each client and each data is
given a RFID Tag which has a devoted, one of a kind EPC
(Electronic Product Code) which is made comparable to the
database for the further subtleties. Web ideas are advanced
with the assistance of Internet of Things design layer.
Monitoring and detecting the attendance condition from an
area and to recognize the materials, datas, CD's, and so forth
present inside the attendance for simple access of the data
which was seen to be the most widely recognized issue.
This paper propose a fine-grained limitation strategy called
FILM, which can accomplish cm-level information
confinement through the accompanying three stages to
settle the issue of effectively finding the facts after they
have been misshelved by the understudies. To begin with,
it gathers the stage profile for each labeled information with
no guarantees. Second, it adroitly picks three examples
from the stage profile and finds the labeled information by
displaying the three examples. Since there are an
extraordinary number of 3-mixes, we can get numerous
applicants of the information restriction. Third, it utilizes
the Gaussian bit thickness model to decide if the applicants
are acceptable or not. The fundamental thought is that, the
loud information bring about questionable evaluations,
while the perfect information will consistently get a gauge
near the ground truth. Thusly, the situation with the most
noteworthy thickness is the well on the way to be the label's
position. By this implies, the boisterous information don't
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add to the last gauge, which improves the limitation
exactness.In this paper,the authors have proposed a
framework called RF-Scanner that can play out the rack
checking consequently by consolidating the robot innovation
and the RFID innovation. The previous is utilized for
supplanting the custodians and freeing them from seriously
difficult work. The later is introduced on the robot and moves
with the robot to filter the on-the-rack datas. They have
figured two significant issues worried by administrators, the
data limitation and the resting data recognition, and give the
modern answers for them.
III. BACKGROUND
The RFID system consists of 3 components: Antenna,
transceiver and transponder (RF Tags)
Antenna - The Antenna is available inside the peruser. It
makes electromagnetic field. Whenever a name comes in
closeness of the electromagnetic field it gets started and it can
scrutinize and form data to the peruser by making radio signs.
Radio wire also called antenna continues like a
correspondence media between the tag and the peruser

Fig 1. Antenna

Tags - A RFID tag is included a computer chip containing
perceiving information and a radio wire that communicates this
data distantly to a peruser. The chip will contain a serialized
identifier, or label number, that astoundingly perceives that
thing, similar to the way in which many normalized
distinguishing pieces of proof are used today. A key
differentiation, at any rate is that RFID marks have a higher
data limit than their normalized ID accomplices. This forms
the decisions for the sort of information that can be encoded on
the tag. Without a doubt, an unfathomable once-over of various
types of information can be taken care of on RFID marks,
dependent upon application needs. A RFID tag can be put on
the pieces of information for the execution of the framework.
RFID Tags-1443a - RFID labels are a kind of following
framework that uses scanner tags so as to recognize things.
RFID is another way to say "radio recurrence recognizable
proof," and in that capacity, RFID marks utilize radio repeat
development. These radio waves communicate data from the
tag to a peruser, which by then sends the information to a RFID
PC program. RFID marks are from time to time used for stock,
yet they can moreover be used to follow vehicles, pets, and
even patients with Alzheimer's sickness.A RFID tag may
moreover be known as a RFID chip.
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Fig 2. RFID Tags-1443a

RFID Reader-RC522: The RC522 RFID Reader module is
intended to make a 13.56MHz electromagnetic field that it
uses to speak with the RFID labels (ISO 14443A standard
labels). The peruser can speak with a microcontroller over a
4- pin Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) with a greatest
information pace of 10Mbps. It likewise bolsters
correspondence over I2C and UART conventions. The
module accompanies an intrude on pin. It is convenient in
light of the fact that rather than continually asking the RFID
module "is there a card in see yet? ", the module will alarm
us when a label comes into its region.

Arduino Ethernet Shield: The Arduino Ethernet Shield 2
connects your Arduino to the web in only minutes. Simply plug
this module onto your Arduino Board, associate it to your
organization with a RJ45 link and follow a couple of
straightforward strides to begin controlling your reality
through the web. As consistently with Arduino, each
component of the stage – equipment, programming and
documentation – is unreservedly accessible and open-source.
This implies you can adapt precisely how it's made and utilize
its plan as the beginning stage for your own circuits. A huge
number of Arduino Sheets are as of now fuelling individuals'
imagination everywhere on the world, consistently.

Fig 5. Arduino Ethernet Shield

IV. WORKING

Fig 3.RFID Reader RC522

Arduino Uno - Arduino Uno is a microcontroller board reliant
on the ATmega328P (datasheet). It has 14 automated
info/yield pins (of which 6 can be used as PWM yields), 6
straightforward information sources, a 16 MHz quartz gem, a
USB affiliation, a power jack, an ICSP header and a reset get.
It contains all that normal to help the microcontroller;
fundamentally partner it to a PC with a USB connection or
power it with an air conditioner to-DC connector or battery to
start.

Fig 4.Arduino Uno
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The core of the framework is the RFID tag, which can be
fixed inside a data's back spread or straightforwardly onto CDs
and recordings. This tag is outfitted with a programmable chip
and a recieving wire. Each paper- flimsy tag contains an
engraved reception apparatus and microchip with a limit of in
any event 64 bits, which contains the data about the data like
name of the data and so on. RFID is a mix of radio - repeat
based advancement and CPU development. RF (radio repeat)
piece of the electromagnetic reach is used to communicate
signals. A RFID structure involves a recieving wire and a
handset, which read the radio repeat and move the information
to a dealing with device (per client) and a transponder, or RF
tag, which contains the RF equipment and information to be
communicated. The gathering mechanical assembly gives the
route to the planned circuit to communicate its information to
the peruser that changes over the radio waves reflected again
from the RFID tag into mechanized information that would
then have the option to be given to computers that can take
apart the data. This system can be executed using a RFID
module consolidated with Arduino Uno microcontroller. Every
information will have a special RFID tag. RFID per client
present at the participation path will get the alphanumeric
course of action addressing this fascinating tag and offer it to
Arduino.
Arduino will coordinated with database where this
information can be put away and recovered from according to
necessity. The Arduino will likewise control two LED
markers. Green LED will shine when the data is issued while
red will gleam if the data isn't issued. At the point when a
unissued data is completed of the attendance, an alert will be
sounded. This will likewise be associated with the
microcontroller.Right when a unissued information is finished
of the participation, an alarm will be sounded. This will in like
manner be related .The participation will comprise of 3 RFIDs
out of which 2 will be kept at the exit of the participation and
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one close to the reports issue counter.Every information will
have a RFID sticker which will go about as a RFID tag.The
staff liable for giving the facts will the output RFID tag on the
figures utilizing the RFID peruser. The information from the
scanner is gotten by the microcontroller associated.The
microcontroller would then send the part's distinctive
verification code to the guideline data set zone through GSM
correspondence, for check. At the point when checked, the
microcontroller would control the section motor to pen the
entrance and meanwhile show rules for the person to enter the
information name or subject name he is filtering for. As the
individual enters the information nuances (name or subject
name), the microcontroller would send information to the
essential data set territory. If information is available, the
necessary rack number would be appeared on the LCD. If not
open, practically identical message would be appeared.Each
rack would consist of an individual embedded system
comprising of a microcontroller, reader and a communication
system. As the person scans the required data onto the reader,
it reads the information present on the RFID tag of the data,
and transmits information to the microcontroller. Arduino will
coordinated with database where this information can be put
away and recovered from according to necessity. The Arduino
will likewise control two LED markers. Green LED will shine
when the data is issued while red will gleam if the data isn't
issued.

Fig 7(b).Ethernet Shield Connections

RFID Tag
shield

Fig 8. Google Spreadheet Data Results

RFID
Reader

Microcontroller

Data
Sheet

Fig 6.Block Diagram

Fig 9. RFID Reader Results

Fig 7(a). RFID Reader Set Up
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IV.

FUTURE SCOPE

It required some investment for RFID to find a good pace it
is in today — particularly to arrive at the initial billion labels
achievement, seven years back. Today the market is
developing progressively.
With an expected 3-4 billion RFID-labeled things in 2013
(UHF in particular), and a 35% to 40% YOY development
rate, there is no doubt that RFID innovation by and large has
accomplished strong infiltration all through trade around the
world, supported by unique development from retail attire
executions.
In the same class as this sounds, and as large as these
numbers would show up, RFID reception is still possibly
starting to expose what's underneath — in any event, when
seeing retail clothing applications, where RFID labeling is
maybe accomplishing 1% of the complete accessible
market. Looking outside retail clothing, it's considerably
increasingly evident that RFID is still in its outset as far as
execution, considering the trillions of items surrounding us
that can be RFID-empowered.
RFID have certain advantages over the barcode system that
makes the attendance management system docile:
i. RFID doesn’t need line of sight. RFID tags don’t need to

be in sight of the RFID readers. Due to this, the stealing
of data can be monitored easily which couldn’t have been
possible due to the barcode system.
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ii.Barcode system is only read whereas RFID tag system

allows read and write. Due to the data can be rewritten or
modified using the RFID tags which cannot be achieved
using the barcode system. This helps keeping track of the
issuing and returning of data.
iii.Data is encrypted in RFID tags therefore, security is

provided.
iv.RFID tags can store more data as compared to barcode

system.
v.RFID tags can be read quickly as each tag does not need

to scanned individually unlike in barcode system.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Monitoring an item constantly is a tedious task particularly
in a place like Attendance. Issues are confronted concerning
price, range and flexibililty. we are proposing economical
IoT based tracking methodology with RFID which is
portable, small in size and more economical. RFID in the
attendance accelerates data obtaining, checking, datas
looking through procedures and along these lines liberates
staff to accomplish more errands. It straightforwardly gives
the data data and attendance part data to the attendance the
board framework and needn't bother with the manual
composing.These applications can lead to noteworthy
investment funds in labour costs, upgrade client
administration, lower data burglary and give a steady record
update of new assortments of datas.
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Abstract— Lattice networks empower a many-tonumerous connection between hubs to such an extent
that every hub in the organization can speak with each
and every other hub utilizing multi-bounce
correspondence and way variety. As it empowers the
quick carry out of sensor and actuator organizations, it
is a significant viewpoint inside the Internet of Things
(IoT). Lately, using Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) as a
fundamental innovation to carry out such lattice
networks has acquired a great deal of interest.
Nonetheless, this paper examines this new innovation
completely and assesses its exhibition by methods for
three methodologies, to be specific a trial assessment, a
measurable methodology and a diagram based
recreation model, which can be utilized as the reason
for future examination. Aside from showing that
predictable outcomes are accomplished by methods for
every one of the three methodologies, we likewise
recognize potential downsides and open issues that
should be managed.
Keywords— BLE; Bluetooth Mesh; round-trip-time; IoT;
scalability; performance; interoperability
I.

INTRODUCTION

Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) first showed up in the
Bluetooth 4.0 standard [5], which had a reasonable effect
between Classic Bluetooth and the Low Energy variation
(additionally marked Bluetooth Smart). Low-power
remote correspondence situations could utilize this new
innovation to fulfill the necessities of correspondence
while saving more force. Lately, BLE has profiled itself as
one of the main advances for the Internet of Things [3] and
has been carried out as a family highlight in current cell
phones, tablets, workstations, and so on Thusly, clients
could promptly cooperate with these BLE items without
buying an extra door. With each new form of the
innovation, the feasible throughput, reach and energy
proficiency have improved fundamentally [2].
In any case, the entire Bluetooth Low Energy
configuration was centered around these telephone gadget
cooperations, bringing about regular highlight point, starbased organization geographies, with the telephone being
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the focal of the organization. This methodology didn't have
the cross section capacities offered by its low-power rivals
like ZigBee and Thread, both running on top of IEEE
802.15.4 in the 2.4 GHz band. Lattice empowers a
geography where every hub in the organization can
converse with each and every other hub, straightforwardly
or through multi-bounce correspondence. Such an
organization is self-sorting out, self-mending and
empowers way variety.
Subsequently, a few endeavors were made to add
coinciding abilities to BLE, bringing about various
methods, which are examined in detail in [4]. This
overview expresses that there are still some open issues in
regards to BLE network organizing. One of them is the
interoperability between the various executions, an issue
that must be settled when BLE coinciding is normalized.
This is actually what happened as of late, when the
Bluetooth SIG bunch delivered a lattice network detail
dependent on BLE by utilizing its publicizing capacities
[1].
Thusly, it's pertinent to get however this new normal works,
handles the opposite open problems distinguished in [4] and
handles the weaknesses of utilizing the selling capability of
BLE as a reason for correspondence. this is often by and
enormous the important commitment of this paper. apart
from giving the peruser an overview on however the BLE
fitting specific works, experiences ar given in its exhibition
by ways for 3 methodologies: an attempt assessment, a
factual methodology and utilizing a hypothetic model. The
remainder of the paper is coordinated as follows. In Sections
2 and 3, we tend to acquaint the peruser with Bluetooth Low
Energy itself even as the new Bluetooth Mesh normal.
Section4briefly portrays connected work. In Section5, we
tend to 1st adopt a measurable strategy to establish the total
circle time (RTT), that is in addition accustomed approve our
trials introduced in Section6. This half in addition contains
an overview of the pre-owned instrumentation and estimating
climate. The examinations focus on the RTT as a measuring.
Section7introduces a hypothetic model for the Bluetooth
Mesh normal. The model is approved through the
examinations within the past phase. At long last, we tend to
offer some effecting comments and examine open problems
in Section8.

II.

OBJECTIVE

Bluetooth is the main low force remote availability
innovation and with the presentation of a lattice organizing
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capacity, Bluetooth network organizing is ready to
additionally catalyze reference points, mechanical
technology, modern computerization, energy the executives,
savvy city applications, and other mechanical IoT and
progressed fabricating arrangements. We expect Bluetooth
lattice will have the biggest starting effect and will in the end
turn into a typical innovation in the bigger Internet of Things
biological system.
III.

PROPOSED DESIGN

The entire Bluetooth Low Energy configuration was centered
around these telephone gadget cooperations, bringing about
commonplace highlight point, star-based organization
geographies, with the telephone being the focal of the
organization. This methodology didn't have the cross section
capacities offered by its low-power rivals like ZigBee and
Thread, both running on top of IEEE 802.15.4 in the 2.4 GHz
band. Cross section empowers a geography where every hub
in the organization can converse with each and every other
hub,
straightforwardly
or
through
multi-jump
correspondence. Such an organization is self-arranging, selfmending and empowers way variety. Bluetooth Mesh hubs
all discussion straightforwardly to each other instead of
through some focal entryway or switch. There is no single
place of disappointment. Bluetooth Mesh utilizes what is
called overseen flood message hand-off engineering to
guarantee genuine multipath correspondences.
Thoughtfully, the Bluetooth Mesh Standard is characterized
as a distribute/buy in model where distributers can distribute
to a specific theme and endorsers can buy in to at least one
subjects of interest. This is shown in Figure , where switches
can distribute to a particular theme and lights can buy in to at
least one subjects
Fig.2 Schematic Diagram

Fig.1 Conceptual definition of the Bluetooth Mesh
Standard through a publish/subscribe model
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The standard characterizes two primary sorts of
addresses: a unicast and bunch address. A unicast address
is given to every hub when it turns out to be essential for
the organization and extraordinarily recognizes this hub.
A bunch address addresses a bunch of hubs. To have the
option to associate these various distributers and
supporters, a cross section geography is made. The rest of
this segment gives a bit by bit outline of all various sorts
of hubs present in such a geography. The standard uses
BLE publicizing and filtering as a basic innovation to
carry out correspondence. To impart in a Bluetooth Mesh
organization, a flooding system is utilized. Naturally, a
flooding system guarantees that every hub in the
organization continues approaching messages, so they are
transferred further, until the objective hub is reached. A
Bluetooth Mesh hub can execute some discretionary
highlights, intended to oversee and improve
correspondence, as shown by Figure. The highlights are
clarified in the accompanying subsections.
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LED on the board will kill, and the App will carry out the
accompanying techniques:

Fig.3 optional feature within the Bluetooth
Mesh standard.

1. Disconnect with the hub
2. Try to reconnect with the hub
3. Connect effectively and find ESP-BLE-MESH GATT
Service
4. Get Composition Data of the hub and add AppKey to it.
5. When every one of the methodology are done, the hub is
designed appropriately.
What's more, in the wake of squeezing OK, clients can see
that unicast address is appointed, and Composition Data of
the hub is decoded effectively.

A. Relay Feature
Without legitimate administration, the flooding component
utilized in the standard would decrease versatility, vigor, and
so forth harshly. To forestall this, the hand-off highlight has
been presented. So, just hubs that have the hand-off include
empowered will advance get messages further into the
organization.
B. Proxy Feature
The standard characterizes a regressive similarity
include for BLE gadgets that don't uphold Bluetooth
Mesh. Thusly, a local BLE gadget, for example, a cell
phone, can likewise associate with a Bluetooth Mesh
organization. This is accomplished by methods for the
intermediary include. A hub that empowers the
intermediary highlight can impart twoly: utilizing the
default BLE promoting capacity and utilizing the
regressive similarity include that utilizes BLE
associations.
C. Friendship Feature
The last element being examined is the Friendship include,
which comprises of two sub highlights: companion and lowpower hub. On account of the flooding system that is utilized
in this norm, hubs utilize a 100% obligation cycle to filter the
diverse notice channels. A companion hub is answerable for
two things: putting away approaching directives for his lowpower hub and handing-off got messages from his low-power
hub further into the organization. Utilizing this element, the
low-power hub doesn't have to have a 100% obligation cycle
and can save power. On the privilege in Figure, two hubs are
appeared: a light and a sensor. The light goes about as
companion hub and the sensor goes about as low force hub.
They structure a fellowship.

IV.

Fig.4 Provision of Node

Bluetooth Mesh Standard is characterized as distribute/buy
in model where distributers can distribute to a specific point
& supporters can buy in to at least one subjects of interest.

Fig.5 Client(Switch) Publishing at group address

IMPLEMENTATION
Fig.6 Each server subscribe to address at which client is publishing

The Scanner is App's usefulness to look for unprovisioned
gadgets in range. Open the App, press Scanner at the base and
the hunt will begin. After a brief time we should see three
unprovisioned gadgets showed. At that point, the App will
attempt to arrangement the unprovisioned gadget. At the
point when the gadget is provisioned effectively, the RGB
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switches can distribute to a particular point and lights can buy
in to at least one subjects. This idea is utilized as a motivation
for the execution in the norm. A hub in a Bluetooth Mesh
organization can buy in to at least one locations.
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Fig.7 Controlling server led by pressing switch at client

Fig.8 Using group address controlling all servers led simultaneously
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Abstract: The following paper describes a model created to stop
indoor hearth and different gas leakages performed because of
gases like fuel, CO2, LPG, etc. As seen in variety of places like
several large-scale industries, offices, buildings, activity services
burst into flames that results in a large loss of life and
information and different necessary materials. The dire ought
to monitor air quality is incredibly obvious, attributable to
raised industrial activities over the past years. Individuals ought
to grasp the extent to that their activities have an effect on air
quality. This project proposes a GSM primarily based pollution
watching system. The system was developed by the Arduino
UNO microcontroller. The pollution watching system was
designed to watch, analyze and notice air quality in period
applications. Air quality measurements were analysed by
differing kinds of sensors, once the device detects gas or smoke
the buzzer and led is activated and then the notification is sent
to the registered mobile number. The air quality measurements
captured by the designed system was accurate. The result was
showed on the digital display and the user receives a notification
if the fireplace or the gas level has exceeded on the designed
hardware’s display interface and could be accessed via the cloud
on a smart device like a mobile phone.
Keywords: GSM, Pollution, Arduino UNO, Air quality, Sensors,
Smoke, Buzzer, LED

I.

INTRODUCTION

Air pollution is a vast health problem for humans and other
living species. It is fatal in mother nature and is responsible
for lung diseases, stroke, problem related to breathing etc. It
exists both in outer environment and inner spaces. ‘Indoor air
pollution’ is often neglected but it is 2-4 much more than
outer spaces. Thus, observing and handling of indoor air
pollution is important. This is controlled using IoT. IAQ
observatory systems are one important part of environmental
monitoring actuations. Indoor air pollution is a risk factor for
several world’s leading cause of death, including heart
disease, pneumonia, stroke, diabetes and lung cancer.
As a result of indoor air pollution, 1.6 million humans died
prematurely in 2017 according to the Global Burden of
Disease research. After testing of the device on the platform,
it will be implemented and will be involved in future work.
In the paper, the experiment will be focusing on testing the
reliability of the device and implementing the same on the
platform, where more tests are essential to ensure data
accuracy for long time periods. Ventilation system has to be
connected to the platform in addition. Thereby, to improve
the air quality whenever it is not up to the mark, the system
can be automatically implemented.
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Since this system monitors only four basic parameters and
can be expanded by considering additional parameters which
cause the pollution especially by the industries. The
developed system dominates too much power, so we approve
using of solar power as an external source of energy in the
future and it will undoubtedly improve the reliability of the
system. Since we are using humidity sensor which detects
moisture can be connected with Home Automation through
which Air Conditioner can be started automatically.
It is a vast public health concern in developed and currently
developing nations due to the continued exposure to
environments with substandard air quality. It is calculated
that the pollutants accountable for substandard air quality
cause nearly 2.6 million untimely deaths every year around
the globe. Notably, around 1.6 million of these deaths are due
to contaminated indoor air and it is proposed that poor indoor
air quality may possess a remarkable health risk to at least
more than half of the worldly population. Social health issues
connected with poor air quality affects developed and
currently developing countries due to its link with
industrialization – it is estimated that air pollution is
accountable for the untimely fatalities. Once airborne
pollutants have been detected reformative action to improve
air standard is often unchallenging to implement.
Air disturbance has been a repeated health concern not only
for all of mankind but also for other living species. Air
standard monitoring is done laboriously via centrally located
station in majority of the countries. Concurrently, a lot of
populated areas of the world go without continuous, long
affecting air standard measurement. Due to the fulfilment
cost, architecture, and individual requirements for
monitoring places, up to date, the Geographical spread of air
quality monitoring networks has been restricted. Internet of
Things (IoT) has become a very famous prototype in the
latest wireless communication century. Distribution of allover “objects” or “things” is the basic purpose of the IoT,
which gathers and interchanges data in order to achieve a
common objective by means of mutual interactions. Access
to monitored remote sensor data is provided by the
connection of these physical things to the Internet, so that it
is possible to access the physical world from a distance.
Integration with the Cloud infrastructure is a fundamental
aspect of the Internet of Things, which entertains interfaces
and web-developed applications that enable the
communication with sensors and external systems.
Consequently, the Cloud computing framework helps in
providing data access and management specifications, for the
purpose of gathering and controlling data made available by
smart devices. In order to check air quality status and trends,
a real time monitoring of the existence and the concentration
of air pollutants is necessary. IoT might help health
departments to take the most suitable and effective decisions
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by continuous real time monitoring of outdoor pollutant
levels, in case the environmental conditions become
incompatible with the public health. In this dissertation work,
a system is implemented for monitoring the air pollution
based on Arduino and a prototype of this system has been
designed, deployed it in Dept. of Civil Engineering, Dept. of
Electronics, Dept. of Computer and IT, college hostel, Main
entrance, Government College of engineering, Amravati.
More over a website on Cloud-based platform that manages
data collected from sensors and displays it has been designed.
A comparison between five Cloud computing service models
will be carried out. Finally, a design will be made and the
system performance in terms of long-term operability, realtime measurement accuracy compared with nearby stations
and feasibility for application in other location will be
investigated.
II.

C. MQ2 Sensor:
MQ2 gas sensor is an electronic sensor being used for sensing
the presence and amount of the gases in the environment such
as LPG, propane, methane, hydrogen, alcohol, smoke and
carbon monoxide.MQ2 gas sensor goes by the other name as
chemo-resistor. It consists of a sensing material whose
resistance can be changed when it comes in exposure with the
gas. This error in the value of resistance is used for the
detection of gas.

COMPONENTS
Fig.3 MQ2 Sensor

A. Arduino Uno:
Arduino UNO: Arduino is an open-source microcontroller
that is easily programmable and it can be erased and
reprogrammed again. It also acts as minicomputer just like
other microcontrollers from which input can be taken and
output can be controlled for many sending information over
the internet. Arduino development board is used as hardware
by Arduino UNO and Arduino IDE (Integrated Development
Environment) which is a software for developing code is
used. C and C++ programs are used so that the
microcontrollers are easily programmable. Arduino has 14
digital input/output pins (of which 6 provides PWM output)
and the microcontroller which is used is ATmega328.

D. GSM:
SIM900A GSM Module is compact in size and not very
expensive module for GPRS/GSM communication. It is
simplified with Arduino and microcontroller in almost all of
the embedded application. The module offers GPRS/GSM
technology for communication with the help of a mobile sim
card. It uses a 900 - 1800MHz frequency band and allows
users to receive/send mobile calls and SMS. The keypad and
display interface allows the developers to build a customized
application with the help of it. In addition, it also has modes
such as the command mode and the data mode. In every
continent
the
GPRS/GSM
and
different
protocols/frequencies to operate. Command mode helps the
developers to configure the default setting as per their
necessities.

Fig.1 Arduino UNO

B. DHT11 Humidity and Temperature sensor:
The DHT11 is a commonly used temperature and humidity
sensor. The sensor comes with a dedicated NTC to measure
temperature and an 8-bit microcontroller to output the values
of temperature and humidity as serial data. The operating
voltage for the LCD Display is between 4.7V to 5.3V. It has
a current consumption of 1mA.

Fig.4 GSM

E. LCD Display:
The operating voltage for the LCD Display is between 4.7V
to 5.3V. It has a current consumption of 1mA.The LCD
module operates in 8-bit and 4-bit mode. The pin
configuration of LCD Display is as follows LED Negative,
LED Positive, Data pins from 0-7, R/W, RS, VEE, Vcc and
GND.

Fig.2 DHT11 Humidity and Temperature Sensor
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Fig.5 LCD Display

F. Buzzer:
A buzzer or beeper is an audio signalling device, which may
be mechanical, electromechanical, or piezoelectric (piezo for
short). Typical uses of buzzers and beepers include alarm
devices, timers, and confirmation of user input such as a
mouse click or keystroke. While buzzers seem to be
impractical and undesirable due to the technological
advancements, there are still instances in which buzzers and
similar circuits may be used. Present day applications include
ovens and microwave, electrical alarms, judging panels,
electronic metronomes, car parking etc.

indoors is confined and closed as compared to external
environment. Since the indoor environment is confined and
closed, the gases and pollutants dilute less in this
environment.
As the technology is advancing, work places have become
automated using different types of machines and devices to
carry out the tasks. These machines and devices emit various
gases and pollutants which are exposed to the environment.
The substances which are exposed are harmful to human
health and if they are prolonged to these substances it can
cause some serious disease. If they are exposed to the
substances even for small amount of time it can cause
multiple types of disease.
The paper puts forward an Internet of Things (IoT) based
indoor air quality monitoring by using GSM system for
checking various gases and pollutants in air which are
observed by the economically available sensors. The
implementation will be done with an Arduino board
connecting it with different types of available sensors. This
allows the authorities to analyze and detect the air quality for
a period of time and come to conclusion that is it dangerous
or not. Also, the device checks the air quality and if the
amounts of gases or pollutants increase beyond a particular
level it alerts the device holders by sending messages which
will be connected to Arduino.
If the air quality in the surrounding goes above a particular
level, the buzzer will also buzz and even message notification
and mail will be sent. This will help in maintaining the air
quality indoors and help everyone if there is emergency.
V.

Fig.6 Buzzer

III.

SOFTWARE

A. Arduino IDE:
The Arduino Integrated Development Environment (IDE)
is a prototyping platform enabling user to make different
types of devices. It is a multi-platform application for
various operating systems like Windows, Macintosh,
Ubuntu Linux which is written in functions from C/C++.
This IDE is used to perform and update programs to
Arduino supportable boards. With the assistance of 3rd
party cores, the programs can be put on other vendor
development boards also. It is open-source software that is
used for writing and compiling the code in the Arduino. It
is an official Arduino software, which makes code
compilation simple, even a common person with no prior
technical knowledge can get their feet wet with the learning
process.
IV.

OBJECTIVE

Researches and policy makers are nowadays attracted to
indoor air quality which is important as the external air
quality. In certain sense, the air quality which is indoor must
be paid more attention to than the external air quality as
people mostly spent their time indoors. The environment in
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PROPOSED DESIGN

Arduino is an open-source microcontroller that is easily
programable and it can be erased and reprogrammed again. It
also acts as minicomputer just like other microcontrollers
from which input can be taken and output can be controlled
for many sending information over the internet. It uses
hardware known as the Arduino development board and
software for developing code which is known as Arduino
IDE (Integrated Development Environment). The
microcontrollers are easily programable by using C and C++
language. Arduino has 14 digital input/output pins (of which
6 provides PWM output) and the microcontroller which is
used is ATmega328.
The DHT11 is a commonly used temperature and humidity
sensor. The sensor comes with a dedicated NTC to measure
temperature and an 8-bit microcontroller to output the values
of temperature and humidity as serial data. The operating
voltage for the LCD Display is between 4.7V to 5.3V. It has
a current consumption of 1mA.
MQ2 gas device is an electric device which helps in sensing
the application of gases. It senses gases like LPG, propane,
methane, hydrogen, alcohol, smoke and carbon monoxide
gas. This sensor is additionally mentioned as chemo resistor.
It has a material which senses the change in environment i.e.
when it came in contact with gas. This transformation within
the worth of resistance is employed for the detection of gas.
SIM900A electronic equipment will work with any GSM
similar to a mobile with its own distinctive signal. SIM900A
GSM/GPRS electronic equipment is plugged and played with
electronic equipment RS232 serial communication
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supported, thus Advantage of victimization this electronic
equipment are going to be that its RS232 port may be
accustomed communicate and develop embedded
applications. Applications like SMS management,
information transfer, device and work may be developed.
SIM900 electronic equipment supports options like voice
decision, SMS, Data/Fax, GPRS etc. SIM900A electronic
equipment uses AT commands to figure with supported
options. Note that to be connected to a cellular network, the
electronic equipment needs a SIM card provided by a
network supplier.
The LCD module operates in 8-bit and 4-bit mode. The pin
configuration of LCD Display is as follows LED Negative,
LED Positive, Data pins from 0-7, R/W, RS, VEE, Vcc, GND.
Buzzer is used to alert people, if any gas crosses the threshold
value and also if the temperature exceeds threshold value.
Using these components, it was possible to decide the air
quality present indoors in places like homes, private offices,
etc. MQ135 detects gases like LPG, propane, butane, etc.
MQ2 gives the smoke concentration present in the room.
Finally, the DHT11 humidity and temperature sensor helps
in detecting the humidity/moisture and temperature present
in the room. The output of the sensors is shown on the LCD
display and the client gets an Email/SMS alert on his mobile
if the smoke and temperature exceeds the threshold level.
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will send a message “Smoke or Gas Detected”. And when the
temperature exceeds a particular level it will send a message
“Too Hot”, so the code will help to prevent the disaster before
happening if smoke is released in house, building, society,
offices, etc. It will be sensed by the MQ2 sensor and the
buzzer will be set on and give more time to evacuate
everyone. This will help to save more life during fire
outbreak.

Fig.8 Entire circuit

LCD
DISPLAY

BUZZER
SENSED
OUTPUT

Fig.7 Flowchart of proposed system

VI.

IMPLEMENTATION

We have taken many input data for our model. Arduino Uno
is used which is connected with DHT 11 sensor, used to
indicate humidity and temperature. We have also connected
smoke and gas sensor which is MQ2. We have also used a
buzzer and led. If the surrounding environment is changed
i.e. if any smoke or gas leakage is detected the sensors will
be activated and if the threshold value has been crossed the
buzzer will buzz and led will glow and lastly we have added
lcd display which will display the temperature, humidity and
smoke quantity present in our environment and warn
everyone if the threshold value exceeds. We have used
GSM900A so when the threshold value is crossed it will also
send a message to the mobile number which is registered.
Different type of libraries are used to make this sensor
workable with Arduino Uno like DHT, Adafruit Sensor,
Liquid Crystal. The working of the model is simple we have
set threshold value for temperature and smoke. If there is any
gas leakage or smoke detection in the surrounding the buzzer
and led will be activated and the condition is simple first the
code will check the smoke/gas and if the smoke/gas is above
threshold the buzzer will be set and after that the code will
check for temperature and will set the buzzer on if required.
So when the gas or smoke is detected by the MQ2 sensor it
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Fig.9 Flowchart of Implementation
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For the pollution cannot be detected by human, it needs a tool
as a reader of the air quality. By this analysis we are able to
avoid pollution through observance the air quality frequently.
The system to observe the air of atmosphere exploitation
Arduino microcontroller, IoT technology is planned to boost
quality of air.
With the utilization of IoT technology enhances the method
of observance varied aspects of atmosphere like air quality
observance and detective work venturous gases and avoiding
gas outflow and hearth.
VII.

Fig.10 Display of Data

Fig.11

SOCIAL IMPACT

Hereafter the work can demand any testing of the system and
therefore the manifesto. During this paper, the demonstration
centered on testing the liableness of this system and
performing the manifesto, wherever a lot of dry runs are
important to make sure information precision for very long
time intervals. Additionally, mechanical systems are often
linked to the manifesto. Thus, the device are often
mechanically employed to boost the standard of the air
whenever the quality is not acceptable.
Successful and accurate air monitoring and control has
numerous benefits to both humanity and their surroundings
such as:
1. The information gathered from ‘Air Quality
Monitoring’ assists us in checking effects caused by
lesser quality of air on human health.
2. Air standard information simplifies for us to
confirm if a part is meeting the air quality standards
devised by CPCB, United Nations agency or federal
agency.
3. The information gathered from ‘Air Quality
Monitoring’ would firstly assist us to find the area
which is polluted, the extent of pollution and its
quality.
4. The standard of the air observing would help in
crucial circumstances pollution management
schemes devised in a very vicinity square measure
operating expeditiously.
5. Air standard information assist us in perceiving the
death toll of any place because of pollution. Square
measure able to conjointly assess and compare the
short term and future diseases/disorders that are a
result of pollution.
6. Based upon the information proposed on
management measures are often formulated for
defence of atmosphere and health of all living
species.
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